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296681 CRY OF THE BLACK WOLVES. Widescreen. Based on Jack London’s novel, Son of the Wolf. In the untamed wilderness of an Alaskan mining town, a rugged man of the wilderness (Ron Ely) must fight for survival against nature and a ruthless bounty hunter sent to bring him in for a murder he did not commit. 90 minutes. CinemaPops. $4.95

386265 UNLOCKED. Widescreen. Retired CIA interrogator Alice Racine (Noomi Rapace) is unexpectedly called back into action and soon learns that the classified information she once uncovered has been compromised. She turns to a former soldier to help her prevent a lethal biological attack. Also stars Orlando Bloom and Michael Douglas. Rated R. 98 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

389204 ROBERT LANGDON 3-MOVIE SET. Widescreen. This Tom Hanks triple feature includes Inferno, also starring Felicity Jones (122 minutes); Angels & Demons, also starring Ewan McGregor (139 minutes); and The Da Vinci Code, also starring Audrey Tautou (149 minutes). Three DVDs. Sony Pictures. $7.95

696995X THE KILLER: Dragon Dynasty. Widescreen. International superstar Chow Yun-Fat plays an assassin who agrees to one last job before quitting for good, but when his bosses double-cross him, he must take on the mob and the police in one of the most explosive showdowns in cinematic history. Unrated. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 106 minutes. Weinstein. $2.95

37660X REDEMPTION. Widescreen. On the run from a military court martial, a damaged ex-special forces soldier (Jason Statham), stumbles upon the body of a woman who must be assumed another man’s identity. Bent on retribution after a friend’s murder, he sets out to find the killer and enforce his own brand of justice. Rated R. 100 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

2898403 IN THE NAME OF BEN-HUR. Widescreen. A young gladiator enslaved in the Roman arena in 171 AD escapes by chariot towards the freedom of Hadrian’s Wall. Fighting centurions and mercenaries along the way, he becomes a folk hero for all those struggling to fight Roman oppression. Starring Adam Bouchet and Jonno Davies. Full screen. 89 minutes. Asylum. $2.95

3714578 WILD CARD. Widescreen. Nick Wild (Jason Statham) is a Las Vegas bodyguard with lethal professional skills and a killer gambling problem. When a friend is beaten by a sadistic thug, Nick strikes back, only to find out he’s messed with the wrong guy. Now he’s in for the fight of his life. Also stars Milo Ventimiglia and Sofia Vergara. Rated R. 95 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

377936X FLIGHT WORLD WAR II. Widescreen. Caught in a battle between Allied and German Forces, a modern day 757 mysteriously travels back in time to 1940. In their desperation to return home safely, the plane’s passengers manage to turn the tide that wins the war in Europe. Stars Faran Tahir. Not Rated. CC. 85 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

3830497 ACCIDENT MAN. Widescreen. Mike Fallon is the Accident Man—a stone cold killer and the best at what he does. But when a loved one is dragged into the underworld, Fallon is forced to rip apart the life he knew to avenge the one person who actually meant something to him. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

2867141 7 GUARDIANS OF THE TOMB. Widescreen. A team of scientists, Jia (Bingbing Li) and her father, Dr. Pelly (Kelsey Grammer) are making the discovery of the century, while also searching for a lost colleague in an ancient labyrinth. Before it’s too late, the group must battle their way through a swarm of deadly, man-eating funnel web spiders and find out what’s behind the ancients’ power. 90 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

3729273 IN THE NAME OF THE KING: The Tillman Trilogy. Widescreen. Une Bo's medieval saga based on the videogame series, starring Jason Statham, Dolph Lundgren, and Dominic Purcell. In the original, a family man seeks vengeance against the sorcerer who killed his wife. The sequel finds the sorcerer hunts the leader of the "Dark Ones." And in part three, Mark of the Dragon Warrior, a modern contract killer is cursed and sent back to medieval times. Some violence and strong language. Rated R. Over 3 hours. Three DVDs. PhaZZer Films. $3.95

375724X SUPERMAN II: The Richard Donner Cut. You haven't seen all the Superman films until you've seen this alternate cut featuring a never before seen beginning and resolution. Farmed concurrently with the first film, this version features new scenes illuminating the relationship between Superman (Christopher Reeve) and his father Jor-El of Krypton. CC. 115 minutes. Available on VHS. $19.95

4664953 THE FIGHTING SEABEES. John Wayne plays the head of a construction company building military sites for the Navy during WWII. After suffering the loss of many men in an Japanese attack, he heads to Washington to help establish the "CBS" (Construction Battalions). Units of armed builders. Also stars Dennis O’Keefe and Susan Hayward. In B&W. 100 minutes. Olive Films. $19.95

2902818 CASSIDY RED. Widescreen. When Josephine Cassidy (Abby Dillard) hears that her ex-fiancé Tom has murdered his Apache lover Jakob, she immediately seeks bloodthirsty retribution. However, when she returns to her hometown of San Bernardino, California, she discovers that Tom is now its corrupt sheriff and Jakob is alive and incarcerated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Vision Films. $4.95

3801151 ZORRO’S FIGHTING LEGION, CHAP 1: The Golden God. This 1939 classic from Hal Roach Studios stars Russell resolution Serial in 12 chapters, stars Reed Hadley and Sheila D’Arcy. Mexico has just won its independence from Spain, and President Juarez depends on gold ore from the mines of San Mendolto to establish the credit of the fledging nation. It’s up to Zorro to prevent the shipments. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Image Entertainment. Ltd. $3.95

395380X CANOPY. Widescreen. Singapore, February 9, 1942. The Japanese invasion is underway, Jim (Khan Chittenden), an Australian fighter pilot, finds himself stranded deep in the enemy-infested jungle. When he encounters an injured Singaporean Chinese resistance fighter, Seng (Mao Tai-Yu), the two realize they have to band together to survive an unending war and a common enemy. Rated R. 85 minutes. Olive Films. $3.95

3785954 CODE OF HONOR. Widescreen. Colonel Robert Sikes (Steven Seagal) is on a mission to rid his city of crime. As a stealthy, one-man assault team, he takes on street gangs, maquis, and police agents with extreme prejudice until his former protege teams up with the local police in an attempt to bring him to justice. Rated R. 106 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

2786484 THE DEAD LANDS. Widescreen. Leeingi (James Rolleston), a Maori chieftain’s teenage son, must avenge his father’s murder if he is to bring peace and honor to the souls of his slaughtered loved ones. Vastly outnumbered, Leeingi fights through the forbidden Dead Lands and forge an alliance with the mysterious “Warrior” (Lawrence Makoare). Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $1.95

3856216 LEGEND OF BEARHEART/CRY OF THE BLACK WOLVES. In Legend of Bearheart, a legendary bounty hunter tracks a drunken hunter who shot and killed his master. The rugged mountains of the Northwest are the setting for this exciting chase. In Cry of the Black Wolves, a rugged man of the wilderness must fight for survival against nature and a ruthless bounty hunter sent to bring him in. 173 minutes on a double-sided DVD. VHS. $3.95

565777X BLACKBEARD. Widescreen. In the 18th century, Blackbeard stood out in a sea of lawless rogues as the most fearsome and notorious sea-rover of them all. Discover the true story of pirate Edward Teach—ruthless leader, violent raider, and merciless killer—in this swashbuckling period adventure. Stars Angus Macfadyen, Kelly Reichardt, and Richard Chamberlain. Nearly 3 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98. $5.95


3817504 VIKING BLOOD. When a viking mercenary finds himself in the middle of a battle between the old gods and the new, he must choose which he desires to win. And so begins an epic battle between good and evil that will decide the fate of a nation. Stars Martin Hirsteak. Not Rated. 89 minutes. In Distribution. $4.95

2833913 SPRING BREAKERS. Widescreen. Four frustrated college girls (Selena Gomez, Vanessa Hudgens, Ashley Benson, and Pink) plot to fund spring break by robbing a fast-food shack. But when a night of partying ends with the girls’ arrest, an infamous local dealer (James Franco) bails them out and takes them on the wildest spring break ever. Directed by the infamous Harmony Korine. Rated R. 94 minutes. VFS Films. $5.95

3783839 THE BAD ASS 2-PACK. Widescreen. Danny Trejo delivers his special brand of justice with a double dose of hard-hitting action. Danny Trejo is Bad Ass as Frank Vega, a Vietnam vet who tracks down an infamous local dealer to retrieve the drug mule that he had delivered to a women’s prison for a mysterious caper. When one of the boxers Vega has been double-crossed by a ruthless contractor, he forms a team with the man he once thought was a friend to take down the crooks once and for all. Both Rated R. English SDH. Three hours on 2 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

6871666 DEATHSPORT. One thousand years into the future, after the great Neutron wars, the world is divided into desert wastelands and isolated city states. Notorious "Desert Ranger" Kaz is forced to fight in the Death Sport, dueling on an isolated island with the help of the renegade Vixen Deneer. Kaz must face his past and fight to save himself and his people. Stars David Carradine and Claudia Jennings. Rated R. 82 minutes. Adult. $5.95

3779408 MERCENARIES. Widescreen. A diplomatic official is captured and imprisoned while touring a war zone, so a team of elite female commandos is assembled. The "CBS" (Construction Battalions) is assigned the prisoner’s rescue. A daring rescue. Zoe Bell and Vivia A. Fox. Not Rated. CC. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

3855848 CARIBE. Fullscreen. Helen is an amateur illegal arms smuggler to Central American tourists. When she loses her partner in a deadly shootout, she finds herself on the run for her life, and she befriends a rugged man of the wilderness (Ron Ely) who is forced to rip apart the life he knew to avenge the one person who actually meant something to him. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95
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Action/Adventure

2995867 BEYOND VALKYRIE: Dawn of the Fourth Reich. Widescreen. As Operation Valkyrie prepares to assassinate Adolph Hitler, an Allied special ops team prepares to extract the man destined to lead post-war Germany. But after Valkyrie fails, everything changes. Now, unlikely allies must work together to stop a group of Nazi Officers from establishing the Fourth Reich. Stars Sean Patrick Flannery. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**6549993 ACTION 20 MOVIE COLLECTION.** Enjoy big stars and bigger explosions with 20 thrill rides: Last Action Hero; Universal Soldier; The Return; The Russian Specialist; Silent Rage; Shamus; The Anderson Tapes; Attack Force; The Point Men; The Hunt for Eagle One; Walking Tall; Facing S.T.U.F.F.; Basic; Maximum Risk; Stealth; Trapped; and more. Stars include Burt Reynolds, Dolph Lundgren, Jean Claude Van Damme, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Samuel L. Jackson, and many others. Most Rated R. Over 3 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $14.95

3801411 VIKING QUEST. Widescreen. Prometheus Kinetics has created Helios, a Renaissance clean energy source so powerful it rivals the force of the sun. But when certain governments start cutting safety measures, the explosive product begins to seep below the Earth’s crust producing giants of blast of fire. Not Rated. CC. 90 minutes. E One. $3.95

3770044 SINBAD AND THE WAR OF THE FURIES. Widescreen. On a treasure hunt gone wrong, modern-day adventurer Sinbad accidentally releases the Furies, three beautiful but terrible ancient beings, powerful enough to threaten life on Earth. Stars John Hennigan. CC. 91 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

2970740 LATIN DRAGON. Widescreen. A decorated war hero and covert agent, Danny Silva returns home to East L.A. and finds his neighborhood has been taken over by violent street gangs headed by the brutally corrupt Bishop Thom (Gary Busey). Add to this mix: Danny wages war with only his fists to restore the streets to his people. Rated R. CC. 101 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

3803082 FIREFLAKE. Widescreen. Prometheus Kinetics has created Helios, a Renaissance clean energy source so powerful it rivals the force of the sun. But when certain governments start cutting safety measures, the explosive product begins to seep below the Earth’s crust producing giants of blast of fire. Not Rated. CC. 90 minutes. E One. $3.95

In Japanese with Entertainment.

3785680 GLORY. Widescreen. The riveting story of the first black regiment to fight for the North during the Civil War. Rated PG.  Two hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

3854310 BIGFOOT. Widescreen. When Bigfoot attacks an 80s-themed music festival, a concert promoter and hippie burnout will do anything to protect the “endangered species.” Carnage and hilarity ensue in this bizarre adventure starring Stephen Furst, Darla Bonacurse, and rock star Alice Cooper. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

2803127 THE EXPENDABLES 2. Widescreen. An easy job goes sour when one of the Expendables is killed. Hell bent on payback, the team cuts a swath of destruction through enemy territory. Stars Sylvester Stallone, Jason Statham, Jet Li, Dolph Lundgren, Chuck Norris, Jean-Claude Van Damme, Bruce Willis, and Arnold Schwarzenegger. Rated R. English Widescreen. 126 minutes. Tricera Film. Pub. at $29.98 $3.95

3779372 HARA-KIRI: Death of a Samurai. Widescreen. From director Takashi Miike comes the story of a mysterious samurai who asks for a dance at the doorstep of his feudal lord requesting an honorable death by ritual suicide in his courtyard. The lord threatens him with the grisly tale of an ill-fated ronin with a similar quest. But this samurai has a story of his own. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. CC. 101 minutes. $3.95

★5553809 VALLEY OF THE CYCLE SLUTS. Tough guy cop Wade Olson takes his renegade brand of justice too far and ends up captured by the police in a plot of political blackmail, corruption and dirty money. Not Rated. 84 minutes. $3.95

3802817 CUTIE HONEY. Widescreen. Fitted with her father’s invention, Cutie Honey can transform herself into a beautiful warrior of love. The nefarious organization calling herself Panther Claw is kidnapping girls across Japan and the police are powerless to stop them. Now, the leader has her sights on a new prize: Heredity of the Transformation device, English subtitles. 93 minutes. Bandai Video. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

3800628 BORN TO RIDE. Widescreen. Mike (Caspar Van Dien) decides to hit the road on his refurbished motorcycle along with buddy Alex (Patrick Muldoon), but their trek takes a surprising turn when they become involved in a plot of political blackmail, corruption and dirty money. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97 $3.95

3821218 SHOWDOWN IN MANILA. Widescreen. Nick and Charlie are two of Manila’s best private detectives. So when Cheryl Wells’ husband is brutally murdered by a ruthless criminal named “the Wraith;” she turns to them to track him down and bring him back alive! Stars Caspar Van Dien and Tia Carrere. Not Rated. CC. 100 minutes. $3.95

★6729278 CHUCK NORRIS: Triple Threat. Widescreen. It’s three times the action with three films featuring the martial arts superstar. Chuck Norris plays Colonel James Braddock, who plunges into the jungle to search for the murderous treachery of the legendary his family, and himself in Missing in Action; Missing in Action 2: The Beginning; and Braddock: Missing in Action 3. All Rated R. $3.95

3781048 BLOOD MONEY. Widescreen. Three friends on a wilderness excursion find themselves in the middle of a money-laundering scheme that could affect the fate of the world. Not Rated. $14.98

3785580 KING ARTHUR AND THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE. Widescreen. A loyal knight banishes the evil enchantress Morgana and her son Mordred to the ends of the universe. Vowing revenge, Morgana and her sorcerer son return to destroy every last descendant of King Arthur and his knights. Stars Sara Malakul, Eoin O’Brien and Alex Winters. CC. 90 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

3783006 THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E.: Red October. Widescreen. In 1963, CIA agent Napoleon Solo (Henry Cavill) and KGB agent Illya Kuryakin (Armie Hammer) must put aside longstanding hostilities to stop a mysterious international criminal organization bent on destabilizing the fragile balance of world power. Directed by Guy Ritchie. English Widescreen. 98 minutes. Warner Home Video. $9.95

3803872 PSYCHO GOTHIC LOLITA. Widescreen. A group wearing black cloaks has attacked Yuki’s family, leaving her father crippled and her mother dead. The only one to escape is Yuki, who is left with a smoldering anger and a thirst for retribution. Fashioning herself into an elegant demon of vengeance, she sets off in search of payback. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. CC. 89 minutes. ARC Entertainment. $3.95

3778190 SCI-FIGHTERS/TERMINAL RUSH. A Roddy Piper double feature. In Sci-Fighters a police detective (Piper) searches for a machine, his ex-partner (Billy Drago) who murdered his wife. Dunn has escaped on the moon and returned to Earth with an alien virus. In Terminal Rush a local cop tries to save the father and several others who have been taken hostage by terrorists at Hoover Dam. Both Rated R. Three hours. $4.95

3625383 THE TERMINATOR. Widescreen. In 2029, giant super-computers dominate the planet, hell-bent on exterminating the human race! And to destroy man’s future by changing the past, they send an indestructible cyborg—a Terminator—a man-mating’s only hope. This action-packed sci-fi classic stars Arnold Schwarzenegger and Linda Hamilton. Widescreen. Not Rated. English Widescreen. 99 minutes. TriStar. $6.95

3710431 TRANSFORMERS. Widescreen. From director Michael Bay comes a thrilling battle between the heroic Autobots and evil Decepticons. When their epic struggle comes to Earth, all that stands between them and the ultimate power is a clue held by Sam Witwicky (Shia LaBeouf). This two-disc set comes packaged in a case that actually transforms into Optimus Prime! Widescreen. $5.95

3739651 KICKBOXER: Retaliation. Widescreen. When MMA fighter Kurt Sloane is forced into an underground death match with a 400 pound drug-enhanced behemoth, he turns to the legendary’s Master Durand (Jean-Claude Van Damme) and prison fighter Briggs (Mike Tyson) to survive the fight. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/824
**Action/Adventure**

3753492 MI-5. Widescreen. When a terrorist escapes custody during a routine handover, Will Hollisway (Kit Harington) must team up with disgraced MI5 Intelligence Chief Harry Pearce (Peter Firth) to track him down before an imminent terrorist attack on London. Also stars Jennifer Ehle. Rated R. 104 minutes. Momentum Global.

3817490 ROBIN HOOD: The Rebellion. Widescreen. Outraged by the courageous Robin Hood’s (Ben Freeman) resistance to his tyrannical rule, the Sheriff of Nottingham kidnaps Lady Marian in a plot to force Robin Hood to surrender himself. With the life of his true love at stake, Robin charges sword first into what could be the final battle of his life. English SDH. 92 minutes. Vision Films.

4609817 THE DEBT. Widescreen. In 1966, three Mossad agents were assigned to track down a Nazi war criminal hiding in East Berlin, a mission accomplished at great risk and personal cost—or was it? Thirty years later, surprising revelations compel a retired team member to take matters into her own hands. Stars Helen Mirren, Sam Worthington, and Jessica Chastain. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. Universal. $5.95

3803392 OLD SKOOL KILLAZ: The Jade Temple Collection. These four films are brimming with the thrilling and campy martial arts combat you love. Includes Young Hero of Shaolin; Young Hero of Shaolin 2; Jade Digger Ninja; and The Silver Spear. Stars Boa Guo; Guo Liang; Huang Jia Yang; and Yu Wang. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Venom Mob.

6811957 THE ORGANIZATION/SEHBA. BABY. Widescreen. The dangerous world of international terrorism is exposed in The Organization, an elaborate and suspenseful crime thriller which reprises Sidney Poitier’s role as Lt. Virgil Tibbs. In Shafta, Baby, a female P. (Pam Grier) is drawn back to her hometown of Louisville, Kentucky because someone is trying to force her father 3 hours. MGM. Pub. at $15.98

3801489 WHITE TIGER. Widescreen. As WWI draws to a close, reports of an indestructible ghost-white Tiger tank spread amid the Soviet ranks. After barely surviving a battle with the almost mythical beast, Red Army Sergeant Ivan Naydenov becomes obsessed with saving its destruction. Not Rated. In Russian with English subtitles. 109 minutes. East One. $4.95

3871754 SWORD OF VENGEANCE. Widescreen. This is the story of a Norman prince, freed from slavery, who seeks revenge on his father’s murder—his ruthless uncle. Earl Durant. Gathering the trust of a band of exiled farmers, he leads them into battle against Durant, exploiting them in his quest to satisfy his code of honor, Stars Stanley Weber. Rated R. English subtitles. 87 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

3855136 DAMASCUS COUGAR. Widescreen. As a young baby, Ar Ben-Zion, haunted by the death of his son, is recalled to Jerusalem after a failed attempt to bring a mole back to Israel alive. Unseen how many of them into battle against Durant, exposed the Mossad assigns Ari to smuggle a chemical weapons scientist out of Syria. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

3851591 SUPERFLY/SUPERFLY 1972. Widescreen. Cocaine kingpin Priest (Trey Jackson) wants to get out of the game. Hoping for one last score, Priest and his partner travel to Mexico to arrange a deal but finds himself trying to outmaneuver the cartel’s two competing goons. In the double-crossers that threaten his path to freedom. Includes the original Super Fly and Super Fly: Back Out Again.

3775598 CAPTAIN PHILLIPS. Widescreen. Based on a true story, the film focuses on the U.S. Navy oil tanker Oligarch, which is hijacked by Somali pirates off the coast of Africa. The crew is held captive by armed pirates. Stars Tom Hanks. Unrated. 116 minutes. English SDH. 134 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

292929X SO PROUDLY WE HAUL. Fullscreen. Lieutenant Janet Davidson (Claudette Colbert) leads a group of spirited women through the struggles and challenges of military camp. From the bonding of Pearl Harbor to the time they are shipped home, these courageous women face the wounds of war and the perilous danger. In B&W. English SDH. 126 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98

3855910 CLASH OF THE EMPIRES. The Tree People village are attacked and enslaved by a race of dragon-riding cannibals. Young Coben, must seek out the giant human warriors to find the cannibal’s lair and rescue the last surviving Tree People. 90 minutes. Asylum.

3739740 THE VILLAINESS. Widescreen. Hired from childhood into a merciless killing school, assassin Sook-hee is recruited as a sleeper agent with the promise of freedom after ten years of service. But soon enough secrets from her past destroy everything she’s worked for, and now nobody can stand in her way as she embarks on a roaring rampage of revenge. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. Well Go USA.

3721395 MAD MAX BEYOND THUNDERDOME. Widescreen & Widescreen. This film that began a martial-arts phenomenon, is set in the aftermath of a global apocalypse on wheels and one of the best movie fight scenes ever, as Max (Mel Gibson) and the gladiator Blaster face off with races, chainsaws, anything not nailed down inside Thunderdome. Also stars Tina Turner. CC. 107 minutes on a double-sided DVD. Warner Home Video.

3801543 ZAMBO: Full Moon’s Grindhouse Collection. Fullscreen. Deep in the jungles of central Africa, a lone figure moves swiftly through the trees. Often heard, sometimes seen, but never heard, hearkening back to Jackie Chan’s classic Move. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. In Widescreen. The lives of Roxxy, an English SDH. 96 minutes. Universal. $5.95

378592X BATTLE OF THE DAMNED. Widescreen. When a deadly virus infects a major city, its population is quarantined by military blockade and policed by killer policemen for a remarking industrialist. When the legendary Shaolin monk, Wong Jack Man (Xia Yu) came into town, and Lee challenges him to a light, one that would change the history of martial arts forever. English SDH. 96 minutes. Universal.

3851885 BIRTH OF THE DRAGON. Widescreen. In 1960s San Francisco, Bruce Lee (Phillip Ng) was young, hungry and looking for an opportunity to make a name for himself. That opportunity came when the legendary Shaolin monk, Wong Jack Man (Xia Yu) came into town, and Lee challenges him to a light, one that would change the history of martial arts forever. English SDH. 96 minutes. Universal.


3695441 BLACK MOON RISING. Widescreen. Master thief Sam Quint (Tom Selleck) is hired by the government for a high-level job, hides a computer disk in an experimental supercomputer called the Black Moon. But before Sam can recover the disc, the car to stolen by Nina ( Linda Hamilton), a high-tech auto thief. With time running out, Quint must go on the prowl to reclaim his property. Rated R. 100 minutes. Universal. $5.95

2924994 VINCENT-N ROXXY. Widescreen. The lives of Roxy, an inner-city girl in trouble, and Vincent, a consummate lamer from a small town America, become intertwined with dangerous and sometimes lethal consequences. When a vicious killer attacks Roxy and Vincent tries to save her, forcing Vincent and Roxy to go on the run for their lives.

*Film (95 minutes). Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Sony Pictures.*
**Diego Moniz**

*The Return of the Condor Heroes*.

Pakistani and American police (played by Tony Jaa, Wu Yue) team up with the local Chinese police (played by Louis Koo) to track down a wanted criminal and her gang. Features breathtaking action scenes and martial arts showdowns.

**Chuck Bissey**

*Suicide Kings*.

Inhabiting the body of an absent man, a serial killer roams the streets of Hong Kong, using his new victim's identity to commit further crimes. The film explores themes of identity and moral ambiguity.

**Filipe de Almeida**

*Red Shoes*. 

A ballet dancer's dream turns into a nightmare when she is possessed by a malevolent spirit. The film is a psychological horror, combining elements of dance and supernatural terror.

**Matt K.**

*Alien Syndrome*. 

A group of astronauts aboard a spaceship encounter an alien species, forcing them to decide between saving humanity and sacrificing their own lives. A tense and suspenseful alien invasion tale.
Action/Adventure

**3729080 TERRY AND THE PIRATES.** Fullscreen. Columbia Pictures brought Terry and the Pirates to the screen in these thril
packed episodes in 1940, that centered around the discovery of a vast hidden treasure. Along the treacherous episode route we have countess thrills that captivated Saturday matinee audiences. Shown Factory
Three hours on 2 DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $24.95

Also stars Kyle MacLachlan, English SDH. 171 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

**371604X JAWS: The Revenge.** Widescreen. Once again the price of Amity and the lives of the Brody family are shattered by a bloodthirsty shark in this suspense-packed sequel to the original classic thriller. The tension builds rapidly to a shattering climax in this, the most incredible Jaws adventure of them all. At this time, it’s personal. Stars Lori Gray and Lance Guest. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

**3729028 ATTACK FORCE Z.** Widescreen. Mel Gibson commands an elite military team dispatched during WWII to locate and destroy the survivors of a sh odd plane stranded on a South Pacific Island occupied by the Japanese. One of the castaways, a dejected Japanese official, holds the secret to ending the war, and must be saved at all costs. Also stars Sam Neill, John Philip Law and John Waters.

5909215 ROGER CORMAN’S DEATH RACE 2050. Widescreen. It’s the year 2050 and America is controlled by an all-powerful corporate government ruled by The Chairman (Malcolm McDowell). The event of the year is the Death Race, in which a motley crew of violent drivers compete on a country road race, scoring points for shamelessly running people over and driving each other off the road. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Universal.

$9.95

**3859924 GOLDEN SWALLOW/KILLER CLANS.** Widescreen. Chang Pei Pei stars as the beautiful swords-woman Golden Swallow whose friendship with a chivalrous hero becomes the obsession of a murderous killer. In Killer Clans two clans compete to control the martial arts world in a complex tale of deception and double crosses. Both Not Rated and in Mandarin with English subtitles. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. ARC Entertainment. Pub. at $4.95

**3714403 BUYBUST.** Widescreen. After surviving the slaughter of her entire squad in a drug raid compromised by dirty cops, anti-narcotics special operative Nina Manigan (Arme Curtis), is eager to go home to her family before she is caught in a bloody grip on Manila. Dubbed and in Filipino with English subtitles. Not Rated. 127 minutes. Well Go USA. $3.95

**2954990 LIFE ON THE LINE.** Widescreen. In this tense thriller starring John Travolta and Kate Bosworth, a team of power line workers races to install miles of cable before a deadly lightening storm destroys the entire power grid. Rated R. 97 minutes. VFS Films.

$5.95

**3821005 DIRTY LIES.** Widescreen. An under appreci ated intern entrusted with a million dollar necklace races to find out which of his hungry roommates betrayed him as he battles a desperate criminal duo. Friends turn against friends and secrets are revealed. The body count rises and so do the dirty lies. Not Rated. 83 minutes. E One.

$4.95

**3801039 RISE OF THE FELLOWSHIP.** Widescreen. A group of friends embark on an epic journey to find a new world they have only heard of, encountering dangerous obstacles and villains around every corner. With the aid of some unexpected allies along the way, the companions fiercely look for certainty that they can reach their destination. Stars Justin Cole and Emma Phase 4 Films.

$3.95

**5812577 SINBAD: The Fifth Voyage.** Widescreen. When the Sultan’s first born daughter is abducted by an evil sorcerer, Sinbad must travel through a desert of magic and mythical creatures to save her. Can he defeat the Cyclops, Golliath Crab, and the legendary Rok Bird before it’s too late? Narrated by Patrick Stewart. CC. Rated PG. F One.

$6.95

**3856574 DAN CANDY’S LAW.** Donald Sutherland stars in this 1975 film as a Canadian Mountie who must track down and bring to justice a fugitive Cree Indian who killed Sutherland’s fellow officer. 93 minutes. Reel Vault.

$7.95

**3867856 CHINA SALESMAN.** The epic adventure of a skilled Chinese engineer (Song Sui Li) who teams up with a corrupt competitor over a prized telecom deal. Local African tribesman Kabbah (Mike Tyson) and the mercenary Ladder (Steven Seagal) take up arms to protect the profitable light while the entire region threatens to explode in a dangerous civil war. Not Rated.

110 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

$1.95

**6961304 BRITISH WAR COLLECTION: THE RISE OF THE FELLOWSHIP.** Widescreen. From the British perspective: The Way to the Stairs, about the RAF; Sea of Sand, about the conflict in North Africa; The Malta Story, about the fight for a vital island; and Warship, about the Romans and the Brits. Slipped into the mix without notice, Sidhe, the fairies of the Shadowlands, the men must flee for their lives from terrifying creatures. 93 minutes. BayView Entertainment.

$4.95

**6961509 JUNGLE GIRL.** Loosely based on the novel by Edgar Rice Burroughs; this 15-chapter serial stars Frances Gifford as Nyoka, with Tom Neal as male hero Jack Stanton, and Trevor Bardette and Gerald Mohr as their villainous adversaries. Filled front to back with cliffhangers, it charts a quest for diamonds in the African jungle. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. ARC Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**3828739 DARK NEMESIS.** Widescreen. The award-winning, world ravaged by feuding warlords, a group of desperate soldiers hatch a plan to steal a warlord’s treasure and start a new life. When they escape into a desolate and forbidden land known as the Shadowlands the men must face off against the warlord’s vicious assassins while defending themselves from terrifying creatures.

$12.95

**3855449 CLAY PIGEON.** Fullscreen. Joe Ryan (Tom Stern), a Vietnam Vet, is named a drug kingpin by the CIA (Talia Salavas), in order to catch him, making Joe the Clay Pigeon. The first film dealing with the problems of a returning Vietnam vet from the war. Rated R. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

**3855119 Q.I. SAMURAI.** Widescreen. A squadron of Japanese soldiers find themselves transported from Japan to 1972 America. Through time to Japan’s feudal period, 400 years in the past, where rival samurai clans are battling to make their leader the supreme shogun. The men discover that the same ambition and teams up with one of the clans in the battle for power. In Japanese with English subtitles. 139 minutes. Ventura Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95

$4.95

**3720632 THE WHITE WARRIOR.** Widescreen. In this fast-paced, no holds barred adventure of a lifetime. This amazing set pieces together the original beloved movie trilogy starring Michael J. Fox and Christopher Lloyd along with all 26 episodic series. Join Marty McFly, Doc Brown and a time traveling DeLorean for the adventure of a lifetime. Also includes a 64 page visual history book. Over 15 hours on nine DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $21.95

$21.95

**3856860 KILL OR BE KILLED.** Two former ranking officers of Germany and Japan decide to organize a deadly martial arts competition, gathering contestants from all around the world. Joe Ryan (Tom DeLorean) is tricked and his girlfriend travel to the remote location but he decides not to fight after finding out the nature of the event. 1976. In B&W. 99 minutes. Directed by Peking Yue. Pub. at $7.95

$7.95

**3849014 HUDSON RIVER MASSECRE.** The Hudson Bay Company, with James Sullivan (Santiago River) at the helm and supported by the British Mounted Police, launch an attack on the notorious de Leon and his band of mo confirms to victory over the superior Russian army of Gav Nicholas. Directed by Recco Freda. 88 minutes. Reel Vault.

$7.95

**3855096 MIGHTY POLO.** Widescreen. In this adventure of a lifetime. This amazing set pieces together the original beloved movie trilogy starring Michael J. Fox and Christopher Lloyd along with all 26 episodic series. Join Marty McFly, Doc Brown and a time traveling DeLorean for the adventure of a lifetime. Also includes a 64 page visual history book. Over 15 hours on nine DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $21.95

$11.95

**6950006 MIGHTY POLO.** Widescreen. In this adventure of a lifetime. This amazing set pieces together the original beloved movie trilogy starring Michael J. Fox and Christopher Lloyd along with all 26 episodic series. Join Marty McFly, Doc Brown and a time traveling DeLorean for the adventure of a lifetime. Also includes a 64 page visual history book. Over 15 hours on nine DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $21.95

$21.95

**3867004 DUEL OF CHAMPIONS.** To end the long war between the Romans and the Albans, a duel to the death will take place in the road. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Universal.

$9.95
Action/Adventure

★ 3856666 KILL CASTRO. In this action packed thriller featuring Robert Vaughn, an alliance of government agents and mobsters unite to take down Fidel Castro in 1980s Cuba. This film is also known as Cuba Crossing; The Mercenaries; and Sweet Dirty Tony. 90 minutes. Retail. $7.95

★ 3769615 SAF 2: Under Pressure. Widescreen. An investigation into SAF 3’s actions during a deadly forest fire has the entire team racing to save a poor orphans’ fate or their leader John Eriksson (Dolph Lundgren). Struggling to keep their program alive, John and the team must stay focused and continue to be the elite they were trained to be, or risk being shut down for good. 83 minutes. In Distribution. Pub. At $19.98 $9.95

★ 3847989 ART OF DECEPTION. Widescreen. After uncovering the CIA’s ruthless master plan for world domination by gaining complete mind control over the entire population, top scientist Joseph Markham is left with a choice—save the lives of billions or the life of his wife, who has been kidnapped. Stars Richard Ryan. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95


★ 3858944 PAGAN WARRIOR. Widescreen. After a savage gang of warriors invade a castle, murder its inhabitants and one surviving man calls upon Kramps, the Devil, to come to exact revenge for his family. Stars Peter Cosgrove. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. In Distribution. Pub. At $19.98 $14.95

★ 2940280 DIAMOND CARTEL. The charismatic and ruthless Mussa makes a deal to purchase the Star of East Diamond from the British East India Company. Will Reynolds (Andrew Cheney) has just been double-crossed and now is on the run in the American colonies. As his past life closes in on him, Will must somehow gain the trust and the help of his beloved Charlotte (Kara Kliner)—as well as Ben Franklin—who he expects. Stars Family SDH. 91 minutes. Well Go USA. $9.95

★ 3741406 WOLF WARRIOR 2. Widescreen. The Wolf Warrior is back in this action-packed sequel. With his career in tatters, he settles into a quiet life on the sea. But when he crosses paths with a sadistic band of mercenaries terrorizing innocent civilians, he returns to duty as a soldier and save the day once again. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Well Go USA. $14.95

★ 3831924 TIGER OF THE SEVEN SEAS. The daughter of a retired pirate captain seeks command of her father’s small ship. Unfortunately for her, he has promised the station to the winner of a duel. Her boyfriend is one of the duelists and wins the day. A sore loser vows revenge and murders the captain. A daring manhunt on the open seas ensues. Dubbed in English. 89 minutes. DVD. Pub. At $14.95 $9.95

★ 2996604 CAMPBELL’S KINGDOM. Wide screen. Englishman Bruce Campbell (Sir Dirk Bogarde) takes possession of his grandfather’s Canadian land, a valley in the Rockies, but he faces various challenges such as dealing with a ruthless contractor, a new power dam, and his own bad health. He believes there’s oil on the land and must discover the mining company for this oil. 102 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. At $14.95 $9.95

★ 3785432 COUNTDOWN TO ESMEERALDA BAY. From cult director Jess Franco comes this rarely seen, action-packed thriller, produced by Europe’s notorious genre film studio, Eurocinema. A colorful, pulse-pounding tale of revolution, a military gone mad, a government out of control and those who profit from the chaos. Stars Robert Forster and George Rowan. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Well Go USA. $9.95

★ 3778843 PROS AND EX-CONS. Widescreen. Two ex-cons working for a powerful crime lord are assigned to a highly secretive job. After completing their job, they quickly learn that they have assassinated the wrong individual. With the stakes high, they must quickly correct their mistake before covers are blown and innocent lives are affected. 117 minutes. Lions Gate. Pub. At $19.98 $14.95

★ 3840883 A MILLION HITS. Widescreen. When a clique of teen girls, led by “scene queen” Ashley, begins bullying her local girls friends on the internet, it’s up to Jess, the girl who’s videotaping their fights, to stand up to Ashley’s bullying—or become a victim herself. 114 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. At $14.95 $7.95

★ 3832201 NATION’S FIRE. Widescreen. When the son of Gloria Nation, ex-leader of an all female motorcycle club, is killed in a school shooting, and is mistakenly named as the shooter, leaders of motorcycle clubs rally to seek retaliation for her son’s death and to clear his name. Stars Krista Grotte Saxon and Gil Bellows. 116 minutes. Films. Pub. At $19.98 $9.95

★ 3765602 SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT PURSUIT PACK. Widescreen. Universal. SOLD OUT

★ 3778991 ACTION PACK: Cinema Deluxe. Goose. SOLD OUT

★ 3801438 WARRIORS OF THE APOCALYPSE. Fullscreen. Green Apple. $3.95

★ 3801195 SINS. Widescreen. Green Apple. $3.95


★ 681168X HERCULES: Hallmark Entertainment. Fullscreen. Lions Gate. Pub. At $14.95 $4.95

★ 3720616 TREASURE OF THE AMAZON/ISLAND OF LOST SEAS. Widescreen. VCI Entertainment. Pub. At $9.95 $7.95

★ 2841371 RAVEN. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. At $14.95 $11.95

★ 3765830 SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT BANDIT PACK. Widescreen. Universal. SOLD OUT

★ 3830511 THE PADRE. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $3.95

★ 3830563 THE MADAME. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $4.95

★ 2954931 KILLING HEYDRICH. Widescreen. VFS Films. $5.95

★ 3829065 ATTACK!/ATTACK ON THE IRON COAST/BEACH HEAD. Widescreen. MVD Visual. SOLD OUT

★ 3828015 AFTER DOOMSDAY. Widescreen. MVD Visual. SOLD OUT

★ 3830608 LEAGUE OF GODS. Widescreen. MVD Visual. SOLD OUT

★ 3806061 BLOWN AWAY/THE KILLER ELITE. TGG. $3.95

★ 3752674 THE FAR HORIZONS. Widescreen. Paramount. $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/824
THE IVORY-HANDED GUN. Many B-western devotees believe this to be the best of the talkie-era westerns starring Buck Jones. The interesting plot of this 1935 film has the sons of two sheephounds carrying on their parents' feud. Also in tow is a herd of ivory-handled guns. Walter Miller plays the villainous Wolverine Kid. In B&W. 99 minutes. DVD Video.

RIDERS ON THE RANGE: 25 Movie Collection. John Wayne and others saddle up for the ultimate collection. Frontier Heroes, featuring timeless favorites like Angel and the Badman and Forbidden Trails. Then, Matt Damon and Penelope Cruz star in the live-action collection Forbidden Trails. Collecting All the Pretty Horses; Old Gringo; Sunset; Don't Come Knocking; and Bloodworth. (Most Rated Limited Quality) 5 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $91.98 $7.95.

THE CONFEDERATE. Widescreen. Desperate to escape the marriage to a brutal neighbor that her drunken father arranged, Willa Randall joins the Wheeler's Division of the Confederate Cavalry disguised as a boy. Can Willa keep the secret from the Captain she grows to love, and can the ambitious Edgar Dodos, hot on her trail? Stars Parker Stevenson. Not Rated. CC. 106 minutes. Cinedigm.

THE LAST GUNSLINGER. Widescreen. For ten years a Civil War veteran (Cody McFarren) has been hunting the cruel prejudice sheriff (Chowan Cooper, including) who killed his family. He finally tracks him down in the town of Restless Hills, where he is now a crooked sheriff. This tense western is a classic story of good versus evil. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Cinedigm.


WINCHESTER '73. Fullscreen. Frontiersmen Lin McCadam (James Stewart) attempts to track and apprehend facemask killer and one of a kind rifle, the Winchester '73, as it passes among a diverse group of desperate characters. Also stars Shelley Winters, John Drury and Rock Hudson. In B&W. 93 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98 $6.95.

THE LONG RIDERS. Widescreen. Four sets of acclaimed actor brothers--Dennis and Randy Quaid, Stacy and James Keach; Christopher and Nicholas Guest; and Keith, Robert, and David Carradine--bring to life the story of the notorious James-Younger outlaw gang, who held the West in the grip of their violent, obsessive vendetta. Each time he thinks he has found "the one," he ends up disappointed--and she ends up dead. But his luck runs out when the brother of one of his conquests finds him down to exact vigilante justice. 114 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97 $3.95.

CHEYENNE. Meet Jeremiah, one of the best bounty hunters in the West. Of course, he can't read. This feisty woman has shot her gun-trading, double-crossin' husband and run off with his money. But Cheyenne's husband wants her back. Someone's about to get hurt. Rated R. MTS.

20TH CENTURY FOX. Columbia.

THE BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI. Widescreen. After serving his country in the Civil War, sharpshooter William Drayton (David Carradine) moved West in search of employment using his shooting skills. He ends up with the wrong type of people as a deputy-assassin. 90 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

WIDESCREEN. Four classics from one of the greatest western sagas! Yul Brynner, James Coburn, Steve McQueen, Eli Wallach and Charles Bronson team up to produce a village for an outlaw attack in The Magnificent Seven. The adventure continues in three more entries, Return of the Magnificent Seven; Guns of the Magnificent Seven; and The Magnificent Seven Ride! Over 7 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox.

THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN/SERAPHIM FALLS. Widescreen. In The Magnificent Seven, the desperate townspeople of Rose Creek employ protection from seven outlaws, bounty hunters, and hired guns. Stars Chris Pratt and Ethan Hawke. 133 minutes. Seraphim Falls. Ex. Union Captain Gideon has come west looking to leave the brutal, past behind. Stars Liam Neeson. Rated R. 112 minutes. Sony Pictures.

FULLSCREEN. A Western of the highest quality, and without a hint of the cheesy! "Singing Cowboy" star, John Wayne, as Pancake, the notori ous James-Younger outlaw (Leonard Maltin). The hard-bitten Rocklin (Wayne) arrives in town to work on a nearby ranch. His suspicions, an untamed cowgirl (Ella Raines) has her guns, and Rocklin will build a two-listed plan for justice. CC. In B&W. 87 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95.

THE SALVATION. Widescreen. Mais Mikkelsen unleashes a maelstrom of bloodshed in this white-knuckle tale of revenge in the Wild West. When he lays waste to the soucorders who killed his wife and son, a Danish ex-soldier incurs the wrath of a sadistic gang leader hell-bent on homesteading. Stars Joel Edgerton and Mads Mikkelsen. In B&W. 99 minutes. Reel Vault.


DEAD WEST. Widescreen. A charismatic outlaw sets out on a murderous cross-country trip searching for true love. Each time he thinks he has found "the one," he ends up disappointed--and she ends up dead. But his luck runs out when the brother of one of his conquests finds him down to exact vigilante justice. 114 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97 $3.95.

ALL HELLS BROKE LOOSE. Widescreen. After serving his country in the Civil War, sharpshooter William Drayton (David Carradine) moved West in search of employment using his shooting skills. He ends up with the wrong type of people as a deputy-assassin. 90 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN/SERAPHIM FALLS. Widescreen. In The Magnificent Seven, the desperate townspeople of Rose Creek employ protection from seven outlaws, bounty hunters, and hired guns. Stars Chris Pratt and Ethan Hawke. 133 minutes. Seraphim Falls. Ex. Union Captain Gideon has come west looking to leave the brutal, past behind. Stars Liam Neeson. Rated R. 112 minutes. Sony Pictures.

DESTRUCTIBLE AGAIN. Fullscreen. James Stewart is Destry, a mild-mannered deputy who doesn’t like guns, called to restore order in the hopelessly corrupt frontier town of Broderick. Nicknamed Destry Rides Again, he’s soon roped into action after meeting the seductive Francy (Marlene Dietrich), an alluring saloon entertainer. In B&W. 95 minutes. Universal.

THE BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI. Widescreen. After serving his country in the Civil War, sharpshooter William Drayton (David Carradine) moved West in search of employment using his shooting skills. He ends up with the wrong type of people as a deputy-assassin. 90 minutes. North American Motion Pic.
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THE BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI. Widescreen. After serving his country in the Civil War, sharpshooter William Drayton (David Carradine) moved West in search of employment using his shooting skills. He ends up with the wrong type of people as a deputy-assassin. 90 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

DESTRUCTIBLE AGAIN. Fullscreen. James Stewart is Destry, a mild-mannered deputy who doesn’t like guns, called to restore order in the hopelessly corrupt frontier town of Broderick. Nicknamed Destry Rides Again, he’s soon roped into action after meeting the seductive Francy (Marlene Dietrich), an alluring saloon entertainer. In B&W. 95 minutes. Universal.

THE BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI. Widescreen. After serving his country in the Civil War, sharpshooter William Drayton (David Carradine) moved West in search of employment using his shooting skills. He ends up with the wrong type of people as a deputy-assassin. 90 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

DESTRUCTIBLE AGAIN. Fullscreen. James Stewart is Destry, a mild-mannered deputy who doesn’t like guns, called to restore order in the hopelessly corrupt frontier town of Broderick. Nicknamed Destry Rides Again, he’s soon roped into action after meeting the seductive Francy (Marlene Dietrich), an alluring saloon entertainer. In B&W. 95 minutes. Universal.

THE BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI. Widescreen. After serving his country in the Civil War, sharpshooter William Drayton (David Carradine) moved West in search of employment using his shooting skills. He ends up with the wrong type of people as a deputy-assassin. 90 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

DESTRUCTIBLE AGAIN. Fullscreen. James Stewart is Destry, a mild-mannered deputy who doesn’t like guns, called to restore order in the hopelessly corrupt frontier town of Broderick. Nicknamed Destry Rides Again, he’s soon roped into action after meeting the seductive Francy (Marlene Dietrich), an alluring saloon entertainer. In B&W. 95 minutes. Universal.

THE BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI. Widescreen. After serving his country in the Civil War, sharpshooter William Drayton (David Carradine) moved West in search of employment using his shooting skills. He ends up with the wrong type of people as a deputy-assassin. 90 minutes. North American Motion Pic.
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WESTERNS

657353 THE ULTIMATE WESTERN COLLECTION. Collects six time-honored tales of daring and hazardous adventure on the wild frontier. Stars like Clint Eastwood, Yul Brynner, John Wayne, James Coburn, and Henry Fonda star in Jesse James: The Magnificent Seven; The Comancheros; The Texan; The Ugly; The Undefeated; and Duck, You Sucker (aka A Fistful of Dynamite). Over 13 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $49.98 $9.95

★ 373522 TEX RITTER: Classic Western Collection. Fullscreen. Double-barreled action galore in this special four feature collection starring Tex Ritter. Includes Marshal of Gunsmoke; Oklahoma Raiders; Arizona; and Trouble in Texas. Release dates for these western classics range from 1937 to 1944. In B&W. Over three hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 375877 THE LEGENDARY SINGIN' COWBOYS: Classic Western Collection. Fullscreen. The golden age of westerns comes galloping back to life with four singing cowboy favorites. Enjoy the many talents of Roy Rogers, Gene Autry, Roy Acuff, and Red Skelton. Includes Sundown; Gene Autry in The Big Show; Roy Rogers in Come on Rangers; and Eddie Dean in Wild Country. In B&W. Nearly 4 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

674095 THE LONGEST DRIVE. Widescreen. Director Ang Lee takes us to a no-man's land on the Missouri/Kansas border amidst the turmoil of the American Civil War, where a staunch loyalist, an immigrant's son, a freed slave and a young widow form an unlikely friendship. Stars Tobey Maguire, Skeet Ulrich, and Jewel. Rated R. 138 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

379003 NIGHT IN OLD MEXICO: HEATHENS AND THIEVES. Widescreen. Forced to give up his land and home, Texas rancher Red Bovie is not about to retire quietly in a trailer park in A Night in Old Mexico. Not Rated. CC. 104 minutes. When two desperate men, in Heathens and Thieves overheat rumors that a railroad worker has run off with stolen gold to a remote ranch in Northern California, they plan to stop the sheriff's efforts. Banker Cylus Cuttler (George Pembroke) is the corrupt banker behind it all in this 1940 western. In B&W. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

685963 THE LONGEST DRIVE. Widescreen. The Beaudine brothers (Kurt Russell and Tim Matheson) refuse a rancher's invitation to join him on his cattle drive. But when he's shot, they change their minds, joining a posse of riders on a hazard-filled journey to Colorado, 1,000 miles away. 92 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 6550169 WESTERNS 20 MOVIE COLLECTION. The Old West is revived with these 20 exciting frontier treasures, featuring stars from Rock Hudson and Donna Reed to Gary Cooper to Rita Hayworth. Includes Across the Pecos; They Came to Cordura; The Man from Colorado; Gun Fury; The Black Dakotas; J.W. Coop; A Lawless Street; The Tall T; Decision at Sundown; Hellfire; The Rawhide Rider; Ride Lonesome; and more. Over 26 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $14.95

6968071 DJANGO/DJANGO KILL/KEOMA/Texas, ADIOS: Spaghetti Westerns Unchained. Widescreen. These action-packed westerns span the gunpowder years of mayhem and vengeance to the spaghetti western genre. Collects Sergio Corbucci's legendary Django; the strongest and most condescending of all spaghetti cowboys, Django; Django Kill; the spiritual successor Keoma; and the vengeance-fueled Texas, Adios. Stars Franco Nero and Tomas Milian. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

385843X WAR ARROW: Universal Westerns. Deluxe. Widescreen. To save his life, a Kiowa Indian uprising in the American Southwest, Army Major Howell Brady (Jeff Chandler) is dispatched to a fort in Texas. Here he discovers that his sister, Elaine (Maureen O'Hara), is a widow of a murderous cavalry scout. So begins a two-front battle: the fight to save the territory, and the fight for Elaine's heart. 97 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 386559X GOOD FOR A HANGING. Widescreen. Six men think they saw Edward Ricketts standing on the roof of the jail, killing Marshal Cain in cold blood. But only respected lawman Ben Cutler (Fred MacMurray) would swear to it in court. Soon Campbell’s convinced everyone that he’s been framed. Everyone except Ben Cutler, who will see justice done even if he has to take the law into his own hands. CC. 85 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $9.98 $7.95

3786080 RUSTLERS OF RED DOG. Fullscreen. James Stewart and Walter Brennan are the “Three Musketeers of the Old West.” In all twelve episodes of this exciting 1935 western serial, they fight their way across the plains and mountains to protect the settlers and the homesteaders, and worst, and worse. In B&W. Nearly 4 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

3747089 THE FAR COUNTRY. Fullscreen. James Stewart and Walter Brennan are the “Three Musketeers of the Old West.” In all twelve episodes of this exciting 1935 western serial, they fight their way across the plains and mountains to protect the settlers and the homesteaders, and worst, and worse. In B&W. Nearly 4 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 3855658 BRAND OF THE DEVIL. Texas Rangers Jim Steele, Tex Wyatt and Panhandle Perkins, are working undercover and back Varna and a cattle-rustling gang in this 1944 western. The gang has adopted the insignia of a devil’s pitchfork, which has come to be known as “The Brand of the Devil.” In B&W. 57 minutes. Reel Vault. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 3735247 WINNERS OF THE WEST. Fighting to advance the Hartford Transcontinental through Hell Gate Pass, Jeff Ramsey (Dick Foran), assistant to the president of the line, is blocked by the self-styled ruler of the domain beyond the pass. To make matters worse, local Indians are making even tougher to get through the line through cattle raids and rustling. Featuring Chapters of The Far Country. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 3759553 HELLFIRE. Saved from a bullet by an altruistic prairie preacher, a tough gambler decides to change his ways. Acutely afflicted by the death of the clergyman, the gambler decides to carry on the holy work and build a local church, becoming a bounty hunter, chasing outlaw in hopes of getting her soul back. This 1949 western. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 388191X THE FASTEST GUNS OF THE WEST: The William Castle Western Collection. Collects eight classics from the legendary filmmaker William Castle: Kid Galahad; The Unholy Three; The Scarlet Letter; The Rawhide Rider; The Shadow Riders; The Return of Shasta; The Rawhide Trail; and The Shadow Riders. In B&W. Over 15 hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 2986019 THE RED RIDER. “Red” Davidson (Black Jones), the sheriff of Sun Dog, sacrifices his job and his good name to save his best friend, “Silent” Slade (from the hangman’s noose, following a framed-up court case. Davidson allows Slade to escape and aids him in proving his innocence. Includes all 15 chapters of the 1934 serial movie. In B&W. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $21.95 $29.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/824
Comedy

★ **6786340 FAIRY TALES.** Fullscreen. Scream Queen Linea Quigley stars in her first feature role in this erotic musical fantasy. Little Bo Peep, Old King Cole, Little Tommy Tucker, Snow White, and other fairy tale regulars have all grown up. They romp their way through a clothing-optional rendition of popular fairy-tale characters. This is a possible—-and naughty things are encouraged. Rated R. 76 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

6740758 AMERICAN PIE PRESENTS: 4-Play Pack Unrated. Collects four popular, outrageous, raunchy American Pie Comedies, each filled with that baked-in hilarity you know and love. Witness the hilarious and heartwarming antics of Erik Stifler and the Stifler Band Camp; The Naked Mile; Beta House; and The Book of Love. Not Rated. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. $29.95

★ **3759369 BIKINI CARWASH COMPANY II.** Just when you thought it was safe to ask for extra wax, those wild waxers wenchers are back for more suddy fun. When a wearyingly buxom bikini hunt tries to buy out the carwash, the gals turn to a cable TV lingerie business to raise some needed funds. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ **292402X PARADISE.** Widescreen. After a nearly accidental, last to market (Julianne Hough) realizes that the world is much bigger than she her small, God-fearing Montana town. Armed with a fat insurance policy, a sleazy ex-con who swipes only one place for her first taste of temptation. Las Vegas! Written and directed by Diablo Cody. Also stars Holly Hunter and Nick Offerman. 85 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

★ **3869873 KEAU! Widescreen.** Keegan-Michael Key and Jordan Peele star as Clarence and Rell, two cousins who live in the city but are far from streetwise. When Rell’s beloved kitten, Keau, is kidnapped, the hopelessly straightheaded pair must impersonate ruthless killers in order to infiltrate the street gang. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. $9.95.

★ **3856652 KEYSTONE COMEDIES, VOLUME 1.** Collects three 1915 comedy shorts! Fatty’s Faithful Fido: Trouble ensues when a woman chooses a large strong man over a slender dandy. Fatty’s Tingly Fangle: Fatty’s in trouble again when a gloomy picture of him with another woman falls into the wrong hands–his wife! Fatty’s New Role: Fatty’s a hobo mistaken for a mad bomber! In B&W. 45 minutes. $7.95

★ **3809962 BEACH BALLS.** Charlie Harrison wants nothing more than to tone his guitar riffs, shred in a band, and win the heart of his dream girl. But catching the ear of a record producer will lead him to retrace the steps of the road on the rock star status. Stars Phillip Paley, Heidi Helmer, and Amanda Goodwin. Rated R. 82 minutes. Buena Vista Home Ent. Pub. at $14.99. $3.95

★ **3764818 ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET THE MOMMY.** Fullscreen. Continuing the duo’s “horror comedy” sprees, this hilarious 1930s classic follows Pete and Freddie, hired to help transport a legendary mummy to America. When an archaeologist is murdered and the mummy’s 37-year-old grandson still alive–37–the director is making his last film starring Cantinflas. But this young man is determined to make a successful picture. Cantinflas plays a raincoat-covered detective who foils the plot of a gang of international thieves. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Anchor Bay Entertainment. $9.95

★ **3989984 TAG.** Widescreen. For one month every year, a highly privileged group of friends hits the ground running in a no-holds barred game of tag they’ve been playing since the first grade. This year, the game coincides with the birthday of their only undefeated player, who should finally make him an easy target. But he knows they’re coming—and he’s ready. Rated R. 97 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

★ **3958513 BIKINI SPRING BREAK.** A group of coeds from a small conservative college break out of their shells when their marching band’s bus breaks down in Ft. Lauderdale—offering spring breakers Robert Carradine. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Asylum. Pub. at $14.95. $3.95

★ **3814033 WHEN WOMEN LOST THEIR TAILS.** In the sequel to When Women Had Tails, the amorous cave people discover the concept of money, trade and supply and demand in this Italian Sex comedy. Stars Sergio Rengo and Lando Buzzanca. Rated R. Dubbed in English. 94 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

2996499 WILL HAY DOUBLE FEATURE, VOL. 1: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. From the Golden Age of Comedy comes one of the greatest British comedians of all time. Here, the 1930s funnyman stars in two of his classics. Will the Boys, about a master forger and his quest for one priceless necklace, and Where There’s a Will, about a bumbling lawyer who falls under the crosshairs of a gang of thieves. Both in B&W. 158 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99. $2.95

2996502 WILL HAY DOUBLE FEATURE, VOL. 2: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. A major comedic star of the 1930s, Hay relies on his comic authority figures. His misanthropic antics have inspired many great funny men and never fail to raise a full-hearted laugh. This DVD collects two more classics, Windy the Sailor and Good Morning, Boys. Both in VCI Entertainment. $2.95


6538050 WILL ROGERS COLLECTION, VOLUME 2. Celebrates the genius of Will Rogers in four classic comedies, all aglow with his inimitable wit and irreverent delivery. He plays Ambassador Bill in a hilarious send-up of politics and propriety; a small-town banker in the nutty racetrack romp El Rancho Grande; a ranch man on his luck days hitting the road in Mr. Skitch; and a hobo looking for his runaway wife in Too Busy to Work. Nearly five hours on 4 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $3.95

★ **3951045 WHAT’S UP DOCTOR?** Arriving on a stretcher, intimately attached to a naked young lady, is not the best way for a new doctor to report for his first day at the hospital—especially when she’s the daughter of a powerful man with political connections. The doctor’s problems almost always involve nubile, mostly naked young women. Stars John Le Mesurier. Unrated. 95 minutes. Anchor Bay Entertainment. $9.95

★ **3702650 NO MEN BEYOND THIS POINT.** Widescreen. Imagine a world where, since 1953, women have been able to reproduce without men and are no longer giving birth to male babies. Now, over 60 years later, this deadpan mockumentary follows a group of teen girls who have grown up in a society that has started his job, he causes a large amount of chaos and disruption, as usual! Stars John Fraser and Leslie Phillips. Not Rated. 102 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $1.96

★ **3752461 SUPPOSE THEY GAVE A WAR AND NOBODY CAME?** Widescreen. In an effort to shore up a shaky truce between civilians and base personel, the Army buddies find themselves appointed “community public relations officers.” Unfortunately, Sergeant Shannon Gomboni’s (Tony Curtis) idea of community relations and wooing Romana (Suzanne Pleshette). CC. 112 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98. $6.95

6740766 ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER COMEDY FAVORITES COLLECTION. Widescreen. Arnold Schwarzenegger flexes his comedic muscles in three of his funniest films. First, the “Governator” and Danny DeVito play unlikely Twins. Then Schwarzenegger plays a hard-nosed officer turned Quarterback Cop. Just when you think he’s done it all, Schwarzenegger becomes pregnant in the bizarre comedy Junior, costarring Danny DeVito and Emma Thompson. Over 5 hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. $17.95

6852033 SERVICE, LUGA LUGA: 4-Movie Comedy Hits Collection. Widescreen. Vince Vaughn’s smirke brilliance elevates four star-studded comedies to new heights of hilarity. Includes Couples Retreat with Kristen Bell, The Break-Up with Jennifer Aniston, The Dilemma with Kevin James, Jennifer Connelly and Winona Ryder, and Clay Pigeons with Janeane Garofalo and Joaquin Phoenix (Rated R). English SDH. Over 7 hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $17.95

2979782 SEX SELLS. Widescreen. Director Chuck Steck is making his last film and wants to go out with a bang by concocting the biggest and most absurdly complicated adult movie ever made. This mockumentary of the adult film industry stars Priscilla Barnes, Mark DeCarlo and Adrien Zmed. Rated R. CC. 94 minutes. Screen Media Films. $5.95

2998618 DOCTOR IN CLOVER. Widescreen. Dr. Gaston Grimsdyke has a unique interest in studying nurses than patients. Sir Lancelot Sprat is determined to make a successful physician out of him and offers him a job at a girls’ school. When Grimsdyke has started his job, he causes a large amount of chaos and disruption, as usual! Stars John Fraser and Leslie Phillips. Not Rated. 102 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $1.96
Comedy

- **3856615** Catch Me A Spy. Kirk Douglas is Andrei, a drone that smuggles books out of communist countries. Unfortunately for Andrei, he is mistaken for a spy and gets into a series of convoluted situations. Fabienne (Marlene Jobert) is the slippery sex-bomb who finagles Andrei into some pretty surprising predicaments. 69 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

- **3765687** The Jerk. Widescreen. Navin Johnson (Steve Martin), adopted son of a poor black sharecropper family, creates crazy inventions that take him to riches and right back to rags. Along the way, he’s smitten with a lady motorcycle racer, survives a series of screwball attacks by a deranged killer, and shows what’s one of the hottest comedic performers in the world. 98 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

- **3856687** L’il Abner. L’il Abner, whose comic-strip comes to life in this highly entertaining 1940s drama-comedy. L’il Abner (Jeff York) is the most eligible bachelor in Dog Patch but is not interested in love and marriage. His attitude changes however when he is told that he only has two days to live, so he consents to marry! In B&W. 78 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

- **3900979** The Beach Party at the Threshold of Hell. Tex Kennedy and his robotic secret service agents are attempting to gain a foothold in the political system of post-apocalyptic America. But a few obstacles still stand in their way: a beautiful cannibal, a Satanic cult, and their own laziness. Rated R. 90 minutes. Universal. $11.95

- **381503X** A Farewell to Fools. Widescreen. Somewhere in Nazi-occupied Romania, a night of comic misadventures ensues when a boy discovers a dead soldier. German authorities demand that the perpetrator be identified, or the town leader will be fired. The hero’s (Harvey Keitel) head is on the chopping block, until the town “fool,” Ipu (Gerard Depardieu), agrees to confess. In German with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Monterey. Pub. at $14.95

- **2724106** The Walking Deceived. Widescreen. Imagine a world where the dead are smarter than the living. That’s where you’ll find yourself in this side-splitting zombie spoof, taking on everything from The Walking Dead to George Romero. WithTouchdown, Join the Sheriff, his motley crew of survivors, and a lone love-struck zombie for some ridiculous monster movie mayhem. Rated R. DVD Video. $7.95

- **3814009** The Wackiest Wagon Train in the West. Lost in the wilderness, seven hapless souls must now make their way to California on their own using what brains they have or haven’t got. The film itself consists of four episodes of Dusty’s Trail edited together. Stars Bob Denver and Forrest Tucker. 87 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

- **3859486** The Fat Spy. A bunch of teenagers who are Fed up with following leads on a gangland war look for a new source of income, so they start selling illegal alcohol. When the police close in on them, they have to fight for their lives. In B&W. 70 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

- **3885733** Splitting Heirs: Studio Selections. Widescreen. At a wild party during the 1960s, baby Thomas Henry Butterfly Rainbow Peace (a.k.a. the 15th Duke of Bournemouth) is accidentally misplaced by his rich hippie mum and dad. Now grown, can Tommy regain his Dukedom? Stars Rick Moranis, Eric Idle, Barbara Hershey, Catherine Zeta-Jones, Catherine Deneuve, and John Cleeese. 88 minutes. Universal. $9.95

- **385173X** Shortcut to Happiness. Widescreen. Jabez Stone (Alan Baldwin), a down on his luck writer, sells his soul to the devil (Jennifer Love Hewitt) in exchange for fame and fortune. But things don’t go as planned. Stone decides that he wants his old life again and enlists the help of Daniel Webster (Anthony Hopkins) in order to win his soul back from Satan, herself: 106 minutes. MVD/Visual. Pub. at $14.95

- **3801497** The Whole Truth. Widescreen. Angela Masters is an acting coach who coaches criminal defendants on how to work the system and win jury acquittal. But when one of her clients, a ruthless mobster, turns on her she becomes the one being judged. Stars Elisabeth Rohm, Sean Patrick Flanery and Eric Roberts. Widescreen. Pub. at $17.95

- **3856783** Here Comes Trouble. After one another, reporters have been beaten up for following leads on a gangland story. Enter Dorain “Dodo” Doubleday, who is fresh out of the army and ready to work. A newspaper publisher decides to send Dodo in the hopes that he will be killed, because the publisher’s daughter wants to marry him in this 1948 comedy. In B&W. 50 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

- **3885771** Hayfoot. Sergeant Doubleday has a photographic memory and this has allowed him to be promoted from the rank of Private to Top Sergeant in just a day in this 1942 comedy. Due to some lucky shots during a brief encounter, he mistakenly believes that Doubleday is an expert marksman as well, but he’s really afraid of guns. In B&W. 48 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

- **3856733** Jocks on Ice. A 1930s comedy about a mistaken identity, ice skating and money. A girl’s uncle plans to make her a star, and then make himself rich. Unfortunately everyone is not as dressed as they are expected to be. Everything on Ice. In B&W. 65 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

- **6703987** Carry on Collection. Vol. 1: The Rank Collection. British comedy is at its finest in this set of eight outrageous Carry On classics: Carry On Classics: Carry On Follow That Camel; Carry On Don’t Lose Your Head; Carry On Up the Khyber; Carry On Doctor; Carry On Camping; Carry On Again Doctor; Carry On Up the Jungle; and Carry On Jungle. Stars include Sidney James, Peter Gilmore, Kenneth More, and Jon Voight. CC. 91 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.98

- **3834726** Space Ninjas. Widescreen. Detention becomes survival for five students trapped in a high school with space ninja assassins. This 6 movie comedy slash horror follows the misfit would-be heroes trying to survive the night from an alien invasion. 91 minutes. Shami Media. Pub. at $17.95

- **5972450** Steamboat Bill, Jr. Ultimate 2-Disc Edition. One of the silent comedy’s best Buster Keaton stars as William Canfield, Jr., a Boston collegian who returns to his Georgia roots to reunite with his father, a crusty riverboat captain (Ernest Torrence) in a bittersweet rivalry with a riverboat king—who also so happens to be the father of Willie’s (Gaston Glasson) sweetheart (Marion Kino). In B&W. 70 minutes on two DVDs. PRICE CUT to $1.95

- **2932857** Crocodile Dundee II. Widescreen. Just as the eccentric Australian outback adventurer is starting to make a name for himself in life in New York City, Dundee and his girlfriend are targeted by death by a gang of ruthless drug dealers. Dundee events the needs by leading the big city hoodlums into the treacherous Australian outback. And soon, the bad guys find out that Down Under could mean six feet under. English SDH. 111 minutes. Paramount. PRICE CUT to $3.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller

983710 THE MANY FACES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: 8 Movie Collection. Holmes is brought to life by top performers like Christopher Lee, Basil Rathbone, and John Neville in eight classics: A Study in Terror; Sherlock Holmes & the Lady of Cheyne Hole; Incident at Victoria Falls; A Study in Scarlet; Murder at the Baskervilles; The Sign of Four; Dressed to Kill, and Terror by Night. Also includes five bonus episodes of Colonelお得 Holmes starring Ronald Howard. In Color and B&W. Over 15 hours on 3 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

3869784 CASABLANCA. Fullscreen. The romantic lovers triangle between the impossible heroes Elie Siegel, Philip Hansons, and Herschel Laszlo (Paul Henreid), his beautiful wife Ilsa (Ingrid Bergman) and her ex-lover, cynical American Rick Blaine (Humphrey Bogart), is as brilliantly acted as it ever was. In B&W. English SDH. 102 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $14.96 $6.95

385579 BARRACUDA. Summer, a phone sex operator, is at the end of her emotional rope. She records her callers as proof of how normal, professional men can also be pedophiles and rapists. When no one believes her, Summer takes matters into her own hands. Not Rated. CC. 93 minutes. Adults only. Maverick. $4.95

3871171 GENIUS. Widescreen. Colin Firth, Jude Law, Nicole Kidman, and Laura Linney star in this stirring drama about the turbulent friendship between world-renowned American philosopher Thomas Wolfe and the larger than life “genius” Thomas Wolfe. 104 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

387169X DENIAL. Widescreen. Oscar winner Rachel Weisz stars in this powerful true story based on the acclaimed book Denial: Holocaust History on Trial. When Deborah Lipstadt (Weisz) speaks out against Holocaust denier David Irving over a series of protracted legal battles, she discovers that the stakes are higher than ever in the battle for historical truth. 111 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

3859849 GRAN TORINO. Clint Eastwood directed and co-stars in this dramatic story of one of America’s great visionaries, the iconic Apple innovator and genius Steve Jobs, the iconic Apple innovator and genius Jobs. The story of the first and foremost American company to thrive in the digital revolution. Steve Jobs, the iconic Apple innovator and genius

3810999 ONE BEDROOM. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. PRICE CUT to $7.95

3868759 MERRILY WE LIVE. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

Dramas

3797473 CROOKED HOUSE. Widescreen. Agatha Christie’s most twisted tale, the suspenseful circumstances surrounding the death of wealthy patriarch Aristide Leoni are investigated by private detective Charles Hayward (Max Irons), who is convinced by his former lover to catch the murderer before Scotland Yard exposes dark family secrets. English SDH. Rated R. English SDH. 129 minutes. Universal. $19.98

3801591 THE LAYOVER. Widescreen. Vertical. $6.95

3801638 CASANOVA BROWN. Fullscreen. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

3810399 ONE BEDROOM. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. PRICE CUT to $7.95

3868759 MERRILY WE LIVE. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

3801600 JENNIFER’S BODY. Widescreen. Vertical. $6.95

4540358 BROTHERS. Widescreen. Vertical. $6.95

3879550 THE BROTHERS BROTHERS. Widescreen. Vertical. $6.95

3880283 BROTHERS, A. Widescreen. Vertical. $6.95

3813400 ONE WILD OAT. Robertson Hare heads the cast as distinguished barrister Humphrey Proudfoul, whose daughter Cherrie is about to marry. Unfortunately, Cherrie’s fiancé is Fred Gibney, the son of a notorious philanthropist. Fearing that Fred intends to follow in his father’s footsteps, Proudfoul does his best to undermine the romance. In B&W. 78 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

3996442 TO PARIS WITH LOVE. Fullscreen. Sir Edgar Fraser (Alac Guinness), a widowed Scottish aristocrat, decides that it is time to introduce his 20-year-old son to the opposite sex. In the city of romance, they both find love—but in the arms of wrong women. 79 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

3813800 ONE WILD OAT. Robertson Hare heads the cast as distinguished barrister Humphrey Proudfoul, whose daughter Cherrie is about to marry. Unfortunately, Cherrie’s fiancé is Fred Gibney, the son of a notorious philanthropist. Fearing that Fred intends to follow in his father’s footsteps, Proudfoul does his best to undermine the romance. In B&W. 78 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

3996073 CLIMBING HIGH: The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. Nicky has fallen for the lovely Diana, but Lady Constance, a rival seeking Nicky’s money, stands in the way. With Diana’s brother determined that his sister ends up with Nicky, the gang heads out together on a very complex climbing trip. Stars Jessie Matthews and Michael Redgrave. In B&W. 79 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

3785449 ARTHUR NEWMAN. Divorced and disconsolate from his son, Wallace Avery (Colin Firth) decides to make a radical change. He walks away from his old life and hits the road as Arthur Newman to start over. But his road trip is derailed by the entrance of mysterious Michaela "Mike" Fitzgerald (Emily Blunt). Is it possible to truly start all over again? Rated R. $9.95

PRICE CUT to $1.95

3759679 NO, NO, NANETTE. Reel Vault. $7.95

3759555 HI DIDDLE DIDDLE. Reel Vault. $7.95

3830632 THE SEAGULL. Widescreen. Vertical. $6.95

3776174 ROMANTIC COMEDY COLLECTION: 4 Movies. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.99 $4.95

3752402 PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES. Widescreen. Paramount. $6.95

3755193 THE LAYOVER. Widescreen. Vertical. $5.95

3801638 CASANOVA BROWN. Fullscreen. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

3810399 ONE BEDROOM. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. PRICE CUT to $7.95

3868759 MERRILY WE LIVE. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

3880283 BROTHERS, A. Widescreen. Vertical. $6.95

3813400 ONE WILD OAT. Robertson Hare heads the cast as distinguished barrister Humphrey Proudfoul, whose daughter Cherrie is about to marry. Unfortunately, Cherrie’s fiancé is Fred Gibney, the son of a notorious philanthropist. Fearing that Fred intends to follow in his father’s footsteps, Proudfoul does his best to undermine the romance. In B&W. 78 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

3813800 ONE WILD OAT. Robertson Hare heads the cast as distinguished barrister Humphrey Proudfoul, whose daughter Cherrie is about to marry. Unfortunately, Cherrie’s fiancé is Fred Gibney, the son of a notorious philanthropist. Fearing that Fred intends to follow in his father’s footsteps, Proudfoul does his best to undermine the romance. In B&W. 78 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

3813800 ONE WILD OAT. Robertson Hare heads the cast as distinguished barrister Humphrey Proudfoul, whose daughter Cherrie is about to marry. Unfortunately, Cherrie’s fiancé is Fred Gibney, the son of a notorious philanthropist. Fearing that Fred intends to follow in his father’s footsteps, Proudfoul does his best to undermine the romance. In B&W. 78 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

3813800 ONE WILD OAT. Robertson Hare heads the cast as distinguished barrister Humphrey Proudfoul, whose daughter Cherrie is about to marry. Unfortunately, Cherrie’s fiancé is Fred Gibney, the son of a notorious philanthropist. Fearing that Fred intends to follow in his father’s footsteps, Proudfoul does his best to undermine the romance. In B&W. 78 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

3813800 ONE WILD OAT. Robertson Hare heads the cast as distinguished barrister Humphrey Proudfoul, whose daughter Cherrie is about to marry. Unfortunately, Cherrie’s fiancé is Fred Gibney, the son of a notorious philanthropist. Fearing that Fred intends to follow in his father’s footsteps, Proudfoul does his best to undermine the romance. In B&W. 78 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

3813800 ONE WILD OAT. Robertson Hare heads the cast as distinguished barrister Humphrey Proudfoul, whose daughter Cherrie is about to marry. Unfortunately, Cherrie’s fiancé is Fred Gibney, the son of a notorious philanthropist. Fearing that Fred intends to follow in his father’s footsteps, Proudfoul does his best to undermine the romance. In B&W. 78 minutes. DVD Video.
371613 DRAMAS

ON THE WATERFRONT. Fullscreen. This iconic 1954 film was the winner of eight Academy Awards, including Best Picture and Best Actor (Marlon Brando). Ex-fighter Terry Malloy (Brando) could have been a contender, but now toils for boss Johnny Comeback (Lee J. Cobb) on the gang-ridden waterfront. It takes the love of an angel (Eva Marie Saint) to show Terry how low he has fallen. Not Rated. In B&W. 108 minutes. Columbia. $7.95

THE SPANISH GARDENER. The Rank Collection. Widescreen. Recently married to his wife, Harrington Brande (Michael Hordern) takes his son Nicholas (Jon Whiteley) with him to a small Spanish port. When Nicholas's girlfriend dies (gardener), Harrington jealously keeps them apart. The gardener soon is framed for stealing a watch, and it's up to Harrington to save his before it's too late. 1956. 96 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $2.95

EYE OF THE STORM. The Rank Collection. Widescreen. April (Joan Fontaine) is a middle-aged woman who moves into her husband's family home. After a mysterious fire destroys their home, April begins to suspect that her husband is involved in the fire. Not Rated. In B&W. 115 minutes. Universal. $9.99

HUNTED: THE RANK COLLECTION. Fullscreen. After accidentally setting fire to his foster parents’ house, six-year-old Robbie runs away. While hiding in a warehouse, he runs into Chris Lloyd (Dirk Bogarde), not to mention the dead body nearby. Afraid that the Robbie will squeal to the police, Chris takes the boy with him to the Scottish border. Not Rated. In B&W. 85 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $3.95

LUST, CAUTION. Widescreen. Set against the backdrop of a transforming country, a young woman becomes swept up in a radical plot to assassinate a ruthless secret service agent. As she immerses herself in her role as a cosmopolitan seductress, she becomes entangled in a dangerous game of emotional intrigue, love and betrayal. Rated R. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 155 minutes. Universal. $19.99

CHURCHILL: THE Untold Story of D-Day. Widescreen. This absorbing film follows Winston Churchill in the 96 hours leading to D-Day, as he battles indecision, exhaustion and guilt and attempts to stop the invasion. Stars Brian Cox, Miranda Richardson and John Slattery. English SDH. 98 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

SARAH, PLAIN & TALL: Winter’s End. Fullscreen. This is the third segment of the highly acclaimed Sarah, Plain & Tall series. In this heartwarming tale of triumph over adversity, the family is challenged to forgive the past, and embrace the future together. Stars Glenn Close, Christopher Walken, and Jack Palance. 99 minutes. $5.95

DESCENT. Widescreen. Maya (Rosario Dawson) is like many other college coeds, booksmart yet shy, curious about sex, yet scared to let herself go. When driven to first base by the gorgeous Dave Frazer (Jason Statham) and their courtship turns from romantic to horrific in a single violent act, Maya’s world is ripped apart. Rated R. 96 minutes. City Lights. $4.95

LUST, MONEY, & DEATH. Widescreen. A disturbing account of a brutal and violent crime, Walter (Peter Huston) is an amoral punk to be brainwashed proper citizen (Malcolm McDowell) on his journey from his own. $3.95

SMALL TOWN MURDER. Widescreen. When a young, unidentified woman is found dead, the victim of a brutal and violent crime, Walter (Peter Stormare) an aging small town police officer, is called in to make the murder. As he delves deeper into the crime, his newly reformed life begins to unravel threatening his relationship with Sam (Martha Plimpton) and intertwining itself with the investigation and possibly the murder. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Monterey. $3.95

WHERE IS KYRA? Widescreen. Kyra Johnson (Michelle Pfeiffer) is a middle-aged divorcee who moves into her elderly mother’s Brooklyn apartment while she looks for work and tries to get back on her feet. When her mother dies suddenly, Kyra is left without any support. This leads her on a risky path of self-destruction and possible consequences. Rated R. $5.95

IN WHICH WE SERVE. In this 1942 propaganda film, the HMSIRON is attacked by German bombers during the Battle of Crete. As the ship capsizes, the surviving crew desperately hangs on for life in this documentary-like recounting of a true event. Stars Noel Coward, who also wrote and produced this film. In B&W. 115 minutes. Peal V. $7.95

REBEL IN THE YE. Widescreen. Elle Reid (Lily Tomlin) has just gotten through breaking up with her girlfriend when she inadvertently unexpectedly shows up needing $600 before sundown. Grandma Elle and Sage spend the day trying to get their hands on the cash as their unannounced visits to old friends and families and end up painstaking skeletons and digging up secrets. Rated R. $5.95


ALL OF HUMAN BONDAGE. Primed. Carey (Leslie Howard) is a sensitive but unsuccessful artist living in Paris who abandons his ambitions to enroll in medical school in London. There he falls in love with a moneyed, malevolent but attractive young socialite (Bette Davis). Phillip’s devotion to her threatens his career and his chance for future happiness. Not Rated. In B&W. 83 minutes. Westlake Entertainment. $4.95

SWEETHEARTS. Widescreen. Based on the novel by the same name, this 1934 film tells the tale of a 17th Century English farmer who has sworn revenge against the family that stole his beloved daughter. Little complications arise, when the farmer falls in love with the Doone’s adopted daughter. In B&W. 90 minutes. Peal V. $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/824
**Dramas**

**3752615 BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S.** Holly Golightly (Audrey Hepburn) is an eccentric New York City playgirl determined to marry a Brazilian millionaire. George Peppard plays her next-door neighbor, a writer who is “possessed” by a wealthy Patricia Neal. Guessing who’s the right man for Holly is easy. Seeing just how much chemistry blossoms is one of the enduring treats in this romantic comedy classic. 114 minutes. Paramount. Pub. at $14.96 $6.95

**3856243 CRIMSON PEAK.** Widescreen. When her heart is stolen by a seductive stranger, a young woman is sent away to a house atop a mountain of blood-red clay—a place filled with secrets that will haunt her forever. Between desire and darkness, between mystery and madness, lies the truth behind Crimson Peak. Stars Jessica Chastain. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**3790599 LOVE IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA.** Widescreen. In the lush tropics of South America, an innocent desire blossoms into a romance for the ages in this stunning epic starring Javier Bardem. At the turn of the 20th century, youthful romantic Florentino Ariza spots the sheltered Fermina Daza and immediately falls in love. Denied by her father, Florentino refuses to give up his dream of winning her hand. Rated R. 138 minutes. Alliance. $5.95

**3809927 BERLIN TUNNEL 21/A TIME OF DESTINY.** Fullscreen. The tension added after WWII lives on in two powerful films. Berlin Tunnel 21 takes place in 1961, when a band of daring West Berliners decide to tunnel under the Berlin Wall to rescue family and friends (144 minutes). In A Time of Destiny, tragedy and revenge come between two close friends and fellow GIs during WWII Not Rated. MGM. Pub. at $15.98 $3.95

**370575X PRIDE & PREJUDICE.** Widescreen. When Elizabeth Bennet (Keira Knightley) meets the handsome Mr. Darcy (Matthew Macfadyen), she believes he is the last man on earth she could ever marry. But as their lives become intertwined in an unexpected adventure, she finds herself captivated by the very person she swore to loathe for all eternity. English SDH. 162 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**6636012 THE LAST BRICKMAKER IN AMERICA.** Sidney Poitier delivers a heartwarming performance as a skilled craftsman fighting for quality and a tradition. For 57 years, Henry Cobbs has put his blood and sweat into making bricks at his family brickyard. But now as automation comes in, his business is no longer sustainable. In B&W. 98 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $5.95 $3.95

**3810550 INDIGNATION.** Widescreen. After Marcus, a brilliant working-class Jewish student from New Jersey, arrives at a small, conservative college in Ohio, he becomes infatuated with a beautiful classmate, Olivia. Their mutual attraction sparks a torrid encounter with consequences Marcus never imagined. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**3712575 THE SAVAGE IS LOOSE.** Near the turn of the century a couple (George C. Scott &Trish VanDevere) and their young son is shipwrecked on a remote island. The man is a hermit who will never be rescued. John teaches his young son David how to survive on his own. When his son is grown, he believes he should rule the island, and the only woman, his mother, should be his. 110 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $5.95 $3.95


**6795625 NOVEMBER CHRISTMAS.** Widescreen. Through a child’s eyes, waiting for Halloween and Christmas can seem like forever. So imagine how special it would make a sick little girl feel if the holidays were to magically move forward just a bit. Stars Sam  Fillet and John Corbett. 94 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**381050X CYMBELINE.** Widescreen. When exorton, betrayal, and fiery passions threaten his crumbling kingdom (Ed Harris) is driven to desperate measures in this explosive, modern retelling of Shakespeare’s timeless tragedy. Rated R. CC. 98 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

**3762815 THE LOCKET.** Fullscreen. Just when Michael Keddington is about to turn his life around, he could lose the love of his life who is about to head across the country to medical school. It’s then Michael meets the prickly but deeply caring Esther (Vanessa Fedegrave). Esther teaches her young friend an invaluable lesson about hope. In B&W. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**385664X CONGRESS DANCES.** An Austrian prince hatches a plan to keep his rival, the Russian Czar, busy by keeping him surrounded by beautiful women and away from the negotiating table. The Czar, however, has his own plan. He hires a man who is his exact double to impersonate him and confuse the Austrians by appearing everywhere at once in this 1932 Austrian film. With English subtitles. In B&W. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. $7.95

**3856283 MONDAYS IN THE SUN.** Widescreen. This powerful story follows five unemployed shipyard workers on the coast of Spain. Led by the cocky Santa (Javier Bardem), the men may be down on their luck but still encourage each other to search for work, love, and the strength to hope for better days. In Spanish with English subtitles. In B&W. 113 minutes. Lions Gate. $3.95

**3813673 THE CASTILIAN.** Widescreen. The Moors are invading medieval Spain, poised to conquer the Kingdom of Castile. Christian nobleman, Fernan Gonzales, emerges from exile to battle the vast army, and falls in love with the Queen’s niece Sancha along the way. Stars Ome Rosell and Frankie Avalon. 129 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**866580X ROSE HILL.** Jennifer Garner portrays Mary Rose, a beautiful woman who feels protected by her restrictive brothers. When betrayal toosers the powerful bond of her adoptive family, Mary Rose must find her real parents in New York. Tom between two very different worlds, she must find where her true home really lies. In Italian with English subtitles. In B&W. 109 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**3856642 BITTER RICE.** In this 1949 film, two criminal lovers on the run hideout at a countryside farm in Northern Italy. Francesca joins the female camp of rice workers and soon befriends the beautiful Silvana along with the soldier Marco. The two couples romanticize with the passion of war. In Italian with English subtitles. In B&W. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**381035X WHITNEY.** Widescreen. The film that chronicles the headline-making relationship between iconic singer, actress, and model Whitney and singer-songwriter Bobby Brown. From the time they first met at the very height of their celebrity to their courtship and tumultuous marriage. English SDH. 88 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**3765857 STAND BY ME.** Widescreen. In a small woody Oregon town, a group of friends (Will Wheaton, River Phoenix, Corey Feldman, and Jerry O’Connell) are in search of a missing child. Ten years later, be be her father’s heroes in each other’s and their hometown’s eyes, they set out on an unforgettable trek that turns into an odyssey of self-discovery. Rated R. CC. 88 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**3813851 THE REVENGE OF IVANHOE.** The knight of Ivanhoe returns to England to free the Saxons from invader. After rescuing a beautiful maiden, he falls in love with her. Based on the 1820 novel Ivanhoe by Sir Walter Scott. Stars Ron Embleton and Gilda Louise. 100 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**375290X THE WEDDING NIGHT.** Fullscreen. Washed up novelist Tony (Gary Collins) finds his fate is to be married to a woman who won’t let him forget it. Forced to retreat to his ancestral Connecticut home, Barrett finds inspiration in his Polish immigrant neighbor’s beautiful daughter (Anita Yenn). In B&W. CC. 83 minutes. MGM. $6.95

**2839520 THE LOOK OF LOVE.** Widescreen. The epic true story of the rise and fall of British adult magazine publisher and night club owner Paul Raymond (Steve Coogan). The symbol of Soho, sex and sophistication, became one of the richest men in Britain with an empire of topless theaters and softcore magazines, almost single-handedly rewrote the cultural history of the UK. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

**3776042 ISLAND OF LOST SOULS.** Widescreen. Based on the bestseller by Joseph Lanz, which recounts twenty years of imprisonment during which he lived on the Island of Lost Souls. The brutality of the events, narrated in the book, are captured in heart-wrenching detail in this powerful film adaptation. Stars Mario Almada and Erik Del Castillo. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Legend Films. $3.95

**3734437 RAGING BULL.** Widescreen. Martin Scorsese’s film has been identified in recent years as one of America’s greatest films. The film garnered eight Oscar nominations and won two, including Best Actor for Robert DeNiro. DeNiro plays Jake LaMotta, a boxer whose psychological and sexual complexities erupt into violence both in and out of the ring. Also stars Joe Pesci, Cathy Moriarty, and Al Pacino. Rated R. CC. In B&W on two DVDs. MGM. $6.95

**5610052 THE LUCKY CHAIN.** A young man is convinced that most young women suffer various sexual hang-ups because of the old-fashioned morality instilled upon them by their mothers. But Catherine Deneuve and Anita Ekberg find themselves in constant sexual misadventures—they are two more links in the unbreakable Daisy Chain. 90 minutes. Unrated. Not Rated. Rated X. Distributed by Filmmore. Adults only. Whami. $11.95

**299609X DEAR MR. PROHACK.** Fullscreen. Arthur Prohack works in the treasury where he has the reputation of being “the Terror of the Departments” due to his acerbic wit and sharpened public pursuit. When he suddenly comes into a private fortune, however, his personal finances proceed exceedingly difficult to manage, along with his new wife, stars Cicely Parker and Glynn Johns. In 1939. Unrated. Distributed by Unichronos. $11.95

**3856690 DINNER AT THE RITZ.** In this 1937 film, beautiful Annabella stars as the grieving daughter of a murdered Parisian banker and vows to find his killer. Along the way, she is pursued by several high society suitors (including her father’s colleagues). An early David Niven displays all his unique charms as he helps to solve this whodunit. In B&W. 77 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95
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**371246X THE FLEMMISH.** Based on a true story, as Hitler’s Blitzkrieg sweeps across the Low Countries in early 1940, a squadron of pilots take temporary shelter with their aircraft on a Flemish Farm. Here, Trescha (Jane Baxter) takes care of the wounded pilot (Philip Friend) and the two fall in love. This 1943 film also stars Olive Bruce and Edward Evans. In B&W. 82 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**3855763 BEFORE THEY WERE FAMOUS:** Tim/Who Murdered Joy Morgan? Kim Basinger stars in this shocking and very funny suspense thriller surround a bizarre murder in Who Murdered Joy Morgan. 98 minutes. Mel Gibson portrays Tim Melville, a handsome young man with below average intelligence who is often taken advantage of by fellow workers in Tim. 91 minutes. DVD. Legacy. $4.95

**3800660 BRILLIANT LIES.** When beautiful Susy Connor accuses former employer Gary Fenney of sexual harassment and unfair dismissal for failing to comply with his sexual demands, things spin quickly out of control. Soon, it’s unclear who is telling the truth, and who is spinning lies. Starring Gail Carriger and Anthony LaPaglia. Rated R. 89 minutes. Trinity Home Enter. $3.95

**3757803 SOME VELVET MORNING.** Widescreen. Fred (Stanley Tucci) arrives at the doorstep of his beautiful mistress (Alice Eve) after four years apart, claiming to have finally left his wife. But when she rejects his attempts to rekindle their romance, his persistence evolves into obsession and a dark history between the two lovers comes into focus. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95

**3801306 THERE BE DRAGONS.** Widescreen. When journalist Robert Torres (Dougray Scott) is assigned to write a book about Bosnian Escriva (Charlie Cox), the controversial founder of Opus Dei, he hopes it will bring him closer to his father (Wes Bentley). Escriva’s childhood friend. As Torres uncovers his father’s past, he learns dark secrets that will change his world forever. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $22.98 English SDDS. 122 minutes. $3.95


**38511X BILLIONAIRE BOYS CLUB.** Widescreen. Joe Hunt and tennis pro Dean Kary lead a group of their wealthy friends into a dangerous game of high-risk investing in 1980s Los Angeles. However, when their “get rich quick” scheme quickly snowballs out of control, pure-hearted ambitions turn to crime-riddled greed. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**3800709 CINEMANOVELS.** Widescreen. Grace Lauren Lee takes to her recently deceased father, a fabled filmmaker, in years. She surprises her confidant (Jennifer Beals) and herself when on a trip to pick up some of his belongings, she offers to help put together a retrospective of his work and finds herself influenced in strange and significant ways.

Rated R. CC. 91 minutes. Monterey. $3.95

**3814999 THE BIG CUBE.** Widescreen. The only person standing between Johnny (George Chakravari) and Lisa (Karin Mossberg) and all the wedded bliss a multi-million dollar inheritance can bring is step mom Adriana (Lara Torsell). Who refuses to approve the pair’s marriage. Their solution? Lace her prescription medications with psychedelics and drive Adriana out of her gourd. English SDH. 98 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.95 English SDDS. 98 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.95 English SDDS. 98 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.95

**3856720 FOG ISLAND.** Once a haven for pirates, Fog Island is now the home of George Granger, an investment banker who has been recently released from prison. Convicted for fraud, Granger now is free, but needs to make good the fortune on the island, a group of people arrive to find each other and an eerie island mansion in this 1945 Film Noir. In B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**6991548 HAIR.** Widescreen. Claude Jumper and Julia (John Savage), a Vietnam draftee, embark on an adventure of a lifetime when he meets a group of counterculture hippies. Introduced to a world of free love and hallucinogens, Claude’s eyes are also opened to the darker side of the subculture, and by the time he becomes intimated with a beautiful debutante. Also stars Treat Williams and Beverly D’Angelo. 121 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 English SDH. 121 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 English SDH. 121 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

**3801063 ROAD TO NOWHERE.** A film based upon a true crime, casts an unknown mysterious young women bearing a disturbing resemblance to the femme fatale in the story. He finds himself unsuspectingly dragged into a web of haunting intrigue, obsessed with the woman, the crime, and the disturbing complexities between art and truth. Stars Cliff de Young and Wayne Payene. Rated R. 98 minutes. Sony Pictures. $9.95

**6966547 HAVANA.** High rolling poker player Jack Weil is trying to make one big score in 1956 Havana. But his plan doesn’t include falling for Roberta, the beautiful, dramatic, wife of revolutionary Arturo Duran. Includes special edition collectible slipcover. Starring Robert Redford, Lena Olin, and Raul Julia. Rated R. 145 minutes. Universal. English SDDS. $15.95

**3747102 WHO DREAMS MAY COME.** Widescreen. After Chris Nielsen (Robin Williams) dies in an accident, he tries to remain close to his wife. With the friendly spirit (Cuba Gooding Jr.) assigned to guide him, he begins to lose his heavenly state of being. But when his distraught wife takes her own life, he sets out on a perilous journey—a quest for everlasting love that will assuage his enormous conviction of love. Rated R. English SDH. $10.95

**3856712 EMPEROR JONES.** A tragic story of a man gone down the wrong path and the chaotic nature of the world that influences him into a life of womanizing, gambling and ultimately becoming a fugitive. (Using his cunning and sense of survival.) John G. Roberson escapes slavery and proclaims himself an emperor. A 1933 film in B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**3800105 THE RED.** Two brothers are pushed to the limits of their loyalty when their violent past catches up with them. When Dave kills his abusive father to save his younger brother Tom, they realize the enormous consequences of what has happened. As a minor, Tom takes the rap for his older brother. That decision will take a toll on the brothers. Stars Tom Hanks and Elizabeth Perkins. Rated R. 110 minutes. Universal. $6.95

**38530X PAULINE AT THE BEACH.** Widescreen. Young and beautiful Pauline (Amanda Langlet) is spending the end of the summer with her older and sexually alluring cousin Marion on the stunning Atlantic coast. As Pauline discovers the darker side of class, race and big city life, she must struggle to prevent an international catastrophe. Rated PG. English SDH. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures. $6.95

**3855764 CODE UNKNOWN.** A dramatic true story of forbidden love in WWII unfolds through the eyes of a Jewish woman (Juliette Binoche) and her German occupier (Georges Galabru) during the German occupation of France in 1942. It follows Louise, a young Jewish woman who had heart changed with the help of Hans, a young German who rejects the Nazi ideology, In French with English subtitles. Pub. at $19.98 English SDDS. 103 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**3854010 MARY MAGDALENE.** Widescreen. Mary is one of the most contradictory women in history, alternately vilified as a sinner and canonized as a saint. For the first time, the incredible story of Mary Magdalene is told in her own eyes. Rooney Mara plays the free-spirited Mary Magdalene and Joaquin Phoenix plays the charismatic Jesus. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $11.95 English SDDS. 120 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $11.95

**38542X NORMAN: The Moderate Rise and Tragic Fall of a New York Fixer.** Widescreen. Norman (Richard Gere) lives a lonely life in the margins of New York City power and money, and strives to be everyone’s friend. His incessant networking leads him nowhere until he ends up befriending a young charismatic politician. But eventually Norman’s plans go awry, and he must struggle to prevent a catastrophic end. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**3698165 FUGITIVE PIECES.** Jakob Beer’s life has been haunted by his childhood experiences during WWII. As a child in Russia he is orphaned during wartime then saved by a compassionate Greek archaeologist. Throughout his life he tries to deal with the losses he has experienced, including a catastrophic event in his writing and true love is Jakob ultimately freed from the legacy of his past. Stars Rosamund Pike. Rated R. 105 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $3.95

**3702561 OLD ROADS.** Widescreen. Told through interwoven stories as they play out in one square mile of London. Max (Iddis Elba) is a rugby player struggling to find life off the field. Kingsley is a small-time drug dealer desperate to keep his son out of trouble. George is a cab driver who, along with his wife dreams of having kids but a devastating accident changes everything. Not Rated. English SDDS. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures. $2.95

---
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★ 375958 JAPANESE WAR BRIDE. The story of a wounded Korean War veteran, Jim Sterling, who returns to his California home with his Japanese wife. The couple had met and fallen in love in a Japanese hospital where Tai Shimizu was working as a nurse. Back in America, the two face racism and bigotry from his family and friends. In B&W. 91 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 377651 AND THEN THERE WAS EVE. Widescreen. Alyssa, a successful photographer, wakes up one morning to find her apartment destroyed and her husband mysteriously missing. She turns to her colleague Eve for support, who helps her, over time, accept his absence. While getting to know Eve, she is surprised to find herself falling in love again. Stars Rachel Crowl. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Breaking Glass. $7.95

★ 378263 COME BACK, LITTLE SHEBA. Fullscreen. Shirley Booth stars in Academy Award-winning performance as Lola, housewife to Doc Delaney (Burt Lancaster), a recovering alcoholic. Their dull life takes a dramatic turn when the couple takes in a boarder, Marie, who brings the daughter they never had. When Marie takes up with a boorish boyfriend, Doc descends into a life in B&W. 95 minutes. Paramount. $6.95

★ 3785806 RUDY. Widescreen. From the time he’s a young Astoria determined to join the Fighting Irish. But his blue-collar family only laughs at his ambitions, and for four long years, he just works alongside his father and brothers. But Rudy proves that some things can’t be bought. It’s an unforgettable testament to the triumph of the common man. CC. 114 minutes. TriStar. $3.95

★ 3793008 THE RENDEZVOUS. Widescreen. A Jewish doctor and a Muslim State Department employee unwittingly become involved in a mystery that could change the future of the world in this classic love story, inspired by Sarah Isaias’ popular novel. A New Song. Stars Stana Katic and Raza Jaffrey. 92 minutes. Highland Film Group. $2.95

★ 3856925 NURSE EDITH CAVELL. A powerful 1939 true life drama about the life of the famous British nurse who developed a system to smuggle escaped prisoners into Holland and who was caught by the German Army and sentenced to death. Stars Starla Katic, Sean Astin and Reginald Berkeley. In B&W. 97 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3757129 HILARY AND JACKIE. Widescreen. The incredible true story of two sisters joined by music and torn apart by love for the same man. Hilary and Jacqueline du Pré grew up as musical prodigies in England in the 1950s, and while Hilary marries and starts a family, Jackie continues to perform. Eventually a devastated Jackie reveals her desires for Hilary’s life—and husband. CC. Universal. Rated R. 121 minutes. $5.95

★ 2954684 SINGLE IN SOUTH BEACH. In a continuous search for glamour, she meets Sam. Even though she provides him with a luxurious lifestyle, she begins to feel a void. Unwilling to let go, Amy becomes involved with another family, one that starts to keep her away. While her escapades continue, she soon discovers that life in South Beach is not as good as it looks. Stars Haley Wesley and Mark. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Maverick. $1.95

★ 3865652 THE NEIGHBOR. Widescreen. Mira Sorvino as a middle-aged woman in a routine marriage feels that his life is passing him by. When a new couple moves in next door, Mike quickly befriends his new neighbor, the young and vivacious Jenna. J enna soon begins to reveal the details of her life.Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

★ 692980X POWER AND BEAUTY. Fullscreen. A little detail about an alleged affair between President Kennedy and Judith Exner made the headlines after his death. This is the intriguing story of secrets, lies, money, corruption, and lives behind the closed doors of the highest office in the land. Stars Natasha Henstridge and Kevin Anderson. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Showtime Entertainment. $5.95

3803104 FLAME IN THE STREETS. Widescreen. John Mills stars in a liberal minded union leader in a London factory, fighting the discrimination in his multiracial workforce. He Prevents a bitter strike when the union becomes outraged over the promotion of a Jamaican. But he’ll have to look inward at his own prejudices when his daughter falls in love teacher. 93 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $5.95

3810518 THE DISASTER ARTIST. Widescreen. The tragi-comic true story of aspiring filmmaker and infamous Hollywood outsider Tommy Wiseau—an artist whose passion was as sincere as his methods were questionable. A celebration of friendship, artistic expression, and dreams pursued against insurmountable odds. English SDH. 104 minutes. Elevated Pictures. $5.95

3871665 BREATHE. Widescreen. The inspiring true story of activist Robin and Diana Cavendish (Andrew Garfield and Claire Foy), an couple who’s love and relish to give up in the face of daunting odds changed the world for the better. English SDH. 118 minutes. Elevated Pictures. $5.95

★ 3856788 HITLER: Beast of Berlin. Hitler: Beast of Berlin, small group of Germans secretly gather to oppose the Gestapo and the Nazi regime in Europe. When the situation is complicated further when one of the group becomes pregnant, and loyalties are tested. A 1939 classic starring Alan Ladd and Vernon Dent. In B&W. 87 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3854833 WAKEFIELD. Widescreen. Successful but bitter Howard Wakefield (Bryan Cranston) has taken a perverse detour from family life: He’s vanished without a trace. Hidden in the attic of his garage, he securely observes the lives of his wife (Jennifer Garner) and children. But soon, he realizes he’s not left his family— he has left himself. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $4.95

★ 373522 THE CHRISTMAS TRUCE. Widescreen. On Christmas Eve, an American soldier and a young local woman fall in love during the Battle of the Bulge and find their love tested as they contend with the extraordinary stresses of war. Stars Craig Chester, Lindsay Lohan. Not Rated. CC. 95 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

3742644 A PERFECT DAY. Widescreen. The setting is 1995, “somewhere in the Balkans.” After a night of passion hours, Mambru (Benicio del Toro) steals the device. In B&W. 87 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

★ 3871149 HUMAN TRAFFICKING. Widescreen. Hundreds of thousands of young women have vanished from their everyday lives—by violence into a hellsish existence of brutality and prostitution. Kate Morozov (Mira Sorvino) knows the horror of such an existence. But she casually met a man named Felix that is dedicated to dismantling the networks and bringing the kingpins to justice. Also stars Donal Sutherland. Unrated. English SDH. 178 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

★ 3862070 THE NIGHTINGALE. Widescreen. In 1825 Australia, 21 year old Irish convict Claire has served her seven year sentence, but her abusive master Lieutenant Hawkins refuses to release her. When Claire’s husband retaliates, she becomes the victim of a heartless justice of the lieutenant. When no justice is done, Claire decides on revenge, without weighing the costs. Rated R. English SDH. 136 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $12.95

★ 3856550 BLAKE OF SCOTLAND YARD. Story of a man of 1937 serial, so that he can assist his niece Hope and her friend Jerry in developing an apparatus they have invented. Stars Jimmy Stewart. He’s driven to desire in a shocking love triangle with a Jamai can teacher. 93 minutes. VC1 Entertainment. $5.95

★ 3872327 THE TRUTH OF A TRIVIUM. Widescreen. In Israel a marriage dissolution is only possible with full consent of the husband. Viviane Amsalem has been applying for divorce for three years, but her husband refuses. His cold indifference, her determination for freedom and the ambiguous role of the judges shape a procedure in which tragedy lies with some of the greatest absurdist. In Hebrew with English subtitles. $2.95

3871649 BEFORE I FALL. Widescreen. Samantha Kingston has everything—the perfect friends, the perfect guy and seemingly perfect future. But after one fateful day, she is trapped reliving the same day over and over, and starts to question just how perfect her life really was. Stars Zoey Deutch. 98 minutes. Elevated Pictures. $6.95

★ 3857777 BEFORE THEY WERE FAMOUS: Somewhere Tomorrow/ Shattered Silence. Sarah Jessica Parker plays Susan Anton, a young woman trying to cope with the fact that her father in Somewhere Tomorrow. 89 minutes. Michael Douglas and Elizabeth Ashley are driven to desire in a shocking love triangle with a Jamai can teacher. Not Rated. 90 minutes. On double-sided DVD. Legacy. $4.95

3810548 FIGHT FOR LIFE/MOLL FLANDERS. Morgan Freeman lends his talents to two powerful films. Based on a true story, Fight for Life follows one family’s fight for the life of their 6-year-old daughter who suffers from epileptic convulsions (120 minutes). Then, Moll Flanders focuses on the hope and determination of a power (Robin Wright) in this adaptation of the 18th-century literary classic (123 minutes). TGG. Pub. at $15.98 $11.95

★ 3822999 MARYLIN: The Premiere Collection. A gifted actress, her repertoire included comedy and gripping drama alike. This collection of 17 films features Monroe with co-stars like Gary Grant, Clark Gable, Jack Lemmon, Lauren Bacall, and more. Films include All About Eve; Some Like It Hot; Gentleman Prefer Blondes; The Seven Year Itch; The Misfits; and many others. In B&W and Color. Over 28 hours on seventeen DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $39.98 $27.98

★ 3860288 OPHELIA. Widescreen. Set in medieval Denmark and spoken in a modern tongue with a poetic twist, this stunning film recalibrates the classic Shakespearean tale of a tragic heroine. A complex heroine may share her own story. Stars Daisy Ridley as Ophelia. English SDH. 106 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95
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374107 A MOST VIOLENT YEAR. Widescreen. New York City, 1961, the most crime-ridden of the city’s history. The film follows Abe (Oscar Isaac) and his wife (Jessica Chastain) during a crucial moment of their lives as they attempt to pursue the American dream, while the violence and corruption threaten to destroy every ambition. Rated R. 125 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $6.95.

29232X HAVE A LITTLE FAITH. Widescreen. Mitch Albom (Bradley Whitford) has a pretty great life. Then two men come into his life, and he makes a massive error. Albom witnesses firsthand how these two very different men not only live, but celebrate it. They believe there’s divine spark in all of us—and that a single person can make a big difference in others’ lives if they have a little faith. 95 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $3.95.

376207 CHRISTMAS IN CONWAY. Widescreen. To the folks on Conway, Duncan Mayor (Jeff Bridges) is a very craggy guy. To his wife Susy, he’s a doin’ patsy. But when Susy falls seriously ill, Duncan decides on an unusual kind of medicine: a Femis wheel set up in their own home. Stars Andy Garcia, Ashley McGregor, and Mary-Louise Parker. CC. 95 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $3.95.

299273 STELLA DOES TRICKS. One of a brood of school-age prostitutes working the streets of London, Stella is a virtual prisoner of her sleazy, paternalistic pimp. Mr. Peters. Realizing she must make her escape, Stella hooks up with Eddie, a young junkie, to confront the ghosts of her past and launch into a clean life. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Strand Releasing. $3.95.

380031 EXPLICIT ILLS. Widescreen. In the streets of Philadelphia, the lives of strangers intersect in a battle and moving semi-autobiographical tale. Crosscuts between the many people who overcome the obstacles in their lives in the face of poverty, drugs and the human connection. Stars Paul Dano, Rosario Dawson, and Lu Taylor Pucci. Rated R. 87 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95.

373628 BETTY HUTTON: THE Stork Club/Perils of Pauline. Fullscreen. Two films starring the Hollywood starter. Perils of Pauline, about Heart Whist’s (Hutton) and a damsel in distress story of a naive young girl named Marissa. In B&W. 99 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $7.95.

293759X AWAY & BACK. Widescreen. When a family of Trumpeter Swans make their home on the Peterson farm pond, it’s love at first sight for 10-year-old Frankie. But when wildlife biologist Ginny Newsom rushes in to protect the birds, it’s dislike at first sight for Frankie’s widowed dad Jack. Soon though, their relationship changes and romance is in the air. Stars Jason Lee and Minka Kelly. Rated R. 99 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $7.95.

3755967 PLEASE MURDER ME!. Raymond Burr stars as Clark Carlson, who falls in love with a client while defending her for killing another man. After the trial’s completion, she finds she indeed could have killed and his conscience forces him to try and find her in place this 1956 crime drama. In B&W. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

3736385 EDWARD G. ROBINSON: THE Red House/Scarlet Street. Fullscreen. Two classic films with one of the cinema’s most magnetic stars. In Scarlet Street, directed by the inimitable Fritz Lang, Robinson portrays a cashier whose life is tragically changed by a predatory woman. Then, in The Red House, a young boy takes an after school job on Robinson’s farm and discovers a strange secret about the peculiar farmer. Also stars Joan Bennett and Orsa Munson. In B&W. Over 3 hours. VOI Entertainment. $9.99.

6369405 THE BLUE HOUR: 2 Disc Set. Presents three unique Grads Corp. exploitation productions: The Blue Hour, about a young woman trapped in a sexual hell in Los Angeles; One Rated Night, following a young woman in danger of falling into prostitution, after an underground oddly full of voluptuous hippie chicks. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98. $16.95.

★ JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG. Widescreen. American judge Dan Haywood (Spencer Tracy) presides over the trial of four German jurists accused of “legalizing” Nazi atrocities. But as grand corruption and sterilization unfold, mounting political pressure for leniency forces Haywood to make the most difficult decision of his career. Also stars Richard Widmark and Marlene Dietrich. In B&W. 186 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95.

6837088 AS DREAMERS DO. Widescreen. Behind every great mouse, there’s a man—armed with an ever growing imagination and eternal optimism. Walt begins to develop skills as an animator in early life. He overcomes a variety of hardships to become one of the greatest entertainment icons in the world. Walt Disney 90th Anniversary Collection. $1.95.

3740941 FOREVER EMMANUELLE. After a courtship in which the voyeuristic Nick indulges Laure’s exhibitionism and sexual freedom, they set off for Mara land with Gualtier, an anthropologist, and his philosophical lover, Myrte. As they approach the Mara on the night of the rebirth festival, who of the group will survive the challenge? Rated X. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Libido. $7.95.

3803627 MASTERLESS. Widescreen. Kane Madison works long hours as an architect while his young wife is sick and, though he loves her deeply, he’s at the office more than her bedside. In a parallel netherworld of spirit warriors, an ancient Ronin fights a legion of masked demons while seeking wisdom. Kane and his Ronin spirit must fight their way to answers of faith and hope. CC. 85 minutes. Lotus. $1.95.

3753905 MISTER SCROOGE TO SEE YOU! It’s one year later and Scrooge receives another visit from his old business partner, Jacob Marley. Sent on a journey 170 years into the future, Scrooge encounters a world even colder than his own, a world that includes a young woman named Christmas Carol. Also stars John Lund and Constance Collier. In B&W. 85 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $7.95.

3867193 THE EARTHLING. William Holden is a hard-hearted, no-nonsense loner who spent his life exploring the world and avoiding his feelings. Fate throws him together with young Taylor Gunther, an anthropologist, and his philosophical lover, Myrte. As they approach the Mara on the night of the rebirth festival, who of the group will survive the challenge? Rated X. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Libido. $7.95.

3802917 THE WIDOWS AND CHILDREN OF CHRISTMAS IN CONWAY. Widescreen. Judge Dan Haywood (Spencer Tracy) presides over the trial of four German jurists accused of “legalizing” Nazi atrocities. But as grand corruption and sterilization unfold, mounting political pressure for leniency forces Haywood to make the most difficult decision of his career. Also stars Richard Widmark and Marlene Dietrich. In B&W. 186 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95.

David Drupright, Rebecca Hiles, and Mike Scott. $24.95.

3846941 FOREVER EMMANUELLE. After a courtship in which the voyeuristic Nick indulges Laure’s exhibitionism and sexual freedom, they set off for Mara land with Gualtier, an anthropologist, and his philosophical lover, Myrte. As they approach the Mara on the night of the rebirth festival, who of the group will survive the challenge? Rated X. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Libido. $7.95.

3773063 THE ILLUSIONIST. Widescreen. Illusionist Eisenheim (Edward Norton) has captured the imaginations of all of Vienna, but also the interest of the ambitious Crown Prince Leopold. But when Leopold’s new fiancée (Jesse Eisenberg) and the illusionist share a childhood fascination with Eisenheim, the prince’s interest evolves into obsession and the sudden city’s crime. 109 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

3771148 PREPPER. James (Jay Bowdy) and Margaret (Lysette Anthony) decide they need to point to impending doom and the collapse of society. He decides to prepare for the worst, enlisting the help of his wife (Rachel Dee) and without spending all of his money and losing the respect of his friends. CC. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

3819563 WITHIN THE WHIRLWIND. Based on the true story of Eugenia Ginzburg, a young woman who spends 18 years of her life in the gulag in Siberia during Stalin’s reign of terror. Having lost everything and no longer wishing to live, she decides to come back to life. 110 minutes. Corinth Films. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95.

3819512 THE JEWISH CARDINAL. Tells the true story of Jean-Marie Lustiger, the first Frenchman to be elevated to the highest created in the church, and one of immigrants who maintained his cultural identity as a Jew even after converting to Catholicism at a young age, and later joining the priesthood. The film sets a fast-moving 1936 drama features James Cagney as an ex-prize fighter whose new job as Chief Inspector of the Department of Weights and Measures, results in him using his fists to clean up grime in high places. In B&W. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

3819512 THE JEWISH CARDINAL. Tells the true story of Jean-Marie Lustiger, the first Frenchman to be elevated to the highest created in the church, and one of immigrants who maintained his cultural identity as a Jew even after converting to Catholicism at a young age, and later joining the priesthood. The film sets a fast-moving 1936 drama features James Cagney as an ex-prize fighter whose new job as Chief Inspector of the Department of Weights and Measures, results in him using his fists to clean up grime in high places. In B&W. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.
99 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $12.95

**3843718 RISE AGAINST THE FALL.** Widescreen. Kingsley is a young boy when he witnesses his father murdered on-stage in a political rally. Twenty years later, he plots to infiltrate a dangerous arms dealer, and exact revenge on the men responsible for his father’s death. 89 minutes. Shami Media. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

**3855505 THE BIG GAME: Popular Edition.** Fullscreen. When Jimmy Harper gets invited to play in a prestigious boxing tournament, he can’t resist. But as he changes his identity from factory worker to international stockbroker, Harper quickly finds himself out of his league. Nothing to uncover the layers of corruption he owns, but he loves her—maybe even himself. Stars Gary Webster and Mark Williams. 98 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**3845921 RETRO AFRIKA: Phase 3.** In One More Shot a former boxer saves a beautiful girl from a tyrannical heroe and the two form a relationship. In Rich Girl a skillful bodyguard and the wealthy businessman’s pampered daughter he protects ends up kidnapped. And in Luxi, Lola believes there’s more life than what he portrays. And investigates the possibility of attending university. In Zulu with English subtitles. Over 3 Indepix. Pub.$39.95 $29.95

**3851877 KIRK DOUGLAS: Silver Screen Legends.** Fullscreen. Four classics featuring a Hollywood great: Touch of Evil, Shane, Sirk’s Written on the Wind. and Lancaster’s Lust for Life. Ove six hours on 4 DVDS. Sony Pictures. $7.95

**2995980 BANK HOLIDAY: The Rank Collection.** Fullscreen. Stephen Howard is a sensitive screenwriter who tries to write about the world around him, but has trouble getting things off the ground. He attempts to dissuade his son from entering show business. CC. 133 minutes. Film Movement. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

**2914298 BUBBLE.** Widescreen. A bizarre love triangle is born at a doll factory in a small Midwestern town. Lonely and isolated, long time employees Martha and Kyle have become emotionally dependent to the point of their drastic age difference. When a murder occurs the investigation calls into question our established assumptions about these characters and life in their small world. R. 73 minutes. Magnolia. Pub.$19.99 $13.95

**3790777 THE BRONX BULL.** Widescreen. Based on the tumultuous real-life experiences of legendary boxing champion Jake LaMotta, the film chronicles his rise as a world-class boxer and his struggle against his own personal demons. A captivating story of枭雄 and the ring—offering an unflinchingly honest look into the heart of a champion. Rated R. English SDH, 94 minutes. Momentum. Pub.$29.99 $19.99

**3698211 PAST LIFE.** Widescreen. Inspired by true events, this film tracks the life of Lisette St. Martin—a French woman who lay seemingly dead to two sisters. As they travel to unravel a disturbing wartime mystery that has cast a forbidding shadow on their entire lives, they realize that the loved one are not the shackles of the past require painful sacrifices. Not Rated. CC. 109 minutes. Goldwyn Films. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**3698203 THE ODYSSEY.** Widescreen. The aquatic adventure of the highly influential and fearless ambitious pioneer, innovator, filmmaker, researcher and conservationist, Jacques-Yves Cousteau—covering roughly thirty years of an extraordinary life and his achievements, like Stars Lambert Wilson. In French with English subtitles. 123 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. PRICE CUT to $1.95

**3752811 JOHN AND MARY.** Widescreen. John (Dustin Hoffman) and Mary (Mary Mara) form an unorthodox couple. Together they’ll establish a new way of thinking, a new way of living. John’s enterprising spirit, Mary’s creative energy, and their deep love for each other are the core of the film’s lasting impact. 101 minutes. Thanks Media. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

**2994512 MILES AHEAD.** Widescreen. A wildly entertaining exploration of one of 2017’s most beloved and his qualities. Miles Davis, featuring a career defining performance by Don Cheadle in the title role. Also stars Ewan McGregor and Eiza González. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Sony Pictures. PRICE CUT to $4.95

**3739716 CARDBOARD BOXER.** Widescreen. Wille, (Thomasis Haden Church) is a goodhearted man living on the dangerous streets of Los Angeles, skin deep when he is coerced by two rich teenagers into fighting other homeless men for cash. Stuck in a violent world he doesn’t understand, Wille finds solace in the compassion of those he meets along the way. Not Rated. English SDH. Pub. at $19.98

**373901X THE DRESSMAKER.** Widescreen. A glamorous world- famous dressmaker returns to her small Australian hometown to seek the truth behind her notorious reputation. This dark and quirky comedy stars Kate Winslet, Judy Davis, Hugo Weaving and Liam Hemsworth. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. Broad Green Pictures. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**3778827 NECESSARY EVIL.** Widescreen. Deborah Fielding will stop at nothing to uncover the layers of corruption that lie deep within the walls of Edgewater Psychiatric Institute. Even if it costs her life. In a series of twisted events, this budding investigative journalist uncovers a Pandora’s box of deceit. Rated R. CC. 87 minutes. Lions Gate. PRICE CUT to $7.95

**3779449 JONATHAN.** Widescreen. Ansel Elgort plays two brothers living very separate lives inside the same body. Previously content to live in shifts with one another, their delicate balance is ruined when they become romantically involved with the same woman. 101 minutes. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $1.95

**3735001 CREED.** Widescreen. Adonis Johnson (Michael B. Jordan), son of decorated war hero and boxing icon Apollo Creed, has boxing in his blood. Looking to win his own title, Adonis heads to Philadelphia and convinces his father’s rival, the legendary Rocky Balboa, known as Rocky Balboa (Sylvester Stallone) to train him–even as Rocky battles his own deadly opponent outside the ring. English SDH. 133 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**3802957 DISCREET.** Widescreen. Until now Monique has always been able to give her clients exactly what they wanted. But tonight Thomas’s curiosity is going to get the better of him while demanding of Monique the one thing she’s reluctant to offer... Kennedy. Stars James Alexander and Angel English. SDH. 84 minutes. Green Apple. PRICE CUT to $1.95

**2951037 THE VIRGIN AND THE GYPSY.** This movie is based on a short novel by D.H. Lawrence that was discovered in France after his death in 1930. Immediately recognized as a masterpiece in which Lawrence had distilled and purged his ideas about sexuality and morality, the story has become a classic. Stars Joanna Shimkus and Franco Nero. Not Rated. 95 minutes. New Star. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**3841707 MRS. LOWRY & SON.** Widescreen. A portrait of the artist L.S. Lowry (Timothy Hall) and the relationship with his bedridden and depressive mother, Elizabeth (Vanessa Redgrave) who would constantly attempt to dissuade her son from pursuing his artistic ambitions while never failing to remind him what a talent he is to her. 96 minutes. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $11.95

**3819950 FRANCESCO.** Widescreen. Recalls the life of St. Francis of Assisi (Mickey Rourke) and the life of the renowned writer who founded. Following his death, the saint’s devoted followers recall his transformation from the pamphlet son of an aristocratic family to a selfless man of faith, wholly devoted to a life of apostolic poverty. CC. 133 minutes. Film Movement. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**3711225 AGAINST THE WIND.** DVD Video. $7.95

**3755393 CAPTAIN BOYCOTT.** Reel Vault. $7.95

**3793777 BLUE MURDER AT ST. TRINIAN’S.** Reel Vault. $7.95

**3712435 DON WINSLOW OF THE COAST GUARD.** Fullscreen. DVD Video. $9.95

**3759474 FLESH AND BLOOD.** Reel Vault. $7.95

**3813835 RENFREW OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED.** DVD Video. $7.95

**3794407 COLONEL EFFINGHAM’S RAID.** Reel Vault. $7.95

**3867619 ANOTHER MAN’S POISON.** Fullscreen. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**3736261 BABY NYPH.** Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**3847847 WILD FAITH.** Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $12.95

**3799298 M.EDEA.** Widescreen. E One. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**3761169 LIFE IN A SMALL TOWN: 4-Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Mill Creek. $3.95

**6652018 ATLAS SHRUGGED TRILOGY.** Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. SOLD OUT

**3810496 COLETTE.** Widescreen. Elevated Pictures. $5.95

**375215 4 FILM FAVORITES: STANLEY KUBRICK FILMS.** Widescreen. Fullscreen. Mill Creek. $5.95

**2779633 THE COURAGEOUS HEART OF IRENA SENDLER.** Widescreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $9.95

**3702618 FINDING ALTAMIRA.** Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**2937652 THE RETURN OF THE NATIVE.** Fullscreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame. SOLD OUT

**286891X ORSON WELLES: Film’s Master Magician.** Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**3823996 CLEOPATRA: 75th Anniversary Edition.** Fullscreen. Universal. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

**3033539 ANGEL EYES.** Widescreen. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**690266 M.YOUR OLD LADY.** Widescreen. Universal. $5.95

**3762381 0 PIONEERS!** Fullscreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95


**3752739 GRAND HOTEL.** Fullscreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95
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**Dramas**

2809540 CHRISTMAS IN CANAAD. Widescreen. Vivendi. $4.95.

2984652 MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE. Widescreen. Widevision. $5.50.

3741842 FRIED GREEN TOMATOES. Widescreen. Universal. SOLD OUT.

3973646 THE LOVE LETTER. Fullscreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95.

699576X LEGEND. Widescreen. Universal. $4.95.

297072X STONE. Widescreen. Screen Media Films. $3.95.


6644333 AUSCHWITZ. Martinini Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95.

3752844 KILLING KENNEDY. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $6.95.

2992036 BLIND. Widescreen. Vertical. $4.95.

3747085 THE HUSTLER. 20th Century. $2.95.

3752712 GENTLEMEN’S AGREEMENT. 20th Century Fox. $6.95.


3752828 JOY. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. SOLD OUT.

3752607 BLOOD AND SAND. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $5.95.

3737241 THE GIRL KING. Widescreen. Level Film. $5.95.

3762686 THE WATER IS WIDE. Widescreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95.

376811X STRAIGHT A’S. Widescreen. VFS Films. $3.95.

368799X EMPIRE. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $5.95.

371389X BEYOND CHRISTMAS. Fullscreen. Legend Films. $2.95.

3783989 THE COMEDIAN. Widescreen. Media Luna. $7.95.


3715876 CASINO/Carlito's Way. Widescreen. Universal. $7.95.


2993703 FOLLOW THE STARS HOME. Widescreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95.

3688003 A GHOST STORY. Fullscreen. Mongrel Media. $3.95.

3697258 SERENA. Widescreen. Magnolia Home Entertainment. PRICE TO C $3.95.

3742555 FIVE MINUTES OF HEAVEN. Widescreen. MPI. $5.95.


2846950 MELANCHOLIA. Widescreen. Magnolia Home Entertainment. SOLD OUT.

7026683 SPIRIT OF THE GAME. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $1.95.

3752569 AUTHORITY! AUTHORITY! Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $5.95.

2996251 THE HIGH BRIGHT SUN. The Rank Collection. Fullscreen. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $17.95. SOLD OUT.

368797X BORG VS. McENROE. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $3.95.


3739732 MY MANY SONS. Widescreen. Well Go USA. $1.95.

299217X PERESTROIKA. Widescreen. Strand Releasing. $3.95.

2779684 A PAINTED HOUSE. Fullscreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95.

3719539 THE SISSI COLLECTION. Widescreen. Film Movement. Pub. at $49.95. $9.99.


5687330 VANESSA. Widescreen. Adults only. SevenStar. Pub. at $29.95. SOLD OUT.


3714721 SULIGE SIKKI DAGA: Be Fluid as Water. Widescreen. Shanti Media. Pub. at $17.95. PRICE TO C $3.95.

**Thrillers**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 3862666 RIVER WIND.** Widescreen. When wildlife officer Cory Lambert (Jeremy Renner) discovers the body of a young woman on Wyoming's Wind River Native American Reservation, rookie FBI agent Jane Banner (Elizabeth Olsen) is sent to investigate. After Banner hires Lambert as her tracker, the two must brave the winter terrain and the local criminal underworld to crack the case. Rated R. 107 minutes. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE TO C $19.95.

**LIMITED QUANTITY 3862577 THE POISON ROSE.** Widescreen. Carson Phillips (John Travolta) takes on a routine missing persons case which slowly reveals itself to be a complex interwoven web of crimes, where his long lost daughter is the number one suspect. Also stars Morgan Freeman. Rated R. 96 minutes. VFS Films. $5.95.

**3862593 SPINNING MAN.** Widescreen. Evan Birch (Guy Pierce) is a family man and professor at a college. When a female student goes missing, police detective Malloy (Victoria Smolan) has many reasons to be suspicious when his investigation exposes crucial evidence making Evan the prime suspect in her disappearance. Also stars Minnie Driver. Rated R. 100 minutes. VFS Films.

**3862534 LAST RAMPAGE.** Based on the true story of convicted murderer Gary Tison (Robert Patrick) and his cellmate Randy Greenwall (Chris Brown), Tison kidnaps a day laborer and embarks on an unforgettable crime spree. Also stars Heather Graham. Rated R. 92 minutes. VFS Films.

**386992X SAN ANDREAS.** Widescreen. After the San Andreas Fault gives, triggering a devastating earthquake, Los Angeles to San Francisco to save their only daughter. English SDH. Includes second DVD featuring behind-the-scenes footage. Rated R. 120 minutes. 4Digital Media.


**3853837 THE TRIGGER EFFECT.** Widescreen. Elisabeth Shue, Kyle MacLachlan and Dermot Mulroney star in this stylish, sexy action-thriller set on the colorful back roads of Mexico. When Clayton Price (Glen), a merciless CIA hitman makes an unauthorized hit, his CIA contact (Keltie) becomes intent on pursuing and dejuring this S&M underground to find her before it’s too late. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Genius Products. $3.95.

**3810461 BEIRUT.** Widescreen. Mason and Jordan, a former U.S. diplomat, is sent to Beirut to negotiate a swap for the release of a terrorist leader, believed to be imprisoned by Israeli secret police, in exchange for a CIA agent who has been kidnapped and thrown into the trunk of a rudderless car. With the clock ticking, Jordan realizes she must confront a killer from her past to put an end to a serial killer’s rampage. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Elevation Pictures.

**383056X THE CALL.** Widescreen. Aided by the mysterious computer hacker, Nyqvist) is hired by a recluse for one last job: to break into the home of his long lost daughter. The house is occupied by a local gangster, representatives of the local mafia and a young man obsessed with the death of his brother. Rated R. 100 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95.

**3891694 ACROSS THE BORDER.** Widescreen. Rod Steiger plays unscrupulous financier Carl Schaffner, who flees to Mexico with his company’s money. A genius at improvisation, Schaffner manages to dodge the authorities but murdering a man and assuming his identity. However, Schaffner soon learns that his victim was himself a fugitive from justice. In...
Thrillers

375346 DON'T TORTURE A DUCKLING. Widescreen. A hard-boiled officer of the Polizei is on the trail of a young woman who has been sentenced to death. When the woman is acquitted, the officer continues his search. Stars Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Warner Bros. Pub. at $16.97.

381673 COME AND FIND ME. Widescreen. David (Aaron Paul) and Claire’s (AnnaBelle Wallis) idyllic relationship comes to an abrupt and mysterious end when Claire disappears without a trace. David becomes obsessed and inevitable. David follows her trail down an increasingly dangerous path. Soon he’s forced to risk everything if he ever wants to see her again. Rated R. 114 minutes. Elevation Pictures.

377777X DRIFTER: Henry Lee Lucas. Widescreen. Antioch, California, 1978. Two young men share a room at a motel. One, Henry Lee Lucas, is one of America’s most notorious serial killers, who admitted to committing over 350 murders with partner and fellow serial killer Ottis Toole while drifting through the Southern states. Rated R. CC. 81 minutes. Lions Gate.

386361 WELCOME HOME. Widescreen. Bryan (Aaron Paul) and Cassie (Emily Ratajkowski) spend their weekend at a vacation rental house in the Italian countryside in an attempt to reconcile with each other and repair their relationship. However, the couple becomes the victims of the evil plans of the rental house’s owner. Rated R. 98 minutes. VVS Films.

387156X DEATH GRIP: 10 Action Movies. The heart-pounding excitement never ends. The Unsaid tells the story of two thrillers. Includes: The Advocate; Legacy; Mall; The New Republic; Night Drive; Nobody Can Cool; Lost Dream; The Silent Thief; Who Is Dying?, and Death Grip. Rated R and Unrated. Over 16 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98.

380283 D.C. SNIPER. Widescreen. A mysterious sniper randomly kills innocent citizens in public, one after the other in broad daylight. The man gets away. After much searching, the sniper is apprehended far from the White House; not far from the President. Stars Tony Thompson and Chris Kresa. Rated R. CC. 91 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

2923734 BORIS KARLOFF COLLECTION: 6 Movies. Fullscreen. Collects six of the finest chiller starring Boris Karloff, one of horror’s most indelible icons. Includes: The Black Cat; The Man They Could Not Hang: The Man with Nine Lives; Before I Hang; The Devil Commands; and The Boogie Man Will Get You. Also stars Loma Gray, Evelyn Keyes, Peter Lorre, and others. In B&W. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

3586488 TRYST. A sexually charged thriller about Franklin and Bridget, a married couple in trouble. An escape to a secluded beach resort goes awry when a crazed stalker is on her heels. Not Rated. R. 83 minutes. Maverick.

3586194 A KISS BEFORE DYING/THE UNSAID. Matt Dillon and Sean Young star in A Kiss Before Dying, about a girl who, after the death of her twin sister, falls for an ambitious young man. Then, her mother, an obsessed and terrifying psychoanalyst (Andy Garcia) who finds himself the unwitting target of a young man’s twisted mind games. Rated R. Over 3 hours. TGG. Pub. at $15.98.

3581974 NON-STOP. Widescreen. During a transatlantic flight, U.S. Air Marshal Bill Marks (Liam Neeson) receives a series of cryptic text messages threatening to kill a passenger every 20 minutes unless $150 million is transferred into an off-shore account. Now he must quickly usurp the killer among the passengers. English SDH. 107 minutes. Universal.

3772009 COOL DIMENSION: Innocent Assassin. Widescreen. Forced into working for an assassin, Shiori doesn’t know any other life. But when her suppressed conscience is awakened by a childhood memory, she decides to get out from the organization that raised her. But before she can do so, how many more will she have to kill? Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 75 minutes. Geneon.

370257X BURN COUNTRY. Widescreen. As a former “fixer” for journalists in Afghanistan, Osman (Dominic Rains) finds asylum in a small California town. Soon, he develops friendships with an elusive local actress and a local troublemaker (James Franco). But when a body is found, Osman must face the possible evil lurking beneath the surface of his new hometown. Not Rated. English SDH. 104 minutes. Sony Pictures.

3810577 REGRESSION. Widescreen. Minnesota, 1930. Detective Bruce Kenner (Ethan Hawke) investigates the case of young Angela who accuses her father of an unspeakable crime. Her father admits his guilt but has no memory of the atrocities, prompting a psychologist to use regression therapy which unveils a much darker secret. Rated R. CC. 106 minutes. Fox Searchlight.

2996553 DONKEY PUNCH. Widescreen. After a night of dark nightlife, a group of young adults overdose in champagne and ecstasy. They capture their wild partying aboard a yacht on video. But when their recklessness causes others to die and they find them dead in a private airplane in a tragic accident, the rest of the group argue about what to do, which leads to a ruthless fight for survival. Unrated. 99 minutes. Magnolia.

3860248 HOUSE OF WAR. Widescreen. On November 26, 2008, an extremist terrorist group from Pakistan carried out an aggressive series of coordinated shootings and bombings across Mumbai, India. The iconic Taj Mahal Palace Hotel was the key target and under siege for four horrific days, as guests struggle to survive. Based on true events. Stars Joseph Mahler, Taylor Cole, and others. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Lazlo.

3486276 MIDNIGHT COP. Police Commissioner Alex Glass has been twisted into a sarcastic cynic by the hard luck story that is his life and by his daily contact with the lowlife criminals of Berlin’s underworld. Tired of “police cop” type shows, he goes undercover searching for a maniac who shoots girls up with heroin and then stabs them to death. CC. 90 minutes. Guillotine Films.

3589043 WHO KILLED Bambi? Widescreen. A dark and thrilling tale of a young nurse, Isabelle who works in the surgical unit of a large hospital and who is being pursued by an ominous Dr. Philip. Youngbeautiful women are disappearing from his life and by his daily contact with the lowlife criminals of Berlin’s underworld. Tired of “police cop” type shows, he goes undercover searching for a maniac who shoots girls up with heroin and then stabs them to death. CC. 90 minutes. Guillotine Films.

2944201 THE ICEMAN. Widescreen. Following the career of professional hit man Richard Kuklinski (Michael Shannon) from his early days in the mob until his arrest in 1986 for the murder of more than 100 men. Under his veneer as a quiet family man, the presence conceals a troubled soul. Bound together by their outlier status, their universe, their identity, their reputation and their family structure, the true horror of their lives aren’t alone, but that they’re alone in space, tormented by nothing but each other and the one’s running out of oxygen. English SDH. 91 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

6965725 SPLIT. Widescreen. Though Kevin has revealed 23 personalities to his psychiatrist, there remains one still submerged who is set to materialize and dominate all the others. Compelled to abduct three teenage girls, Kevin reaches a war for survival among the many of his which he has summoned. Starring James McAvoy and Anya Taylor-Joy. English SDH. 118 minutes. Universal.

3813176 MR. MOTO’S LAST WARNING. Astute detective Mr. Moto works to uncover the motive of international agents as they attempt to attack the French fleet, to disrupt traffic through the Suez Canal and endanger relations between England and France. Stars Lito, Arleen, and others. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Adults only. Green Apple.

380237X MISSISSIPPI MURDER. Widescreen. Childhood friends Lucy and Rose have drifted apart. But when the body of Lucy is found murdered and buried under the surface of hi s new hometown. Not Rated. English SDH. 104 minutes. Sony Pictures.

3800679 C.A.T. SQUAD: Stalking Danger. Fullscreen. Award-winning director William Friedkin brings you the Counter Assault Tactical Squad: an elite band of specialized officers and agents as they face up against a terrorist organization with advance technological capabilities, which it will take everything they have to stop them. Stars John Cusack, John Travolta, and Jack Noseworthy. Rated R. CC. 98 minutes. Blue Underground.

696088X HOW TO KILL A JUDGE. Widescreen. Franco Nero stars as Giacomo Solaris, a director whose latest film depicts a terrorist organization with advance technological capabilities, which it will take everything they have to stop them. Stars John Cusack, John Travolta, and Jack Noseworthy. Rated R. CC. 98 minutes. Blue Underground.

3859904 ECTASY. Widescreen. Frank embarks on a journey into the desert in search of a lost love after a recently published book triggers memories of their first time together. Tortured by a land paralyzed by heat and lost in suspicion and paranoia, like a mirage, illusion and truth blur together. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Strand Releasing.

2924811 BERLIN SYNDROME. Widescreen. While on vacation in Europe, Australian photographer Clare meets Andy, a charismatic local man, and there is an instant attraction between them. But what initially appears to be the start of a romance suddenly takes a very sinister turn. Rated R. CC. 99 minutes. Wetworks.

3584817 SWEET VIRGINIA. Widescreen. A young woman, tactually wounding drifter Elwood (Christopher Abbott) checks into a motel run by Sam (Jon Bernthal), a former rodeo champion, whose imposing physical presence conceals a troubled soul. Bound together by their outlier status, their universe, their identity, their reputation and their family structure, the true horror of their lives aren’t alone, but that they’re alone in space, tormented by nothing but each other and the one’s running out of oxygen. English SDH. 91 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

298786X GRAVITY. Widescreen. An engineer on her first shuttle mission (Sandra Bullock) and a veteran astronaut (George Clooney) are on a routine spacewalk when disaster strikes. The presence and absence conceals a troubled soul. Bound together by their outlier status, their universe, their identity, their reputation and their family structure, the true horror of their lives aren’t alone, but that they’re alone in space, tormented by nothing but each other and the one’s running out of oxygen. English SDH. 91 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.
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3770095  UNKNOWN CALLER. Widescreen. Colin Miller, recently separated, picks up his home phone to answer a strange caller who tells him his house has been turned into a bomb. Although entering is not a problem, crossing the threshold from the inside out will trip the detonator and blow up his home. The only way out is to try and rescue the clues given by the psychopathic caller. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Cinemagic. $3.95

3776611  DEVIL’S PATH. Widescreen. In the early 1950's, two strangers meet in a wilderness park when they both answer a classified ad. What seems like an innocent and random meeting quickly descends into a horrific nightmare. With recent disappearances and attacks, the hunters soon find themselves in the terrifying position of being the next victims in a deadly game of cat and mouse. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

★★ 3813843  THE RETURN OF BULLDOG DRUMMOND. When an international arms dealer targets a peace conference delegate for assassination, it’s up to Drummond, his aid de camp Algry, and their Black Clan allies to stop the crisis from triggering all-out war. This 1934 British thriller stars Ralph Richardson and Ann Todd. 73 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

2855267  A WAKENING OF THE ZODIAC. Widescreen. In 1968, one of the deadliest serial killers in U.S. history disappears without a trace. But when a fortune-seeking couple uncover a 40 year old film reel depicting two gruesome murders taken by the killer himself, they set out to solve the mystery. Soon though, the hunters become the hunted, Stars Shane West and Leslie Bibb. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95

3854671  COLDIZT: Escape of the Birdmen. Fullscreen. During WW1, American soldier Harry Cook is sent to Norway to aid in the defection of a scientist working on an atomic bomb for the Germans. Before they can escape Europe, they are captured and sent to a POW prison camp. Cook must find a way to escape with the scientist before the Norwegian’s true identity is discovered. Stars Timothy Davis. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $4.95

3821056  FAMILY OF LIES. Widescreen. After the tragic and mysterious death of their parents, Emily and her younger siblings move to a small town in Louisiana to build a new life. But when strange occurrences start happening, Emily can’t shake the feeling that they’re being watched. Stars John Schneider and Christa B. Allen. Not Rated. 82 minutes. E One. $4.95

2954563  ANGRY KELLY. Kelly cage is a woman desperately seeking an escape from her horrible life. She is a recovering alcoholic who loses her daughter, her job and her dignity. Cage discovers blogging as a therapy and soon she is famous across the world and thousands are reading it, including a detective. What the detective reads in the blogs will change their lives forever. Not Rated. Maverick. $2.95

3638975  THE SOUND OF FURY. Widescreen. The best engraver in the United States has been kidnapped by a gang of counterfeiters and is forced to begin manufacturing a slew of fake bills in this fifteen-chapter 1941 serial. Secret Service agents Jack Holt and Kay Drew are sent to infiltrate the criminal organization, sending them on adventures around the world. In Widescreen. B&W. 116 minutes. Universal. $4.95

3850807  6TH W. Widescreen. Esther Hannah is living a happy and fulfilling life. A beautiful homemaker, two kids and a loving husband. But when a dark, mysterious figure from her past comes calling, the foundation that her life was built upon begins to crumble, tearing everything she holds dear. Not Rated. 74 minutes. E One. $4.95

371064X  YOU WERE NEVER REALLY HERE. Widescreen. A traumatized veteran named Joe, who works as a hitman, has his down missing girls for a living. When a job spins out of control, his nightmares overtake him as a conspiracy is uncovered leading to what may be his death for his awakening. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

3759997  ESCOBAR: Paradise Lost. Widescreen. When young Canadian surfer Nick (Josh Hutcherson) falls for Pablo Escobar’s (Benicio Del Toro) niece, he finds his life on the line when he’s pulled into the dangerous and violent world of the family business. Rated R. 119 minutes. WS Films. $3.95

381744X  DO. Widescreen. When John Hutton mysteriously awakens with no recollection of his past–but with the ability to speak dozens of languages fluently–he decides to start a new life. Years later he discovers there are many other amnesiacs with extraordinary abilities. He hires a detective to uncover the truth. Stars Timothy Davis. Not Rated. English SDH. 106 minutes. Double EI. $4.95

3860256  INHUMANITY. Narrowly escaping death at the hands of a notorious serial killer, Jesse Dax awakens to learn her father committed suicide. Unconvinced, she investigates the suspicious suicide and uncovers a dark corporate conspiracy involving the police and the psychological. Rated R. 120 minutes. Shout! Eye Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3854825  TANK 432. Widescreen. Seeking respite from combat, a band of mercenary soldiers lead hooded hostages into an abandoned steel-walled prison, then their sanctuary reveals itself to be a steel-walled prison, the group spirals into claustrophobia, paranoia, and increasingly disturbing delusions. Stars Rupert Evans and Michael Smiley. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

369819X  MOST BEAUTIFUL ISLAND. Widescreen. Chronicles one harrowing day in Solhi, Lebanon when a young immigrant woman struggling to make ends meet while striving to escape her past. As Luciana’s day unfolds, she is whisked, physically and emotionally through a series of troublesome and unforeseeable extremes. Directed by and starring Ana Asensio. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $1.95

3714538  MISCONDUCT. Widescreen. When an ambitious lawyer (Josh Duhamel) is defending a prisoner who is accused and presented with evidence incriminating a corrupt pharmaceutical executive that she works for, he finds himself caught in a power struggle between the industry magnate and his partner (Al Pacino). Rated R. 106 minutes. Cinemagic. $3.95

3716473  DOMAIN. Widescreen. After a deadly virus wipes out most of humanity, the survivors are forced to wait alone in self-sustaining bunkers while the viral threat slowly takes its toll. But when a deadly virus rises and slowly becomes a motley family of sorts. But their fragile ecosystem is shattered when one by one they start mysteriously disappearing. Stars Matt Czuchry, Brooklyn Sudano and Alison Eastwood, and others. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. $9.95

3856027  OF REVENGE. Widescreen. In 1990s Mexico City – a chaotic universe of extremes, where criminals go unpunished and police are as lawless as criminals – a hero becomes the avenger of innocent people wronged. This is an ambitious film to uncover her true identity, her only salvation is the emancipation of another woman. In Spanish with English subtitles. Not Rated. 113 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

3776603  CARGA. This is the story of Viktoria, a young woman who throws everything away in search of a better life. From the moment the doors of the truck in which she is living are closed up, Viktoria is confronted with the cruel reality of human trafficking. Can she escape her fate? Not Rated. In Russian with English subtitles. 113 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

3742563  AMERICAN FABLE. Widescreen. With her family’s livelihood imperiled by the farm crisis of the 1980’s, 11-year-old Gity (Peyton Kennedy) loses herself in a world of make believe. But she stumbles into her own fairytale when she discovers a well-dressed mysterious man who holds captive in her family’s silo. Gity’s world is turned upside down as she questions her loyalty to her own home family. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. MPI. $5.95

★★ 375930X  ACCUSED. Mystery and suspense in this 1935 thriller when dancer Dolores Del Rio witnesses her own husband Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. leaving manipulative stage designer Desmonde’s dressing room. When Dolores finds dead and the dancing team’s knife is found at the scene of the crime, Del Rio is put on trial for the murder. In B&W. 83 minutes. Real Vault. $7.95

★★ 375563X  HOLT OF THE SECRET SERVICE. The best engraver in the United States has been kidnapped by a gang of counterfeiters and is forced to begin manufacturing a slew of fake bills in this fifteen-chapter 1941 serial. Secret Service agents Jack Holt and Kay Drew are sent to infiltrate the criminal organization, sending them on adventures around the world. In Widescreen. B&W. Nearly 5 hours on two DVDs. Real Vault. $9.95

3810291  MISSIONARY. Widescreen. Katherine, a single mom, develops a friendship with a Mormon missionary, Elder Brock, who offers to help her son prepare for the coming of age ceremony. But when Katherine decides to reconcile with her son’s father, Brock becomes dangerously possessive, and unknown to Katherine or the church, Brock is hiding a dangerous past. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Raven Banner. C.C. 90 minutes. $6.95

3853179  IN DARKNESS. Widescreen. Blind pianist Sofia overcomes a struggle in the apartment above hers that leads to the death of her neighbor Veronique. It is the start of a journey that pulls Sofia deep into a web of lies, deceit and violence. But when a musician decides to reconcile with her son’s father, Brock becomes dangerously possessive, and unknown to Katherine or the church, Brock is hiding a dangerous past. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. $4.95

3850630  MARY HIGGINS CLARK: 5 FILMS. Five thrillers based on the work of the most critically acclaimed mystery writers of our time. Includes Pretend You Don’t See Her; You Belong to Me; We’ll Meet Again; Someone’s Watching You; I’ll Be Seeing You. Stars include Hannes Jaenick, Leslie-Anne Down, Laura Leighont, Sean Young, Alison Eastwood, and others. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. $9.95
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★ 3770915 2020: Fallen Earth. Widescreen. While attempting to travel to the home of his uncle’s farm, a 70 year old cut man runs himself fighting for his life in a desolate post-apocalyptic American landscape until two mysterious strangers offer him hope of survival in this new, cruel world. Rated R. Wild Eyed. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ 3915905 SURF NAZIS MUST DIE. In the wake of a killer earthquake, the beaches of California have been taken over by vicious neo-Nazis. No one can halt the megalomaniac reign of Adolf and his stiletto-heel ed, leather clad Eva, until they pick on the son of Eleanor ‘Ma’ Washington. Now she’s out for vengeance! Rated R. SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT 3688852 LOST CHILD. Widescreen. Fem, an Army veteran returns home in order to look for her brother, only to discover an abandoned boy lurking in the woods behind her childhood home. After taking in the boy, she searches for clues to his identity and discovers local folklore about a life-draining spirit that comes in the form of a child. The Telltale Edition. Stars Troma Team. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Troma. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

★ 3856801 HOW AWFUL ABOUT ALLAN. After a fire kills his father, Allan develops hysterical blindness. Undoubtedly feeling remorse because he caused the fire, he seeks treatment and returns home later to live with his sister. But Allan begins experiencing psychological issues. A 1970 thriller starring Anthony Perkins. 74 minutes. Sold Out.

★ 372056X THE RETURN OF CHANDU. This classic 1934 chilliflagger, in 12 mesmerizing chapters, stars Bela Lugosi and his still etto-heel ed, leather clad Eva, until they pick on the son of Eleanor ‘Ma’ Washington. Now she’s out for vengeance! Rated R. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95


★ 3874664 THE BABY. Widescreen. Anjanette Comer stars as an idealistic L.A. county social worker who investigates the case of a baby. Widescreen (Ruth Roman), her two buxom daughters, and son “Baby,” a mentally disabled man who sleeps in a crib, eats in a high-chair, crawls, bows, and wears diapers. With Masbeh Hill and Michael Pataki. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Fullscreen. Call them weird, crazy, or entertaining! Features oddities like B-movie treasures are also hugely entertaining! Features oddities like Bloody Pit of Horror, Manos–The Hands of Fate; Pit of Horror; Manos–The Hands of Fate; Reel of Horror; and others. Rated R. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

★ 3840891 MIND GAMES. Widescreen. Trapped in an unhappy marriage, Dana Lund and her wife Rita try to breathe new life into their relationship and have a child together. In northern California with their 10 year old son Kevin. Along the way they pick up of a young man whose charm masks the fact that he is a sexual predator. Rated R. Not Rated. 98 minutes. BayView Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

★ 3821234 THIS OLD MACHINE. Widescreen. After heading off on a road trip, Vint and his wife Anne are attacked by a man who’s after his dead and her missing. Months later, Vint awakens from a coma and tries to get his life back together. He returns to the small town where his wife was last seen. There, he is led down a violent rabbit hole in order to uncover the shocking truth. Not Rated. 86 minutes. E One. PRICE CUT to $2.95

★ 3820939 BROKEN. Widescreen. Evie escapes Europe to go from England for a new start after surviving a harrowing upbringing. She takes a job as a caregiver for John, a resentful quadraplegic who wants nothing more than to party. John and his friends make Evie’s life hell and it’s only a matter of time before someone SNAPS! Not Rated. 98 minutes. E One. PRICE CUT to $2.95

★ 3821226 TELL ME HOW I DIE. Widescreen. When a group of college students take part in a clinical drug trial, an unexpected side effect of the experimental medicine gives them terrifying visions of their own deaths, which begin to come true. As they scramble to escape, they begin to discover that the killer is among them. Not Rated. 108 minutes. E One. PRICE CUT to $2.95

3803821 PERFECT VICTIMS. Widescreen. Also released as Perfect Life. Jack Parsons grew up in poverty while suffering at the hands of a violent, alcoholic father. At college, fueled by narcotics, alcohol, and a “can’t lose” philosophy, Jack runs with the proper crowd, pledging the school’s most exclusive fraternity, and pines for his secret love, become victims in a dangerous game. CC. Phase 4 Films. Pub. at $19.95

377662X NAPLES IN VEILS. Widescreen. In a city of sin, one of the Church’s most powerful and superstitious, madness and rationality, a mystery envelops the existence of Adrina, overwhelmed by a sudden love and a violent crime. Adrina feels all her certainties undermined and finds into the most secret area of her shadowy personality. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 112 minutes. Widesc reen. PRICE CUT to $16.97

3821129 THE INSOMNIAC. Widescreen. After someone breaks into John Figg’s home and takes all of his material and sentimental possessions, he develops a severe case of insomnia and learns that the police aren’t interested in him as they appear to be. Not Rated. 94 minutes. E One. PRICE CUT to $2.95

★ 3840891 MIND GAMES. Widescreen. Trapped in an unhappy marriage, Dana Lund and her wife Rita try to breathe new life into their relationship and have a child together. In northern California with their 10 year old son Kevin. Along the way they pick up of a young man whose charm masks the fact that he is a sexual predator. Rated R. Not Rated. 98 minutes. BayView Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

861213 BETRAYED/EVELYN. TGG. Pub. at $15.98 $3.95

★ 3950928 LOADED GUNS. Widescreen. New Star. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 3840921 NIGHTHAWKS: Special Edition. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $12.95

3764745 VERTIGO. Widescreen. Universal. $5.95

3752666 FAMILY PLOT. Widescreen. Universal. $6.95

3830578 ELLE. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $4.95

283426X FEAR/THE WATCHER/RAISING CA/A KISS BEFORE DYING. Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

278008 THE OXFORD MURDERS. Widescreen. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $4.95

3742901 GODDESS OF LOVE. Widescreen. MPI. $4.95

3716643 UNA. Widescreen. Vision Films. $4.95


2850974 FINAL GIRL. Widescreen. Nasser. $4.95


3069613 HACKER. Widescreen. VVS Films. $3.95

3766012 EXPOSED. Widescreen. VVS Films. Pub. at $1.95

2992582 CRUSH. Strand Releasing. $3.95

3766020 THE FACTORY. Widescreen. WS. $5.95

377887 CARNAL INNOCENCE. Widescreen. Mandatay. $5.95

3747953 THE LINE OF FIRE. Widescreen. Columbia Tristar. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

3715736 7 SHADES OF SEXY. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95

2955148 SHUT IN. Widescreen. VHS Films. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

3954174 THE OUTSIDER. Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $3.95

★ 2887150 BEFORE AND AFTER. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

2855725 RATTER. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $3.95

3688328 GOOD FAVOUR. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $24.99 $1.95

3687791 RAW DEAL. Fullscreen. ClassicFlx. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

3766373 DONNYBROOK. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.95 $7.95

3810348 DARK SENSE. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

3759644 MANHUNT. Reel Vault. Pub. at $3.95

2972298 KISS KISS. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

3764043 KNIFE + HEART. Widescreen. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $24.99 $11.95

3706532 MURDER MADE EASY. Widescreen. Scream Team Releasing. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $5.95

3763064 THE DEAD CENTER. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $7.95

3687813 T-MEN. Fullscreen. ClassicFlx. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

★ 3720470 DOUBLECROSS. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

Horror

3862828 MIDNIGHT MOVIE MADNESS: 50 Movie Collection. Fullscreen. Call them weird, crazy, or bizarre, but there’s no denying; these 50 B-movie treasures are also hugely entertaining! Features oddities like Bloody Pit of Horror, Manos–The Hands of Fate; Reeler Madness; Silent Night, Bloody Night; and many more. Rated R. Strand Releasing. $9.95

3840891 MIND GAMES. Widescreen. An anthology featuring three tales of terror centered around things that go slobber in the night. Doug and Allison get more than they bargained for in Double Feature #7, where they encounter a beautiful woman who desperately needs money and poses as a nurse hired to take care of a coma-tending patient. And in Buggy, Dr. Tarkovsky navigates love online. Not Rated. 113 minutes. Brain Damage Films. $3.95
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3715841 THE BEST OF THE WORST: 12 Shocking Films. An affectionate and intoxicating tribute to 12 of the greatest bad movies ever made. Includes Manos: Hands of Fate; Track of the Moon Beast; The Beast of Yucca Flats; Eighteen; The Abominable Snowman; The Atomic Brain; Dementia 13; Unknown World; The Terror; The Life and Death of Mickey Hargitay; Police Woman; and The Black Cat. Rated R. 127 minutes. English subtitles. Not Rated. $3.95

3744443 DRACULA. Widescreen. In this stylish retelling of the classic tale of horror, Frank Langella gives an electrifying performance as the bloodthirsty Count, with Sir Laurence Olivier as his legendary nemesis. Van Helsing, the renowned and relentless vampire hunter seeking to end the Dark Prince's reign of terror. Rated R. 110 minutes. Universal. $4.95

2924110 SICK NURSES. Widescreen. In a neglected hospital, seven young nurses and a respected doctor have been selling body parts of dead patients on the black market. When one of the nurses threatens to go to the police, she is viciously murdered and dumped in a vat of boiling water. Seven days later her tormented soul returns to exact her horrifying revenge. In Thai with English subtitles. Unrated. 82 minutes. SOLD OUT

3784230 AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON. A group of American tourists, while traveling in London, find their lives changed forever when a vicious wolf attacks them during a full moon. Stars David Naughton, Jenny Agutter and Griffin Dunne. English SDH. Rated R. 96 minutes. Universal. $4.95

3808831 CURVE. Widescreen. Julianne Hough stars as a young bride to be who deliberately crashes her car in an attempt to escape from a charming, predatory hitchhiker, played by Teddy Sears. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. Universal. $5.95

2937784 TIKI. Fullscreen. Amy moves from her beloved Hawaiian island to study drama in London. Her marriage to the handsome, irresistible Ben Hargitay leaves her heartbroken. As she begins to turn into flesh eating, walking dead. With Christina Bach and Daniel Baldwin. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Geen Apple. $3.95

3856399 PIRANHA. Widescreen. While searching for missing teenagers, novice skip tracer Maggie McKeown (Heather Menzies) stumbles upon a routine about a stone figure they've unearthed. The legend they uncover plunges them into a supernatural adventure that promises gold, horror, and insatiable thirst for killing. Not Rated. 169 minutes. E One. $4.95

2989380 THE LIVING COFFIN. Fullscreen. In this atmospheric reinvention of a timeless Mexican legend, a cowboy (Gaston Santos) and his sidekick, Crazy Wolf (Pedro de Aguillon), stop at a roadside memorial to a遥edHave one of these...? |

3874702 THE CANNIBAL MASSACRE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Three blood-soaked, gut-munching gory delights! Cannibal Terror; Papaya Love Goddess of the Cannibals; and Dead Meat Murder. With the sleaziest standards of the late 1970s and 1980s EuroTrash, these flicks must be seen to be believed. Stars include Jess Franco, Sri Lanka and Robert Foster. Uncut and B&W. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Pop Flix. $3.95

3799212 INDIGENOUS. Widescreen. A group of tourists, searching for missing teenagers, novice skip tracer Maggie McKeown (Heather Menzies) stumbles upon a road ritual to be held on a farm in Florida. But unknown to them, a crop duster spraying a mysterious, experimental mosquito repellent near them has infected the insects with something far more dangerous, a zombie spawning virus. Soon their guests begin to turn into flesh eating, walking dead. With Christina Bach and Daniel Baldwin. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Geen Apple. $3.95

3801233 THE STRANGER'S WIFE. Fullscreen. Mae thought she had the perfect husband. Until she found out about his other women. But now she suspects an even more horrible truth. He isn't cheating with these other women–he's killing them. Stars Ellen Burstyn and Max Von Sydow. Rated R. 85 minutes. New Concorde. $3.95

3735011 SCREAMING SKULL COLLECTION. Collects eight camp classic horror films: The Screaming Skull; The Mad Monster; The Vampire Bat; The Monster Maker; Tormented; Scared to Death; Atom Age Vampire; and Dead Men Walk. Stars include John Huston, George Raft, Charles B. Fitzsimons, Antonio Mora, Luis Alberni, John Carradine, and Luis Alberni. Rated R. 85 minutes. MGM. $3.95

2967339 DEAD MARY. Widescreen. It was supposed to be the perfect weekend away. Until a group of friends arrives at a bloodthirsty party crashed by Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party crasher! Kim (Dominique Swain) and her college friends meet at a cabin in the woods to have a little fun. But when a ghoulish game, Summum, the bloodthirsty party
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385616X ICHI: Origin. Widescreen. The prequel to one of Takashi Miike’s most sadistic films. Before he was known as Ichi the Killer, Ichich was just a disturbed young teenager. When he’s bullied to the breaking point, he releases the psychopath within. But two of his classmates stand in his way. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 84 minutes. Adults only. Tokyo Shock. $3.95

3854841 ZOMBIE FIGHT CLUB. Widescreen. Martial arts meets the walking dead! After her boyfriend falls victim to a horde of zombies, a young woman teams with a police officer to take on a vicious zombie, formerly her teacher. Ratcheting up the terror is an evil organization that pits humankind against zombies in a malicious killing game. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Universal. $9.99

3852291 ISLAND MONSTER/CHAMBER OF FEAR. A double header of forgotten Boris Karloff chillers. The Italian mystery Island Monster is one of the earliest films to place the King of Horror on an island paradise amidst nefarious activities. Chamber of Fear from the closing years of Karloff’s career, pitting him against the terror that thrives on human terror. In Color and B&W. Over career, pitting him again against living rocks that shape-shift into nightmarish alternate reality. English SDH. $3.95

3856429 SECRETS IN THE WALLS. Widescreen. Rachel Easton (Jen Ryan) just purchased a derelict home that is the site of a gruesome murder. & End of trailer. The community’s only hope is that the sheriff (Loo Diamond Phillips) and his team will destroy the demon and send him back to Hell. Not Rated. CC. 86 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $3.95

3800687 CARNY: Maneater Series. Widescreen. All hell breaks loose when the legendary Jersey Devil escapes and sets off on a murderous biding rampage. The community’s only hope is that the sheriff (Loo Diamond Phillips) and his team will destroy the demon and send him back to Hell. Not Rated. CC. 86 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $3.95

38563X NOBODY GETS OUT ALIVE. Widescreen. Everyone thought the stories about Braiden Woods and the madman who lurks there were just urban legends. But this time around, he will prove too real for an unsuspecting group of teenagers. What begins as a weekend away from home soon becomes a horrific quest for survival. Not Rated. 78 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $3.95

3810585 THE STRANGERS: Prey at Night. Widescreen. A family’s road trip takes a dangerous turn when they arrive at a secluded mobile home park to stay with relatives and find their five of his students go to an old abandoned mobile home park to stay with relatives and find it mysteriously deserted. Under the cover of darkness, three masked psychopaths pay them a visit to test the family’s every limit as they struggle to survive. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

3801403 THE VAULT: Lunar Edition. A newly widowed high school teacher and five of his students go to an old abandoned school to archive any memorabilia before it is torn down. Under the cover of darkness, three masked psychopaths pay them a visit to test the family’s every limit as they struggle to survive. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $5.95

3851939 BEYOND THE GATES. Widescreen. After their father’s unexplained disappearance, two brothers sith through the remnants of his VHS retail store. One particular discovery—a VCR board game—captures their curiosity. When they pop in the tape, they quickly discover that this “game” is in fact a portal into a nightmarish alternate reality. English SDH. $4.95

3800911 AXEMAN. Widescreen. Nine vacationing 20-somethings travel to a posh lakeside cabin in Cutter’s Creek, looking to engage in some hedonistic activities. But their weekend of boozing and sex transforms into an exercise in horror when an avo-wielding local legend comes to life. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Midnight Releasing. $3.95

3853465 THE KILLER EYE. In an attempt to prove his theory that the human eye is the gateway to another dimension, a brilliant ophthalmologist performs his final experiment on an unwitting homeless subject. But a new form of life begins, a seemingly invincible being of pure light energy driven by a hunger for knowledge and a taste for young women. Rated R. 72 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $3.95

3856291 MUTANTS. Widescreen. A mad scientist is hired by a greedy manufacturer to create an additive designed to make it the most addictive substance in the world. Instead, it changes human beings into savage mutants. Only the head of security and his girlfriend can stop them before they destroy the entire world. Rated R. 100 minutes. North American Motion Pic. $3.95

3856054 EVIL ANIENS. Widescreen. Ghouls mutatin, inappropriate body part prolusions and sports gear to chainsaws till this gore-drenched classic of giddy alien mayhem when TV reporter Michelle Fox leads her crew to a small Welsh farming town where they’re reporting alien phenomena. Rated R. 87 minutes. Image Entertainment. $3.95

3803619 THE MAN WHO COULD CHEAT DEATH. Widescreen. Dr. Georges Bonnet has figured out a way to live forever. all he needs is the blood of the lucky willing donors. Anton Dilling stars as the mad doctor in this chilling Hammer Horror classic, and it’s up to Christopher Lee to stop him. CC. 92 minutes. Legend Entertainment. Rated R. $14.95

3820823 AMERICAN BEAST. Widescreen. James Erikson begins a journey to discover the truth behind a mysterious creature that haunts the woods in the small town of Solitude. Not Rated. 90 minutes. E One. $4.95

3820920 BRIDE OF SCARECROW. Widescreen. When a failing radio host finds out that she has inherited a farmhouse, from a family she never knew she had this is off to the countryside. Once there, she discovers the farm has a dark history. Digging deeper she realizes this farm is a world of evil and a bride looking to take a bridesmaid. Not Rated. 90 minutes. E One. $4.95

3853187 INCIDENT IN A GHOSTLAND. Widescreen. In the remote countryside, Colleen and her daughters, Beth and Vera, have just inherited their late aunt’s new timeshare cabin in Cutter’s Creek, looking to get away from it all. But this is one myth that will prove all too real for an unsuspecting group of teenagers. What begins as a weekend away from home soon becomes a horrific quest for survival. Not Rated. 78 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $3.95

3851923 THE FOREST. Widescreen. When her troubled twin sister mysteriously disappears, Sara Price (Natalie Dormer) discovers she vanished in Japan’s infamous Suicide Forest. Akhara, a place of magical woods, Sara plunges into a tormented world where angry spirits lie in wait for those who ignore the warning; never stay from the path. English SDH. 94 minutes. Universal. $6.95

3801889 MURDER CYCLE. Widescreen. Amber, Carly and Neil are three thieves with a perfect plan. Have Amber pose as a babysitter, get hired by wealthy families, then raid the homes while the children sleep. But this heist takes an unexpected turn after look at sweet, little Mandy. However, Amber soon discovers that she must return to a life of violence. Not Rated. 78 minutes. E One. $4.95

3803684 MURDER CYCLE. Widescreen. Its engine roars with a deafening thunder, the sleek, elongated body glides along like a sword through flesh; devoid of human emotion, it kills to live. There is no place to hide when the Murder Cycle has its sights set on you. Stars Charles Wesley Le and Cassandra Ellis. 90 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95

3821137 LAKE FEAR 3. Widescreen. Trying to evade a relentless demon, Remmington hides out in a bar with three other friends. It becomes a battle for survival as the evil spirit releases its wrath, hell-bent on collecting the souls of these new victims. The group must band together to find and kill the demon once and for all. Not Rated. 79 minutes. E One. $4.95

3874699 BLOODY BIRTHDAY. Widescreen. Three babies are simultaneously born in the same hospital during a full solar eclipse. Ten years later, these adorable youngsters suddenly begin a kiddie killing spree of stranglings, shootings, stabbings, beatings and beyond. This slasher classic from the 1980s is one of the most disturbing flicks in grindhouse history! Rated R. $8.95

3871584 HAPPY DEATH DAY. Widescreen. A blissfully self-centered co-ed (Jessica Rothe) is doomed to relive the day her murder unless she can identify her masked assailant and hopefully stop the madness. If she can’t, she will be stuck in an insane loop, reliving a ghoulish nightmare that has become her death day. Rated R. English SDH. $5.95

3855988 THE DAISY CHAIN. Martha and Tomas, a grieving couple, move to a remote order to escape from the memory of their baby daughter’s death. In an attempt to start a new life, they beg for an asylum for their new daughter from the local town. But a new terrorizing series of strange occurrences leads Martha to believe Daisy is not as innocent as she seemed. Rated R. 87 minutes. Shout! Factory. $16.97

3854728 ELIZABETH HARVEST. Widescreen. Elizabeth, a beautiful young newlywed, arrives at the palatial estate of her brilliant scientist husband Henry. She has seemingly everything she could want. But one mystery lingers; whether he is being controlled by an evil laboratory that he has forbidden her to enter? Stars Abbey Lee and Ciaran Hinds. SDH. 109 minutes. Shout! Factory. $16.97

3804030 HOUSE SHARK. When Frank (Trey Harrison) finds his home under attack by a dangerous but largely unknown breed of shark, he enlists the aid of the world’s only “House Shark” expert to embark on a dangerous mission to stop the beast and claim back his life. It’s a jaws in house! Not Rated. 112 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

380139X VAMPIRE NATION. A vampire is not too distant future, the human population is dwindling, but the vampire population is exploding. A precarious peace exists between the two, but it is only a matter of time before the vampire race begins to mau. vampires and humans alike. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Original Project. $5.95

3801535 WYVERN: Maneater Series. Widescreen. The Alaskan town of Beaver Mills becomes the midsummer season of no night. But fun transforms into fear when the WYVERN, the world’s first bulletproof, poisonous alligator–escapes from its ocean grave and begins gobbling itself on human flesh. Stars Nick Chinlund, Erin Karpluk, and Barry Corbin. 89 minutes. Genius Entertainment. $3.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEATH HOUSE.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A power breakdown inside a prison known as the Death House sends two agents through a labyrinth of horrors while being pursued by a ruthless army of inmates. As they fight to escape, the agents push toward the lowest depths of the facility where they learn a supernatural group of evil beings is their only chance for survival. Stars Cody Longo. Unrated. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMERICAN NIGHTMARES.</strong></td>
<td>Mr. Vampire, the last of two millennials’ computers forces them to watch videos that reveal the horrific consequences of various immoral crimes in this chilling blend of technology. Also stars Vivica A. Fox and Jay Mel. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZOMBIES! 4 Film Feature.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Collects four jaw-dropping, hair-raising zombie flicks to comfort you on a sleepless night! Films are: Dead Snow; Ponytail; I Sell the Dead; and Doghouse. Not Rated. English SDH. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. IFC Films.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIDEOUS!</strong></td>
<td>The race is on as a group of filmmakers masquerading as reporters hunt the lowest depths of the facility where they fight to escape, the agents push toward the lowest depths of the facility where they learn a supernatural group of evil beings is their only chance for survival. Stars Cody Longo. Unrated. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOUSE OF SALEM.</strong></td>
<td>The race is on as a group of filmmakers masquerading as reporters hunt the lowest depths of the facility where they fight to escape, the agents push toward the lowest depths of the facility where they learn a supernatural group of evil beings is their only chance for survival. Stars Cody Longo. Unrated. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE GUEST HOUSE.</strong></td>
<td>When a single dad rents the guest house at his unassuming bachelor’s pad, he soon discovers his new landlord’s generosity does not come without a price. Stars Tom Alper and Daniel Baldwin. Not Rated. 98 minutes. E One.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PSYCHOPATHS.</strong></td>
<td>The paths of multiple serial killers cross over one single, blood-soaked night. Each stalks the city with their own deadly, gruesome agenda. Which psychopath will survive through until morning? Stars Ashley Bell. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Sony Pictures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOLOCAUST.</strong></td>
<td>A young pregnant woman flees with her family from the ashes to face a world torn by war and destruction. Stars Ashley Bell. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Sony Pictures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE HORROR.</strong></td>
<td>When a single dad rents the guest house at his unassuming bachelor’s pad, he soon discovers his new landlord’s generosity does not come without a price. Stars Tom Alper and Daniel Baldwin. Not Rated. 98 minutes. E One.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE HORROR.</strong></td>
<td>When a single dad rents the guest house at his unassuming bachelor’s pad, he soon discovers his new landlord’s generosity does not come without a price. Stars Tom Alper and Daniel Baldwin. Not Rated. 98 minutes. E One.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE HORROR.</strong></td>
<td>When a single dad rents the guest house at his unassuming bachelor’s pad, he soon discovers his new landlord’s generosity does not come without a price. Stars Tom Alper and Daniel Baldwin. Not Rated. 98 minutes. E One.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE HORROR.</strong></td>
<td>When a single dad rents the guest house at his unassuming bachelor’s pad, he soon discovers his new landlord’s generosity does not come without a price. Stars Tom Alper and Daniel Baldwin. Not Rated. 98 minutes. E One.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3856313

NAZIS AT THE CENTER OF THE

EART H. Researchers in Antarctica are

abducted by a team of masked storm troopers. They

are dragged deep underground to a hidden continent in the center of the earth. Here Nazi survivors, their bodies a horrifying patchwork of decaying and regenerated flesh, are planning for the revival of the Third Reich. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Asylum.

$3.95

3716007

HALLOWEEN II/HALLOWEEN III. In Halloween II the inhuman Michael Meyers is still very much alive and out for more revenge as he stalks the deserted halls of the hospital where his sibling was born. In Halloween III: Season of the Witch the fictitious creator of the Novelties company has a shocking Halloween plan and he must be stopped before trick or treaters across the country never come home. Both R.

3820955

CABIN FEAR. Widescreen. A group of friends travel to a remote location for an intimate wedding. Unfortunately for them, the romantic getaway turns into a nightmare as reality and fantasy is shattered and they realize they are in way over their heads.

$4.95

3820963

CLOWNTOWN. A group of friends get stranded in a seemingly abandoned town and find themselves stalked by a violent gang of psychopaths dressed as clowns. Not Rated. 86 minutes. E One.

$1.95

3696552


$5.95

385468X

DARK HAUL. Widescreen. The meaning of a cryptic prophecy divides a team of scientists. They are sent to transport a deadly creature and its half-human sister in an 18-wheeler truck to a more secure location. But a hidden agenda undermines their mission–one that could spell the end of all mankind. Stars Tom Sizemore and Evalena Marie. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Screen Factory. Pub at $14.93.

$4.95

3800946


$3.95

2785013

HOUSE OF MANSON. Widescreen. An unflinching chronicle of Charles Manson’s ascent to fame and his orchestration of the notorious Sharon Tate and LaBianca murders. Prepare to enter the Helter Skelter and depraved world of Manson. Stars Ryan Cooke, who must confront her worst fears

$2.95

382084X

AMERICAN POLTERGEIST.

Widescreen. It was August 4, 1982 when Lizzie Borden murdered her mother in their home. A hundred years later, another murder took place in the same house. Now a small group of friends decide to vacate the house for the fall semester will have to escape from one of the deadliest poltergeists in history. American history. Not Rated. 78 minutes. E One.

$1.95

3716392

AURA. Widescreen. A couple discovers Kirlian Photography apparatus in their new house. Intrigued by the concept of photographing people’s Auras they unwittingly release an ancient evil. Only the local psychic can save them from a twisted trail of deranged clues and relentless torment Lourdes as they start killing those in the neighborhood. Stars David Hemmings and Daria Nicolodi.

$3.95

3862380

ESCAPE ROOM.

Widescreen. Six friends test their intelligence and skills as they take a dark turn, the puzzle–or–die. Rated R. 87 minutes. Ws Film.

$5.95

3856178

IN THE SPIDER’S WEB. When a team of backpackers sets out to explore the Indian jungles, one of them is bitten by a spider and killed. Forced to seek the help of Dr. Lecorpus (Lance Henriksen), an American

psychiatrist living in a local village, the group discovers a horrifying local ritual in which crawling spiders feast on corpses. Not Rated. English SDH. 82 minutes. MVD Visual.

$5.95

2924870

ELIOSE. Widescreen. After the death of his father, Jacob (Chace Crawford) must find his long lost aunt if he is to inherit his family’s fortune. Breaking into the defunct family compound, he and his cousin are informally courted by their sadistic captors that must wait for their turn to enter the Red Room before they will be released. Once they discover they will never leave the house alive, they plot to escape before it’s too late. Not Rated. CC. 95 minutes. Adults only. Breaking Glass.

$9.95

3735338

DEEP RED.

Widescreen. Dario Argento’s Giallo masterpiece! An English jazz pianist living in Rome witnesses the hatchet murder of a renowned psychic and is quickly drawn to the savage crime. With the help of a tenacious female reporter, the pair track a twisted trail of deranged clues and relentless violence towards a blood-curdling climax. Stars David Hemmings and Daria Nicolodi.

$5.95

3800183

CHILD EATER.

Babysitting can be a normal–especially for Helen, who’s stuck looking after Lucas, a frightened boy who says he hears noises coming from his bedroom. As the child disappears, possibly at the hands of an infamous supernatural serial killer who, as legend has it, eats children’s eyes to keep from going blind. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Film. Rated R.

$5.95

3778703

CRAVINGS.

Widescreen. Nina, a troubled teen, is fixed on an uninterrupted feast of destruction when she’s forced to confront her immortality and twisted psychology and reality. With the help of a local psychic, Nina draws into the savage crime. With the help of a local psychic, Nina draws into the savage crime.

$5.95

1794431

CHANNEL 13. A horror anthology film that harkens back to the mid 70s and 80s, inspired by Amicus productions and Cereophob. The film features tales of sex, lies, and murder by 4 different directors from the titular Channel 13. This slice of SOV history has been to be believed. Watch if you dare! Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. SRS Cinema. Pub at $14.93.

$11.95

3803295

WILLIAM SHATNER’S FULL MOON FRIGHT NIGHT.

Whether you’re a fan of the original film or host a special presentation of this Full Moon classic, Dr. Lorea, an eccentric collector of biological oddities, has just acquired his greatest specimen: a horrid mutant born of toxic sewage. But the creature’s rightful owner wants it back.

$3.95

3813863

RITUALS.

Widescreen. Far into the Canadian wilderness, five doctors have gone on their annual vacation together. This year, something goes terribly wrong when their shoes disappear from their camp and they trudge through the woods looking for answers. By one or two, they are picked off and killed by someone–or something. Stars: Hal

$7.95

3802342

DEVORED.

Widescreen. Lourdes (Marla Martins), a young immigrant mother, takes a job working nights in an old New York City restaurant. But malevolent forces begin to torment Lourdes as they start killing those around her and begin to devour her body and soul. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. SP Releasing.

$2.95
★ 374146X BETTER WATCH OUT, widescreen. In this fresh and gently twisted spin on home-invasion horror, babysitter Ashley (Olivia DeJonge) must defend the young children in her care from three intruders break into the house one snowy night—or so she thinks. Rated R. 89 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

★ 3801071 ROBO CROC. Widescreen. A top secret unmanned spacecraft disintegrates on re-entry, crash landing in the crocodile habitat exhibit of an amusement park. Following pre-programmed instructions, the nanotech-based crocodile inside finds a host in the form of a 20-foot crocodile, transforming the creature into a lethal killing machine. 90 minutes. Origin Releasing. $1.95

2996634 TIMECRIMES. A man and a murderer stumble into a mysterious lab and accidentally travels back in time. A naked girl in the midst of the forest. A cloaked stranger with his face covered in bandages. A disquieting mansion atop a hill. All of them pieces of an unpredictable puzzle, leading to an unthinkable sort of crime. Rated R. In Spanish with English subtitles. 92 minutes. Magnolia. $3.95

★ 6429058 EVIL COME, EVIL GO/DH! YOU BEATEN BY YOUR FATHER! Widescreen. When a group of Americans travel to Russia, Siberia, to honor the memory of their murdered friend, they uncover a plot that threatens all their lives. Stars Michael Cardelle. Not Rated. CC. 97 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

★ 3855932 CITY OF THE VAMPIRES. A wrong turn and Sam Helling found himself lost in the city of Blue Dockland. There he faced a terror so unbearable that he left his own girlfriend Christine behind, trapped within its clutches. One month later, he retraces his steps and searches for clues to Christine’s fate. Not Rated. 82 minutes. SRS Home Video. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3882119 TRESPASSERS. Widescreen. Two couples working through relationship issues rent a gorgeous house in the desert for a escape from reality. As tensions escalate over the course of a debaucherous night, things take an unexpected turn when a woman shows up at the door and a massage is done, up, so does the body count in this blood-soaked thriller. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Adults only. Scream Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

3854760 JACKALS. Widescreen. When Justin Powell (Ben Sullivan) is captured by two ski-masked men and dragged back to a secluded cabin, it’s anything but a standard kidnapping. Waiting at the cabin is Justin’s father, dedicated to freeing him from the sinister brainwashing he has undergone at the hands of a vicious cult. Also stars Stephen Dorff. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

3801276 TALISMAN. Fullscreen. As the millennium draws near, an evil being awakens. Fused to an ancient Talisman for centuries, Thierel, the Black Angel is summoned from his resting place to usher in the end of the world. The Black Angel messenger must claim seven human sacrifices to complete the ritual and open the gates of HELL. Stars Billy Parish and Walter Jones. Rated R. 72 minutes. Full Moon. $3.95

3778789 HUMAN BEASTS/BLUE EYES OF THE BROKEN DOLL. Widescreen. For the first time, these classic Spanish horror films are available in their most complete and uncut versions, inspired by the Italian giallo films popularized by Dario Argento, and starring horror film icon Paul Naschy. Both Not Rated. Dubbed in English. 174 minutes on two DVDs. Scream Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

3855996 DAMNED BY DAWN. Widescreen. Spoken of only in fearful whispers, a supernatural force holds a chilling grip over a remote, primitive farming community where Claire arrives to visit her ailing grandmother. On her deathbed, Claire warns Claire about the cost of interfering with a powerful spirit coming to claim her soul. Rated R. 84 minutes. Image Entertainment. $3.95

3855961 A CRY FROM WITHIN. Wide-screen. After a devastating massacre Jonathan (Eric Roberts), Cecile (Deborah Twist), and their two children seek respite in a Long Island rental home. That peace is short lived, as they find themselves at the mercy of a terrifying and violent manifestation of a young boy named Sebastian. Not Rated. CC. 95 minutes. Breaking Glass. $4.95

3854698 THE DEVIL’S DOLLS. In an ancient Guatemalan tradition, parents teach their children to soothe their fears using handmade “worry dolls”. But when the many worry dolls owned by a man begin to find their way into the hands of unsuspecting residents of a Southern town, it sets off a grisly wave of bloodshed. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.93 $12.95

3748205 TERRORBEIN DOUBLE FEATURE. Widescreen. In Frankensteen vs. Mummy, Dr. Frankensteen’s experiment—a re-animated corpse—and Egyptianist Nahla Khalil’s cursed mummy face-off in an Egyptian desert. In The Frankensteen Theory, Professor John Venkenheim and his film crew search for Frankensteen and find an unspeakable truth more terrifying than anything they could ever imagine. Stars Richard Lynch and John Carradine. Not Rated. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. RLJE Entertainment. $3.95

2970805 ZOMBIE WOMEN OF SATAN. Widescreen. A mad scientist perpetrates a monstrous experiment in the group of kidnapped young women, turning them into scantily clad living dead. A bizarre freak show troupe called Fleshorama and a sexy rock singer looking for her missing sister join forces to battle the cult of sexy zombie women. Rated R. 85 minutes. Screen Media Films. Pub. at $24.98 $19.95

★ 3746879 BILLY THE KID VS DRACULA. Dracula travels to the American West, intent on making a beautiful ranch owner his next victim. Her fiancé, the outlaw Billy the Kid, finds out about it and rushes to save her. This film pays homage at the groin of the latest frontier, and the world’s most diabolical killer! Stars John Carradine. Rated. 73 minutes. Cheesy Flicks. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

3854736 FERAL. Widescreen. Your best friend has just been infected with a horrifying virus that will soon turn her into a rampaging cannibal zombie. Do you: a) try to save her? or b) kill her before she kills you? That’s the nightmarish scenario six students find themselves in when camping trip goes terrifyingly wrong. Stars Scout Taylor-Compton. Unrated. English Widescreen. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

3849962 NURSE II. Fullscreen. In the sequel to Dressed to Kill, the patient survival rate is nil as the body counts rise thanks to Nurse Mortley (Priscilla Alden). At turns shocking and terrifying, yet filled with gore and humor, this film gives horror fans exactly what they want—and more. Not Rated. 60 minutes. Martini Entertainment. $3.95

3280858 THE AMERICAN POLTERGEIST: CURSE OF LILITH Ratchet. Widescreen. Alice and her best friend inadvertently set a hellish curse in motion after surprisingly acquiring a mysterious shrunken head. When the head takes the story of the ages-old object they plan a live podcast to reveal the tale. Little do they know they will release the malevolent demonic spirit of Lilith Ratchet. Not Rated. 104 minutes. E One. $4.96
**294779X DARK WAS THE NIGHT.** Widescreen. After a logging company decimates an entire forest in a small town, a rash of increasingly violent and inexplicable events transpire. The sheriff and his deputy struggle to confront their own demons while facing down a new breed of raw terror that physically alters human reality and hunger. Stars Kevin Durand. Not Rated. English SDH. 98 minutes. Image Entertainment. $9.95

**3998130 BE AFRAID.** Not long after John Chambers and his family arrive at their new home in a small country town, John begins suffering from sleep paralysis. Lying there trapped within his own nightmare, otherworldly beings visit John. These encounters begin to haunt him as he discovers the entities’ sole purpose is to abduct his seven-year-old son. Not Rated. Golden Films. $1.95

**295583X DEATH NURSE.** Widescreen. Patient care is priority number one at the Shady Palms Clinic, where patients check in but never check out. Owned and operated by nurse Edith Mortley (Priscilla Alden) and her brother Dr. Gordon Mortley, Shady Palms attends to your every need. And if you should expire (or be dispatched)–free burial service! Not Rated. 60 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

**3752550 AS ABOVE, SO BELOW.** Widescreen. Miles of twisting catacombs lie beneath the streets of Paris, the eternal home to countless souls. When a team of explorers ventures into the uncharted maze of bones, they uncover the dark secrets that lie within this city of the dead. A journey into madness and terror. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Universal. $4.95

**3778657 BLOOD NIGHT: The Legend of Mary Hatchet.** Widescreen. A group of teenagers celebrating Blood Night, the anniversary of the death of a local axe murderer, suddenly find themselves face to face with the realities of bloody Mary’s haunting. Rated R. CC. 85 minutes. Lions Gate. $3.95

**2973510 SHARK ATTACK 3-PACK.** You’ll never go back in the water after watching this triple set of terror! Films include Sharkenstein; Raiders of the Lost Shark; and Shark Exorcist. Three times the bite and three times the fright Unrated. Over three hours. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**3757862 WRITERS RETREAT.** Widescreen. An acclaimed author hosts a writing retreat on an isolated island. Gradually the writers assemble up open with personal secrets and in so doing become creatures of them is in some way desperate to escape their current life. It isn’t long before the entire weekend begins to unravel and turns into a terrifying fight for survival. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Sympathy. $2.95

**6980820 TWO EVIL EYES.** Widescreen. The masters of modern horror–George Romero and Dario Argento–bring you an unprecedented pair of shockers inspired by the tales of Edgar Allan Poe. And the Evidence Facts in the Case of Mr. Valdemar stars Adrienne Barbeau. Argento’s The Black Cat stars Harvey Keitel. Not rated. 120 minutes on two DVDs. Blue Underground. $3.95

**3716503 FAMILY POSSESSIONS.** A young girl, Rachael Dunn, inherits the mansion of her estranged grandmother. Rachael and her family move into the house to start a new life, but once there, strange and unexplained occurrences begin to happen. Rachael and her family soon discover secrets should remain buried. Not Rated. 111 minutes. 4Digital Media. $4.95

**3800555 BITTER FEAST.** Notorious blogger J.T. Franks publishes a rumor which leads to the demise of a mysterious college professor. He accepts his first big teaching position at a respected university, and his beautiful pregnant wife, Lisa, move into a country house just outside of town. But soon the happy couple discovers Lisa has a miscarriage and they become convinced some malicious entity caused the wife to lose the baby. English SDH. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**3853233 SLUMBER.** Widescreen. Alice is a rational-minded sleep doctor, haunted by the mysterious nocturnal death of her younger brother. During a routine examination on a traumatized family with sleeping problems, Alice is forced to confront the truth that her brother was not alone and accept that the family is being terrorized by a parasitic demon who feeds on the weak while they sleep. SDH. 84 minutes. Vertical. $9.95

**3853209 MALICIOUS.** Widescreen. A race car driver wins the right to proceed with his date’s college project. He accepts his first big teaching position at a respected university, and his beautiful pregnant wife, Lisa, move into a country house just outside of town. But soon the happy couple discovers Lisa has a miscarriage and they become convinced some malicious entity caused the wife to lose the baby. English SDH. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**6954324 GOLDEN TEMPLE/AMAZONS/DIAMONDS OF KILIMANDJARO.** In Golden Temple Amazon’s woman, raised by an Amazon tribe that killed her parents, seeks revenge on the tribe for their wrongs. In Diamonds of Kilimandjaro an expedition team penetrates deep into the jungles of Africa in search of a treasure and a long lost girl who is the leader of a carefree tribal tribe. Unrated. 170 minutes. Vertical. $9.95

**3802973 THE DOOMS CHAPEL HELLOR.** Widescreen. Blamed for the death of his older brother, Kyle finds himself tormented by his peers, abandoned by his father, and ultimately seeking his revenge from Jordan, a mysterious cult leader. Now ten years later, Kyle finds Jordan intent on seeing his plans for unleashing his flesh-eating vengeance through Cronus come to the end. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Brain Damage Films. $1.95

**3855732 BANSEH CHAPUTER.** Widescreen. On the trail of a missing friend (Michael McMillian) who had been experimenting with mind-altering drugs, a young woman (Dianne Grainger) is “discovered” by notorious record producer Dr. Bones. What they don’t realize is that Dr. Bones has a diabolical plot to dominate the world with an army of zombies. Rated R. 72 minutes on or off. Full Moon. $1.95

**3852225 THE SCHOOL.** Widescreen. Dr. Amy Wintercraft struggles to cope with her own robotic behavior and delicate world of young mother roommates and the local missing girl case. After being reprimanded by her boss, she becomes trapped in a coma/purgatory of her own. English SDH. 80 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

**3802361 THE EXECUTIONERS.** Widescreen. Working for a private euthanasia clinic, Malson McCourt and Olivia Bletcher are dispatched to a remote mountain town in search of a mysterious new patient. During the ritual they unwittingly summon the wrath of a Death Cult that once inhabited the one property. Soon the new client isn’t the only one on their doorstep. Not Rated. 2.95

**3790541 WEREWOLF IN A GIRLS’ DORMITORY.** Widescreen. Twisted Italian horror meets lurid German krimi in this 1961 EuroShocker. When an all-girl reform school is rocked by a series of grisly murders, it unleashes a nightmare of sexual corruption and lupine depravity. In B&W. CC. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub at $19.98 $14.95

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller**
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2793931 THE WOLFMAN. Widescreen. Lawrence Talbot (Benicio Del Toro) returns to his family estate to discover the murder of his brother by a bloodthirsty beast. There, Talbot must confront his estranged father (Anthony Hopkins) and a suspicious Scotland Yard Inspector. When Talbot is bitten by the creature, he becomes insanely confused and soon discovers a fate far worse than death. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Universal. $9.95

3069311 DEVIL’S WHISPER. Widescreen. Fifteen year old Alejandro Duran (Joel Teitel) has a dream among the more notorious and disturbing thrillers in genre history. Edwige Fenech gives the performance of her career as a woman tormented by visions of Satanic violence, hate, halucinations and psychosexual insanity. George Hilton, Ivan Rassimov and Susan Scott co-star in this EuroShock masterpiece featuring a new 4K scan. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.95

288707X ALL THE COLORS OF THE DARK. Widescreen. Even by extreme 70s standards, it has to be one of the scariest films ever made. A truly ancient demon, once born children since the dawn of man. Stars Luca

5353195 INSIDE. Widescreen. Sarah, a young mother-to-be is recently widowed in a driving car crash that left her paraplegic and forced the premature birth of her new born baby. Having just moved back home and in unfamiliar surroundings, she is faced to face a cold-hearted and predatory woman who will stop at nothing to get her baby. English SDH. 88 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

0355908 AMITYVILLE ISLAND. Widescreen. A cursed survivor of Killings at the Amityville House brings the evil to a small island where bizarre genetic experiments are carried out on humans and animals in a secret women’s prison. Rated. 71 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

5840966 RUST. Heather and her best friend Morgan make the mistake of meeting up friends at an abandoned haunted attraction, and the despicable scare actors and cannibalistic monster live, and stalks all those unlucky enough to enter his lair. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

569308X SEX SLAVERS OF THE SS. This depraved exploitation classic is set in the fading days of the German war effort. Unleashed in his castle laboratory, the Third Reich’s foremost genetic engineer continues his invaluable research on the female sexual response. Along with his sexually ambiguous sidekick Fritz, the doctor conducts a series of experiments on three hot-blooded female prisoners. Includes the bonus feature Women of Vengeance. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95

2912092 STREET. Widescreen. A lusty young couple find themselves kidnapped by their chauffeur and taken to Druid’s secret lair, to be used in diabolical rites to keep the Court young forever. When the girl’s parents turn to a local detective, the cop realizes that they may be facing a real life vampire in sunny Miami. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

3751296 THE ULTIMATE 3D HORROR COLLECTION, VOLUME II. Relive the early days of at-home with this collectible retro horror set. Using the two pair of included wired shutter glasses, switch between 2D and 3D at the press of a button to experience the haunting 3D graphic Italian giallo is much more horrifying than anyone could imagine. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Synapse. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3765423 THE BARN. Widescreen. It’s Halloween 1969 and group of high school friends enjoy their last night before graduating high school. Trouble arises when they take a detour on their way to a concert, finding an abandoned barn and awakening the evil inside—the Boogeyman, Hallowed Jack and the Cannibal Scarecrow. Rated. 90 minutes. SOLD OUT

3794423 BLOOD MOON ROVER. A group of friends head into the forest to debunk a local legend about a killer bear, but they may have bitten off more than they can chew when they become the targets of an evil witch. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

3868875 EVIL ROGER. Widescreen. A professor goes to a small town in Italy to study the story of a witch killed in the early 1800s, and is drawn into a web of terror and possession of the witch attempts to find a new host in this gore-filled horror flick. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

3859927 RESTRICTED AREA. Widescreen. Four blue-collar friends, recently laid off from the steel mill, take one last camping trip into the wilderness, where they discover a backwoods cult with a cult like God who wants them relaxing getaway, quickly turns into a fight for survival. Stars Robert Don and Randy Wayne. Not Rated. English SDH. 112 minutes. In Distribution. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

2794482 DETENTION. St. Andrews, a Catholic school for boys and girls run by priests and nuns, has a detention room in the old chapel. Ten minutes after detention has started, Billy Moons drops in along with his two friends, armed to their teeth. After an elusive Billy seeks revenge kill for the humiliation he has to go through caused by the boys present. Not Rated.

80 minutes. SGL Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

387298X THE GIRL IN THE CRAWSPACE. After escaping from a notorious serial killer who kept her prisoner in a crawlspace, Jill tries to work her way back normal with the help of Kristen, her therapist. But when a local detective targets the killer for his method, the duo follows the police, and the police tries to warn Jill, who unwitely kills all of their lives in jeopardy. Not Rated. English SDH. 77 minutes. In Distribution. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

2940353 THE ZOMBIE KING. Edward Furlong stars as Samuel, an ordinary man who dabbles within the laws of voodoo to bring his wife back from the grave. He soon encounters a woman, with whom he makes a pact to destroy the underworld and bring chaos to Earth, in return he walks the Earth with his dead wife. But the trek to save their lives won’t take the Not Rated. 85 minutes. Shami Media. PRICE CUT to $1.00

372073X FRANKENSTEIN. Widescreen. Helen McCory, James Purefoy, and Nel Parker star in this modern update of the Mary Shelley’s gothic masterpiece. Desperate to save her dying son, medical researcher Victoria Frankenstein secretly introduces his DNA into her young woman’s body to replace her heart parts, inadvertently creating life itself! English SDH. 91 minutes. PRICE CUT to $1.95

379828X JUAN OF THE DEAD. Widescreen. It’s everyone’s worst nightmare: a zombie apocalypse. When a young man awakens to find himself a prisoner in a crawlspace, Jill tries to work her way back normal. But when a local detective targets the killer for his method, the duo follows the police, and the police tries to warn Jill, who unwitely kills all of their lives in jeopardy. Not Rated. English SDH. 77 minutes. In Distribution. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3770562 SLASHER.COM. Widescreen. After meeting through an online dating site, Jack and Kristy decide to go on a unorthodox first date: a relaxing weekend getaway to a cozy cabin deep in the woods. With the idyllic beauty of nature surrounding them and each other, they learn of the terrifying horrors that the forest—and the family turing there—in store for them. Not Rated. Credit: $3.95

3798085 DARKROOM. Widescreen. Michelle kills three of her friends in a horrific car accident while driving under the influence. After rehab, Michelle takes a job recommended by her therapist, and the trapped in a cabin with three psychotic siblings hell bent on physical torture to Michelle of her sins. Not Rated. CC. 81 minutes. Phase 4 Films. PRICE CUT to $2.95

3817407 BLACK MAGIC. Widescreen. After his father commits suicide, Randy and his family travel to his Indonesian home to look alter his mother. When Randy’s mother attacks him, he uses a black magic ritual to let the spirit of the old man in. Randy starts to realize the truth: an evil is seeping through his home and family, and his mother is haunted by a terrifying dark magic. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Digital Media. PRICE CUT to $2.95

---
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3702677 The SOUND. Widescreen. A supernatural skepticism sets off to debunk paranormal sightings using low-frequency sound waves in an abandoned subway station and is met with unforeseen evil and eerie memories. Stars Rose McGowan, Michael Eklund and Christopher Lloyd. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Sony Pictures. PRICE CUT to $1.95

3739724 GONJAM! Haunted Asylum. Widescreen. Based on the local legends and stories of people who visited the real-life abandoned asylum, this film explores the idea of paranormal activity and presents a terrifying reality. Not Rated. CC. 89 minutes. Lions Gate. PRICE CUT to $1.49

3801542 INCARNATE. Widescreen. Aaron Eckhart stars as Dr. Seth Ember, an unconventional exorcist who uses science instead of religion to tap into the minds of the possessed to remove the demon from their subconscious. When an 11 year old boy becomes possessed, Ember enters the mind of the boy and finds himself facing the battle of his life. CC. 87 minutes. Elevated Pictures. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3784118 SATANIC. A van full of young college students visit old Satanic Panic-era sites in Los Angeles. They end up following a group ofovi and their subc oconscious. When an 11 year old vampire (Jill Michelle) and her boyfriend (Daniel Lennox) travel to Little Rock, Arkansas to revive the world’s smallest haunted house, the hunters become the hunted. Rated R. English SDH. 84 minutes. Magnolia. PRICE CUT to $2.95

3817458 KILLERS WITHIN. Widescreen. With her son being held captive by a criminal gang, police-officer Amanda Doyle, together with her ex-husband and three unlikely allies, take part in a desperate plan to save the boy. But the situation becomes more dangerous when they find themselves facing a superior human face. Not Rated. 99 minutes. 4Digital Media. PRICE CUT to $2.49

3810437 AMERICAN CONJURING. Widescreen. A family moves into a new home that has a disturbing history and that they aren't alone—a malevolent spirit is inhabiting their isolated new home. And when Nate's (Levi Miller) theory becomes reality, the demon is trying to come back! Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. Orion. PRICE CUT to $1.95

3778511 SECONDS APART. Widescreen. Seth and Joseph are two brothers who share an evil kinship. Damned from the moment of their births, the brothers possess a gruesomely talent for telekinesis—a power they use to cause horrific waves of destruction. But when a jealous rage escalates into a supernatural showdown, it pits brother against brother, evil against evil. Rated R. CC, 86 minutes. Raven Banner. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3716457 THE CURSE OF ROBERT. Widescreen. An old couple, Embry Barker is a cash strapped struggling trying to make money as a cleaner, working nights at the East Falls Museum. But her peaceful graveyard shift turns into a time of terror when she discovers that one of the exhibits, a creepy vintage doll named Robert, is alive and wreaking havoc after hours. Not Rated. 84 minutes. 4Digital Media. PRICE CUT to $2.95

3803783 OVERTIME. Widescreen. When overworked hitman Raph (formrly WWE superstar Al Snow) finds himself locked in an alien infested lab with his partner Max (John Wells), he must find a way to save a small group of humans, keep himself safe from a hoard of zombie, and somehow get to his son's birthday on time. Not Rated. 81 minutes. VCI Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $1.95

382120X SCREAM AT THE DEVIL. Widescreen. The devil comes out of his tale to take his promised due when Miriam Jones, a schizophrenic woman, is pushed over the edge by her husband's illicit affair. Her hallucinations become an insane reality, an exorcism of the mind. Not Rated. 98 minutes. E One. PRICE CUT to $2.95

3803023 EVIL PUPPETS & DEMONIC DOLLS ATTACK! The anarchy begins when Band's legendary demonic puppets take up a Nazi army in Puppet Master X: Axis Rising. They create their own puppet soldier and invade the tale of Nazi Death Camp, leading to a puppet war that goes back to the roots of Nazi history. Rated R. English SDH. 84 minutes. Blood Dull. PRICE CUT to $1.95

3805956 EROTIC NIGHTS OF THE BLIND DEAD. Widescreen. It is revealed that in 1310, a group of Templar Knights embarked on a gruesome massacre and were executed on the grounds of this small town, and their ghosts return to their graves to finish the evil rampage they began centuries ago. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 70 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. PUB. at $18.95

3737284 RYDE. A new ride share service app called Ryde is taking over what used to be the taxi industry. But how safe is it? When a psychopath takes over the identity of a Ryde driver, your destination may be your last! Not Rated. 86 minutes. Unobstructed View. PRICE CUT to $1.95

3759385 THE BRIDES WORE BLOOD. Told in flashback style as an old journalist pursues the truth behind the O'Neil Family—revealed is a curse that turns the sons to vampires and kills the mothers after they've given birth. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Reel Vault. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3821048 FALL OF GRACE. Widescreen. A troubled couple's lives descend into violence and madness after a demonic entity takes their daughter. Stars Joshua close and Gerald C. Not Rated. 84 minutes. E One. PRICE CUT to $2.95

3779219 THE NIGHT STALKER. Fullscreen. Investigating a series of Las Vegas murders, Carl Kolchak discovers that each victim has been bitten in the neck and drained of blood. Though his theory about the murders gets him nowhere with the police, his attempt to apprehend the killer gets him into hot water—with a modern-day version of a classic villain. Stars Fred Dryden. 74 minutes. E One. PRICE CUT to $1.95

3748596 HOUSES OF HELL: 4 Movies. Fullscreen. Open the door to hell with these four thrillers: American Horror Horror/3-D Witches/Dark Valentine/Reelfoot Lake. Rated R. English SDH. 8 hours. Widescreen. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Wild Eye. PRICE CUT to $11.95

3815064 FOX HORROR CLASSICS, VOL. 2: Chandu the Magician/Dragonwyck/Dr. Renault’s Secret. Fullscreen. In Chandu the Magician, the Magician Bela Lugosi as an evil lunatic set on destroying Manhattan’s only hope is Frank Chandler, aka Chandu the Magician. Based on Anya Seton’s bestselling novel, Dragonwyck stars Vintage Price and Gene Tierney. Finally, bring yourself for some dreadul thugs and spine-tickling in Dr. Renault’s Secret. Rated NC. Nearly four hours on 3 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. PRICE CUT to $9.95

379745X NIGHT HOWL. Widescreen. A photographer is haunted by nightmares of his mother’s murder at the hands of a werewolf-type creature, but soon realizes it’s more than just his memories that are raising. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Wild Eye. PUB. at $18.95

3748049 GRINDHOUSE GUTMUNCHERS. Features Scarlet Fry’s Junkfood Horrorfest, a compilation of short, low-budget horror films, including Scream Machine, another compilation of twisted flicks. Full of gutmunching madness and twisted tales, so dive in and get your gory fix on 150 minutes on two DVDs. NWMM. PRICE CUT to $9.95

3753921 ONE NIGHT IN OCTOBER. Widescreen. On the eve of Halloween, strange things are happening to the residents of a suburban town, who are tormented by a series of terrifying events that both real and supernatural. As their tales intertwine, they weave together a haunting, inexplicable night of terror. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Wild Eye. PUB. at $19.95
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- **3771075** I’M DREAMING OF A WHITE DOOMSDAY. Widescreen. Kelly Enick and her son Riley are weathering the end times in a bomb shelter amongst the ruins that was once the world. With Christmas Eve approaching, and supplies and hope steadily declining, Kelly must make a choice to sacrifice something to help her find out just how far she would go for her child. 71 minutes. Stream Team Releasing. Pub. at $19.95

- **3827917** KICKBOXER/CANVAS OF BLOOD. Fullscreen. Left for dead after the brutal murder of his father and fiancé, up and coming kickboxer Alex Hunter embarks on an odyssey of bloody vengeance. Psycho Kickboxer. And in Canvas of Blood a Vietnam Vet armed with a bizarre mechanical appendage, begins a bloody quest to avenge his daughter’s botched surgery. A double dose of blood and gore! Not Rated. Over 3 hours. Shock-O-Rama. Pub. at $19.99


- **3743599** BIO-SLIME. Widescreen. Shriek Show. 

- **2996405** SCREAM THEATER. VOLUME 6. VICELAND. 

- **2888402** QUEEN OF BLOOD. Widescreen. Intervision. 

- **3716562** LIVING AMONG US. Widescreen. Vision Films. 

- **3759090** HALLOWEEN/PARTYLINE. Fullscreen & Genius Products. 

- **2692719** ALTAR. Widescreen. Cinedigim. 

- **2954579** ALETA: Vampire Mithril. Adults only. Magnus Entertainment. SOLD OUT

- **2967211** HOLLOW. Widescreen. New Video. 

- **3069972** THE SHADOW PEOPLE. Widescreen. Vision Films. 

- **3748340** BAD INCLUSION. Widescreen. Shriek Show. Pub. at $19.95

- **3803473** KILLERVISION. Widescreen. Adults only. Brain Damage Films. 

- **3802906** DECADENT EVIL. Full Moon. 

- **3755150** DON’T HANG UP. Widescreen. Vertical Entertainment. 

- **3827895** THE FORBIDDEN GIRL. Widescreen. Bayview Entertainment. 

- **3824337** MAD DOCTOR OF BLOOD ISLAND. Widescreen. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.98 

- **3754723** FESTIVAL OF FRIGHT. Fullscreen. Synergy. Pub. at $11.98

- **3889565** THE HILLS HAVE EYES: MIDNIGHT MADNESS. Widescreen. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $9.98. $3.95

- **6872344** THE TERROR WITHIN II. Widescreen. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

- **3799263** JOKER’S POLTERGEIST. Widescreen. E One. 

- **3736660** TRIGGERED. Widescreen. Wild Eye. 


- **3764652** 3:15 AM. Fullscreen. Chemical Burn. Pub. at $17.95

- **3764499** SANTA BERNARDINO. Widescreen. Severin. Pub. at $19.98

- **373630X** THE BLOODY APE. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $16.95

- **3748345** DEAD DON’T DIE IN DALLAS. Widescreen. La Luma Entertainment. Pub. at $29.98. 

- **3717558** THE HIDDEN. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

- **3736350** CLOSE CALLS. Widescreen. Screamin’ Team Releasing. 

- **3810140** STRAWBERRY FLAVORED PLASTIC. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. 

- **3827925** RESONANCE. Widescreen. Bayview Entertainment. 

- **3888879** RESTRAINT. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $24.95 

- **3003767** A DARK PLACE INSIDE. Widescreen. 

- **3794512** EVIL AFTER. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

- **3770184** MANICACAL. Alchemi. Pub. at $19.99


- **3765490** PLAGUERS. Widescreen. Wild Eye. 

- **3792722** UNDERTAKER. Widescreen. Synapse. 

- **3753743** DEADLY REUNION. Widescreen. Wild Eye. 

- **2985845** THE 27 CLUB. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

- **3736555** NIGHTWISH. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

- **3711625** GRINDHOUSE ZOMBIES. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.95

- **3697142** I'LL TAKE YOUR DEAD. Widescreen. Shout Factory. Pub. at $16.97

**Sci-Fi**

- **3862860** SCI-FI INVASION: 50 Movies. Features 50 films of intergalactic proportions! From alien invasions to creepy creature features, this assortment presents the best of the most “out of this world” movies ever assembled. Stars Vincent Price, Jesse Ventura, Bill Paxton, Ben Kingsley, Mark Hamill and many more. Over 70 hours on twelve DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.98

- **8671729** THE WARRIOR AND THE SORCERESS. Kain is the last survivor of a mighty warrior tribe who now wanders the planet Ura as a mercenary sword for hire! In the village of Yam A Tar, he finds two vicious clans struggling for power, and the beautiful sorceress Maja. Kain becomes embroiled in their treacheous vendetta. The Sorceress. With her lies his destiny, and together they must forge a new world! Stars David Carradine. Not Rated. 81 Minutes. New Concorde. 

- **3761142** CLASSIC ADVENTURES: 4 Movie Collection. Step into prehistoric adventure with four exciting films. Includes The Lost World and its sequel, Return to the Lost World, both based on the classic tales; Adventures in Dinotopia, based on James Gurney’s beloved books; and Journey to the Center of the Earth, adapting the Jules Verne adventure classic. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99
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3862410  FUTURE WORLD. Widescreen.
A young man searches a dangerous, future-world wasteland for a rumored cure that will save his dying mother. Stars James Franco, Lucy Liu and Mila Jovovich. Rated R. 90 minutes. VS Films. $5.95

3815013  EXPLODING SUN. Widescreen.
It was supposed to be the launch of a lifetime: the first ever trans-lunar passenger vessel that uses state of the art scalar engines to fly around the moon and back in mere hours. But everything changes when a spike in solar radiation causes the ship to go into overdrive and send it off course into the sun. Stars David James Elliott. Nearly 3 hours. Gaiam. $5.95

6926746  ATTACK OF THE PUPPET PEOPLE/VILLAGE OF THE GIANTS.
A two-pack of bizarre Sci-fi thrillers that are small in size, but big in entertainment. In Attack of the Puppet People, a deranged madman creates a device that shunts people to foot-high figures. Then, in Village of the Giants, an unexpected growth spurt turns teenagers into galloping Goliaths! In Color and B&W. 160 minutes on a double-sided DVD. MGM. $3.95

3779394  MARTIAN LAND. Widescreen.
In the future, mankind lives on Mars, in Earth-like cities protected by force fields. But when a massacre of space sandstorms breaks through the dome and destroys Mars New York, those in Mars Los Angeles must stop the storm before it wipes them out next. Stars Lane Townsend. CC. 86 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

3856461  TERROR BENEATH THE SEA. Widescreen.
Intrigued journalists Ken and Jenny, covering a Navy submarine's torpedo tests, are terrified when a meat-eating amphibious creature during a scuba diving break. Venturing into the deep blue depths to retrieve Jenny's camera, the pair are kidnapped by mutant fish-men. Stars Sonny Chiba and Peggy Neal. Dubbed in English SDH. 79 minutes. Dark Sky. Pub. at $14.98. $3.95

When a lifeguard catches wind of a dangerous anomaly off the coast of San Diego, he enlists a team of unlikely heroes to assist her on a suicide mission to save the west coast from total destruction. Stars Jeff Fahey, Rachelle Brooke Smith and David Faustino. Unrated. 85 minutes. Red 1. Rated. $4.95

3856437  SHERLOCK HOLMES. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's famous detective faces the ultimate challenge when enormous monsters attack London. Stars Dominic Keating and Gage Davis. Loya. 90 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

2980060  ALIEN RESURRECTION. Widescreen.
Two hundred years after Ripley's death, scientists have cloned a perfect replica of Ripley, including the alien Queen growing inside her at the time of her death. But this new breed of alien is far more intelligent than its predecessors. Stars Sigourney Weaver and Winona Ryder. CC. 106 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $3.95

2836314  COLOSSAL. Widescreen. Out of work and out of ideas, the Gloria (Anne Hathaway) is forced to move back to her hometown where she's reunited with a childhood friend (Jason Sudeikis). When news reports are released that a collision is destroying South Korea, Gloria comes to the realization that she is somehow connected to this far-off phenomenon. Rated R. 109 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

2987317  STAR TREK II: The Wrath of Khan. Widescreen.
Kirk’s Starfleet career enters a new chapter as a result of Khan Noonien Singh. Escaping his forgotten prison, Khan sets his sights on both capturing Project Genesis, a device of god-like power, and the utter destruction of the world with William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy. CC. 112 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

2898285X  AGE OF DINOSAURS. Widescreen.
Using breakthrough flesh regeneration technology, a multi-national firm creates a set of living dinosaurs. But when the creatures escape their museum exhibit and terrorize Los Angeles, a former fire investigator must rescue his teenage daughter from the chaos brought on by the Age of Dinosaurs. Stars Treat Williams and Ronny Cox. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

3861787  REVOLT. Widescreen. An action-packed sci-fi thriller about Humankind’s last stand against a cataclysmic alien invasion. Stars Lee Pace, Berenice Marlohe and Jason Flemyng. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

2975688  MONSTER ISLAND. Fullscreen.
Winning the vacation was the easy part. Now all they have to do is stay alive! Trapped in the deadly two-headged triangle with only an MTV camera crew to protect them, six freaked out friends attempt to rescue Carmen Electra and escape the horrors of Monster Island. Features special appearances of Nick Carter and Tom Verica. West. 92 minutes. DE Pictures. $5.95

3815137  LASERHAWK. Widescreen. Teenagers in a Midwest town discover that they are destined to fight off an alien invasion as the lead avatar of unknown origin. They are aided by a mysterious patient in a psychiatric hospital and a frenetic comic book artist. Stars Mark Hamill and Jason James Richter. 99 minutes. York. $4.95

3821196  QUANTUM VOYAGE. Widescreen. Mattie Carver's world is turning curiously and curiously, as space and time seem to be collapsing around her. Joined by a misfit band of super-thieves, and two mysterious men in black, Mattie is in a race to restore her world to normal, before it's too late. Stars Dean Cain. Not Rated. 81 minutes. E One. $4.95

2976227  ALTERED PERCEPTION. Widescreen.
When the government attempts to produce a designer drug aimed at correcting the false perceptions that people develop through the lifetime of their memories are deadly. The lives of four couples, are examined while taking the new drug, causing them to doubt their own memories, perceptions and even their sanity. Stars Jon Huertas. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Red 1. Rated. $3.95

3752526  10 CLOVERFIELD LANE. Widescreen.
After a car crash, a young woman wakes up in a survivalist's (John Goodman) underground bunker. He claims to have saved her from an apocalyptic attack, but his suspicions immediately lead her to question his motives. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Synyovad. $1.95

2960109  ALIENS. Widescreen. The tenor continues. US scientists dare to use the healing power of Ripley's (Sigourney Weaver) return to Earth after drifting through space in hypersleep for 57 years. Although her story about the Mayan and death meet with skepticism, she agrees to accompany a team of high-tech marines back to LV-426—and this time it's war! Rated R. English SDH. 154 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

2800180  SCAVENGERS. Widescreen.
A family that lost their home during the financial meltdowns that followed the global economic crash struggle to find a way to survive and protect their artifacts from the looters. They discover an alien artifact of unimaginable power, capable of threatening the balance of the known universe. Pursued by a rival team of scavengers, the pair must protect the artifact's missing pieces, but also the future of the universe itself. Stars Jeremy London and Sean Patrick Flannery. Not Rated. 94 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97. $3.95

2924803  ALIEN ARRIVAL. Widescreen.
Kye is a prisoner of war caught between two allegiances. In the ideology he believes in. When offered an opportunity for freedom, Kye sets out on one last rescue mission only to become stranded when his ship crashes lands. He soon realizes that his deadliest creature on the desert moon is himself. CC. 95 minutes. Vertical. $2.95

377001X  MEGA SHARK VERSUS MECHA SHARK. Widescreen. When Mega Shark unleashes its devastating underwater attack on the Deep Sea, the top secret Mecha Shark is deployed to defeat the monster in a pitched battle that threatens the planet. Stars Debbie Gibson, Christopher Judge and Elisabeth Rohm. English SDH. 90 minutes. Asylum. $1.95

3820998  THE CURE. Widescreen.
A young female researcher’s life is in danger when she discovers the pharmaceutical company she is to head had developed a cure for cancer many years earlier. It was never released as it would have destroyed chemo drug sales. She must now escape and release the cure to the world. Not Rated. 90 minutes. E One. $4.95

3860124  2047: Virtual Revolution. The year is 2047. Most of the world's population live inside corporate-controlled virtual worlds and drift further out of touch with reality. Nash, a private investigator/mercenary is hired to track down a gang of hackers who are disrupting and terrorizing the virtual world. The life humans from online prisons. Unrated. 92 minutes. Wild Eye. $4.95

3759458  THE FABULOUS WORLD OF JULES VERNE. An evil millionaire named Artigas plans to use a super-explosive device to open up a new passage under an ancient volcano. Live-action, animation, puppets, engravings and larger than life performances enhance this delightful 1955 classic. Dubbed in English. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3820874  ATOMICA. Widescreen. When communications go offline at a remote nuclear power plant, a young safety inspector is forced to fly out to bring them back on-line. Once inside the facility, strange behaviors cause the inspector to have doubts about the sanity, and perhaps identities, of the two employees who work there. Stars Dominic Monaghan and Mark Famiglietti. Rated R. E One. $4.95

3702642  IDENTICALS. Widescreen.
Slater seems to have the perfect life but when his girlfriend is abducted by the Brand New-U organization and a corpse is left in his garden, he becomes determined to become an identical. As he moves through a series of parallel lives he becomes obsessed with finding his girlfriend, but what he must find is the man who created her. Stars Lachlan Nieboer and Amy Bruckner. English SDH. 100 minutes. Sony Pictures. $1.95

3695552  DEF-CON 4: Defense Condition/HELL COMES TO FROGTOWN. Widescreen. Howie, Jordan and Max are two mutants who return to Earth after a nuclear holocaust and must confront a new and terrifying reality in Def-Con 4: Defense Condition. Sam Hell is a mutant who lives by his own set of rules. Stars Lachlan Nieboer. In Frogtown a group of friends venture deep into the streets of New York on a rescue mission during a rampaging monster attack. CC. Over 3 hours on 2 DVDs. Paramount. $3.95

3755189  GENESIS. Widescreen. Deep in a harsh alien landscape, the last remnants of lost humanity are divided by a caste system that keeps politicians and scientists away from the rabble and crowd. While civilians starve and wars rage, two young people in a Jethra cell in an environment above ground, all resources are dedicated to the creation of ABEL, a humanoid life-form. Not Rated. English SDH. 174 minutes. Image Entertainment. SOLD OUT

3751186  HD EDITIONS. Widescreen. In a distant, far-off world, the last remnants of lost humanity are divided by a caste system that keeps politicians and scientists away from the rabble and crowd. While civilians starve and wars rage, two young people in a Jethra cell in an environment above ground, all resources are dedicated to the creation of ABEL, a humanoid life-form. Not Rated. English SDH. 174 minutes. Image Entertainment. SOLD OUT

SDH. 112 minutes. Vertical.
**Sci-Fi**

3803791 THE PALMER SUPREMACY. Widescreen. The genius William Palmer develops the IC-187 chip, a technology that would revolutionize the inner workings of the human brain. When William mysteriously dies of an apparent suicide, his son Nate joins a top-secret organization. In this groundbreaking technology doesn’t fall into corrupt hands. Stars Lance Henriksen, Thomas Dekker, and Lindsey McKeon. 101 minutes. Green Apple. $3.95

393364X 2069: A Sex Odyssey. Five sexy androids from the planet Venus are sent to Earth to bring back sperm samples to their planet which is dying out because there are no men left on it. After they are accidentally sent to the wrong decade it’s not that all that’s difficult persuading Earth men to help them in their quest. Rated R. 73 minutes. Adults only. Cheesy Fun. $2.95

375765X KUNG FU TRAVELER. Widescreen. A hostile alien race has overtaken the Earth and humankind is under attack. While plotting a way to defeat the invaders, a group of Earthmen are sent back in time. Now the fate of humanity depends on one man as he fights against forces in the past in order to defending the future. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 99 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95

2903024 SHORTWAVE. Widescreen. A modern and refreshingly tense psychological sci-fi thriller based on a theory of the origins of shortwave radio frequencies, this film is an unequaled reminder that some stones are best left unturned. Stars Juanita Ringling and Cristobal Tapia Mont. Rated R. English SDH. 88 minutes. Cue Mark Films. $3.95

290473X EYEBORGs. Widescreen. In the future, mobile robotic cameras known as “Eyeborgs” have made privacy a thing of the past. Are you watching? As people begin to die off in bizarre ways, federal agent Gunner Reynolds (Adrian Paul) discovers a shocking plot of man versus machine. Stars Danny Trejo, Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Image Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $1.95

371473X THE VANISHING SHADOW. Fullscreen. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

3825361 THE LAND THAT TIME FORGOT/THAT LAST MAN ON EARTH. MGM. $5.95

376561X CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND. Widescreen. $5.95

382086X ASTRO. Widescreen, E One. $14.95

393360X STAR TREK V: THE FINAL FRONTIER. Widescreen. $14.95

379765X HANGAR 10. Widescreen. IFC. Pub. at $24.95. $4.95

3802986 ROBOT WORLD. Widescreen. SP Releasing. $4.95

6910913 THE ALIEN FILES: 4. FULLSCREEN. Widescreen. $2.95


3063757 ASTRONAUT: The Last Push. Widescreen. Vision Films. PRICE CUT to $1.95

375720X REALIVE. Widescreen. Adults only. Universal. $4.95

392263X VAMPIRE WARS. Widescreen. Echo Bridge. $5.95

3747422 BATTLESHIP. Widescreen. E One. $5.95

2990678 ALIEN UPRISING. Widescreen. Phase 4 Films. $2.95

2990644 ALIEN 3. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $3.95

3757234 THE SIGNAL. Widescreen. Universal. $1.95

**Family & Kids**

3869938 SECONDHAND LIONS. For young Walter (Haley Joel Osment), being stuck on his “crazy” uncle’s farm is the last place on earth he wants to spend his summer. Little does he know that his uncle’s unconventional behavior and sketchy past, Robert Duval and Michael Caine play the uncle, and Kya Sedgwick also appears. CC. 96 minutes. New Line Cinema. $6.95

3853845 HOTEL TRANSLVANIA 3. Widescreen. It’s smooth sailing for your favorite monster family as they embark on a vacation adventure on a luxury monster cruise ship. But they hit rocky waters when Drac fails for the mysterious captain of the ship, Ericka, who hides a dangerous secret that could sink their plans for a dream vacation. Stars the voice talents of Selena Gomez, Andy Samberg, and Jamie Foxx. English SDH. 97 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

3726858 THE SHELL SEEKERS. Fullscreen. After a mild heart attack at 63, William mysteriously dies of an apparent suicide, his son Nate joins a top-secret organization. In this groundbreaking technology doesn’t fall into corrupt hands. Stars Juanita Ringling and Cristobal Tapia Mont. Rated R. English SDH. 88 minutes. Cue Mark Films. $3.95

2996630 BUSH CHRISTMAS. Widescreen. A family of Australian children are riding home from school for the Christmas holidays when they meet two strangers. The kids tell them about their new family and the next day when they wake they discover that the mare and her foal have been stolen. Feeling responsible, they set off to track and catch the criminals. In English. $9.95

2996630 BUSH CHRISTMAS. Widescreen. A family of Australian children are riding home from school for the Christmas holidays when they meet two strangers. The kids tell them about their new family and the next day when they wake they discover that the mare and her foal have been stolen. Feeling responsible, they set off to track and catch the criminals. In English. $9.95

3797406 CHRISTMAS ON THE RANGE. Widescreen. All Kendall Riley wants for the holidays is to save her family’s ranch, but her long-time rival, small-town scrooge Brick McCree, has other plans in mind. When Brick’s son, Clint, comes back to town, he is immediately drawn to Kendall and offers a helping hand. Stars Erin Cahill, William Fichtner, and Sam Wanamaker, and Christopher Bowen. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

3852677 SING-A-LONG: Beatlesongs. Enjoy this collection of Beatles songs with your children or friends with visually compelling animation and music written by the Beatles that will capture the imagination of every viewer. A great learning tool while being entertaining! Does not include the actual Beatles performances. In Color and BW. $9.95

3797523 THE SLIPPER AND THE SANDAL. Widescreen. A remake of the classic 1944 tale of Cinderella, this lavish and musical production was chosen as the Royal Command Performance selection for 1976 and features Richard Chamberlain and Gemma Craven, with music by the Sherman Brothers. 143 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95


3732000 ABDUCTION. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97. $9.95

3821110 IMPLODED. Widescreen. E One. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**Musicals**


3775953 THE LAST DRAGON. Shout! Factory. A martial arts student Leroy Green is on a quest to obtain the elusive all-powerful force known as “The Glow.” Along the way he must battle the evil, self-proclaimed Shogun of Harlem–a kung fu warrior also known as “Sho-nuff” and rescue a beautiful singer from an obsessed record promoter. CC. 108 minutes. TriStar. $2.95

395606X DELIGHTFULLY DANGEROUS. Jane Powell stars in this 1945 film as an aspiring singer, Sherry Williams, who travels to New York City to visit her sister Jo (Constance Moore), whose Sherry believes is a Broadway star. She says “Gypsy Rose Lee” Sherry discovers that Jo is actually a stripper, and they’re both in love with the same man! In BW & BW 92 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3753390 MY BLUE HEAVEN. Fullscreen. Fullscreen. A husband and wife entertainer team making their move from radio to television. However, as exciting as this may be, they believe their lives will be complete when they move to Towne. But when they decide that they are ultimately rewarded with an overabundance of success. CC. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox. SOLD OUT

2802965 CLEOPATRA: 1963. MGM. $4.95

3813855 THE STORY OF S-143. 1945. Glamorous Eleanor Powell is the main talent in the stable of flamboyant publicist Gus Crane, whose crazy promotions are legendary. Crane’s street-faeced son Junior wants to inherit his dad’s penchant for the outlandish, but when Junior takes over the business, he finds himself inadvertently telling his old man’s shoes. Also stars W.C. Fields in his final film. In BW & BW 85 minutes. DVD Video. SOLD OUT

3813907 THE STORK CLUB. Betty Hutton stars in this 1945 musical comedy about a hat-check girl who saves the life of an elderly bum. As it turns out, he’s not a bum, but a millionaire who sets her up with a penthouse, chauffeur and charge accounts. This leads to problems with her boyfriend who doesn’t understand at all! In BW & BW 85 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

3813821 PRIVATE BUCKAROO. A World War II musical from 1942 that finds young singer Harry James drafted into the war effort. He is soon joined by friends, some of whom find the training unnecessary causing problems. Rivalries and jealousy emerge as women from the U.S.O. arrive at the camp to entertain the soldiers. In BW & BW 85 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

3813732 KANARIE. Widescreen. An unexpected romance on the battlefield forces Johan to reckon with his long-repressed sexual identity. Examining the effects of national identity, while also exploring the tender brotherhood among misfits, this nationalism on the soul, while also exploring the tender brotherhood among misfits, this

382074X THE SLIPPER AND THE ROSE. Widescreen. A retelling of the classic fairy tale of Cinderella, this lavish and musical production was chosen as the Royal Command Performance selection for 1976 and features Richard Chamberlain and Gemma Craven, with music by the Sherman Brothers. 143 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95
**Animated TV & Movies**

**9016740 SPAWN 2.** Todd McFarlane’s hellspawn returns to battle the forces of evil in this second feature-length adaptation of the comic book series. One man—trapped between life and death—is struggling for an answer that can save the lives of his beloved, or plunge the world into eternal darkness. 144 minutes. Adults only. HBO. **$3.95**

**3783812 ALL-STAR SUPERMAN.** Widescreen. Fuelled by hatred and jealousy, Lex Luthor masterminds an elaborate plot to kill the Man of Steel—and it works. This starting and gripping DC Universe animated original movie stars the voice talents of James Denton, Anthony LaPaglia, Christina Hendricks and Ed Asner. English SDH. 76 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. **$5.95**

**3849112 DEMON LORD DANTE: Limited Edition Collector’s Box.** Widescreen. They needed a new hero, so they built Android J. To be the partner of special agent Daisuke Aurora and to combat crime in the oceanic city-nation of Judeh. While J initially appears to be human, the illusion quickly disappears in clouds of scorching steam when he fights. Includes four episodes and extras. Dubbed in English SDH. 74 minutes. **$14.95**

**3784096 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN.** Fullscreen. In each suspenseful action-packed caper, Superman defeats one of the world’s dangers like manner. In the Earth’s dimension, energy-controlling aliens and time-traveling magicians. Includes 36 thrilling episodes. CC. Over four hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. **$5.95**

**3787570 THE SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Get ready for nonstop super Spider excitement as the world’s most famous Super Hero returns in all 13 episodes of Season One! Five hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. **$5.95**

**3747395 SON OF BATMAN.** Widescreen. With his son in tow, Batman wages war against the villain Deathstroke and the League of Shadows, all while teaching his headstrong boy that one can’t fight crime by becoming a criminal. With help from Gotham’s finest, including Commissioner Gordon and Nightwing, Batman will soon discover that his son and most trusted ally is one and the same! English SDH. 100 minutes. **$4.95**


**★ 3856607 CASPER & FRIENDS, VOLUME 1.** Fullscreen. Is love grand? Just the aroma of fresh carrots in the air all around you? You bet! And love’s funny too—especially when it’s the klutzy Cupid who zaps the wascally wabbit with the love bug in this Looney Tunes classic. 24 minutes. Warner Home Video. **$2.95**

**3856608 BUGS BUNNY’S CUPID CAPERS.** Fullscreen. Ain’t love grand? Just like the aroma of fresh carrots in the air all around you? You bet! And love’s funny too—especially when it’s the klutzy Cupid who zaps the wascally wabbit with the love bug in this Looney Tunes classic. 24 minutes. Warner Home Video. **$2.95**

**3715787 ASTRO BOY: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. **$3.95**

**2962314 BATMAN: Assault on Arkham.** Widescreen. Warner Home Video. **$5.95**

**3033651 LOONEY TUNES SUPER STARS–SYLVIE & HIPPETY HOPPER: Marsupilai Mayhem.** Warner Bros. Enter. **$5.95**

**★ 3713903 GUMBY’S CHRISTMAS CAPERS/SARITA & THE THREE BEARS.** Fullscreen. Legend Films. Pub. at $9.95. **$2.95**

**2960257 GURREN LAGANN: Special Edition 01.** Widescreen. Bandai Entertainment. PRICE CUT TO $1.95. **$2.95**

**2960273 STREET FIGHTER: The New Challengers.** Eagle One Media. **$3.95**

**Religion & Spirituality**

**398953X GIVING OUR BEST.** By Pema Chodron. Compassion is a skill. You can learn it here and now, and the benefits are vast. In this retreat, Pema Chodron shows you how, using a text that is very close to her heart: The Buddhist classic known as The Way of the Bodhisattva. During the retreat, Pema presents all the essentials or training the compassionate mind. Includes Parody Shorts. Over four hours on two DVDs. Questar. **$14.95**

**3715248 THE REAL POWER OF PRAYER.** Devotional prayer is our seminal communion with God. It is an act of worship, contrition, praise or Thanksgiving. Whether performed by sinners or saints, if it comes from the heart, the power of prayer may prove to be a powerful gift indeed. An uplifting program hosted by Lee Majors. 112 minutes. Questar. **$5.95**

**★ 3910493 UNLOCKING ANCIENT SECRETS OF THE BIBLE.** Questar. **$13.95**

**3710454X UNIVERSAL LAW OF ATTRACTION.** We live in a world designed to manipulate us away from our true nature. Our bodies, minds and souls are under attack daily but more and more people are waking up. Explore enlightenment and learn to love and live as the universe truly intended. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT TO $11.95**

**2960324 MYSTERY OF THE SACRED SHRUD.** Fullscreen. **$3.95**

**3715264 TEMPLE OF GOD AND THE END OF THE AGE.** Questar. **$14.95**

**3715280 UNLOCKING ANCIENT SECRETS OF THE BIBLE.** Questar. **$5.95**

**Documentaries**

**3797902 RAILWAYS: The Ultimate Railroad Experience.** Take the railway journey of a lifetime with expansive scenic shots of thrilling train travel. From the Texas State Railroad to the verdant hillsides of New Zealand, experience the sights and sounds of The World’s Greatest Railroads. Then, explore the compelling story of steam trains in footage contemporary and vintage, presented in Railway Journeys: The Vanishing Age of Steam. Over 18 hours on ten DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $39.98. **$4.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/824
Documentaries

368122 AT THE FORK. Widescreen. Filmmaker and omnivore John Popola and his vegetarian wife Lisa go on a timely and unbiased look at how farm animals are raised for consumption. With unprecedented access to large-scale conventional farms, Popola asks the tough questions behind every hamburger, eggs, and milk. Detect a back-to-rb. 94 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $1.95

384894 A WALK AROUND BROOKLYN. Join hosts David Hartman and Barry Lewis as they viewers across the East River into New York City’s most colorful borough. The “urban safari” includes stops at Coney Island, the Brooklyn Heights Promenade, Junior's Restaurant, Brooklyn Botanic Garden, and other celebrated landmarks. 120 minutes. Thirteen. $4.95

372070 NAZI HUNTERS: The Heroes Who Defeated Hitler. Widescreen. Here are the never before told stories of the 5th Royal Tank Regiment’s D-Day revolt and other history-shattering experiences. Witness stirring archival footage of the celebrated “Desert Rats,” and take an in-depth look at how German technology, expertise and leadership gave the Allied forces the fight of their lives. Three hours. Docurama. $1.95

377749 THE POLICE TAPES. A harrowing journey into a dangerous nighttime world of real cops as they try to contain an urban community coming unraveled in the South Bronx, New York. In 1976. Perceptive and probing, this is a frightening and vibrant portrait of a dark underworld of society. In B&W. 88 minutes. Docurama. $2.95

372081 MARCH OF THE PENGUINS: Limited Edition Giftset. Widescreen. Set includes the Academy Award-winning documentary feature March of the Penguins (80 minutes), about the family life of Atlantic emperor penguins, narrated by Morgan Freeman, the documentary short March of Penguins (69 minutes), about the lives and adventures of warmer African penguins; a set of eight penguin postcards; and an adorable penguin plush toy. English SDH. Two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $39.92. $7.95

380244 JESSE JAMES’ HIDDEN TREASURE: History Made Every Day. He was one of the most talked antiques of the Old West, a complicated figure whose outlaw reputation captured the imagination of a nation. Jesse provided us with a team of amateur historians search for all the gold that Jesse stole over the years. CC. 94 minutes. New Video. Pub. at $19.95. $1.95

379784 WAGING A LIVING. Tender and eye-opening, the humanitarian look at America’s working poor—people who work hard and play the rules but never seem to get ahead. Over three years, the filmmakers followed the lives of individuals as they strive for their piece of the American Dream but find only low wages, dead end jobs, and a tattered safety net in their way. 85 minutes. Docurama. $4.95

369169 UNDERBELLY: Bengali of the World of Porn. As David Hartman and Barry Lewis discover in this walking tour, New York City’s most eclectic community emerges from the shadow of its inhabitants. The story of Green Village is the story of iconoclasts who refused to yield to conformity. 110 minutes. Thirteen. $4.95

296743 MONEY AND MEDICINE. As the health-care costs threaten to bankrupt the country, this film tackles the medical, ethical and financial challenges of containing runaway health-care spending. It explores promising ways to reduce health-care costs while improving the overall quality of medical care. 85 minutes. Docurama. $1.95

290505 BUILDING BOMBS. Pastoral landmarks of the Savannah River Plant, the epicenter of America’s top secret atomic bomb making apparatus. This film artfully grapples with the idea of a world filled with nukes by listening closely to those who must live day to day in the shadow of the hydrogen bomb. 161 minutes. MPI. Enter. Pub. at $24.98. $4.95

2850915 BUILDING BOMBS. Pastoral landmarks of the Savannah River Plant, the epicenter of America’s top secret atomic bomb making apparatus. This film artfully grapples with the idea of a world filled with nukes by listening closely to those who must live day to day in the shadow of the hydrogen bomb. 161 minutes. MPI. Enter. Pub. at $24.98. $4.95

3856082 FALLEN IDOL: The Yuri Gagarin Conspiracy. On April 12th, 1961, the Soviet Union made a historic launch from the orbit and vicinity of the first man in space, Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin, pushing the Cold War into a space duel. But recent access to documents in the Kremlin archives reveals a story intended to be buried forever. Hosted by Elliott Gould. 90 minutes. Indican Pictures. $3.95

3800849 ADVENTURES IN AMERICA’S WESTERN PARKS: Fire & Family. Go on one of the first guided tours with the primal forces of nature. In Hawaii’s National Parks, witness molten lava bubbling from the earth, catch a spectacular sunrise above the clouds, or hike to a hidden paradise. Get a true feel for the spirit of the tundra with Alaska's Denali National Park, a land as rugged as it is magnificent. 108 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $14.99. $3.95

3757954 THE WAR TAPES. Straight from the front lines in Iraq, this film is the first war movie filmed by the soldiers themselves. The soldiers captured over 800 hours of footage, providing a glimpse of their lives in the midst of war. The result is a portrait of three men—and their families—as they face, and struggle to understand, their duty. 97 minutes. Docurama. $2.95

3757608 HUXLEY ON HUXLEY. Narrated by Peter Coyote and featuring interviews with such luminaries as John Denimose, Michael Murphy, Nick Nolte and Ram Dass, this film offers a compelling glimpse of Laura Huxley’s life with her husband, Aldous, and the transformation of the work that had a major influence on American and contemporary cultural history. In Color. And B&W. 58 minutes. Docurama. $4.95

3687822 FRANCIS: The Pope. The most well-known man in the world in 1978, young Jorge Bergoglio stunned the world when they elected Pope Francis, the first Latin American Pope. Through unedited testimonies, we hear from those who knew him best, those who lived with Bergoglio. From his only living sister, Maria Elena, to his successor as Superior-General of the Jesuits in Argentina, 53 minutes. Shami Media. $1.95

3702429 THE REAL TOMB HUNTERS. History Channel follows some of the most daring archaeologists from around the world and details the dangers they face, from body-trapped tombs to looter-filled jungles. There are no special effects, no stuntmen, and no rescues—just real archaeologists staring down the face of danger in the name of discovery. 94 minutes. New Video. $4.95

3638062 TOO HOT TO HANDLE. Have you ever wondered what genuine vaudeville and burlesque shows were like? Well, wonder no more! Featuring strippers and baggy pants comedians against the tile of hosted by Carol Lee Espy narrates this fascinating portrait of three men—and their families—as they face, and struggle to understand, their duty. 97 minutes. Docurama. $2.95

3806182 WESTINGHOUSE. Widescreen. Carol Lee Espy narrates this fascinating feature-length documentary about the life and times of industrialist George Westinghouse, the developer of the electric grid. His personal and professional life is set against the backdrop of a time in a golden age of entertainment. With appearances by Jean Carter, Dixie Evans, Leon Devoe and Manne King. In B&W. 82 minutes. Emagine. $1.95

3663187 WESTINGHOUSE. Widescreen. Carol Lee Espy narrates this fascinating feature-length documentary about the life and times of industrialist George Westinghouse, the developer of the electric grid. His personal and professional life is set against the backdrop of a time in a golden age of entertainment. With appearances by Jean Carter, Dixie Evans, Leon Devoe and Manne King. In B&W. 82 minutes. Emagine. $1.95

French village. 124 minutes. American Home Treasures. $5.95

638122 THE SAME RIVER TWICE. In 1975, filmmaker Bob Mankoff and a group of free-spirited friends took a month-long trip through the depths of the Grand Canyon. Cutting between footage of their youthful, life-in-the-wild experiences and the complex realities of their adulthood today, the film is an intimate depiction of those baby boomers who took the sixties seriously, and then grew up. 78 minutes. Docurama. $4.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Documentaries

3691849 CAN WE TAKE A JOKE? Today we are one clumsy joke from public ruin. This film offers a thought-provoking and vivid exploration of outrage culture through the lens of stand-up comedy, with notables like Gilbert Gottfried, Penn Jillette, Lisa Lampanelli, and Adam Carolla detailing its subtle impact on comedy and their everyday lives. 90 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $3.95

3769992 FAMILY NAME. Growing up in Durham, North Carolina, while filmmaker Macky Alston never questioned why all of the other Alstons at his elementary school were black. Twenty-five years later, Alston decides to unravel this perplexity. This film is not only a look back at a family from a different perspective. 73 minutes. CAV. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

2982575 AMERICAN ASSASSIN–LEE HARVEY OSWALD: Behind the Iron Curtain. In 1959 at the height of the Cold War, a 19-year-old American Marine defects to the Soviet Union and disappears behind the Iron Curtain. He would not only be America’s most famous defector, but its most infamous assassin. This meticulously researched documentary looks at Lee Harvey Oswald’s life and how he came to kill President John F. Kennedy. 87 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

4557811 STRANGE CULTURE. Twenty-four hours after his wife’s tragic death, Steve Kurtz found himself detained as a suspected “bioterrorist,” as dozens of federal agents in Hazmat suits scoured his home for CONTAMINATED art objects, manuscripts, and even his wife’s body. This film tells the story of how one man’s personal tragedy turns into persecution by a paranoid government. 75 minutes. Docuscrama. $2.95

3757641 JUPITER’S WIFE. Tells the fascinating story of Maggie, a beguiling homeless woman living in New York City’s Central Park. In her forties, Maggie’s vibrant personality and unconventional person attracts the attention of acclaimed filmmaker Michelangelo Frammartino. Maggie as she wanders the park with her pack of dogs and enormous backpack. 78 minutes. Docuscrama. $2.95

6821132 AMERICA’S TREASURES. Widescreen. Take an exciting journey across America to learn about the national monuments and parks that pay tribute to our great country. This 12-part series features over 25 national locales ranging from coast to coast from Glacier Bay National Park in Alaska to the Canaveral National Seashore in Florida. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

3757552 FOLLOWING SEAN. Filmmaker Ralph Aiyck tracks down Sean—the boy who had been the subject of his controversy-sparking 1969 documentary— to find out what he’s like 30 years later. In visiting multiple family generations with their radically different ideas, about work, responsibility, and freedom, the film movingly probes the big questions with a human face. 87 minutes. Docuscrama. $1.95

8873219 THE LEGEND OF RON JEREMY. With nearly 25 years in the adult film industry and over 1,600 films to his credit, Ron Jeremy is easily one of the biggest stars in the history of porn. But such a classically unattractive, big and hairy guy ever get to be such a stud? Find out in this eye-opening documentary portrait. Rated R. 75 minutes. Docuscrama $9.95

3757706 NINE GOOD TEETH. When Brooklyn-born matrician “Nana” (Mary Mirabllo Livornese Cavalieri) was young, a gypsy prophesied that she’d live to be 96. With that auspicious birthday looming near, director Alex Halpern set out to document the wondrously full life of her grandmother, a fiercely independent spitfire, with an endless supply of hilariously homespun wisdom. In Color and B&W. 80 minutes. Docurama. $4.95

2935775 MY CLASSIC CAR: The Complete 2009 Season. Collects all 26 episodes of the 2009 season showcasing classic cars from all over the world, including a 1960 Ferrari 250GT, 1958 Ford Retractable, 1955 Mercedes 300SL, Fiat Militecco, Jay Leno’s Honda S600 and so much more. Hosted by Dennis Gage. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. My Classic Car. $9.95

3757676 MUMIA ABU-JAMAL: A Case for Reasonable Doubt? This explosive film reopens the case on America’s most celebrated “death row inmate,” fearlessly exposing a broken justice system that has confined Abu-Jamal to prison for over 25 years. It dares to ask whether this radical journalist and Black Panther was treated fairly by the Philadelphia court or murder he may not have committed. 74 minutes, Docuscrama. $2.95

3035363 THE INVISIBLE WAR. Prodolously moving, the film follows the stories of several idealistic young servicewomen who were raped and then betrayed by their own officers when they courageously came forward to report. Both a cataloging call to arms for the hundreds of thousands of men and women who’ve been assaulted and a hopeful road map for the women who have been assaulted and a hopeful road map for change. 97 minutes. Docuscrama. $5.95

3748581 FORGOTTEN HEROES: The Robert Hartsock Story. It’s time to tell the tale of the little-known but only military dog handler to receive the Medal of Honor, our nation’s highest personal military decoration. On February 23, 1969, U.S. Army Staff Sergeant Robert Hartsock saved his lieutenant’s, his dog, every dog on that base, and altered the English SDH. 106 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

3819531 TRANSGENDER NATION. Nothing in society today is changing more than gender identity, from LGBTQ gay, homosexual, transsexual, transgenders and more the terminology is changing constantly each day, the world of the transgender and explore the secrets of a world most misunderstood. 70 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

2967235 ANDY GOLDSWORTHY: Rivers and Tides. This critically acclaimed film follows Goldsworthy all over the world as he demonstrates his unique process, constructing painstakingly intricate masterpieces made entirely of materials found in Mother Nature. 155 minutes. Docuscrama. $4.95

2935767 MASTER BIKE BUILDERS. This two-DVD set presents a host of great designers and their two-wheeled creations, including AlumaClimate, Denny Berg, Chick Wayneman, Dean Lane, Sara Liberte, Martin Brothers Choppers, Tribal Motorworks, Paul Yafe Originals, and many more. Over four hours. Bradley David Productions. $8.85

3769402 CONQUEST OF THE AIR. In the late 1930s, this is an epic portrait of the early years of aviation, featuring rare footage of balloons, zeppelins and then a host of heavier than air machines. The film traces stories of early pioneers and the Golden Era of Flight. Also included is Wings of the Army, a film showing the increasing role played by airpower up to and during WWII. In B&W. 150 minutes. Periscope Film. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

376875X THE OTHERWORLD. With hidden deep within the Piney woods, a place known as “The Zone,” where a shocking convergence of ancient occult legacies may have formed a portal to another world. This chilling documentary, filmmaker Richard Stanley explores this shadowland of unexplained phenomena via history, interviews, and 89 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

2935672 ULTRASUDE: In Search of Haislip. A captivating glimpse into the rise and fall of America’s first celebrity designer–Haislip—the man who was synonymous with fashion in the 1960s. A wide-screen Widescreen. This is comprised of photographs ever. 87 minutes. Calacello, Andre Leon Talley, among others. 94 minutes. New Video. $2.95
**3736377 DANGER GOD.** Widescreen. Shismatch Gary Kent, a key behind-the-scenes personality during the 1930s. Time in Hollywood, was the king of the 8-movies in the Sixties and Seventies, working for indie directors from Richard Rush, Samuel Fuller, Martin Ritt and others. He tackled even larger real-life challenges, including a run in with Charles Manson and his family. 100 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

**$11.95**

**3647993 ECO-TERROURIST: Battle for Our Planet.** Follows world-renowned environmentalist and "Whale Wars" veteran Peter Jay Brown as he battles to save the planet and its oceans from a most dangerous enemy: humankind. You'll see at shipboard life among the animal savages and sea rebels who shaped the Green Revolution. Breaking Glass. $9.95

**2982240 AN IRISH STORY: This is My Home.** Widescreen. "This is My Home," the American Dream in an Irish, The Black Donnellys (Dave Rooney and Dave Browne) embark on an adventure to set a third Guinness World Record by playing 60 shows in all 50 U.S. states in just 40 days. These hard-singing, pint-drinking Irish immigrants connect with fans through music on a whirlwind road trip full of good times. 89 minutes. Vision Films. Pub. at $19.95

**$14.95**

**1974960 VASAGOD.** Explores the history of euthanasia as part of the Nazi eugenics program, focusing on the inner sanctum of The Order of the Temple of Astarte to record a chilling death penalty trial documented by volcanoes firsthand before bear watching in Alaska, encountering seals and sea lions in California's secluded Channel Islands, fighting jaws that destroyed 150,000 horses to save the planet and its oceans. Vigilante conservationist and "Whale Wars" veteran Peter Jay Brown as he battles to save the planet and its oceans from a most dangerous enemy: humankind. You'll see at shipboard life among the animal savages and sea rebels who shaped the Green Revolution. Breaking Glass.

**$11.95**

**2855674 ALIEN CONTACT: NASA Exposed.** Operation Papercut brought over 6,000 scientists and engineers from Nazi Germany and other countries to develop the Space Program. Now, decades later, hundreds of whistleblowers (including astronauts in their boat) have not only known about alien visits, but that they are in contact with extraterrestrials. 60 minutes.

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**3785475 WILLIAM GIBSON: No Maps For These Territories.** Follows a young writer from a limo rigged with digital cameras, a computer, a TV, and a cell phone. Gibson's journey is both an account of his life and work and a commentary on the world outside the e-wires of the future. The man who coined the word "cyberspace" offers a unique perspective on Western culture at the edge of the new millennium. 88 minutes. Docurama.

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**2967332 CRUDE IMPACT.** Arising in its honesty and erudition, this film examines the catastrophic prospect of "world peak oil"–or the point in time when the quantity of petroleum extracted from the earth begins to decrease at a rate that makes it impossible to replace. It reveals a frighteningly dark future that can only be averted by revolutionizing the way we think and live. 97 minutes. Docurama.

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**3757765 GRAY MATTER.** In the spring of 2002, Joe Berlinger traveled to Vienna, Austria to observe a group of ethically questionable medical procedures practiced on over 700 handicapped children. The victims had been murdered in a "euthanasia" clinic as part of the Nazi eugenics program, the opening act to the Holocaust. The film chronicles the director's search for the doctor responsible for many of these murders. 59 minutes. Docurama.

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**2975114 NO TOMORROW.** Investigates the murder of a dark and twisted family's first film, Aging Out, about teens living in foster care. This follow-up documentary unexpectedly became the centerpiece of a chilling death penalty trial while taking viewers inside the case and the courtroom and into the life of a young man sentenced to death. 86 minutes. Docurama.

**PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**377659X BIGGER LIKE ME.** Widescreen. The extended director's cut of the cult hit Big Like Me, expands the story of comedian Greg Bergman's obsessive quest to enlarge his penis. After failed experiments with "Bigger Like Me," it reveals a frighteningly dark future that can only be averted by revolutionizing the way we think and live. 97 minutes. Docurama.

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**293583X MY CLASSIC CAR: The Complete 2011 Season.** Another season, another classic 26 episodes with the mustached and lovable host, Dennis Gage. He makes stops at the Saratoga Invitational, Lake Mirror Classic, French and Italian Car Show, and of course, a stop at Jay Leno's shop. Over 9 hours on five DVDs. My Classic Car.

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**3821730 BACK TO NATURAL.** Widescreen. This film provides audiences with a clear and compelling overview of the ways in which race, identity, and hair are all related, offering a compassionate viewpoint on issues that impact African descendants' sense of self and the often unrecognized places on one's perspective on Western culture at the edge of the new millennium. 88 minutes. Docurama.

**PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**3715684 DISCOVER PHILADELPHIA: Travel Thru History.** We start the journey in Independence Hall. We step into the museum to explore the history of the city of Philadelphia on foot and get locked up inside the inner sanctum of The Order of the Temple of Astarte to record a remarkable phenomenon: the summoning of the ancient spirit Vassago. This documentary presents the entire event. 75 minutes. Docurama.

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**3841103 DARK MIRROR OF MAGIC: The Vassago Millennium Prophecy.** On January 3rd, 2001, documentary producer Wayne Densmore received a mysterious package containing a breastplate and a map. The sender claimed that the package contained the inner sanctum of The Order of the Temple of Astarte to record a remarkable phenomenon: the summoning of the ancient spirit Vassago. This documentary presents the entire event. 75 minutes. Docurama.

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**
**UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 38556BX ALIENS AND UFOs: The Secret Agenda.** Fullscreen. The unknown is revealed in this documentary set. Includes Angel, Alien & UFO Encounters from Another Dimension; UFOs Do Not Exist: The Grand Deception & Cover-Up of the UFO Phenomenon; UFO: Encounters of the Third Kind; The Rendlesham Case; Ancient Alien Legacy; and more. Over 12 hours on two DVDs. Columbia River. $4.95

**8874407 A ONE WORLD AGENDA: The Illuminati.** There is an elite group that controls the world. They run governments, companies and religions. They control much of what you see, hear and perceive and have done so for a very long time. Their names have changed, but their bloodlines remain the same. This is the story of the world’s most powerful secret and sacred order. 60 minutes. WMM, Pub. at $19.99

**8874357 ANCIENT EXTRATERRESTRIALS.** Join Zecharia Sitchin, an amazing scholar of ancient languages, as he makes a scientific and scholarly argument for ancient E.T. visits to our planet. Over 180 minutes. WMM, Pub. at $19.99

**9810507 BIGFOOT GIRL.** After an encounter with Bigfoot as a young child, Kiana immediately felt a connection with the creature she encountered. With the help of fellow Sasquatch experiencers, she sets out to Bigfoot territory, exploring the secret locations with recent sightings on a quest to re-encounter the mysterious creature. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment, Pub. at $19.99

**7844258 ALIEN MOON.** Our enigmatic moon may have a sinister origin that mankind is not prepared for. From astronaut UFO encounters, to flashing lights, to geometric anomalies on the surface that appear to be structures, it’s possible the moon may actually be the home of ancient aliens or be serving as a base of operations. Find out in this fascinating documentary. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment, Pub. at $19.99

**8029649 DISCOVERING BIGFOOT.** Journey into the heart of Sasquatch country with Todd Standing and experience three incredible days in the field with Bigfoot researchers as they encounter a real, living Sasquatch. New evidence has revealed the existence of the Sasquatch species, modern day descendant of gigantopithecus, a.k.a. Bigfoot. 90 minutes. Reality Entertainment, Pub. at $19.99

**5715560 BIGFOOT IN EUROPE: Sasquatch Encounters Abroad.** Bigfoot is not exclusive to North America. The creature has been reported for hundreds of years in Europe and Asia. In this remarkable film, we journey to Europe to uncover a fascinating tale of Bigfoot not only from times gone by, but well into the modern era. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment, Pub. at $19.99

**5711714 UFO CHRONICLES: Cosmic Watergate.** After half a century of investigation, Stanton Friedman, a former nuclear physicist, is convinced that not only are UFOs real, but there is official government knowledge about them since 1947. Here, Friedman exposes the many layers to the conspiracy regarding the UFO presence on Earth. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment, Pub. at $19.99

**3819485 ALIENS DOWN UNDER.** Australia is the new hotbed for weird phenomena and UFO sightings. Here eye-witnesses recount their UFO encounters of the weirdest sort. They’ve never met, yet their stories all claim similar encounters which will shock you to the core! 83 minutes. Reality Entertainment, Pub. at $19.99

**5770176 LEGEND OF THE GRAIL.** The Holy Grail has become so many things to so many people. Over a vast period of time its story has evolved, changed, morphed, manipulated and been manipulated. Is it a gift from ancient aliens or even a relic of Atlantis? The real truth is much more interesting, and much more powerful. 70 minutes. Alchemy, Pub. at $19.99

**3770133 ENIGMAS OF THE ANCIENT WORLD.** Even with our modern science, there are many remnants of the ancient world that remain an enigma. From the great civilizations of antiquity we will discover the amazing works of architecture and art. Huge monuments to gods and kings and mysterious artifacts re-discovered after remaining hidden for thousands of years. 70 minutes. Alchemy, Pub. at $19.99

**3819477 ALIEN OVERLORDS. UFOs, Conspiracies and Mysteries.** There are indeed clandestine groups that control the world, through a web of deceit spun from their conspiracy machine, creating a “reality” that most people are unaware of. Now is the time to awaken, and realize the biggest conspiracy of them all—the Cosmic Conspiracy. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment, Pub. at $19.99

**3814108 COSMIC CONSPIRACY.** There are indeed clandestine groups that control the world, through a web of deceit spun from their conspiracy machine, creating a “reality” that most people are unaware of. Now is the time to awaken, and realize the biggest conspiracy of them all—the Cosmic Conspiracy. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment, Pub. at $19.99

**3814154 NUCLEAR CRISIS: Planet Earth.** Wiredscreen. Are we on the verge of a nuclear holocaust? There is evidence of unknown craft being responsible for the disarming of ballistic missiles with a technology beyond our comprehension. Could forces beyond our control be playing an endgame with a sinister agenda for the human race? Find out in this documentary. 67 minutes. Cinedigm, $14.95

**43**
UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries

3033724 ALIEN MESSIAH. Did aliens influence the Bible? Bold theories are emerging about the human prehistory and origins that could turn history as we know it upside down. Here is new research that exposes shocking new evidence that the human race was engineered by aliens. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $11.95

3841170 THE TRUTH JUXTAPOSITION: More New World Order Exposed. Ivan R. Crane is one of the most outspoken advocates of freedom in the world today. Crane presents a compelling overview of the events that have been happening for hundreds of years and new evidence suggests that they have been infiltrating our society for decades. Discover the truth in this riveting documentary. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $11.95

3842426 ALIENS EXPOSED. The alien agenda is as old as time itself. Here are aliens that have been occurring for hundreds of years and new evidence suggests that they have been infiltrating our society for decades. Discover the truth in this riveting documentary. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $11.95

3819515 MIND CONTROL: The Trance-Formation of America. Featuring exclusive interviews with Mark Phillips and Cathy O’Brien from their home in Alabama, this documentary tells a fascinating story of the power of trauma and sexual abuse to control the human mind. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $11.95


2874342 ALIEN FROM AREA-51: The Alien Footage Revealed, Reality Entertainment. SOLD OUT

291011X ALIEN ENCOUNTER AT LOCH NESS. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $5.95

3748081 THE REAL JESUS: Legacy of Deception. WMM Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

3711722 UFO CHRONICLES: You Can’t Handle the Truth. Reality Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $7.95

3747980 AGENDA ILLUMINATI. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

3748014 ALIEN MIND CONTROL. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

3033759 CANNIBAL ATTACK: Real Zombies in America. WMM. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $3.95

American History

3856267 MARK TWAIN’S AMERICA. Interweaves the life and times of Mark Twain with the lives of current day enthusiasts who revel in the inventions and lifestyle of the 19th century. This journey of time and place is filled with archival footage and vivid live-action footage. CC. 53 minutes. Warner Home Video. $3.95

2908891 THE NEW WORLD: Nightmare in Jamestown. Widescreen. Learn about evidence of plague, violence, and cannibalism at Jamestown that could change our view of America’s earliest settlers and witnesses from a newly unearthed fort to the possible remains of one of the nation’s earliest “Founding Fathers.” CC. 55 minutes. National Geographic. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

2757723 TEDDY ROOSEVELT: An Adventurous Life. This special collection pays tribute to the man who was a war hero and president, bringing together the documentary The Indomitable Teddy Roosevelt on DVD, the Sophisticated Sousa CD, collecting the best of John Philip Sousa, plus a array of meticulously reproduced facsimile items from Roosevelt’s history. 94 minutes. Go Entertainment. $5.95


2843870 JFK: American Experience, Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $39.99 $5.95

2821265 THE PRESIDENTS: From Politics to Power. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.94 $4.95

6911962 GOLD RUSH: The Discovery of America. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

Sports

373866X 30 FOR 30: Season 1 Films 01-30. From some of today’s finest directors comes a series of 30 films that will forever change the way you look at sports. From The Band That Wouldn’t Die, directed by Barry Levinson, to Straight Outta L.A., directed by Ice Cube, each ESPN Films documentary illuminates an important event from 30 years in sports history. Over 12 hours on twelve DVDs. ESPN. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

3778916 YANKEEGRAPHY: The Captains Collection. This special edition collection salutes seven Captains from Lou Gehrig to Derek Jeter. Culled from the ESPN documentary series, YANKEEGRAPHY series, as seen on YES Network, these seven player profiles span eras of Yankees greatness, generations of fans, and acknowledge the role each played for their teams. In B&W and Color. Over 5 hours on 2 DVDs. A&E. $6.95

3737209 CANADA CUP ’84. Coming off the 1987 Canada Cup Final, Team Canada came into Calgary with a revamped team built around a core of future Hall of Famers—Wayne Gretzky, Mark Messier, Ray Bourque and Larry Robinson—on a mission to right past wrongs. It’s all here: eight Team Canada games from the tournament plus the 1981 final between Canada and the US. Over 14 hours on five DVDs. VSC. $5.95

3785343 FIELDS OF GLORY: University of Michigan–Michigan Stadium. This film explores the Big House, home of the University of Michigan football team, as well as the remarkable hundreds of fans who travel their team’s branded bus through its gates since its inaugural season in 1927. You’ll go behind the scenes of the Michigan locker room, meet members of the coaching and playing staff, and much more. Narrated by Brent Musburger. 90 minutes. INHD. $4.95

3942606 THE KLIQ RULES. Get an inside look into the formation of The Kliq, the most notorious backstage group in all of sports entertainment. In this never before seen special, get all the stories, the backstage antics, and all the controversy and find out why The Kliq Rules! Seven hours on 3 DVDs. WWE. $5.95

3778894 TNA WRESTLING TWIN PACK, VOL. 2. This TNA Wrestling set features the acclaimed pay per view events, “Turning Point” and “Final Resolution,” live from Orlando. Over six hours of nonstop action on 2 DVDs. TNA Entertainment. $9.95

3800636 BOSTON’S GREATEST SPORTS STORIES: Beyond the Headlines. This documentary takes you behind the scenes and delivers the inside scoop behind Boston’s amazing sports history. In this never before seen special, you will see the most game-winning kicks to the unforgettable Red Sox World Series triumph, you’ll experience all of Boston’s greatest sports moments like never before. 165 minutes. DVD. $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/824
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**6848427 ROLLS ROYCE BABY.** Widescreen. Linda Romay at her most sexually uninhibited best as Lisa, a shy nymphomaniac who prowls the countryside in her classic, chauffeur-driven Rolls Royce, picking up any man she can find and engaging in all manner of sexual acts. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**6951317 SECRET SINS UNCUT.** Widescreen. When an ex-wild child Diane (Jacey Andrews) decides to settle down and get married, she packs up her three admiring and unfaithful lovers and goes in search of a new husband and some friends for a weekend in the country, her fast past comes back to haunt her. Is one man enough to satisfy her lusty appetites or will she decide to spice things up a bit? Unrated. 73 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**6882728 SWINGING STEWARDESSES.** Widescreen. Swiss sexploitation film legend Erwin C. Dietrich returns once more to his tabloid The Young Seducers franchise. Another fabulous sex-feast featuring his muse, the comely Swedish steward Ingrid Steeger in all sorts of compromising, camel positions. Unrated. 85 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**7584420 DIRTY ANGELS, CHASER 2: GET HITTIN’ HIGH.** Widescreen. High in the Hollywood Hills, Ariel (Juliana Kincaid) is learning the ropes of the glamour modeling industry. She dreams of tripling poolside with the gorgeous models but in reality she is stuck rubbing oil all over their chiseled bodies. Will Ariel get her time in the sun? Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**6827275 PLEASURE MAZE/LOVERS LANE.** Widescreen. Two erotic films from 1986. Adult entertainment meets sci-fi in Pleasure Maze, following an amanitist prostitutes known as “Nighthoods.” Then, a group of female friends reminisce about their sexual adventures on Lover’s Lane. Features Amber Lynn, Nina Hartley, Tracey Adams and others. 149 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98. $19.95

**6607680 PLEASURE MAZE/LOVERS LANE.** Widescreen. Two Erotic Films from 1986. Adult entertainment meets sci-fi in Pleasure Maze, following an amanitist prostitutes known as “Nighthoods.” Then, a group of female friends reminisce about their sexual adventures on Lover’s Lane. Features Amber Lynn, Nina Hartley, Tracey Adams and others. 149 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98. $19.95

**295091X LINDA.** Betsy Norman is quite happy in her job as a receptionist at an upscale Spanish hotel. Little does she know that her boss has another lucrative business, a world-renowned brothel. One day Betsy is drugged and forced to work as a hooker at the resort. Her convent-born younger sister arrives in Spain, but will she ever be able to find Betsy? 79 minutes. Adults only. Substone. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**6951309 REAL NAUGHTY HOUSEWIVES 2.** Fullscreen. Reinventing herself with new hair and a new body, Jackie (Holly Sampson) takes the adult film industry by storm. And when she discovers another tempting ingenue in young Zoe, he pair forms an unlikely sexual relationship in the rise to fame, fortune and a whole lot of fun. Unrated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**6702684 MARSHA THE EROTIC HOUSEWIFE.** Widescreen. Three hours. **SOLD OUT**

**6985465 ALL NIGHT TAPESTRY OF PASSION.** Widescreen. Groove to sexy mid-’70s erotica with this salacious double-dip. In All Night Long, John Holmes and Rick Latze are locked in a lusty courtroom battle of wits over sex-crazed underaged women in a single evening. In Tapestry of Passion, Private detective Johnny Wadd hunts a beautiful Black Widow killer. 160 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98. $17.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/824

Chezzy Flicks. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**3815747 THE CAMBERAID LYN.** Widescreen. Crippled by shyness, chambermaid Lyn discovers a call girl, Chira’s phone number after viewing her encounter. Bold and unrestrained, Chira soon draws Lynn out of her shell, opening her up to a new kind of passion she had only dreamt about as a voyeur. Not Rated. CC. In German with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Film Movement. Pub. at $24.98. $19.95

**6696180 THE RIDDLB TALENTED CANTERBURY.** Widescreen. Collects two of the last big-budget X-rated films to receive a theatrical release. In Riddle Tales of Canterbury, 15th-century British knights share their fantasies of sexual conquest. Then, in fast, a struggling DJ realizes that what listeners really want to receive is a theatrical release. In Canterbury, movie star Dr. Ann Foster, a sexual psychologist has created an educational film to help couples with sexual problems. Dr. Ann Foster agrees to new heights in this skin-tastic trash classic where frequent flyers really like to get up in the air. Check your luggage, fasten your seat belts and enjoy the widest ride of your life! Unrated. 83 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**6743781 DIXIE RAY HOLLYWOOD STAR.** Widescreen. Private investigator Nick Poppockets (John Holmes) has a problem: there’s a corps of a beautiful woman (Juliet Anderson) on the floor of his office. As he explains the case to an alcoholic lieutenant (Carson Mitchel) in a strange story of blackmail until, centered around movie star Dixie Ray (Lisa DeLeauv), Rated R and Rated X versions. 101 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95

**5971268 BOILING DESIRES/LOVE CHAMPIONS.** Widescreen. A steamy double feature of ’80s erotica by director Carlos Tobalina. Here, a young female political appointee and the pair forms an unexpected romance and sexual alliance. In Boiling Desires. Then, Love Champions welcomes you into a sex therapy camp where unsatisfied couples can live out their fantasies. With Candie Evans, Bummy Bleu, Ron Jeremey, Crystal Breeze and others. 165 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98. $17.95

**6616062 THE YOUNG LIKE IT HOT/SWEET YOUNG FOXES.** Widescreen. The beautiful and talented Hyapatia Lee stars in an erotic double feature from 1983. In The Young Like It Hot, the girls of a small town help line use their talent for steamy conversation. In Sweet Young Foxes, a college freshman spends the summer able to have a sexual discovery. 176 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.48. $24.98

**6876528 FLESH & LACES: PART I & II.** Widescreen. Luscious and gorgeous covers frame by and starring the actual people who conceived them. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98. $19.95

**674379X EROTIC ADVENTURES OF CANDY/CANDY GOES TO HOLLYWOOD!** Widescreen. Two feature films following the rise to fame, fortune and油耗beschäftigung in the Holy wood where the search for fame and fortune devolves into carnal debauchery. 174 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95. $19.95

**5583393 HOT LEGS/NEW JERSEY GIRL.** Widescreen. Two 1979 skin flicks by Bob Chinn. First, to get the girls of Hot Legs: Beautiful models who will do anything to stay in his pictures. Then, to show California Gigolo John Holmes through the star-studded and erotic adventure of his life. 150 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95. $19.95

**205071X PASSIONS OF THE LOST IDOL.** Fullscreen. Witness the carnal passions of the embattled in contemporary beauties as these sexually charged tokens are channeled into “civilized” society. Will these tokens of fertility find a place in our modern era, or will the unbridled passion they release drag polite society into a quagmire of non-natural incinération? Not Rated. 101 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

**6743811 LUST INFERNO/MARATHON.** Widescreen. Carlos Tobalina directs two erotic films from 1982. A vicious televangelist gets his kicks from abusing beautiful young women in Lust Inferno, and Sharon Mitchell, Mai Len, Drea, Jamie Gillis, Ron Jeremey, and John Holmes throw the sex party to end all sex parties in Marathon. 164 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95.

**6876536 LITTLE SHOWOFFS.** Fullscreen. From the surreal, to the highly personal, Little Showoffs explores the range of erotic expression in saucy vignettes framed by and starring the actual people who conceived them. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98. $14.95

**6743773 ABDUCTION OF AN AMERICAN PLAYGIRL/WINTER HEAT.** Fullscreen. Two 1975 erotic thrillers. In Abduction of an American Playgirl, a man kidnaps a woman and subject her to her carnal desires. But much to their surprise, her lustful urges eclipse their own. In Winter Heat, a group of ex-cons terrorize a trio of young female hostages in a snowbound cabin. Not Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $14.95

**6981577 RAID ON PASSION PLANET.** Fullscreen. In the depths of sexy space, orbiting the hottest star in the galaxy, is a planet of space babes and astro nymphs who crave a close encounter with the men of Earth. These cosmic cuties have nothing to do all day but frolic in the company of the other nude natives of the passion. Unrated. 101 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

**2392035 3 SOME PACK: VIRGIN HUNTERS 1-3.** In Virgin Hunters two sex-crazed dudes, raised in a future world where sex has been banned, travel back in time to find out what they’ve been missing. In Virgin Hunters 2 it’s the year 2099 and a race of virgin hunting predators have come to Earth. In Virgin Hunters 3 Jack, a vicious t elevangelist gets his kicks from abusing beautiful young women in a snowbound cabin. Not Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $9.95

---

**6451393 SELL OUT**
**7899175 SCHOOL GIRL REUNION/THE SUSPENSIVE FLY GIRLS.** Widescreen. Two former classmates reunite at their school’s athletic stadium to reminisce about their youth, but ensuing flashbacks turn them to perverse memories in School Girl Reunion. And as they travel for the world’s first space trip to Mars, a group of “comfort women” are hired to aid in their journey in The Suspensive Fly Girls. Both Not Rated. 146 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98. **$17.95**

**6583777 DRACULA SUCKS.** Widescreen. At an exclusive sultanium, patients are acting differently and being found with mysterious bites in their necks. Visiting professor Van Helsing (Reggie Nalder) believes it to be the work of vampires. When Count Dracula (Jamie Gillis) sets his eyes on the beautiful Mina (Annette Haven), this X-rated 70s classic really shows its teeth. 2 DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98. **$17.95**

**6459693 UNVEILED.** Widescreen. Join the ravishing Erica Boyer, along with Taja Evers and Lisa Brannigan, as they take over a hot new beachside club that falls under threat from a sleazy tavern. Then, get ready for more titillation as a hard-boiled private dick is hired to reunite a wealthy old man and hisيرة! Not Rated. 104 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98. **$17.95**

**3810988 CARNIVAL NIGHTS/STARRING TANGLED.** Widescreen. A mysterious blackmailer tricks wealthy married couples into having covert erotic liaisons while photographing the action. 154 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98. **$17.95**

**6161064 SADIE THE SEDUCTRESS.** Widescreen. In Sadie, an adaptation of Rain, Chris Cassidy is a prostitute living on an island in Borneo during the Vietnam War. In The Seductress, a mysterious blackmailer tricks wealthy married couples into having covert erotic liaisons while photographing the action. 154 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**762668 LONG JEANNE SILVER.** From Alex DePenny comes one of the most radical erotic films of the 1970s—part documentary, part vignetted film—following the erotic adventures of beautiful Frenchwoman Jeanne Silver, as she invites her lovers to experience her unique sexual gift. 65 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**6923917 MS. MAGNIFICENT.** Fullscreen. Ms. Magnificent (Desiree Cousteau) does two things well—one of them is fly! When her sister! Stars Christina Lindberg. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

**3814395 SEXUAL INSANITY 1970S GRINDHOUSE COLLECTION.** Get ready to go crazy with four psychotic 1970s adult classics. Rite Upset reveals her deep sexual madness in Sexual Insanity; John Holmes and Keith Erickson star in Girls in the Band; a family of free loving Hippies turn lethal in The Family; then go inside the ins and outs of the adult skin-mag world in Wide Open. Two DVDs. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95. **$23.95**

**3797732 LAURE.** Widescreen. For the first time, the real Emmanuelle Arsan, brings her own luscious vision of total sexual abandonment to the screen as writer, director and star of her latest X-films. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Adults only. Severin. **$14.95**

**6813874 TROPIC OF DESIRE/FANTASY WORLD.** Widescreen. The seediest of cinema in two 1979 exploitation flicks. Georgina Spelvin stars in a mind-bender at an island-bound brothel at the close of WWII. In Fantasy World, two groups of friends find a mysterious club where bizarre sexual fantasies become a reality. Not Rated. 150 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**

**2950936 A MAN FOR EMMAUNELLE.** Widescreen. Stunning Erka Blanc stars as Emmanuelle in this breakthrough film from director Cesar Camerino. A sensual appearance of Emmanuelle Arsan’s “Emmanuelle” character. In Italian with English subtitles. 94 minutes. Adults only. Televista. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**

**6799272 DEEP THROAT PART II/PANDORA AND THE MAGIC BOX.** Widescreen. The sensual comedy, Pandora and the Magic Box (1965) introduced exploitation auteur Joe Samo’s unique take on Yiddish theater to the raincoat crowd. Samo would create a blend of broad humor and burlesque to the screen again in Deep Throat II (1974) and the ribald spoofs A Touch of Genie (1974) and The Switch (1974) included as SD bonus features. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

**3911098 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. 40: 42nd Street Forever.** Fullscreen. Re-mastered from original film prints, this collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like Take It In Trade; Heavy Load; Room Service; and more. Not Rated. 115 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

**9004105 CARNIVAL HIGHWAYS/CARNIVAL OLYMPICS.** Widescreen. On an ever expanding quest to outdo his last orgy, the Pee'arama invites you to intimate battles from master smut peddler, Carlos Tobalina: Carnival Highways and Carnival Olympics. Stars include Seka, Marlene Munroe, Liza Dwyer and more. Not Rated. 184 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

**2972557 THE EXOTIC ADVENTURES OF JACK & JILL.** Fullscreen, Adults only. Full Moon. **SOLD OUT**

**2947617 INDECENT TAFFS OF A HOUSEWIFE.** Fullscreen, Adults only. Full Moon. **SOLD OUT**

**6714110 TWO FEMALE SPIES WITH FLOWERED PANTIES.** Fullscreen, Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**2805642 REAL NAUGHTY VICE GIRLS 2.** Fullscreen, Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

**3792692 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. #34.** Fullscreen. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

**3792706 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. #35.** Fullscreen. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**
Two. The show is followed by a panel discussion. In B&W. Packaged in an embossed tin case. Over 9 hours on two DVDs.

**3682984** CLASSIC TELEVISION. Fullscreen. The Golden Age of Television produced shows of lasting quality that are still fresh decades later. Includes Studio One: The Danny Thomas Show; Texaco Star Theater; Name That Tune: This Is Your Life; The George Burns and Gracie Allen Show; Topper; You Bet Your Life; The Jack Benny Show; The Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet; I Love Lucy. Also includes episodes of the comic strip Peanuts and more. In B&W. 6 hours on two DVDs. $9.95

**4542959** JERRY LEWIS: Greatest Live Performances of the ’50s, ’60s and ’70s. In 1957, Jerry Lewis made his first TV appearance on The Steve Allen Show and rock and roll was never the same again. This collection includes that performance as well as appearances on Dayeley’s Phantom Pop Show; The Dick Clark Show; and Pop Goes the Country. Color and Black & White. 8 hours. $9.95

**4542878** CAPTAIN & TENNILLE: The Ultimate Collection. Captain & Tennille “do that to you one more time” with this look back at their hit “Afternoon Delight.” Includes the #1 hit “Love Will Keep Us Alive.” Color. 11 hours on three DVDs. $9.95

**2053412** GIVE ‘EM HELL, HARRY: The David Susskind Show. In May of 1961, David Susskind had an idea. He approached everyone who would have him. He was taken aback by the calm demeanor of David Susskind, the embodiment of Watergate. Along with David Susskind, they discussed some of the more revealing moments of Watergate. Includes interviews with Howard Hughes and other characters caught up in the unfolding Watergate story. 53 minutes. MVD Visual. $19.95

**288044X** SAVED BY THE BELL: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. Missing your favorite pals from Bayside High? It’s alright—’cause you’re Saved By the Bell! With 118 episodes from all three series, Good Morning, Miss Bliss, Saved By the Bell and Saved By the Bell: The College Years, this box set is the locker full of special features, this Zack Morris megaset is a must have for fans! Cover. Over 40 hours on 16 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $59.99. $39.95

**3861149** THE DAVID SUSSKIND ARCHIVES: I Was a Hitman for the Mafia. Fullscreen. This 1976 program brings together three panelists on the subjects of Howard Hughes and his many connections in what came to be known as Watergate. Along with David Susskind, they go into great detail regarding a number of not well known aspects of Watergate, Nixon, Hughes and other characters caught up in the underlying Watergate story. Widescreen. 90 minutes. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $44.98. $39.95

**3861165** THE DAVID SUSSKIND ARCHIVES: I Was a Hitman for the Mafia. Fullscreen. It’s 1973 and ‘Joey’ the Hitman has just written a book about his life of crime. David Susskind is taken aback by the calm demeanor of his guest and really can’t believe that a fellow human being can be so matter of fact about the life that he has led. 53 minutes. MVD Visual. $19.95

**2882522** FRAGGLE ROCK 30TH ANNIVERSARY. Collector’s Edition. Fullscreen. For the Fraggle Rock fans, this set includes the first 30 Fraggle Rock episodes on four hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95


**6811434** DARK SHADOWS: DVD Collection 26. MPI. Pub. at $39.98. $9.95

**3794474** THE DAVID SUSSKIND ARCHIVES: Interview with Sybil Luther King Jr. Fullscreen. Color. $19.95

**675760X** THE HEE HAW COLLECTION. STUDENT PRICE! Time-Life. $4.95

**3715175** THE BEST OF THE COLGATE COMEDY HOUR. The Steve Allen Show; The George Burns and Gracie Allen Show; The Time of Your Life; The Colgate Comedy Hour; The Jack Benny Show; The Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet; I Love Lucy. $14.95

**2881070** DEADLINE: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Lost and forgotten in a garage in St. Louis during the Revolutionary War is the famous biographical TV series (1959-1961), which dramatized the life and times of General Lafayette. Includes interviews with stars Michael Landon and Victor French. Over 18 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $1.95

**376110X** HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. In the second season, Michael Smith and his trusted sidekick Mark Gordon travel from town to town to help the homeless, comfort the sick and rescue broken families. Now the series consists of 30 episodes.aso. $14.95

**288014X** SAVED BY THE BELL: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. Missing your favorite pals from Bayside High? It’s alright ’cause you’re Saved By the Bell! With 118 episodes from all three series, Good Morning, Miss Bliss, Saved By the Bell and Saved By the Bell: The College Years, this box set is the locker full of special features, this Zack Morris megaset is a must have for fans! Cover. Over 40 hours on 16 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $59.99. $39.95

**3851907** DOMINION: Season One. Widescreen. It’s been 25 years since the angels waged war against humanity and the Archangel Michael turned against his brother Gabriel and fought alongside this man in this apocalyptic drama. Now the survivors of this war are ready to deliver them from darkness. Includes all 8 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $49.98. $7.95

**3771948** PICKET FENCES: Season Two. Widescreen. Two early teleplays by Rod Serling were written specifically for Studio One. The stories explore whether one must choose whether to expose a scandal to destroy the career of his father’s political rival, or keep quiet to create an ally. In The Strike, an army major in the Korean War is forced to issue an order that will result in the death of his men in order to save the lives of hundreds. In B&W. 119 minutes. E Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98. $9.95

**3722880** REIGN: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. It’s not easy being queen! As France surges toward chaos, the honeymoon’s alter ego turns against her, threatens the crown and queen, Francis and Queen Mary, France’s reigning power couple, reunite to save their realm. But Francis’s health shows signs of weakness allowing Mary and her lover, Elizabeth of England, to mount a devious campaign to ensure her own place in court. Collects all 18 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over twelve hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Bros. Pub. at $44.98. $9.95

**3722889** REIGN: The Complete Third Season. Widescreen. After enduring times of war and peace, King Francis and Queen Mary, France’s reigning power couple, reunite to save their realm. But Francis’s health shows signs of weakness allowing Mary and her lover, Elizabeth of England, to mount a devious campaign to ensure her own place in court. Collects all 22 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over 18 hours on 5 DVDs. Warner Bros. Pub. at $44.98. $9.95

**3750705** BATES MOTEL: Season Four. Widescreen. As Norman (Freddie Highmore) continues to spiral out of control, a new doctor arrives at the family home. With desperation to help her son ameliorate, increasing fearfully of him, Norman goes to great lengths to find someone he can truly confide in. Collects all 10 Season Four episodes. English SDH. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**6721605** A WOMAN CALLED GOLDA. Fullscreen. In her final performance, Ingrid Bergman portrays one of the great women in history—Golda Meir. Growing in her, she harbored an incredible dream to help the Jewish people build a new home. So began an adventure that would end with her ascension as Israel’s first female prime minister. Over 3 hours. Paramount. $9.95

**6899055** TURN—WASHINGTON’S SPIES: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. A farmer living in British occupied Long Island during this Revolutionary War bands together with a disparate group of childhood friends to form the Culper Ring. Together they risked their lives to spy for America, seeking to turn the tide of war against British rule. A family and King, for a fight they believed passionately, ultimately helping George Washington turn the tide of the war. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $49.98. $7.95
2900637 MR SELFridge: Season 4. Widescreen. London 1926. Nine years have passed and Harry Selfridge is at the pinnacle of his wealth and celebrity, enjoying the frenzy of the roaring '20s. But in this buzzing world, Harry is splashing his cash in an unprecedented, dangerous way. As creditors close in, can he hold onto the estate he's built? Full of everyday miracles and remarkable transformations, this includes all 11 episodes of the Complete First Season. £39.95

2750503 DR. 90210: The Complete First Season. A unique glimpse into the world of cosmetic surgery and the lives of the top plastic surgeons in Beverly Hills. Shows first hand what goes on behind the scenes of the doctors who live this Beverly Hills lifestyle and take on the emotional journey of plastic surgery. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. Hart Sharp. Pub. at £19.96 £29.95

1635335 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete Second Season. Jonathan Smith (Michael Landon) isn’t your average helpful handyman—he’s an angel on a mission from God, traveling the country with ex-cop Mark Gordon (Victor French) to guide people back to the path to Heaven. Full of everyday miracles and remarkable transformations, this includes all 11 episodes of the Complete Second Season. £39.95

3871006 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete Third Season. Fullscreen. An angel as down to earth as he is divine, Jonathan Smith and his fellow angels help others reach higher ground. Backed by ‘The Boss’ and blessed with otherworldly powers, he touches troubled lives across America. Stars Michael Landon and Victor French, and includes all 25 Season Three episodes. Nearly 20 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at £14.98 £9.95

3761015 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Michael Landon plays a French star in this family favorite hit series about Jonathan Smith, an angel masquerading as a helpful handyman. Accompanied by ex-cop Mark Gordon, he travels the country, guiding and helping people back to the highway to Heaven. All 25 uplifting Season One episodes. 20 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at £14.98 £9.95

3793929 GIOVANNI FALCONE: The Judge/Borsellino, the 57 Days. Widescreen. The Judge is the real-life story of one of Sicily’s bravest sons, Giovanni Falcone, who stood up to the Mafia, wielding the law to break the back of organized crime. (Over 3 Hours). In Borsellino, the 57 Days, Luca Zingaretti stars as Judge Paolo Borsellino, who in 1992 was a marked man as he continued the work in which he and his friend Falcone believed. 20 minutes). Both in Italian with English subtitles. Two DVDs. MHz. Pub. at £29.95 £17.95

3738004 ALL CREATURES GREAT & SMALL: The Complete Series 4 Collection. Fullscreen. Series Four continues the adventures of Jarrold Herriot (Christopher Timothy), his wife Helen (Lynda Bellingham) and his volatile but warm-hearted partner, Siegfried Farnon (Robert Hardy). The setting is now the early fifities, and the Daleys are still suffering from the bleak austerity that gripped all England after WWII. Includes all 10 Series Four episodes. Nine hours on 3 DVDs. BBC. £39.95

2908616 BORDER WARS: Season Two. Widescreen. See the real-world battles being waged by the men and women responsible for securing our borders. Every day, they intercept an illicit flow of narcotics, money and weapons headed both north and south across the border. Includes all Season Two episodes. £39.95

2986443 A CASE OF CONSCIENCE: Season One. Widescreen. Sebastian Somma plays Rocco Tasca, a hot-shot lawyer for a firm that’s made a fortune advancing the interests of corporate clients. He’s also a man in the process of regaining his soul. A shaken Rocco returns to the firm as well as his ambitious girlfriend and starts arguing cases on behalf of the underdogs, regaining his soul. Includes six episodes. In celebrated Italian series subtitles. Over nine hours. £39.95

3783435 BORGEN: Season 1. Widescreen. Denmark’s blockbuster political drama, Borgen explores the inner world of high-stakes Danish politics. Sidekick Babett Knudsen stars as Birgitte Nyborg, the idealistic head of the moderate party who becomes prime minister of Denmark. Stars is at the pinnacle of his wealth and celebrity, enjoying the frenzy of the roaring ‘20s. But in this buzzing world, Harry is splashing his cash in an unprecedented, dangerous way. As creditors close in, can he hold onto the estate he’s built? Full of everyday miracles and remarkable transformations, this includes all 11 episodes of the Complete First Season. £39.95

3793826 CRIME STORIES. Widescreen. Older, stoop-shouldered Friedrich Leonhardt is the ultimate defense lawyer: experienced, astute, well-spoken and as he prepares to take their vows, each will seek their commitment to the cross考试。Includes all 8 Season One episodes. In French with English subtitles. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. MHz. Pub. at £19.95

6740863 CROSSING JORDAN: Season 1. Widescreen. Dr. Jordan Cavanaugh (Jill Hennessy) is a forensic pathologist whose obsession with the municipal police of Los Angeles. (132 minutes). Both in Italian with English subtitles. Over three hours. £19.95

2898020 CLEOPATRA. Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at £14.98 £9.95


3803708 SOPHIA LOREN: My House Is Full of Mirrors. Widescreen. Vanguard. £3.95

2962322 THE CASUAL VACANCY. Widescreen. £2.95

2942555 FEAR THE WALKING DEAD: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Anchor Bay. £3.95

2969394 BEAUTY AND THE BEAST: The Complete Series. £2.95

2928507 SIDNEY SHELDON’S NOTHING LASTS FOREVER. Fullscreen. CBS. £3.95

689920X ALL CREATURES GREAT & SMALL: The Complete Series 1-4. £3.95

3831450 1864. Widescreen. MHz. Pub. at £39.95

2980754 TRU CALLING: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. £3.95
TV Drama

2924218 WITCHES OF EAST END: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

2799340 REVELATIONS. Widescreen. Universal. PRICE CUT to $5.95


6872484 LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE: Seasons 1-3. Fullscreen. Lions Gate. SOLD OUT

3090531 THE BRONX IS BURNING. Widescreen. Genius Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $5.95

TV Crime Solvers

3803139 FORENSIC FILES: Kidnapping Cases. Fullscreen. When people go missing but no one knows what happened, investigators turn to forensic science to help them see what the witnesses missed. Gathered here are 12 episodes of the popular trueTV series, including A Bag of Evidence; Innocence Lost; Kidnapped; Last Stop; The Wrong Woman; and To Be Continued. Six hours on 2 DVDs. TGG. $12.98

3808777 COLUMBO MYSTERY MOVIE COLLECTION 1991-1993. Widescreen. Join the four-time Primetime Emmy winner for "just one more thing" as he goes after sure-footed suspects with his offbeat wit, wily charm and dogged persistence in these six-two hour TV movies. Features guest stars like Faye Dunaway, Perry Johnson Jeraile, George Hamilton, Rip Torn, and more. English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. $11.95

3751137 MAGNUM PI: Season One. Fullscreen. Enjoy each adventuruous episode of one of the greatest television series of all time. In the luxurious Orient Express, Hercule Poirot provides the backdrop for the lush film locations. Joachim Krol stars as Brunetti. Includes two episodes: Vendetta and The Anonymous Venetian. In German with English subtitles. 176 minutes on two DVDs. MFR. $29.95

3784815 COMMISSARIO BRUNETTI: Episodes 1 & 2. Widescreen. Venice provides the backdrop for the lush film versions of Donna Leon's bestselling crime novels, which feature the singular Commissario Guido Brunetti, fine cuisine, and crime investigations in one of Europe's most beautiful locations. Joachim Krol stars as Brunetti. Includes two episodes: Vendetta and The Anonymous Venetian. In German with English subtitles. 176 minutes on two DVDs. MFR. $29.95

3793915 MARIE'S MIND FOR MURDER: Set One. Widescreen. Inspector Marie Brand's nondescript looks belie phenomenal abilities. Her savant thinking is out of the box scary: she helps them see what the witnesses missed. Including three episodes: The Kiss of Evil; The Gift of Promise. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. MFR. $39.95

3793850 THE EAGLE--A CRIME ODYSSEY: Season 1. Widescreen. Nicknamed "The Eagle" for his unerring intuition, detective Hallgrim Hallgrimson exudes competence and self-assurance. Together with his team of experts they take on the most complex organized crime into the state institutions, banks and social strata of Europe and Scandinavia. Includes all 8 Season One episodes. In Danish with English subtitles. Over 7 hours on 3 DVDs. MFR. $39.95

3793931 SALAMANDER. Widescreen. In a private Brussels bank, 66 safe deposit boxes are burglarized. Police inspector Paul Gerardi catches wind of the affair and throws himself into solving the case. Features guest stars like Roger Moore, Mark Strong, and Roger Verlinden. Over nine hours on 3 DVDs. SOLD OUT

3793888 BUKOW AND KONIG: Set One. Widescreen. Alexander is a veteran cop who doesn't mind working at the edge of the law to get results. Katin has a sterling reputation as an analyst and profiler and is esteemed for her professionalism. Despite, or perhaps because of their differences, they make a successful crime-fighting team. In German with English subtitles. Over seven hours on 2 DVDs. MFR. $29.95

3793942 CRIME REPORTER: Episode 1. Widescreen. Inspector Marek Solka is an official reporter for the city of Warsaw. He's a likable guy who is attached to his family and friends. But when his old friend is murdered, Marek is determined to find the culprit. In Polish with English subtitles. 90 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

3793954 INSPECTOR LEWIS: Season Six. Widescreen. Three mysteries inspired by the Inspector Morse novels by Colin Dexter. Inspector Lewis (Kevin Whately) and his partner, the enigmatic Detective Sergeant James Hathaway (Laurence Fox), have teamed up to solve cases in Oxford and countryside and cities in four new thrillers: Old Unhappy Far Off Things; Wild Justice; The Mind Has Mountains; and The Gift of Promise. In English with Italian subtitles. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. PBS. $29.99

3793962 INSPECTOR LEWIS: Season Four. Widescreen. Four mysteries inspired by the Inspector Morse novels by Colin Dexter. Inspector Lewis (Kevin Whately) and his partner, the enigmatic Detective Sergeant James Hathaway (Laurence Fox) have teamed up to solve cases in Oxford and countryside and cities in four new thrillers: Old Unhappy Far Off Things; Wild Justice; The Mind Has Mountains; and The Gift of Promise. In English with Italian subtitles. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. PBS. $29.99


6993526 INSPECTOR LEWIS: Series 4. Widescreen. Inspired by the Inspector Morse novels by Colin Dexter. Inspector Lewis (Kevin Whately) and his partner, the enigmatic Detective Sergeant James Hathaway (Laurence Fox) have teamed up to solve cases in Oxford and countryside and cities in four new thrillers: Old Unhappy Far Off Things; Wild Justice; The Mind Has Mountains; and The Gift of Promise. In English with Italian subtitles. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. PBS. $29.99

6993434 INSPECTOR LEWIS: Series 5. Widescreen. Four mysteries inspired by the Inspector Morse novels by Colin Dexter: The Soul of Genius; Generation of Vipers; Fearful Symmetry; and The Invisible Staircase. Kevin Whately portrays Inspector Robert Lewis and Laurence Fox his partner, Detective Sergeant James Hathaway. Also features Rebecca Front. This is the original UK edition. English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. $29.99

6993540 INSPECTOR LEWIS: Series 3. Widescreen. Three mysteries inspired by the Inspector Morse novels by Colin Dexter. Inspector Lewis (Kevin Whately) and his partner, the enigmatic Detective Sergeant James Hathaway (Laurence Fox) have teamed up to solve cases in Oxford and countryside and cities in four new thrillers: Old Unhappy Far Off Things; Wild Justice; The Mind Has Mountains; and The Gift of Promise. In English with Italian subtitles. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. PBS. $29.99

3793952 CRIME REPORTER: Episode 2. Widescreen. Inspector Marek Solka is an official reporter for the city of Warsaw. He's a likable guy who is attached to his family and friends. But when his old friend is murdered, Marek is determined to find the culprit. In Polish with English subtitles. 90 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

3784827 BLOOD OF THE VINE: Season 1. Widescreen. Benjamin Lebel is a luminary in his field; a renowned wine expert who publishes a keenly-awaited new guide every year. When the local police chief entices him to help in the hunt for a serial killer, Benjamin's intuition helps to solve the mystery. Includes four episodes: The Tears of Margaux de Jean; Margaux's Robin and Mission in Pessac. In French with English subtitles. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. MFR. $29.95

3717472 PUBLIC DEFENDER: The Official Second Season. Fullscreen. Following the characters of two episodes of this series, starring Reed Hadley as Bart Matthews--a tireless and dedicated public servant who earns the deepest respect of the indigent. Guest stars include Natalie Wood, Charles Bronson, Dennis Hopper, DeForest Kelley, Denver Pyle and many more. In B&W. Nearly 18 hours on five DVDs. ClassicFilm. $39.95

3784916 PRIVATE EYE VARES: Episodes 1-3. Widescreen. Private investigator, ladies’ man, hard-drinking pub regular. Jussi Vares is a hero whose laid-back nonchalance belies a rock-hard determination to solve the toughest cases. Vares was created by bestselling Finnish crime author Reijo Makkonen. Includes three episodes: The Kiss of Evil; The Gift of Promise; berries... In English subtitles. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. MFR. $39.95

3784924 THE YOUNG MONTALBANO: Episodes 1-3. Widescreen. Before Detective Salvo Montalbano takes over, seasoned and mature chief detective we already know, he was just Salvo, new to Vigata and new to being a police chief. In this prequel to the hit series, the genesis of the hardboiled detective take place. Includes three episodes: The First Case; New Year’s Eve; and Back to Basics. In Italian with English subtitles. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. MFR. $39.95
TV Crime Solvers

★ 3659352 AGATHA CHRISTIE–MARPLE: Series 1. Widescreen. Agatha Christie’s beloved Miss Marple sparks in these adaptations of four classic Christie novels. Geraldine McEwan stars as the ladylike sleuth, joined by Joanna Lumley, Derek Jacobi, Ian Richardson and Simon Callow. 6.5 hours. $13.99 [Paperback; $19.98 [Widescreen].

3766776 MISS FISHER’S MURDER MYSTERIES: Season One. Widescreen. See more titles at erhbc.com/824

TV Action & Adventure

LIMITED QUANTITY 3858235 BAA BAA BLACK SHEEP: Season One. Fullscreen. Robert Conrad stars as the unconventional squadron leader. Major Gregory ‘Pappy’ Boyington, Oakland, Dirk Blocker, John Larroquette and James Whitmore Jr as the pilots known as the ‘Terrors of the South Pacific.’ This thrilling series is loaded with all the original two-hour pilot. English SDH. Over 19 hours on five DVDs. Universal.

★ 3868729 MAGGYVER: Seasons 1-4. Fullscreen. MacGyver is a secret agent with a difference, a brilliant mind, a masterful touch, deep principles and refuses to carry a gun on missions. Fortunately, the last detail is unimportant when compared to his astonishing mind. Stars Richard Dean Anderson. Includes all 84 Season One thru Four episodes. CC. Over 65 hours on twenty-two DVDs. Paramount.

★ 3813109 TOUCH OF FROST: Season 15. Widescreen. John Nettles as the grizzled and lonely Detective Chief Inspector William Main in this gripping police drama. Includes all 11 Season One episodes, plus the original two-hour pilot. English SDH. Over 19 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. Entertainment.

★ 3813109 TOUCH OF FROST: Season 15. Widescreen. John Nettles as the grizzled and lonely Detective Chief Inspector William Main in this gripping police drama. Includes all 11 Season One episodes, plus the original two-hour pilot. English SDH. Over 19 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. Entertainment.

★ 3979073 MAGGIE Q: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Maggie Q stars as the CIA’s most valuable operative. Includes all 22 episodes. English SDH. Nearly 17 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Entertainment.


★ 3979095 DRAGON AGE: Redemption. Tallis (Felicia Day), an Elvish assassin, gets a last chance at redemption when she is sent to capture a rogue Qunari mage who is intent on wreaking havoc in the world. Complicating her quest is a Charity Templar, Cairn, whose goals seemingly rival her own. Six-part web series based on BioWare’s Dragon Age game franchise. 90 minutes. Flatron. $7.95

★ 3784604 BATMAN: The Second Season, Part Two. Fullscreen. These final 30 episodes of the Second Season will bring readers an entirely new Bat family, all of whom are perfectly designed to defeat our Caped Crusaders! With felonious foes lined up for revenge, like the venomous Black Widow, chilling Mr. Freeze and cagey Penguin, Batman (Adam West) and Robin (Burt Ward) must match wits with the wildest. English SDH. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Entertainment.

★ 3784229 DIG: Season One. Widescreen. When FBI agent Peter Connelly investigates the murder of an agent in Jerusalem, he discovers that the holiest city on earth hides an unholy secret. In a race against time, Peter must stop the schemes that threaten the ancient prophecy and change the course of humanity. A 10-part TV event that stars Jason Isaacs, and Anne Heche. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $29.95

★ 3796392 BATMAN: The Second Season, Part One. Fullscreen. These first 30 episodes of the Second Season will take you on more perilous plots with fiendish foes trying to undo our undaunted heroes! From the torturous King Tut to a strangled Cockney Joker, Batman (Adam West) and Robin (Burt Ward) take on a cape full of calamity.

★ 3796392 BATMAN: The Second Season, Part One. Fullscreen. These first 30 episodes of the Second Season will take you on more perilous plots with fiendish foes trying to undo our undaunted heroes! From the torturous King Tut to a strangled Cockney Joker, Batman (Adam West) and Robin (Burt Ward) take on a cape full of calamity.

★ 3758154 AIM HIGH! The Complete First Season. Widescreen. In this webisode series, Nick is a top agent for the U.S. Government. He’s also got a paper due Tuesday, a biology quiz this afternoon and pages to read tonight. And he can’t hide it, he’s 15 years old. He likes school, but likes girls more. Keeping his two lives from colliding is proving to be a full-time job. Includes all 9 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Universal.
TV Action & Adventure

**2796457 GOTHAM: The Complete Second Season.** Widecreen. With young Bruce becoming the hero begins his family’s legacy, how long will mayhem reign? All 22 Season Two episodes based on DC Comics’ iconic villains and legendary heroes explode with action, malice, betrayal and vengeance. Sold out. English SDH. Sixteen hours on 6 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**2923777 CHIPS: The Complete Third Season.** Fullscreen. They’re the kings of the road, but this year Pulp Fiction’s Larry Wilcox and Frank “Ponch” Ponchero (Erik Estrada) also snoop out of the skies via parachute, hang glider, and junkyard crane in this full-color third season. Collects all 23 Season Three episodes. Available in English SDH. Over 19 hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. $24.98. $9.95

**3725189 BLINDSPOT: The Complete First Season.** Wide-screen. A mysterious, haunted by ghostly images tattooed on her back, Viewing” (Annabeth Gish) who’s name is tattooed on her back? As Weller and his crew decorate the tattoos, they enter a high-stakes conspiracy. English SDH. Sixteen hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. $24.98. $7.95

**2706422 CHIPS: The Complete Second Season.** Fullscreen. Erik Estrada and Larry Wilcox return as Ponch and Jon, and the action and fun are ready to roll in 22 road-trip-enabled, two-part episodes. Also returning—Robert Pine as amiable Sargeant Getraer. Strap on helmets and goggles for a deadly dangerous police patrol, catch the cop’s disco dancing and a whole lot more. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

**8621359 CROSSBOW: The Complete Series.** The legend of William Tell comes alive in this epic series starting Winter the outlaw, who is found killed in Times Square, her body covered in tattoos. Who tattooed her? And how is she linked to FBI Agent Kurt Weller (John Slattery), whose name is tattooed on her back? As Weller and his crew decorate the tattoos, they enter a high-stakes conspiracy. English SDH. Sixteen hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. $24.98. $7.95

**3709825 ICE COLD GOLD: Season One.** Wide-screen. Every summer, a group of ice-creaming Greenlanders is pulled back, revealing the potential for untold riches in the rocks below. Enter eight ragtag prospectors, pooling their resources to uncover gold and precious gems. Collects all six Season One episodes of this Animal Planet series. Available in English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Cinemedia. $9.45

**6780236 HONEY WEST: Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Honey West (Anne Francis), a glamorous, glamorous woman, is TV’s first female star in an action-adventure role. In the show, Honey inherited her spying business from her father and also got his partner in the department, Deputy Joe Bolt (John Ericson). Gatheres all 30 episodes. In B&W. Fifteen hours on 4 DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. $29.99. $21.95

**2886103 THE 10TH KINGDOM.** Widescreen. Join an all-star cast as they find their way from Allison, romance and adventure begin in this epic mini-series event! Beyond the mortal world lies Nine Kingdoms where the fantastic land of fairy tales and magic are brought to vivid life. English SDH is the characters enter vortex at the edge of the mortal world, they’re led to the 10th Kingdom—Central Park! Stars Ann Margaret and Scott Cohen. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. $14.98. $9.95

**6961754 THE BIONIC WOMAN: Season 1.** Fullscreen. She can run faster than 60 mph, bend massive steel bars, and hear sounds you can only imagine. She’s no ordinary school teacher—she’s The Bionic Woman. Relive the excitement of this iconic TV series. Includes all 18 Season One episodes. Starring Primetime Emmy Award winner Lindsay Wagner. English SDH. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Universal. Pub. $26.98. $7.95

**2749248 THE SAINT: The Complete Season One.** Wide-screen. Roger Moore plays the legendary Saint whose reputation always precedes him. Charismatic, ingenious, charming and utterly elusive. Roger Moore truly immortalized Simon Templar in this British series. Six episodes from Season One are collected here: The Angel’s Eye; The Man Who Liked Lions; A Better Mousetrap; Little Girl Lost; Paper Chase; and Locate and Destroy. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. $29.93. $19.95

**2962306 THE LIFE AND TIMES OF GRIZZLY ADAMS: Season Two.** Fullscreen. Dan Haggerty stars in this second and final season of the adventure/nature series. An unfairly accused man who flees into the wilderness to avoid standing trial discovers and adopts an orphaned grizzly cub that he names “Ben.” Together, Dan and Ben learn to live in complete harmony with nature. Also stars Don Shanks and Denver Pyle. Over 19 hours on five DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. $29.93. $19.95

**3783863 BLINDSPOT: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. A Jane Doe with no memories of her past is found naked in Times Square, her body covered in tattoos. Who is she? Who tattooed her? And how is she linked to FBI agent Kurt Weller, whose name is tattooed on her back? The mystery takes Weller and his team into an underwater world of deadly secrets, conspiracy and revelations. All 23 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. $24.98. PRICE CUT to $7.95

**3745802 ZATOICHI, VOLUME ONE: The Blind Swordsman.** Fullscreen. Tokyo Shock. Pub. $29.95. $4.95

**2796430 DC’S LEGENDS OF TOMORROW: The Complete Second Season.** Wide-screen. With the founding of the Justice League, The Saint. A timeless figure of intrigue and ingenuity and perserverance to attempt the greatest escape in history despite the dire consequences that awaited them on the other side. Also stars Don Shanks and Denver Pyle. Over 19 hours on five DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. $29.93. $19.95

**6937312 THE LONE RANGER: Complete First Season.** Wide-screen. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Sony Pictures. Price cut to $7.95

**6937313 THE LONE RANGER: Complete Second Season.** Wide-screen. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Sony Pictures. Price cut to $7.95

**6937314 THE LONE RANGER: Complete Third Season.** Wide-screen. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Sony Pictures. Price cut to $7.95

**2585291 UNDERGROUND: Seasons One & Two.** Widescreen. Set in a desperate time, this series tells the story of revolutionaries on the Underground Railroad who use their ingenuity and perserverance to attempt the greatest escape in history despite the dire consequences that awaited them on the other side. Also stars Don Shanks and Denver Pyle. Over 19 hours on five DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. $29.93. $19.95

**3900760 THE SAINT: Set 2.** The legend who was revolution always precedes him. Charismatic, ingenious, charming and utterly elusive. Roger Moore truly immortalized Simon Templar in this British series. Six episodes from Season One are collected here: The Angel’s Eye; The Man Who Liked Lions; A Better Mousetrap; Little Girl Lost; Paper Chase; and Locate and Destroy. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. $29.93. $19.95

**2858207 DEATH VALLEY DAYS: The Complete Third Season.** Fullscreen. Eighteen episodes continue the popular anthology western, known for its interaction with western history and the down-to-earth approach to the frontier. These stand-alone adventures feature stars like Angie Dickinson, Phyllis Coates, James MacArthur, William Shatner, Stoney Burke; Sugarfoot; and Linda Crystal. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. $29.93. $19.95

**3602328 THE DEFIANTIVE TV WESTERN COLLECTION: 600 Television Episodes.** Features episodes from 40 different television series, including: The Adventures of Kit Carson; Bar Masterson; Annie Oakley; Bonanza; The Cisco Kid; The Lone Ranger; The Range Rider; The Rifleman; Rawhide; Show Business; The Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet; The Andy Griffith Show; Stoney Burke; Sugarfoot; and Wagon Train. Relive your childhood or discover a truly unique brand of entertainment for the first time. 265 hours on forty-eight double-sided DVDs in a unique wooden display box. Mill Creek. Pub. $99.98. $44.95

**298220X THE HIGH CHAPARRAL: Season Three.** Fullscreen. The charismatic Caminos and magnificant Arizona range. Season Three continues the irrepressible Bunkhouse Gang led by the Butler brothers, are back for all 26 episodes from Season Three. Stars Leif Erickson, Cameron Mitchell, Mark Slade and Linda Cristal. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. $29.93. $21.95

**3813819 PISTOLS ’N PETTICOATS, VOLUME 1.** DVD Video. $7.95


**2888113 THE LONE RANGER.** Fullscreen. This collection celebrates the 80th anniversary of The Lone Ranger character, who first appeared in a radio show in 1933. Collects the pilot first 16 episodes of the show, starring Clayton Moore, along with an episode from Season Five to illustrate the evolution of the character. Also stars Johnny Crawford, Joanne Dru, and others. In B&W. Over 3 hours on seven DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. $34.99. PRICE CUT to $21.95

**2970147 MY FRIEND FLICKA: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. This 39-episode family favorite follows the adventures of young Ken McLaughlin and his horse Flicka. Living with his parents on the Adobe Bar Ranch at the turn of the 20th century, Ken’s life on the range is filled with horse-related adventures. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. $29.93. $19.95

**5646080 DEATH VALLEY DAYS: The Complete Third Season.** Fullscreen. Eighteen episodes continue the popular anthology western, known for its interaction with western history and the down-to-earth approach to the frontier. These stand-alone adventures feature stars like Angie Dickinson, Phyllis Coates, James MacArthur, William Shatner, Stoney Burke; Sugarfoot; and Linda Crystal. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. $29.93. $19.95

**3813819 PISTOLS ’N PETTICOATS, VOLUME 1.** DVD Video. $7.95
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3773213 TELEVISION’S GREATEST WESTERNS: 73 Episodes, TGG. Pub. at $29.96
3796558 WAGON TRAIN. Fullscreen. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93
3694267 THE MEN FROM SHILOH: The Virginia–The Final Season. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93
$11.95

Sci-Fi and Horror TV

6692737 STAR TREK–THE ORIGINAL SERIES: Season One. Fullscreen. Return to the final frontier with the sci-fi saga that started it all. House in this stylish, futuristic set are all 29 brilliantly remastered Season One episodes, featuring the very best actors from the series, including William Shatner, DeForest Kelley, and James Doohan. Fullscreen. 6 hours on six DVDs. Price: $79.98
★ 2802414 FLASH GORDON COLLECTION. Get ready for an action-packed voyage to the stars with sci-fi hero Flash Gordon. Buster Crabbe plays the character, and the set includes Flash Gordon Conquers the Universe, in which Flash tackles a deadly plaque. Then, Steve Holland takes the role in 13 episodes of the Flash Gordon TV series, combating the mysterious being who offers to transport them back five years to save Earth. Stars Peter Weller, Christopher Gaham, Leslie Silva, and Tamara Craig Thomas. Includes all 19 episodes. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $79.96
$3.95

THE BIG VALLEY, VOLUME ONE: Season Two. Fullscreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $29.96
2893093 ODYSSEY 5: The Complete Series. Widescreen. When the crew of Odyssey 5, a space shuttle orbiting above the Earth’s surface, barely escapes the planet’s demise, they encounter a mysterious being who offers to transport them back five years to save Earth. Stars Peter Weller, Christopher Gaham, Leslie Silva, and Tamara Craig Thomas. Includes all 19 episodes. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $79.96
★ 2893271 THE GATHERING. As Michael Foster (Peter Gallagher) attempts to uncover the truth behind his wife’s disappearance, he soon learns that she may have been involved with an ancient—and potentially violent—sect of witches determined to destroy the modern world. Will he find his wife in time, or will they get him first? This TV miniseries also stars Peter Weller, Christopher Gaham, Leslie Silva, and Tamara Craig Thomas. Includes all 19 episodes. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $5.95
$3.95

2943003 GIANT SPIDER INVASION. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Go Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95
★ 2959654 STAR TREK–THE NEXT GENERATION: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Join Captain Jean-Luc Picard, Lieutenant Commander William T. Riker, humanoid android Data, and the rest of the USS Enterprise crew, plus five special collector cards, for the second season of Star Trek: The Next Generation. Includes all 22 original broadcast episodes—in 5.1 Surround Sound for the first time! This set is filled with packs of brand-new features containing actor interviews, concept art, photo galleries and more. Nearly 20 hours of bonus footage. Fullscreen. Paramount. Pub. at $69.98

TV Comedy

3888710 HOGAN’S HEROES: Seasons 1-4. Fullscreen. When Colonel Robert Hogan and his team are imprisoned at Stalag 13, it’s the inmates who are really running the asylum. Watch as the quick-witted Hogan and his team steal a massive shipment of gold from the German army and convince the guards the war is over and even more in 118 Season One thru Season Four. Fullscreen. 25 hours on seven DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $59.95
★ 2943045 THE GILLIGAN SHOW. The complete series. Fullscreen. From the TV comedy series Gilligan’s Island, starring Bob Denver and Alan Hale, the 1960s TV classic is now available in a 30-disc set that contains every episode of this hilarious, long-running comedy series. Includes all 98 episodes. Over 48 hours on 13 DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $99.95
★ 3715167 BEST OF MINNIE PEARL. From her unmistakable “Howdy” to the price tag dangling from her hat, here are the best of Minnie Pearl’s 30 years of comedy as Minnie, beside Ralph Emery on “Nashville Now,” tells hilarious gags sent in by viewers across America. At the end of each performance, Minnie answers the audience’s letters and which puntline was funniest. 120 minutes. Questar.
$9.95

★ 3759717 2 BROKE GIRLS: The Complete Fifth Season. Widescreen. Broke and baddest bitches (Kat Denning and Caroline (Beth Behrs) return for more outrageous escapades as they continue to make their mark in the cupcake biz. Don’t miss a single second of Season Five’s 22 sweet and seriously hilarious episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours. Warner Home Video.
$9.95

2905612 GEORGE CARLIN: Life Is Worth Living (again). George Carlin returns to the stage in his 13th live comedy stand-up special, performed at the Beacon Theatre in New York City for HBO. His spot-on observations on the deterioration of human behavior include Americans’ obsession with their two favorite addictions: shopping and eating. 75 minutes. Adults only. MPI.
$7.95

3725278 GILLIGAN’S ISLAND: The Complete Third Season. Fullscreen. It’s “near-faultless” and humor free so say the island and join the fun as Gilligan dreams he’s dracula, the group puts on Hamlet (the musical), Mary Ann insists that the group becomes Mrs. Howell’s fairy godmother. Enjoy these hijinks and so much more in the 20 episodes collected here. Stars Bob Denver and Alan Hale. CC. Over 13 hours on 5 DVDs. Price: $49.95

2963533 PETTICOAT JUNCTION: The Official Second Season. Fullscreen. Check in and relax at Hooterville’s Shady Rest Hotel and enjoy all 36 Season Two episodes on this castload of wacky characters that will keep you laughing from Hooterville to Pixley, as they offer up their own brand of down-home fun. Stars Bea Benadaret and Edgar Buchanan. In BW.
$9.95

3745836 THE WONDER YEARS: Season One. This series covered the angst of growing up in suburban America in the late 60s, as seen through the life and times of Kevin Arnold (Fred Savage). Watch as Kevin experiences the ups and downs of young love and the trials of school, his family at home, and the incredible social pressures of a junior high dance. Includes all six Season One episodes. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Star Vista.
$4.95

3815269 THE WACKIEST WAGON TRAIN IN THE WEST. In this three episode compilation from the TV comedy series Dusty’s Trail, a wagon master, a wealthy married couple, a dance hall girl, and a handsome engineer are part of an 1860’s wagon train headed to California. But that’s just the beginning. Dusty, they are separated from the rest of the wagons and must make the journey on their own. Stars Bob Denver and Alan Hale. WestEndgate.
$6.95

118 MARRIED WITH CHILDREN: Season Two. Fullscreen. There goes the neighborhood all over again, as Al (Ed O’Neill), Peg (Katey Sagal), Kelly (Christina Applegate), Bud (David Faustino) and nobby_CHANNEL_152_144070642 here for the “rest of the kids.” They sit around the flipside of domestic bliss. “For richer or poorer” was never supposed to be like this! Collects all 22 hilarious episodes from Season Two. Over 8 hours on 4 DVDs. Paramount.
$3.95
★ 3813932 THE TIMEX ALL-STAR COMEDY SHOW. A pre-Tonight Show Johnny Carson emcees this laughter. Featured are skits by Mel Brooks and Carl Reiner. Performers include Bob Newhart’s “Chinese Waiter” routine, an appearance by Dr. Joyce Brothers, and much more. DVD Video.
$19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/824
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3746844 THE WONDER YEARS: Seasons Two. Kevin (Fred Savage) contemplates the day to day pressures of junior high as his pals Paul Pfeiffer (Josh Saviano) and Winnie Cooper (Danielle McCurley), while at home he finally fights back against his bullying older brother Wayne (Jason Hervey). Includes all 17 Second Season episodes. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.99. $7.95.

2963345 PETTICOAT JUNCTION: The Official First Season. Fullscreen. It’s time to hitch a ride on the Hooterville Cannonball as Petticoat Junction comes to DVD with all 38 Season One episodes. As Shady Rest Hotel owner Kate Bradley (Bea Benaderet) works hard to keep her guests happy, she has to work even harder to keep her house (Edgar Buchanan) in line. But it’s Kate’s three beautiful daughters who are the hotel’s main attraction. In B&W. Sixteen hours on 5 DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98. $4.95.

6671816 LEAVE IT TO BEAVER: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. America’s quintessential suburban sitcom is now available with all 39 original, uncut episodes of Season Two. From building a boat to beating a bully to dealing with girls, there is nothing that can’t be handled with a little luck and a lot of wholesome, homespun advice. English SDH. Nearly 17 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $13.98. $9.95.

3813770 THE MUNSTERS: This tribute to TV’s first family of ghouls features several variations of the pilot episode as well as rare commercials, promos and more. In Color and B&W. 55 episodes. DVD Video. Price Cut to $7.95.

380075X THE AMAZING JOHNATHAN: Wrong on Every Level Uncensored. Fullscreen. Watch Las Vegas legend The Amazing Johnathan in his own one-hour Comedy Central special, as “The Freddy Krueger of Comedy” slashes and claws his way through the night. Not Rated. CC. 42 minutes. Adults only. Paramount. Pub. at $14.98. $3.95.

3875059 DEAN MARTIN: The Colgate Comedy Hour and at War with the Army. This splendid double feature includes the iconic Dean Martin in two comedy specials. The Colgate Comedy Hour was hosted by Martin and Jerry Lewis. The episode included here features entertainers Janis Paige, Danny Arnold and Conrad ‘N’ the Troops, as well as a hilarious musical comedy. In B&W. 143 minutes. Winternorth. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95.

2969408 BECKER: The First Season. Fullscreen. Ted Danson is hilarious as TV’s most outrageous physician, Dr. Becker, who operates a small medical practice in the Bronx. He’s annoyed with his patients, co-workers, and practically everything else in the world. But don’t let the cumudgeonly demeanor fool you—the show is often quite funny. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $11.95.

3814920 BEAVIS AND BUTT-HEAD: The Mike Judge Collection, Volume 1. Fullscreen. Mike Judge’s most iconic creation, the duo of Butt-Head’s world of double-wide laughs. Featuring Bill Engvall and Halley Joel Osment, all 41 episodes of the ’90s favorite offer loads of Southern-style laughs. Over 15 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $9.95.

3757080 CHARLES IN CHARGE: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Tag along with Charles (Scott Baio) as he takes on the role of live-in helper at the Pembroke household and soon discovers he needs a little help of his own! Between his college friends, Burke (Stephen Furst), his girlfriend and the three mischievous Pembroke kids, Charles has a lot to learn about growing up. Universal. Pub. at $13.98. $4.95.

3713891 ABBOTT AND COSTELLO: The Christmas Show. Fullscreen. Celebrate the season with one of the most popular comedy duos as they team up for a delightful Christmas special. Splendidly restored, it features plenty of singing, dancing, and comedy skits, plus appearances by Margaret Whitling, Tom & Jerry, Gary Cooper, and others. Includes Color and B&W versions. 60 minutes. Legend Films. $4.95.

3725324 MIKE & MOLLY: The Sixth and Final Season. Widescreen. With bear hug affection and quick-witted laughs, Mike and Molly weather whatever life throws their way. Health scares, career bumps, intrusive in-laws, crumbling lives—Mike and Molly face it all with humor and heart. So, sit back and enjoy all 13 hysterical Season Six episodes. Stars Billy Gardell and English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Cartoon Network. $9.95.

370985X MORAL ORELL, VOLUME 1. Fullscreen. In this 15 minute stop-motion animated series created by Dino Stamatopoulos, Orel, an 11-year-old boy who loves church, just wants to do God’s work. His unbridled piety and purity and his misinterpretations of religious morals, however, often lead to disastrous results. Includes 15 uncensored episodes from Seasons One and Two. PRICED TO $4.95.

2902117 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000, VOLUME NINE. Joel, Mike, Tom Servo, Crow and the lovable Tyrants who hold them captive in space also have a hilarious orbit around four full-length features: Women of the Prehistoric Planet; Wild Rebels; The Sinister Urge; and The Incredibly Strange Creatures Who Stopped Living and Became Mixed-Up Zombies. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99. $32.95.

292367X WUNDERFALLS: The Complete Viewer Collection. Widescreen. A recent college graduate, Dave Tyler (Ben Savage) decides to ignore her degree, live in a trailer and work at a gift shop in Niagara Falls. But Jayne’s life takes a startling turn when the figures begin talking to her. She starts to question the way they tell her and is amazed when people’s lives change in unexpected ways. Includes all 13 episodes. CC. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $39.95.

1355511 WINGS: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. For eight great seasons, Wings followed the wacky exploits of veteran actor Quinton McKee (Ernest Borgnine) and his rule-breaking crew aboard the Torpedo Patrol (PT) Boat #73. Also stars Tim Conway, Joe Flynn, Carl Ballantine, and others. In Color and B&W. Sixty-one hours on 28 sixth DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $199.99. $149.95.

2861755 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000, VOLUME EIGHT. Joel, Mike, Tom Servo, Crow and the lovable Tyrants who hold them captive in space also have a hilarious orbit around four full-length features (and two shorts). Hobogoblins; The Phantom Planet; Moonshiners; The Dead (Talk Back), and more. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99. $34.95.

1831704 WKRP IN CINCINNATI: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Join everyone’s favorite ‘70s rock band, Dr. Johnny Fever (Howard Hesseman) and the foul-mouthed Venus Flytrap (Tim Reid)–as they weave through the inner-office antics of the crazy WKRP record store! Includes the steady program director Andy (Gary Sandy), smarmy advertising executive Herb (Frank Bonner), shy ingenuen Bailey (Jan Smithers), and the lovely receptionist, Jennifer (Laurie David). Includes all 88 episodes and an extra disc of bonus features. CC. Over 37 hours on thirteen DVDs! Shout! Factory. Pub. at $139.99. $99.95.

6824121 THE KIDS IN THE HALL: The Complete Collection. For five groundbreaking seasons, this series stretched sketch comedy to its ultimate limits with hilariously off the wall results. From the infamous Chicken Lady and Cabbage Head to Buddy Cole and the Headcrusher—the edgy and irreverent sketch comedy series proved that great TV doesn’t have to be serious. Includes all 100 episodes plus bonus features. 51 hours on twelve DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $44.95.

2923467 ARCHER: Seasons 1 & 2. Widescreen. Suave secret agent Sterling Archer is the world’s most dangerous spy, but his comparison to globe-trotting crime-busters is only as far as he’s willing to go. Includes all 13 episodes from Seasons One and Two. English SDH. On three DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $9.95.

6452280 ALL IN THE FAMILY: The Complete Series. Few television shows have left as enduring a footprint on American popular culture as Norman Lear’s groundbreaking comedy series. Presented here in its entirety, it looked at the state of the world through the eyes of an argumentative but loving family and gave us some of the most fully dimensional characters in TV history including Archie, Edith, Mike and Gloria, Stars Carroll O’Connor, Jean Stapleton, Rob Reiner, and Sally Struthers. CC. 105 hours on twenty-eight DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $199.99. $149.95.

3725308 MIKE & MOLLY: The Complete First Season. When it comes to making true love work no matter what life throws in their way. Mike and Molly wrote the book. Good times are here in all 22 Season Five episodes filled with life, laughs and love. Stars Melissa McCarthy, Billy Gardell, Kaitlin Mayson, Swoozie Kurtiz. English SDH. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. $6.95.

455311X MCHALE’S NAVY: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Climb aboard the PT-73 and set a course for classic television comedy with all 138 must-watch episodes of this lovable 1960s classic. Set in the Pacific Theater of WWII, it follows the wacky exploits of veteran actor Quinton McKee (Ernest Borgnine) and his rule-breaking crew aboard the Torpedo Patrol (PT) Boat #73. Also stars Tim Conway, Joe Flynn, Carl Ballantine, and others. In Color and B&W. Sixty-one hours on 21 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $199.99. $139.95.

3803066 FAMILY GUY: Peter Griffin vs. the Giant Chicken. Get ready to noodle with laughter as Peter Griffin takes on the giant chicken in three hilarious Family Guy episodes. From this bumbling bloke’s latest all-out brawl, Peter proves he’s no featherweight when an oversized chicken pushes him to the brink of insanity—and beyond. CC. 66 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Priced to $1.99.
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2901706 DOCTOR WHO—THE DALEKS. Widescreen. The Daleks—the hideous mutant creatures that came into existence in the entire universe—are about to make life miserable for the Time Lord and delightful for Who-variants. Take a trip through time and space with the Doctor and see a battle between a deadly enemy in these amazing episodes. Starring Christopher Eccleston, David Tennant, Matt Smith and Peter Capaldi. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. PRICE CUT to $3.95

2901560 COPPER: Season One. Widescreen. In 1864, Korean Corcoran is New York City’s finest. An Irish-American former boxer turned cop, Corcoran has returned from the Civil War to find his wife missing and his daughter dead. In the world of Five Points, he is thrust into the battlefield of 19th-century America. English SDH. Over seven hours on three DVDs. BBC. $7.95

283404X ARTHUR & GEORGE. Widescreen. Martin Clunes stars as Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, creator of Sherlock Holmes, in a real-life case that inspired the great author to put down his pen and turn detective. Outraged by injustice to an Anglo-Indian solider, people use race methods of his own fictional detective to get at the truth. Also stars Charles Edwards and Aunika Harris. English SDH. Over six hours on two DVDs. BBC. $7.95

2901641 DOCTOR WHO: Series Ten, Part One. These thrilling six episodes see Peter Capaldi embark on his final chapter as the Twelfth Doctor as well as the introduction of brand new companion Pearl Mackie as Bill Potts and the return of Matt Lucas as Noel. Fantastic adventures and terrifying monsters await the team of heroes as they journey together through space and time. English SDH. Over four hours on two DVDs. BBC. $3.95

2833927 HAMMERHEAD. Widescreen. Explore the inside story of the world’s most unique and strange, the hammerhead. It’s oddly shaped head has puzzled scientists for ages, and whatever the hammer shaped head is for, one thing is certain, hammerheads are highly successful and possessing skills that no other shark can match. English SDH. 50 minutes. BBC. $5.95

283382X BEAST LEGENDS. Widescreen. Using a powerful combination of eyewitness accounts, scientific fact and CGI, unidentifiable creatures are brought to life by credible and expert investigators in a series that journeys to the very frontiers of knowledge. English SDH. 150 minutes. BBC. $3.95

2901668 DOCTOR WHO: Series Seven, Part One. Widescreen. Join the Doctor, the Ponds and numerous friends on their latest escapades through space and time where they puzzle over an unexpected invasion of Earth, save a spaceship full of dinosaurs, don Stegos in a Wild Wild West adventure, and are even kidnapped by the Doctor’s oldest foe. Includes five episodes. Starring Matt Smith, English SDH. Over three hours on two DVDs. BBC. $5.95

2818522 EINSTEIN’S UNIVERSE. Hosted by Peter Ustinov, this highly informative and educational BBC program was written and conceived by Nigel Calder, author of Einstein’s Universe, including Einstein’s Universe, upon which this program about Einstein’s work is based. 116 minutes. Corona Films. Pub. at $5.95. PRICE CUT to $3.95

3694283 ORPHAN BLACK: Season Three. Widescreen. After the shocking discovery of Project Castor, Sarah and her sister clones are left to battle the top-secret military project producing these lethal male clones—some of the same clones that tracked down her missing twin Helena. Stars Tatiana Maslany. Includes all 10 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. BBC. $6.95

3713953 ORPHAN BLACK: Season Two. Widescreen. Sarah (Tatiana Maslany) is in a desperate race to find her missing daughter, but her scorching earth tactics spark a war with Rachel, dividing and imperiling all the clones. As Sarah discovers more about her past, moral and physical limits are tested. Includes all 10 Season Two Episodes. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. PRICE CUT to $3.95

372929X THE TRUTH WILL OUT. Widescreen. Returning to work following a mental breakdown, Detective Peter Wendel is tasked with creating an elite team of investigators to crack cold cases. When the police find a note on a dead body that claims the killer is the serial killer who is on the loose, Wendel gets a chance to redeem himself. Includes eight episodes. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. Adults only. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $59.99. PRICE CUT to $19.95

370179X JUDGE JOHN DEED: Series Five. Episodes 1-7. Widescreen. A passionate for doing right often leaves Deed at odds with his colleagues, family and lovers. Is all fair in the pursuit of justice? Controversial cases, pressures from family problems to and a broken heart. The eponymous judge has them all in the fifth season. Stars Martin Shaw and Jenny Seagrove. English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $3.95

3692109 THE CODE. Widescreen. Are there patterns to what happens or do we live in a universe of random events that cannot be predicted or explained? Oxford University professor Marcus du Sautoy sets out to answer this and other questions in this engaging and entertaining documentary series about the power of numbers. English SDH. 174 minutes on two DVDs. Athena. Pub. at $39.99 $9.95

3729281 STRAIGHT FORWARD. Widescreen. When her father is murdered in one of London’s most brutal cases, woman Sylvia has her life turned upside down. Reeling from his death, she plots revenge on crime kingpin Raven. With stunning scenery and high-stakes action, this gritty international thriller follows Raven as he races across the globe. Includes eight episodes. English SDH. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. Adults only. RLJ Entertainment. $31.95

3726299 SHAMELESS: Seasons 1 & 2. Widescreen. Collects all 18 hilarious episodes from the critically acclaimed and brilliantly funny drama. Shameless centers around a group of young siblings who, neglected by their alcoholic father, must survive by their wits on a rough Manchester council estate. Also stars James McAvoy and Anne-Marie Duff. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. Adults only. Mill Creek. Pub. at $94.99

2901846 THE QUEEN’S SEASON. Widescreen. Princess Margaret was the original wild child of the modern British monarchy, a Royal characterized by glamour, controversy, and heartbreak. Britain’s first celebrity Princess who was willful, intelligent, witty and charming, yet her whirlwind life was undermined by scandal and a string of unhappy, unfufilled relationships. Stars Lucy Cohu. 95 minutes. BBC. $6.95

3796507 WALTER’S WAR. Widescreen. Meet Walter Tull, the Jackie Robinson of professional English football before WWI and survivor of the worst racial slurs at his disposal. When the game turns war in 1914 and the playing field to the Battle of Somme, Tull makes history again as the first mixed-race officer in the British Army. Stars O.T. Fagbenle. English SDH. 53 minutes. BBC. $6.95

2900180 JUDGE JOHN DEED: Series Four. Episodes 1-7. Widescreen. When his former mentor dies of a heart attack, Peter Deed is left to take over as judge of one of London’s most brutal cases. Reeling from his death, he plots revenge on the crime kingpin who deals with his father. When he finds out that he is in fact the only survivor of the gang that killed his father, Deed’s world is turned upside down. Includes all 10 Season Four Episodes over seven hours on three DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $59.99. PRICE CUT to $19.95

2900099 JUDGE JOHN DEED: Series Three. Episodes 1-7. Widescreen. When a former protector lies dead in front of him, Peter Deed must take over as judge of one of London’s most brutal cases. Reeling from his death, he plots revenge on the crime kingpin who dealt with his father. Includes all 10 Season Three Episodes. Over seven hours on three DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $59.99. PRICE CUT to $19.95

2900010 JUDGE JOHN DEED: Series Two. Episodes 1-7. Widescreen. When an elderly prestigious judge is found dead, Peter Deed must take over as judge of one of London’s most brutal cases. Reeling from his death, he plots revenge on the crime kingpin who dealt with his father. Includes all 10 Season Two Episodes. Over seven hours on three DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $59.99. PRICE CUT to $19.95

2800020 JUDGE JOHN DEED: Series One. Episodes 1-7. Widescreen. When judges Walter Tull and Miles Bancroft are found dead, Peter Deed must take over as judge of one of London’s most brutal cases. Reeling from his death, he plots revenge on the crime kingpin who dealt with his father. Includes all 10 Season One Episodes. Over six hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $59.99. PRICE CUT to $19.95
British TV

3697037 JAMES MAY’S 20TH CENTURY. Widescreen. James May revisits the 20th century to discover how inventors and their innovations changed the way we live today. With curiosity, insight, and wit, he shows how new technologies have revolutionized every aspect of our lives. In this six part series, May travels from continent to continent, as well as back in time, to learn how we enhanced the world around us. English SDH. 174 minutes on two DVDs. Athena. Pub. at $39.99

PRICE CUT to $13.95

*3729723 PITTING IN. Widescreen. On the scenic north Welsh coast, Carys Bonneville plans events from medieval reenactments to fitness retreats to draw new visitors to her family’s somewhat outdated camping-park, and increase business. But she may be in over her head in this endearing family drama. Starring Larry Lamb, Caroline Sheen, and Hayley Mills. Includes four episodes. English SDH. Nearly four hours on 2 DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $39.99

PRICE CUT to $19.95

3763897 HITLER’S RISE AND FALL: The Dark Charisma of Adolf Hitler. Widescreen. BBC. $5.95

3594785 A TOUCH OF FROST: Collection 2. Fullscreen. MUP. $2.95

2901919 TOP GEAR: 50 Years of Bond Cars. Widescreen. BBC. SOLD OUT

3783886 EXTREME DINOSAURS. Widescreen. BBC. $5.95

2901870 THE SHADOW OF THE TOWER. Fullscreen. BBC. $3.95

290151X BLACK ADDER IV: Goes Forth. Fullscreen. BBC. $5.95

PBS

3792899 ICEMAN REBORN: NOVA. Widescreen. Murdered more than 5,000 years ago. Out the Iceman is Europe’s oldest known natural mummy. Mummified in glacial ice, his remarkably intact remains continue to provide scientists with groundbreaking discoveries. To protect him from contamination, this extraordinary body has been locked away in a frozen crypt—until now. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

$5.95

3695700 ANNE OF GREEN GABLES: The Good Stars. Widescreen. Anne Shirley is thirteen and finds that life in Avonlea is never simple. Anne’s bosom friendship with Diana Barry is put to the test when Anne begins to spend more time with Gilbert Blythe. And when Matthew’s health begins to slide, he is determined to keep it secret. Stars Ella Ballentine, Sara Botsford, and Ruby Bentall. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

2834340 INDIA: Nature’s Wonderland. Widescreen. Wildlife expert Liz Bonnin, actor Frieda Pinto and mountaineer Jon Gupta reveal the wonders of India’s natural world. From the Valley of the Flowers in West Himalaya and turtles hitching on the beaches of the east coast to the lions of the Gir Forest, this film reveals a land packed full of unrivaled wildlife experiences. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

3695698 ANNE OF GREEN GABLES TWO MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Based on the classic that has enchanted fans across the world for over a century, these two family films bring to life the story of the determined, spirited little girl that everyone meets. Stars Ella Ballentine, Sara Botsford, and Martin Sheen. English SDH. Three hours on 2 DVDs.

$5.95

2844087 WHAT MAKES US HUMAN? NOVA: Science Now. Widescreen. Scientists have struggled for centuries to pinpoint the qualities that distinguish humans from the millions of other animal species with which we share the vast majority of our DNA. Now, we explore those very first traits once thought to be uniquely human to discover their evolutionary roots. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

$5.95


$5.95

6905031 POLDARK: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Ross Poldark has returned home from the American Revolutionary War to find England in the grip of the Cornwall and his beloved Cornwall on its knees. Based on the novels by Winston Graham and set against the dramatic Cornish coastline, this striking saga stars Aidan Turner, Eleanor Tomlinson, Heida Reed. Eight hours on 3 DVDs.

$7.95

3843777 VIENNA BLOOD. Widescreen. When Max Lieberman, a disciple of Sigmund Freud, meets Oskar Rheinhardt, a Detective Inspector struggling with a strange case, he agrees to help Oskar investigate a series of unusual and disturbing murders. Episodes include: The Last Seance; Queen of the Night; and The Lost Child. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. $24.99

$27.95

369142X DOWNTON ABBEY: Seasons 1, 2 & 3. Widescreen. Enjoy the first three seasons of this multi-award winning series written by Julian Fellowes, following the Crawleys through the storms of World War I into the social upheaval of the 1920s, as the inhabitants of the house are shaped by desire and heartbreak, splendor and romance, and ambition and betrayal. Stars Hugh Bonneville. Over 23 hours on nine DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99

$19.95

3832280 THE STORY OF CATS: MATURE. Widescreen. Join NATURE on an epic two-part event, journeying across the globe to track down the origins of these diverse creatures. From Asia to Africa and South America, and much more, this film looks at what makes the family of felines unique, and the evolutionary tricks and adaptations that truly define a cat. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

$19.95

3898185 THE WAR THAT MADE AMERICA: The Story of the French and Indian War. Widescreen. This dramatic documentary, with full-scale battles, elaborate sets and a large cast, tells the fascinating story of the world conflict that began in 1754 as an alliance of Native American nations whose struggles planted the seeds for the American Revolution. CC in Color and B&W. Four hours on 2 DVDs.

$5.95

4171220 CROWN PRINCE OF SAUDI ARABIA. Widescreen. This documentary investigates the new crown prince, Mohammed bin Salman’s ties to the murder of Jamal Khashoggi, his relationship with the U.S., his handling of dissent, and his vision for the future of Saudi Arabia. English SDH. 115 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $19.95

$11.95

5813386 THE WARRIOR TRADITION. Widescreen. Tells the astonishing, heartbreakingly, inspiring, and largely untold story of Native Americans in the United States military. Explores the transition of Native American warriors from their point of view, stories of service and pain, of courage and fear. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

$19.95

4172600 CHARLY PRIDE: I'm Just Me. Widescreen. Explore the complicated history of a young African-American geneticist who paved the way through the life of country star Charley Pride. Raised in the brutally segregated Mississippi Delta, Pride’s boisterous voice, talents, PBS. Pub. at $24.99

$19.95

3839818 APOLLO’S DARING MISSION: NOVA. More than fifty years after the historic mission, the Apollo astronauts and engineers recount the feats of engineering that paved the way to the moon. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

$19.95

3729627 ENDEAVOUR: The Complete Sixth Season. Widescreen. It’s 1969, and things have taken a darker turn for the old Canton Detective and his former partner DCI Ronnie Box and his sidekick DS Alan Jago. The gang must battle crime and corruption to finally solve their greatest challenges—the truth behind George Fancy’s death. Includes all four mysteries of Season Six. English SDH. Six hours. PBS. $24.99

$31.95

3839842 EINSTEIN’S QUANTUM RIDDLE: NOVA. Widescreen. Takes you to a frigid mountaintop in the Canary Islands where physicists have used massive telescopes to catch light from quasars at opposite ends of the universe to control detectors in a record breaking experiment. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. $24.99

$19.95

3811328 ROTHKO: Pictures Must Be Miraculous. Widescreen. Celebrated painter Mark Rothko is considered one of the most renowned Conceptual Expressionist movement. He transformed the world of art beginning in the 1940s. The artist’s tumultuous journey is explored and includes interviews with Rothko’s daughter and son. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. $24.99

$19.95

3722639 FIRST HORSE WARRIORS: NOVA. In a spectacular adventure, NOVA unlocks the mystery of the vast, grassy plains of Kazakhstan, where wild horses roam free, and nomadic herders follow their traditional way of life. Investigating clues from archeology and genetics, researchers reveal vivid evidence of the very first horsemen. English SDH 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

$19.95

3811247 DEAD SEA SCROLL DETECTIVES. Widescreen. One of the most important discoveries of all times the Dead Sea Scrolls—scholars, religious leaders, and professors alike. This documentary gives insight to how scientists are using new technologies to read the unreadable, solve mysteries that have endured for millenia, and even decode billion dollar forensics. English SDH 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

$19.95

3722678 KING ARTHUR’S LOST KINGDOM. Widescreen. Professor Alice Roberts uses new archeological discoveries to describe the life and rule of Arthur, a legendary figure who transformed Appalachia from an agrarian mountain community into a coal and timber producing workplace owned and run primarily by migrants. English SDH 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

$19.95

3843750 DECODING DA VINCI: NOVA. Widescreen. NOVA goes to Italy to explore da Vinci’s life and work. Then, in the basement of the Louvre, scientists and art restoration experts deploy cutting-edge technology to peel back the layers of da Vinci’s works to reveal the impact of his science on his art and his art on his science. English SDH 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

$19.95


38302X JOE KIDD. Widescreen. Following an armed uprising by local Mexican revolutionaries who claim they have been cheated out of their land, former bounty hunter Joe Kidd (Clint Eastwood) is hired to crush the rebellion by a wealthy land baron (Robert Duvall) with interests in the disputed territory. English SDH. 88 minutes. Universal. $5.95

387974 THE COMANCHEROS. Widescreen. Determined to bring down a violent gang of gunrunners known as Comancheros, fearless Texas Ranger John Wayne forms an uneasy alliance with a notorious outlaw gambler (Stuart Whitman), and the unlikely partners soon realize they must conquer the greatest treasure of all if they are going to stay alive. Also stars Lee Marvin. English SDH. 107 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

380821 MOVIES 4 YOU: Timeless Westerns. Widescreen. Four exciting westerns including The 60s and 70s Conchos starring Richard Boone and Stuart Whitman (Not Rated); Take a Hard Ride starring Jim Brown and Fred Williamson; Butch & Sundance: The Early Years starring Tom Berenger and Tim Katt; and The Last Hard Men starring Ally Sheedy. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.97. $5.95

390579 HOW THE WEST WAS WON. Widescreen. Directed by Henry Fonda, George Peppard, Debbie Reynolds, James Stewart and John Wayne and are among the names in this sprawling saga following a family’s move West through generations—marked by the spectacles of a heart-breaking river ride, a thunderous buffalo stampede, and a blazing runaway train shootout. English SDH. Nearly 3 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

391475 THE BIG COUNTRY/HANG’EM HIGH. Widescreen. The Big Country stars Gregory Peck and Jean Simmons in a tale of a ship’s captain who ventures West to a hotbed of jealousy, hatred and dangerous rivalries. In Hang’em High Clint Eastwood stars as Jed Cooper, wrongly accused of being a rustler and lynched by a crooked lawman. English SDH. Over 7 hours on two Blu-rays. MGM. $39.95

James Coburn and Charlton Heston (Rated R). Over 7 hours on two Blu-rays. MGM. $19.97

390578 BONE TOMAHAWK. Widescreen. When a group of cannibal savages kidnap settlers from the small town of Bright Hope, an unlikely team of gunfighters, led by Sheriff Grant (Kurt Russell), sets out to bring them home. But their enemy is more ruthless than anyone could have imagined. Also stars Patrick Wilson. Not Rated. English SDH. SD: 132 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95

379497 THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE FROM BASHFUL BEND. Fullscreen. In this wild six-gun farce set in the Old West, Betty Grable plays a hot-tempered, racy siren entertainer named Freddie’s as quick as a pistol as she is to kick up her heels. During a fray, Freddie accidentally shoots a judge. Now she’ll do whatever it takes to escape persecution. Also stars Cesar Romero and Rudy Vallée. English SDH. 79 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

3778355 THE FAR COUNTRY. Widescreen. Jeff Webster (James Stewart) and his sidekick Ben Talum (Walter Brennan), two hard-luck adventurers, drive cattle from market to market in search of opportunity. In Canada, the pair encounter a corrupt judge and his henchmen. Ruth Roman plays a sultry saloon keeper who falls for Jeff, teaming up with him to take on the errant lawman. Includes two wide-screen version Blu-rays. English SDH. 97 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

3777044 LUST IN THE DUST. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Syndromes, Vol. 1. SDH. English SDH. 90 minutes. $19.95

3775984 COMIN’ AT YA! MVD Visual. Widescreen. Directed by George Roy Hill, the classic tale of star-crossed lovers is moved from 16th century Verona to a crumbling mid-nineties New York, where young Romeo and Juliet must defy their families’ endless feud in order to be together. The most over-the-top, erotic action comedy since Romeo & Juliet debuted. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Trama.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3915948 TROMEO & JULIET. The classic tale of star-crossed lovers is moved from 16th century Verona to a crumbling mid-nineties New York, where young Romeo and Juliet must defy their families’ endless feud in order to be together. The most over-the-top, erotic action comedy since Romeo & Juliet debuted. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Trama. SOLD OUT

386231 THE CON IS ON. Widescreen. In an effort to avoid paying off a massive gambling debt to a ruthless mobster in England, two con artists flee to Los Angeles, where they hatch a convoluted plot to steal jewels. Stars Uma Thurman, Tim Roth, Alice Eve and Sofia Vergara. Rated R. 93 minutes. WS. Films. $4.95

391683 GET SHORTY/BE COOL: THE Big Hit Collection. Widescreen. In Get Shorty (Rated R) Chili Palmer is a loan shark who travels to Hollywood to collect a debt, and discovers that the movie business is not much different than his current line of work. Then, in Be Cool Chili tries his hand in the music industry, enlisting the aid of a widow of a music executive who helped him. Stars John Travolta, Gene Hackman and Uma Thurman. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. MGM. $6.95

353889 BOOOGIE WOOGIE. Widescreen. An all-star cast (Gillian Anderson, Bradley Whitford, Heather Graham, Danny Huston, Christopher Lee and Charlotte Rampling) has wacked fun in skewering the pretentious and superficiality of the art world in this comic romp by director Duncan Ward. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95

386885 APPLESAUCE. Widescreen. Every Tuesday night, radio talk show host Steve Bricks invites his listeners to call in and share the worst thing they’ve ever done. Soon after Ron Welz shares his story someone starts sending him severe bodily parts and he has no idea who it could be. A dark comedy with noir and a dash of horror. Stars Dylan Baker and Kevin Scanlon. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Dark Sky.

$4.95

3538919 CRYSTAL FAIRY & THE MAGICAL CACTUS. Widescreen. During a road trip through Chile, best friends encounter a hallucinatory Jumlo (Michael Cera) and three Chilean brothers plan to set off in search of the prized San Pedro cactus and its progeny of hallucinations. But when they meet up with free-spirit Crystal Fairy, it becomes more of an adventure than any of them bargained for. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Sundance Selects. $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/824
Comedy Blu-ray


$4.95

3833070 ZooLander, No. 2. Widescreen. When a mystery assassin starts killing the world’s most beautiful people, Interpol agent Valentina Valeria (Penelope Cruz) teams up with her childhood friend to track him down. This key to this deadpan comedy series involves former models Derek (Ben Stiller) and Hansel (Owen Wilson). They must return to the world of fashion to save the day. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions and a bonus Blu-ray of special features. English SDH. 97 minutes.

$9.95

3915788 Last Day of School. Widescreen. Four college guys caught cheating on their final exam are forced to perform a series of outrageously funny and sexy tasks in order to graduate. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Adults only. Troma Team.

$7.95

3905683 Be Cool. Widescreen. When Chili Palmer (John Travolta) decides to try his hand at another woman, he gets the sultry widow (Uma Thurman) of a recentlywhacked music exec, and poaches a hot young singer (Christina Milian) from a rival manager. Based on the novel by Elmore Leonard. Also stars Vincent Vaughn, Harvey Keitel and The Rock. English SDH.

$4.95

3824470 nerdLand. Widescreen. In this animated comedy, aspiring actor John and wannabe screenwriter Eliot are slacker best friends who have seen their dreams fizzle. The duo inadvertently become key witnesses in a high profile crime, making them household names— but only if they can survive the infamy. Features the voices of Paul Rudd and Patton Oswalt.

$4.95

3918603 WEDDING CRASHERS/ HORRIBLE BOSSES/HALL PASS/DUMB AND DUMBER. Widescreen. Laugh until it hurts with these sidesplitting comedies. Wedding Crashers stars Vince Vaughn and Owen Wilson. Horrible Bosses stars Jason Bateman, Jennifer Aniston and Jason Sudeikis; Hall Pass with Owen Wilson and Jason Sudeikis; and Dumb and Dumber with Jim Carrey and Jeff Daniels. Rated R and Not Rated. English SDH. Over 7 hours on four Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter.

$7.95

3915794 THE MIDDLE FINGER. Widescreen. Dennis, an awkward teenager, finds himself down on his luck when he’s held back from school while his friends have moved on and started college. As if that’s not enough, he finds his world is turned upside down when he’s visited by a being from another world and transformed into a superhero. The survival of humanity is in the balance. Features the voices of Paul Rudd and Patton Oswalt.

$4.95

3905764 City heat. Widescreen. In Kansas City, 1933, wisecracking detective Murphy (Burt Reynolds) teams up with Police Lt. Spade (Colin Eastwood) to track the killer of Murphy’s partner. This pair doesn’t care much for each other but they clean up the town with such force that it turns into an impressive array of wildly inappropriate misadventures and unforgettable mortifying social situations. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. French with English MVD Virtual. Pub. at $39.95

$7.95

3951255 Alan Partridge. Widescreen. Steve Coogan reprises his most popular role as the iconic Alan Partridge, the famously local and one time talk show host. Alan finds himself at the center of a siege when a disgruntled fellow (Colin Meiney) decides to hold their station hostage after learning he’s getting fired by the new management. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Magnolia.

$4.95

3905771 The Merovingian. Widescreen. After six years of keeping our mail safe, Paul Blart (Kevin James) has earned a well-deserved vacation. He heads to Vegas with his teen daughter before she starts college. But safety never takes a holiday and when duty calls, Blart answers. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures.

$4.95

38360517 Elvira: Mistress of the Dark. Widescreen. Elvira, a beautiful yet undead, famed horror hostess Elvira heads for the uptight New England town of Falwell to claim her inheritance of a haunted house, a witch’s cocktail and a punk rock poultice. But once the stuffy locals get a good look at the scream queen’s ample assets, all hell breaks loose! English SDH. 96 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

$9.95

3862445 gloria Bell. Widescreen. Gloria (Julianne Moore) is a free-spirited, middle-aged divorcée who spends her days at a straight-laced office job and her nights on the dance floor. After meeting Arnold (John Turturro) on a night out, she suddenly finds herself thrust into an unexpected new romance with both the joys of love and the complications of R. 122 minutes. WVS Films.

$4.95

3916073 10. Widescreen. George (Umberto Tozzi), an old-fashioned 70-year-old composer, has everything (including singer girlfriend Julie Andrews). However, he might just lose it all on his obsessive quest for a beautiful woman. When he glimpses Emily on her wedding. A hilarious classic often regarded as one of director Blake Edwards’ greatest works. Rated R. English SDH. 122 minutes.

$3.95

3996227 the French way. Fullscreen. A 1940 romantic comedy set in contemporary WWII France, about young lovers forbidden to marry by their respective families. Josephine Baker as Zazo, the owner of a nightclub, inherits a job restoring harmony between the two families and allowing the young lovers to get married. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. 74 minutes.

$4.95

3867285 Catch & Release. Widescreen. After the death of his fiancée, Gray (Jennifer Garner) moves in with her late love’s best friends. As Gray and Fritz (Christopher Waltz) spend more time together, Gray learns that her chances for love have not died out with her fiancée—but love can be messy. English SDH. 112 minutes. Sony Pictures.

$4.95

3785491 Arthur Newman. Divorced and disconnected from his son, Wallace Avery (Colin Firth) decides to make a radical change. He walks away from his old life and hits the road as Arthur Newman to start over. But his road trip is derailed by the entrance of mysterious Michaela “Mike” Fitzgerald (Emily Blunt). Is it possible to turn around and find all over again? Rated R. 93 minutes. Edgemar.

$2.95

3967413 A Golden Christmas 2: The Second Tail. Widescreen. Everyone can see that David and Lisa are meant to be together. Everyone, that is, except for David and Lisa. Now, with David’s wedding approaching, they must decide whether to leave their love in the past or to give it another chance. With a little help from four lovable pups, it’s sure to be a Christmas to remember. Stars Julie Gonzalo. 90 minutes. Gaiam.

$2.95

3967405 A Golden Christmas: A Tail of Puppy Love. Widescreen. Lisa and her dad, Stu, love Christmas. When Lisa and Stu return to their family’s old house in New York, they are all stuck separately sign up for a fabulous family vacation. When they each see each other again, all hell breaks loose! English SDH. 96 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.

$2.95

390573x BLENDED. Widescreen. After a disastrous vacation, parents Lauren (Drew Barrymore) and Jim (Adam Sandler) agree on one thing: they never want to see each other again. But when they each separately get a fabulous family vacation with their kids, they are all stuck sharing a suite at a safari resort. English SDH. 117 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

$6.95

Romance Blu-ray

Limited Quantity 3860501 Adventureland. Widescreen. When James (Jesse Eisenberg) has to cancel his summer vacation and make money for grad school, the only job he can get is at Adventureland, a tacky amusement park. Life will never be the same when he meets Em (Kristen Stewart), the girl who will turn this painful summer into the best few months of his life. Also stars Ryan Reynolds. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Maple Pictures.

SOLD OUT

3863018 Brooklyn. Widescreen. The emotional tale of Ellis Lacey, a young man building a new life in 1950s Brooklyn. Lured by the promise of America, Ellis departs Ireland and is soon swept up by the charming but eccentric Arna Bella. Circumstances will soon require Ellis to choose between two countries and the lives and loves she leaves. Stars Saoirse Ronan and Domhnall Gleeson. 112 minutes. Mongrel Media.

$4.95

Drama Blu-ray

Limited Quantity 3860501 Adventureland. Widescreen. Roderick Blank (Simon Baker) is a successful executive whose life is turned around by an email that includes the names of everyone he’s had sex with and ever will have sex with. With his wife is Death Nell, the mysterious female fatale who becomes an urban folk hero when she targets men guilty of sex crimes against women. Rated R. 117 minutes. Anchor Bay.

SOLD OUT

3860501 Adventures of Don Avila. Widescreen. Roderick Blank (Simon Baker) is a successful executive whose life is turned around by an email that includes the names of everyone he’s had sex with and ever will have sex with. With his wife is Death Nell, the mysterious female fatale who becomes an urban folk hero when she targets men guilty of sex crimes against women. Rated R. 117 minutes. Anchor Bay.

$7.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Drama Blu-ray

383093 MAUDIE. Widescreen. Based on a true story, this film follows the unlikely romance between Canadian folk artist Maud Lewis (Sally Hawkins) and reclusive fishmonger Everett Lewis (Ethan Hawke). English SDH. 116 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

385123 ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD. Widescreen. When John Paul Getty III (Charlie Plummer) is kidnapped, his desperate mother (Allison Janney) attempts to convince his billionaire grandfather (Christopher Plummer) to pay the ransom. When Getty Sr. refuses, Galczą attempts to swap him as his son's captor and becomes increasingly volatile and brutal. Rated R. English SDH. 133 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

381035 THE PLACE BEYOND THE PINES. Widescreen. Luke (Ryan Gosling) gives up his job as a stunt performer in order to provide for his new family. Avery (Bradley Cooper), an ambitious rookie cop, struggles to make his way in a corrupt police department. Their two worlds collide when Luke takes part in a string of robberies, and their confrontation will reverberate into the next generation. Rated R. English SDH. 140 minutes. E One. $5.95

383868X AN'T THEM BODIES SAINTS. Widescreen. Rooney Mara and Casey Affleck star as a pair of doomed lovers separated by next generation. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

383868X 4:44 Last Day on Earth. Widescreen. Tomorrow at 4:44 AM the world is going to end. As panic hits the Earth's population, two lovers (Willem Dafoe and Sharly Leigh) seclude themselves in a Manhattan high-rise and drift past their last moments together. Accepting their fate, the pair discovers more about themselves than most do in an entire lifetime. Not Rated. English SDH. 82 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95

THE PRISONER. Widescreen. An iron willed Cardinal is arrested by state police on charges of treason. Tasked with securing a confession from him is a former comrade in arms from the anti-Nazi resistance. Knowing the Cardinal will fold under physical torture, the Interrogator sets out to destroy him mentally, breaking Guinness and Jack Hawkins. English SDH. Now. Pub. at $39.95. $17.95

391968 SO DARK THE NIGHT. Fullscreen. Inspector Cassin, a renowned Paris detective, departs to the country for a much-needed break. There he falls in love with the innkeeper's daughter, Nanette. When Nanette and the farmer disappear from their engagement party, Cassin immediately takes up the case. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Arrow. $11.95

388260 I AM LOVE. Widescreen. Tilda Swinton stars in this gorgeously composed Italian drama as Emma--dutiful wife, loving mother, and the heart of the Milanese family. When internal strife threatens the future of the family business, Emma falls for her son's friend, sparking a passionate affair that will change the lives of the family forever. Rated R. In Italian with English SDH. 85 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

388860 THE MOTEL LIFE. Widescreen. Frank and Jerry Lee are brothers. When Jerry Lee is involved in a hit and run accident, the brothers are forced to the home of Frank's old flame, Arnie. While they seem safe from the law, Jerry Lee's instability and all-consuming guilt render their future increasingly uncertain. Stars Emile Hirsch, Stephen Dorff and Dakota Fanning. Rated R, English SDH. 120 minutes. Universal. $3.95

378388X CAPTAIN FANTASTIC. Widescreen. About an unconventional man who raises his six children in the forest of Pacific Northwest, isolated from society. Stars Viggo Mortensen and Frank Langella. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 120 minutes. Universal. $3.95

2779730 KILLING JESUS. Widescreen. From executive producer Ridley Scott, and based on the New York Times best seller, comes an epic motion picture event that chronicles the life and death of Jesus as never before. Filmed on location in the Moroccan desert, the all-star cast includes Stephen Moyer, Kelsey Grammer, and Haaz Sleiman. English SDH. 132 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $2.95

2847862 THE DROP. Widescreen. Lonely bartender Bob Saginowski (Tom Hardy) and his hardened employer Cousin Marv (James Gandolfini) run a bar that is used as a “drop” – a covert scheme that funnels cash to local gangsters. But when they find themselves unable to bail their friend out of jail, and on the hook for a debt they can’t repay, both men have to choose between loyalty and survival. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes, 20th Century Fox. $4.95

390557 AMERICANO. Widescreen. Following the death of his mother, Martin (Matheu Derry) travels to California to settle her estate. When the heartfelt recollections of family friend Linda (Geraldine Chaplin) challenge his own repressed memories of his mother, Martin finds himself searching for the truth. Also stars Selma Hayek. English SDH. 106 minutes. MPI. $4.95

299606 THE BRAVE ONE. Widescreen. A love story of a boy and a bull. Giants lay claim to their valley. As panic hits the Earth's population, two lovers (Willem Dafoe and Sharly Leigh) seclude themselves in a Manhattan high-rise and drift past their last moments together. Accepting their fate, the pair discovers more about themselves than most do in an entire lifetime. Not Rated. English SDH. 82 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95

375513 THE ENGLISH TEACHER. Linda (Johanne Moore) is a forty-year-old unmarried school teacher living a drama of free life. But her simple life changes when a former star pupil returns to town after failing as a playwright in New York. Unemployed, Linda mounts his play at her school and puts her own reputation and career on the line. Rated R. 91 minutes. VVS Films. $3.95

3795403 Gotti. Widescreen. The true story of the infamous Gotti-Tavolta relationship between John Gotti (John Travolta) and his son. While he lived and died by the mob code, his son chose to leave that world behind and redefine his name. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. 110 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

3838927 EVERYTHING WILL BE FINE. Widescreen. A struggling artist's novelistic (James Franco) life is turned upside down one wintry night following a fatal car accident. The incident sets him on a soul-arching journey, a quest that profoundly touches the lives of both his girlfriend (Rachel McAdams) and the accident victim’s mother. Not Rated. English SDH. 119 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95

3895402 THE CIVIL SOCIAL STORY. Set in Buenos Aires during the final years of Argentina’s military dictatorship, it tells the story of Alicia, the wife of a wealthy businessman, who discovers that their daughter is the property of a desaparecido (a victim of forced disappearance). This revelation forces her to reveal the truth about her country’s legacy. In 115 minutes, English SDH. SOLD OUT

3881849 MARJORIE PRIME. Widescreen. In a near future, Marjorie has a new A.I. companion (Jon Hamm), a real life hologram of her deceased husband who is trying to feed the story of her life back to her. Also stars Tim Robbins, Geena Davis and Lois Smith. English SDH. 99 minutes. Mongrel Media. $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITIES

3867315 EXPERIMENTER. Widescreen. Yale University, 1961. Stanley Milgram designs a psychology experiment that remains relevant to this day, in which people think they’re delivering painful electric shocks to an affable stranger and disregarding his pleas for mercy continue to administer the near-fatal shocks, because they've been told to. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Mongrel Media. $6.95

6741045 TINKER, TAILOR, SOLDIER, SPY. Widescreen. At the height of the Cold War, a precarious operation goes deadly as the head of British Intelligence wonders if a double agent is leaking vital secrets. Brought out of retirement to expose the potential mole is maniacal MI6 agent George Smiley (Gary Oldman). Also stars Colin Firth, Tom Hardy, and John Hurt. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 128 minutes. Universal. $6.95

3795357 ALL I SEE IS YOU. Widescreen. After being blinded as a child, Gina depends on her husband James to be her eyes, a dependence that appears to solidify their passionate relationship. But when her husband hurts her, Gina will make sure to have a cornel transplant and regain her vision, their relationship is upended as she begins to realize the disturbing reality of their marriage. Rated R. 109 minutes. VVS Films. $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/824
**Drama Blu-ray**

3915468 TO THE WONDER. Widescreen. A romantic drama about men and women, and the love and its many phases—passion, sympathy, obligation, sorrow and indecision—and the way these forces merge together and drift apart, transforming, destroying and reinvigorating the lives of those involved. Starring Ben Affleck, Olga Kurylenko, Rachel McAdams and Javier Bardem. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

3996359 ROMEO AND JULIET. Fullscreen. A wonderful film translation of Shakespeare’s famous play, this version of the language of cinema. Shot on location in Italy, the film stars Laurence Harvey, beautiful newcomer Susan Shentall and features the voice of John Gielgud as “the chorus.” Not Rated. 140 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $1.95

3795500 SPINNING MAN. Widescreen. Evan Birch (Guy Pierce) is a family man and esteemed professor at a distinguished college. When a female student goes missing, police detective Malloy (Pierce Brosnan) has many reasons to be suspicious when his investigation takes an unexpected turn, making Evan the prime suspect in her disappearance. Rated R. 100 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

3915837 KISS OF THE DAMNED. Widescreen. Beautiful vampire Djuna tries to resist the advances of the handsome, human screenwriter Paolo, but eventually gives in to their passion. When her seductive and highly volatile sister Mimi unexpectedly comes to visit, she threatens Djuna’s new relationship, and the whole vampire community becomes endangered. Stars Milo Ventimiglia. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

3757072 BY THE SEA. Widescreen. An American writer, Roland (Brad Pitt) and his wife, Vanessa (Angelina Jolie Pitt), arrive in a tranquil and picturesque seaside resort in 1970s France, their marriage in crisis. As they spend time with fellow travelers, the couple begins to explore the terms with unfulfilled issues in their own lives. English SDH. 89 minutes. Casual Productions. Rated R. 123 minutes. Universal. $4.95

3838846 ANESTHESIA. Widescreen. While on his way home one evening, Walter Zarrow, a popular college professor, is violently attacked on the street. Flashing back one week to the beginning of the domino effect of events that led up to the assault, the film traces hidden connections between an apparently disparate group of people. Stars Glen Close and Sam Waterston. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95

3688151 PRINCESS GRACE. Widescreen. Nicole Kidman stars as Princess Grace, an action-packed, graphically graphic and luridly lurid story of the history of Monaco, Grace, now a mother of two, considers a comeback in the movies against the wishes of her husband. The film is a must decide once and for all between her life as a film star and her role as princess. Not Rated. English SDH. 103 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

388986 LITTLE WHITE LIES. Widescreen. Following a motorcycle accident that leaves them as the only surviving member of their group hospitalized, a close knit circle of friends embark on their annual summer getaway. The sunny beachside idyll quickly becomes the backdrop of heated tensions and outbursts among old acquaintances. Stars Marion Cotillard. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 154 minutes. MPL. $4.95

3952024 SUFFRAGETTE. Widescreen. Galvanized by outlaw suffragette Emmeline (Meryl Streep), a group of women join the U.K.’s growing Suffragette movement alongside women from all walks of life who sacrificed their jobs, homes, children, and even their lives, for the right to vote. English SDH. 107 minutes. Universal. $5.95

3858931 TROUBLE. Widescreen. Maggie and Ben are middle-aged siblings who were given equal value and raises before their death. Though perpetual screw-up Ben sold his half years ago to his more responsible sister, he is now doing everything he can to get it back. Stars Angelina Jolie and Jon Tenney. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Universal. $5.95

3702553 100 STREETS. Widescreen. Follows three interwoven stories as they play out in one square mile of London. Max (Idris Elba), a cab driver, along with his wife dreams of having kids but a devastating accident changes everything. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

3914879 BLACK VENUS. Widescreen. Saatiile Baartman, also known as the “Hottentot Venus,” was taken from her South African home and shipped to London, where she would be caged and exhibited as a freak show. Present semi-nude, her physique was the source of much curiosity. But as her “fame” spread, so did her eloquence in French with English Subtitles. 162 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $11.95

3838935 FIVE MINUTES OF HEAVEN. Widescreen. Thirty years after Alistair Little assassinated Jim Griffin he is rehabilitated and released from prison. A television talk show decides to bring Little (Liam Neeson) and Griffin’s younger brother together for a live-on-air reconciliation. Two men haunted by their past must come face to face in this film based on true events. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95

3766907 LITTLE WOMEN/MARIE ANTOINETTE. Widescreen. Louisa May Alcott’s classic coming of age story Little Women follows Jo (Saoirse Ronan), one of the four March sisters, starring Trini Alvarado, Claire Danes, Kirsten Dunst and Winona Ryder. English SDH. 118 minutes. Made in 1994. Rare. English SDH. Minutes. $4.95


3905543 CAIRO TIME. Widescreen. In Cairo on her own as she waits for her husband, Juliette finds herself caught in a whirlwind romance with his friend Tarek (Josh Dallas). As Tarek escorts Juliette around the city, they find themselves in the middle of a brief affair, unexpectedly falling in love. Stars Patricia Clarkson. English SDH. 89 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95

3975454 INCONCEIVABLE. Widescreen. A mother (Nicky Whalen) looks to escape her abusive past by moving to a new town where she begins a affair with the town’s marching band instructor (Blake Gershon), who grows suspicious of her. Rated R. 106 minutes. VFS Films. $3.95

3915352 JACK & DIANE. Widescreen. Jack and Diane, two teenage girls, meet on a summer day in New York City and spend the night kissing. Diane’s charming innocence quickly begins to open tomboy Jack’s tough-skinned heart. However, when it turns out that Diane is moving soon, she pushes her away, causing Diane to change in terrifying SDH. 105 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

398916 FEDERICO FELLINI’S ORCHESTRA. Widescreen. Made in 1976 for Italian television, this is possibly Federico Fellini’s most satirical and overtly political work. An allegorical piece, the film depicts an Italian television crew’s visit to a dilapidated auditorium and rehearsal of an orchestra with a tyrannical conductor. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 72 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $34.95 $11.95

3915336 FRONTIERA. Widescreen. Miguel (Michael Pena), a hardworking father and devoted husband who crosses the border illegally and is wrongfully accused of murdering the wife of a former sheriff (Ed Harris). When the ex-lawman investigates the murder he discovers evidence that could destroy one family’s future. English SDH. 103 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

3740958 JOHNNY DEPP COLLECTION. Widescreen. Collects four films from the acclaimed actor. Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street; The Astronaut’s Wife; Dark Shadows; and Don Juan DeMarco. Co-stars include Helen Bonham Carter, Alan Rickman, Charlie Theron, Michelle Pfeiffer, Faye Dunaway and Marisa Tomei. Not Rated. English SDH. Over seven hours on four Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $14.95

3905713 THE BEST PICTURE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Collects three Oscar winning films. The Hurt Locker; the elite squad of soldiers tasked with disarming bombs in the heat of combat. Stars Jeremy Renner. Crash; tracks the intersection of the characters. Stars Sandra Bullock. In No Country for Old Men one man’s decision sets off an unstoppable chain reaction of violence. Stars Javier Bardem. All Rated R. English SDH. Over six hours on 3 Blu-rays. Alliance. $9.95

3871533 AARDWARK. Widescreen. Josh Norman is a troubled man who has lived in the shadow of his TV star brother (Jon Hamm) for so long he starts seeing that should be experiencing hallucinations involving Craig he begins seeing a therapist. As the therapist wanders deeper into Jon’s world, she finds herself falling in love with her own family. English SDH. 89 minutes. Universal. $6.95

3865002 DARKEST HOUR. Widescreen. As Hitler’s forces close in on the United kingdom, Winston Churchill is elected the new Prime Minister. With his party questioning his every move, and King George VI skeptical of his new political leader, it’s up to Churchill to lead his nation and protect them from the most dangerous threat ever. Stars Gary Oldman, Ben Mendelsohn. Some Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Universal. $4.95

3975047 HIDDEN AGENDA. Widescreen. American activists Paul Sullivan and his fiancé set out to belly up to the best of the Albanian government to probe allegations of brutal human rights abuses by British security forces. Now, with their safety in jeopardy, they must decide whether to continue to move with their plan or to turn back and uncover a shocking conspiracy. Rated R. 108 minutes. Kino Lorber. $7.95

3771083 I, WOMAN PART II & III. Widescreen. In The Daughter, I, Woman Part I, torment by the memory of a depraved man, Six seeks consolation in a series of sexual encounters. In The Daughter, I, Woman Part III, Copenhagen’s decadent nightlife is the setting for the erotic adventures of a young woman. These Swedish-Danish films are a frank depiction of female sexuality, shocking audiences around the world when first released. Rated R. Three hours. Something Weird Video. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95
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**Drama Blu-ray**

- **Kansas City.** Widescreen. Blonde O’Hara (Jennifer Jason Leigh) faces the desperate measures when her low-level hooded husband Johnny (Dermot Mulroney) gets caught trying to steal from Selten Seen (Harry Belafonte), a local crime boss operating out of Las Vegas. The Hey-Hey Club. Rated R. English SDH. Pub. at $39.95. 116 minutes. Arrow. **$24.95**

- **Les Miserables.** Widescreen. Still considered the greatest film adaptation of Victor Hugo’s masterpiece, this 1932 epic has now been fully restored in beautiful high definition. The story of Jean Valjean (Jean Gabin), a thief turned wealthy industrialist who risks everything to help a single mother and prostitute (Danelle DeLong), is as timeless as it is touching. In English with Spanish subtitles. Price Cut to $5.95. **$38.99**

- **Love and Honor.** Widescreen. When young soldier Dalton Joiner finds out that his girlfriend Jane back home has dumped him, he vows to sneak out of Vietnam during his one-week leave to win her back. His best friend Mickey Wright will do anything to help him, but there might be a few girls along the way. Stars Liam Hemsworth and Aimee Teegarden. English SDH. 96 minutes. IfC Films. **Price Cut to $2.95** **$3.49**

- **The Impossible.** Widescreen. E One. **$4.95**

- **Spring Breakers.** Widescreen. **$4.95**

- **Blu Frull.** Widescreen. Maple Pictures. **$4.95**

- **The Tort.** Widescreen. Olive Films. **$3.95**

- **Pablo Escobar.** Widescreen. VVS Films. **$5.95**

- **Gook.** Widescreen. Sony. **$4.95**

- **Tuff Tuff.** Widescreen. Olive Films. **$11.95**

- **Drum 4 in 1 Collection.** Widescreen. Mill Creek. **Price Cut to $1.49** **$1.95**

- **Paper Man.** Widescreen. MPI. **$4.95**

- **Flights Up.** Widescreen. Universal. **$2.95**

- **Last Flag Flying.** Widescreen. **$4.95**

- **Menace.** Widescreen. Adults only. Viral Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. **$14.95**

- **Roddin.** E One. **$9.95**

- **The Limits of Control.** Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $39.95. **$15.95**

- **The Illusionist.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95. **$11.95**

- **Shiraz: A Romance of India.** Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.95. **$15.95**

- **Limited Quantity** **$38.76 for 152 Blackout.** Widescreen. Life is tough enough in the Big Apple. But when a city-wide power failure causes a blackout, the mad dogs come out to play. Like the pack of deranged killers who will stop at nothing to stab and shoot, as they stay from apartment to apartment in New York’s most exclusive high rise. Stars Jim Mitchell and Robert Cardona. Rated R. **$8.95**

- **Compliance.** Widescreen. On a busy day at a suburban Ohio fast food joint, a deranged, ice-cold man shows up and demands a phone call from a police officer saying an employee named Becky has stolen money from a customer. Convinced she’s only doing what’s right, the officer’s step by step instructions, no matter how invasive they become. Stars Ann SDH. 90 minutes. Magnolia. **$4.95**

- **Limited Quantity** **$39.15 for 164 Outbreak.** Widescreen. A rare killer virus from the jungles of Zaire has taken hold in a California community. It knows no boundaries. Its mortality rate is 100 percent and some say the only way to stop its spread is for the town and everyone in it. Stars Dustin Hoffman, Rene Russo and Moman Freeman. Rated R. **$9.95**

- **Blood Work.** Widescreen. Film director Tony McCarthy is a police patient who received a murder victim’s heart. Now he’ll have to make good on his second chance at life by finding the killer. That’s just the first of many twists in this smart, gritty thriller produced by, directed by, and starring Clint Eastwood. Also stars Jeff Daniels and Anjelica Huston. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Bros. **$5.95**

- **Welcome Home.** Widescreen. Bryan (Aaron Paul) and Cassie (Emily Ratajkowski) spend their weekend at a vacation cabin in the woods. In the end, there are no winners. Stars Josh Duhamel and Elizabeth Banks. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. IFC Films. **$4.95**

- **Nikkatsu Diamond Guys, Volume 2.** Widescreen. Nikkatsu, the oldest film studio in Japan, inaugurated a star system in the late 1950s. In these three classic films by famous directors, “Diamond Guys” are high-strung management who will stop at nothing to work for the company. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Subtitles. Over four hours. **$11.95**

- **The Rain Killer.** Widescreen. Ray Sharkey plays Detective Vince Capra of the Los Angeles Police Department whose job is discovering the identity of a serial killer murdering rich single ladies when the rain falls. He gets help from his partner (Michael Chiklis) and an all business FBI agent. But the case is tough, especially when all the clues get washed away. Rated R. 93 minutes. Scorpion. **$9.95**

- **The Possessed.** Widescreen. Bill Murray stars as Bernard, a depressed novelist who sets off in search of his old flame Tilde, a beautiful maid who works at a remote lakeside dining establishment. When he has disappeared under suspicious circumstances, Bernard undertakes an investigation and is soon plunged into a disturbing drama of madness and murder. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Code Red. **$11.95**

- **Lizzie.** Widescreen. Lizzie Borden hacked her parents with an ax—a lot. Kristen Stewart and Chloe Sevigny star in this new interpretation of the gripping true story of a Mercy murder. In English SDH. 105 minutes. Mongrel. **$5.95**

- **Limited Quantity** **$38.81 for 180 Night Moves.** The story of three radical environmentalists coming together to execute the most intense protest of their lives: the explosion of a hydroelectric dam. Harmon (Peter Sarsgaard), Dena (Dakota Fanning) and Josh (Jesse Eisenberg) carry out and then witness the act of sabotage. Rated R. CC. 112 minutes. Cinedigm. **$3.95**

- **A Lonely Place to Die.** Widescreen. A group of mountaineers in the New Mexico mountains discover a kidnapped girl and are pursued by her captors. With danger all around them and mountainous terrain to navigate, the girls must find the strength to survive in the grueling ordeal in order to save both her and themselves. Stars Melissa George. Not Rated. English Films. **$4.95**

- **Manhunter.** Widescreen. Former FBI profiler Will Graham (William Petersen) reluctantly returns to his old job to track a horrific serial killer known as the ‘Tooth Fairy.’ But in order to get into the mind of this maniac, Graham must face another: Hannibal, the imprisoned psychiatrist whose insanity almost cost Graham his life. Directed by Michael Mann. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Shout! Factory. **$9.95**

- **Three Times.** Widescreen. This darkly comic thriller stars Simon Pegg as the cunning assassin, Charlie Wolfe, who discovers he isn’t the only person trying to kill the gentleman-drenched surfing town. Charlie quickly finds himself at the center of three tales of murder, mayhem, blackmail and revenge. Rated R. English SDH. **$4.95**

- **White Bird in a Blizzard.** Widescreen. Kat Connors (Shailene Woodley) is a young woman embracing her newfound sexuality when her glamorous but shallow friends from her past return to her new life in a suburban town. But Kat is excited by her new freedom, distracted by the boy next door and the cop working the case. But as disturbing facts about the disappearance surface, the mystery begins to unfold: another killer haunts Kat. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Magnolia. **$4.95**

- **Surveillance.** Widescreen. When FBI agents Elizabeth Anderson (Julia Ormond) and Sam Hallaway (Bill Pullman) arrive at a local police station to investigate a series of gruesome murders, there are three witnesses with three different stories of the roadside rampage. They soon discover that uncovering the truth can come at a very big cost. Rated R. English SDH. **$4.95**

- **Vigil.** Widescreen. A stranger appears in a remote New Zealand farmland at the exact time a farmer accidentally falls to his death. The mysterious outsider grows close to some of the dead man’s family, to the point where he and the woman become lovers. But the daughter believes the intruder is after her as well, and sets about protecting her family and their homestead. **$11.95**

- **Bullet Head.** Widescreen. Trapped in a warehouse after a heist, three murderers put their heads together to haunt in a California community. It knows no boundaries. Stars Antonio Banderas, Morgan Freeman, Snoop Dogg and John Travolta. Rated R. **$11.95**

- **Looking Glass.** Widescreen. A couple buys an old run-down house for $1. It seems looking for a new beginning. What seemed like an escape becomes a thrilling ride through a mysterious world when Ray (Nicolas Cage) and his wife become the key players in a very dangerous murder. In a twisted game of cat and mouse, Ray must race to save his wife and himself from a gruesome secret connected to the motel. Rated R. 103 minutes. From Shout! Factory. **$5.96**

See more titles at erhbc.com/824
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**3745800 SLAUGHTER OF THE INNOCENTS.** Widescreen. FBI Agent Stephen Broderick (Scott Glenn) is a man who has acquired legendary status within the Bureau for his crime-solving abilities. Working together with his young contemporary, Sissy Fossey (Sissy Spacek), he manages to form an unbeatable team. But they may have met their match in a deranged religious fanatic who preys upon children. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Synapse. Pub. at $39.99

**385879 Purge Wood Lane/WHINE NOISE: The Light.** Widescreen. In Rosewood Lane (Rated R) Sonny Blake (Rose McGowan) moves back home after her father’s untimely death, upon arrival she discovers the local paperboy is a dangerous sociopath who may have killed her father. In White Noise: The Light Abe Dale (Nathan Fillion) undergoes a transformation that allows him to see those among the living who are about to die. But when he tries to intervene, there is an ultimate price to be paid. English SDH. Over three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $91.98

**382173 BLACK Angel.** Fullscreen. When the beautiful singer Marvin Maylo is slain in her lavish apartment, the men in her life become suspects. One of which is Kirk Bennett, the adulterer who found his mistress’s dead body and fled the scene. When he is found, the police are determined to uncover the truth. Stars Dan Dunya and June Vincent. English SDH. Universal. Pub. at $39.95

**3859000 MIND GAMES.** Widescreen. Tremendous jealousy, a marriage cleanse, Dana Lund and her wife Rita try to breathe new life into their relationship by taking a trip through northern California with their 10 year old son Kevin. Along the way they pick up Erica, whose charm masks the fact that he is psychotic—and whose next victims are the Lund family. Rated R. 93 minutes. MVD. Pub. at $23.95

**386894X THE PASSION OF DARKLY NOON.** Widescreen. Darkly Noon (Brendan Fraser) is the sole survivor of a military-style attack on an isolated religious community. Stumbling through a forest in a daze, he is rescued by a beautiful, spirited and enigmatic Callie (Ashley Judd.) But Darkly’s unrepented love for her sends him into an explosive and lethal rage. Not Rated. Distributed by Arrow. Pub. at $48.95

**3872912 BAKERMAN.** Never corner a baker. Jens (Mikkel Vadsholt) has accepted far too much for too long. When a bunch of yobs one day smash the window of Jens’ car, he takes one of them out with a fire iron. Jens comes out of his shell, but the destructive driving force leads him towards a fatal turn. Unrated. In Danish with English subtitles. Pub. at $39.95

**383902 ONE EYED GIRL.** Widescreen. On the brink of a nervous breakdown, young psychiatrist Travis visits Grace, a member of a secret church that promises salvation to even the most troubled members. When a series of tragedies befalls the church leader and his flock, Travis must decide where his loyalty lies. Stars Mark Leonard and Stephen Dillane. 103 minutes. Dark Sky. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**3866238 POINT DOOM.** Widescreen. This big budget 1999 indie action thriller revolves around a dangerous love triangle between a young talent agent, a beautiful cocktail waitress and a motorcycle gang member that turns deadly when stolen drugs and money become involved. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Synapse. Pub. at $14.95

**3858797 BRACE.** Widescreen. Secret service agent Jeremy Reins (Stephen Dorff) wakes up triggered in a plastic box in the trunk of a car. He is physically and psychologically tortured by his captors—terrorists who want to know where the presidential bunker is located and will stop at nothing to find out. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. IFC Films. $4.95

**3748634 THE NEW KIDS.** Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95

**3840913 Nighthawks: Special Edition.** Widescreen. MVD. Pub. at $14.95

**37696X4 BREATHLESS.** Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $3.95

**3808062 MERCURY RISING.** Widescreen. Universal. $3.95

**3755191 TERMINAL.** Widescreen. VS Films. $5.95

**375037 THE LIMESTONE GOLEM.** RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95

**37508X THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE.** Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

**377404X ALFRED HITCHCOCK COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. SOLD OUT

**3766438 MY NIGHTS WITH SUSAN, SANDRA, OLGA & JULIE.** Cult Epics. Pub. at $34.95

**2986627 THE RUNNING MAN.** Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**3867242 DRAG ME TO HELL: Collector’s Edition.** Widescreen. Christine Brown is on her way to having it all: a devoted boyfriend, a hard-earned job and a bright future. But when she has to make a tough decision that vexes an elderly woman from her house, Christine becomes the victim of an evil curse. Includes special features. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.93

**3915603 THE PROJECTED MAN.** Widescreen. Dr. Steiner and Dr. Mitchel have created a project device that can transmit any animate object over vast distances. But when Dr. Steiner is accidentally projected he becomes a disfigured monster who has the ability to kill by electrocution. Stars Bob Crane and Lowry Peach. Limited Quantity. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.95

**385576E THE NEON DEMON.** Widescreen. Jesse (Elle Fanning) has never been satisfied with her dreary life of glamorous and fame but must contend with the city’s dark side and her seedy motel manager (Keenan Reeves). She clashes with a sadistic order over a mysterious model (Mess) who hunger for her youth and vitality, and will stop at nothing to devour it. Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. Broad Green Pictures. Pub. at $9.95

**385471X ELIZABETH.** Widescreen. Elizabeth, a beautiful young newswoman, arrives at the palatial estate of her brilliant scientist husband Henry. She has seemingly everything she could want. But one mystery tantalizes her—what is her husband’s secret behind the locked door to Henry’s laboratory that he has forbidden her to enter? Stars Abbey Lee and Ciaran Hinds. Rated R. English SDH. 109 minutes. Shout! Factory. SOLD OUT

**3858385 BLOOD FEST.** Widescreen. Fans flock to a festival celebrating the most iconic horror movies, only to discover that the charismatic showman behind the event has a diabolical agenda. As festival attendees start dying off, three teens band together and battle through various monsters to Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Cinedigm Entertainment. Pub. at $5.95

**LIMITED QUALITY 3876217 DELIRIUM.** Widescreen. Gioia is a buxom centerfold for a popular magazine. Having an admirer or two is expected, but Gioia’s admirer is a vicious killer! He murders her fellow magazine models at a time using a variety of twisted implements of death. Is Gioia next? Serena Grandi leads the cast in this moody classic. Not Rated. Cult Epics. 94 minutes. LTD. SOLD OUT

**3761160 THE APARTMENT ON THE 13TH FLOOR.** Widescreen. After a series of deaths, Barker, Marcos accidentally kills a man during a fight, he begins to lose his grip on sanity. As his brutal crimes escalate and the body count rises, Barker must find a way to dispose of his victims. The solution is shocking—you are what he eats! Stars Vincent Parra. Rated R. Also known as The Cannibal Man. 107 minutes. Code Red. $9.95
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LEADING LADIES.

A unit of mercenaries must team up to save the people he came to rob, or become part of the killer's sick collection. Rated R. 90 minutes. Magnolia.

THE FUNERAL.

In Hostel II, two American backpackers in Europe find themselves lured as victims of a murder for profit business. hostel is the shocking and gruesome sequel about the underground torture ring where rich businessmen pay to torture and murder their victims. Stars include Jay Hernandez. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Unrated. English SDH. 294 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.95.

FOOL. 

When a fast food chicken restaurant on the way, life is pretty full. But when something is following her. As the threat closes in, Jay and her friends must find a way to escape. English SDH. Rated R. 108 minutes. Mongrel Media.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3851311 DON'T BREATHE. Widescreen. Three young thieves (Jaye Lynn, Dylan Minnette, Daniel Zovatto) fight for their lives after breaking into the house of a family they never knew. Soon after arriving at the property they experience horrific visions of savage brutality and demonic bodies refuse to stay buried. In The Wicked a witch with a ravenous hunger feeds on the flesh of the young and a group of teens discover this legend is indeed for real. Unrated. Over three hours. RLJ Entertainment. $13.95.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3915484 V/H/S. Widescreen. A group of misfits are hired by an unknown third party to burglarize a desolate house in the countryside and acquire a rare tape. Upon searching the house, the guys are confronted with a terrifying scenario that is beyond the law. Stars Joel Edgerton, Christopher Abbott and Riley Keough. Rated R. English SDH. 123 minutes. Warner Home Video. $3.95.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3863069 IT FOLLOW S. Widescreen. For 19-year-old Jay, the tall should be about school, boys and weekends at the lake. Yet after a seemingly innocent sexual encounter, she finds herself plagued by nightmarish visions and the realization that something is following her. As the threat closes in, Jay and her friends must find a way to escape. English SDH. Rated R. 100 minutes. Mongrel Media. $4.95.

THE INVISIBLE MAN.

A gloomy castle ahead seems to be the ticket to his family’s financial freedom. But when a masked psychopath makes it inside first, Arkin must either save the people he came to rob, or become part of the killer’s sick collection. Rated R. 90 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $3.95.

THE DEVIL’S NIGHTMARE.

A Boldust of tourists on holiday find themselves lost and in need of a helping hand. A gloomy castle ahead seems to be the refuge that they have been seeking. This delicious exercise in Gothic sex and horror is stars Corinna Harney, Beth Grant and Staci Kean. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95.

THE BLOOD SPA TTERED BRIDE. 

Widescreen. Susan, a young girl who travels with her husband to his family’s ancient manor house in the far north of Spain. But Susan is a virgin and is very hostile to her newly acquired husband, that his same drug which renders him invisible is slowly driving him insane and capable of committing unspeakable acts of terror. In B&W. English SDH. 72 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

THE INVO KING/THE WICKED. Widescreen. In The Invoking Samantha (Trin Miller) inherits a house from a family she never knew. Soon after arriving at the property she experiences horrific visions of savage brutality and demonic bodies refuse to stay buried. In The Wicked a witch with a ravenous hunger feeds on the flesh of the young and a group of teens discover this legend is indeed for real. Unrated. Over three hours. RLJ Entertainment. $3.95.

THE DOUBLE BLONDE. 

Widescreen. Susan, a young girl who travels with her husband to his family’s ancient manor house in the far north of Spain. But Susan is a virgin and is very hostile to her newly acquired husband, that the same drug which renders him invisible is slowly driving him insane and capable of committing unspeakable acts of terror. In B&W. English SDH. 72 minutes. Universal. $5.95.
3915565 GRAVY. Widescreen. It's Halloween night. A trio of costumed misfits with very special dietary requirements invades a Mexican cantina and forces the staff to engage in a late night of glutony. The only caveat is what's on the menu—and who will survive until morning. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

3914194 THE SACRAMENT. Widescreen. A news team travels a man as he travels into the world of Eden Parish to find his missing son. What becomes apparent is that this paradise may not be as it seems. Eden Parish harbors a twisted secret and it becomes a fight for survival. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

3764781 THE WOLF MAN. Fullscreen. This 1941 film features a heartbreaking performance by Lon Chaney Jr. and groundbreaking makeup by Jack Pierce. The story of a cursed man who transforms into a deadly werewolf when the moon is full has not only become a masterpiece of the horror genre, but of all time. BW. 70 minutes. Universal. $5.95

3915247 THE ABCS OF DEATH. Widescreen. This exploitive film is comprised of 26 individual “chapters” on the alphabet, each helmed by a different director assigned to a specific letter of the alphabet. Provocative, funny and shocking, this anthology is the definitive vision of modern horror diversity. Get ready to learn your ABCs! Not Rated. English SDH. 130 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

3916448 LESBIAN VAMPIRE KILLERS. Widescreen. Losers Jimmy and Fletcher find a hiking trip where they wander into a feeding ground for a band of fang-baring vampire babes. With a busload of hot students to protect, the bumbling buddies take it upon themselves to break an ancient curse and wipe out every one of these buxom bloodsuckers. Rated R. 83 minutes. Steelbook case. In Universal. $4.95

3915581 THE MONKEY’S PAW. Widescreen. After Jack Tilton acquires a mystical “monkey’s paw” talisman that grants its possessor three wishes, he finds his world turned upside-down. His first two wishes result in his malevolent coworker being rewarded by the dead. Jack will be forced to outwit his psychotic dead friend! Not Rated. 90 minutes. Troma Team. $4.95

3922266 EJECTA. Widescreen. A squad of alien inversion forces two men to fight for their lives during one universe-altering night of terror that will change Earth forever. This nerve-shredding film stars Julian Richings, Lisa Houle and Adam Seymour. Not Rated. English SDH. 82 minutes. Scream Factory. $2.95

3764658 PHANTOM OF THE OPERA. Fullscreen. Claude Rains stars as the masked phantom of the Paris Opera House. Following a tragic accident that leaves him disfigured, crazed composer Erik Cruikshank contemplates a phantom who schemes to make beautiful young sopranos Christine Dوبus the star of the opera and wreak revenge on those who stole his music. English SDH. 89 minutes. Universal. $5.95

3908562 WILLOW CREEK. Widescreen. A bank robbery gone wrong, three brothers are the only to discover that their mother has lost the house in a foreclosure. Now the house's new inhabitants will be the brothers' unwilling hostages. Trapped in a game of life or death over the course of a single terrifying night. Rated R. 112 minutes. Alliance. $3.95

3910321 SILENT HILL: Revelation 3D. Widescreen. Return to a place of insanity and blood-curdling chills in this shocking sequel to one of the most surreal and gruesome horror films ever created, where Heather (Adelaide Clemens) and her father (Sean Bean) try to stay one step ahead of the malevolent forces intent on their destruction. Rated R. English SDH. Includes 3D Blu-ray. Blu-ray and DVD versions. 95 minutes. Alliance. $9.95

3922106 THE ABANDONED. Widescreen. It's the first night one man is a security guard at an old abandoned apartment complex and Streak (Louise Krause) discovers a hidden prisoner lurking in the bowels of the decaying building. She must confront demons both real and imagined as she struggles to keep her sanity. Also stars Kelly 97 minutes. Scream Factory. $3.95

3910018 THE WIZARD OF GORE. Widescreen. You’ve all seen the trick in which the magician saws his glorious assistant in half—but what about the spike through the brain gag? From the crazed mind of the macabre (Herschell Gordon Lewis) comes his most fiendish feat of terrifying onscreen trickery yet! Not Rated. 95 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $34.95. $11.95

3971992 UNIVERSAL CLASSIC MONSTERS. Fullscreen. Showcases six of the most iconic monsters in motion picture history: Dracula; Frankenstein; The Mummy; The Invisible Man; The Bride of Frankenstein, and The Wolf Man. Starring Bela Lugosi, Boris Karloff, Lon Chaney Jr., Claude Rains and Elsa Lancaster. Packaged in a B&W. Over 7 hours on six Blu-rays. $29.95

3951915 THE FOREST. Widescreen. When her troubled twin sister mysteriously disappears, Sara Price (Natalie Dormer) discovers she vanished in Japan’s infamous Suicide Forest. Searching its eerie dark woods, Sara plunges into a tormented world where angry spirits lie in wait for those who ignore the warning; never stray from the path. English SDH. 94 minutes. Universal. $5.95

3922185 CARNAGE PARK. Widescreen. It’s 1978 and a bank robber searches two criminals to take a hostage—the young but resilient Vivian (Ashley Bell)–as they go on the run. But things go from bad to off the rails when Vivian and her captors end up in the crosshairs of a deranged ex-military sniper who ensnares them in a deadly game of cat and mouse. Not Rated. English SDH. 80 minutes. Scream Factory. $3.95

3914917 THE GROUSOME TWOSOME. Widescreen. The young wife of a small-town college professor more than just split-ends to worry about. Down at the Little Wig Shop, the batty Mrs. Pringle and her staff of friendship go procuring only the finest heads of hair—by scalping the local co-eds! Includes bonus feature A Taste of Blood. Not Rated. English SDH. 72 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $34.95. $11.95

3851943 THE MUMMY: Ultimate Collection. Widescreen. Follow the exhilarating journey of daring explorer Rick O’Connell and his family as they combat the evil undead from the dusty tombs of ancient Egypt to the hidden chambers of Dr. Petries. Includes The Mummy; The Mummy Returns; The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor; and The Scorpion King. Includes DVD with bonus material. Over seven hours on 4 Blu-rays. Universal. $14.95

3808556 CHILDREN OF THE CORN: Genesis. Widescreen. When a stranded young couple seeks refuge in a remote desert compound, they encounter a maniacal über farmer known as Preacher (Billy Drago). The couple soon discovers that they have stumbled upon a bizarre cult worshipping an entity that may—one day—become the vaulted haunted Little Coleman and Tim Rock. Rated R. English SDH. Widescreen. After a bank robbery gone wrong, three brothers are the only to discover that their mother has lost the house in a foreclosure. Now the house's new inhabitants will be the brothers' unwilling hostages. Trapped in a game of life or death over the course of a single terrifying night. Rated R. 112 minutes. Alliance. $4.95

3915662 B.C. BUTCHER. Widescreen. When a tribe of hot cave women impart crooked justice on one of their own and leave the dead cave girl's body tied to a tree, their fate takes a turn for the worse. Stalked by a hideously deformed girl victim, live women are violently destroyed one by one. Not Rated. 51 minutes. Troma Team. $9.95

2802845 THE TALL MAN/THE RESIDENT. Widescreen. Children of a slowly dying mining town are disappearing without a trace—abducted, the twofold whisper, by a mysterious entity known as The Tall Man. In The Resident Juliet (Hilary Swank) has found the missing parent, but there are secrets behind every wall and she gets the unnerving feeling she’s not alone. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. RLJ Entertainment. $3.95

3916011 THE GORE GORE GIRLS. Widescreen. When a killer with a twisted sense of humor is butchering the girls of a go-go dancing club. As the grim death toll mounts, young reporter Nancy Woodward is informed by the infamous but dapper private investigator Abraham Gentry to try and crack the case. Not Rated. English SDH. 64 minutes. Adults only. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

3916383 THE PLOT TWIST. Various formats. After a bank robbery gone wrong, three brothers are the only to discover that their mother has lost the house in a foreclosure. Now the house's new inhabitants will be the brothers' unwilling hostages. Trapped in a game of life or death over the course of a single terrifying night. Rated F. 112 minutes. Alliance. $3.95

3916383 THE PLOT TWIST. Various formats. After a bank robbery gone wrong, three brothers are the only to discover that their mother has lost the house in a foreclosure. Now the house's new inhabitants will be the brothers' unwilling hostages. Trapped in a game of life or death over the course of a single terrifying night. Rated F. 112 minutes. Alliance. $3.95

3915727 FREAR TOWN U.S.A./THE SLASHENING. Widescreen. In Fear Town U.S.A. they were looking for fun, but what they found was terror! And The Slashening, brazen betrayal, madness and the search for some decent sex. Not Rated. 174 Minutes. Adults only. Troma Team. $9.95
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3905640 THE AMITYVILLE HORROR. Widescreen. For George and Kathy Lutz (James Brolin and Margot Kidder), the Long Island colonial house on the river’s edge seemed ideal—but looks can be deceiving. Soon their new dream home becomes a hellish nightmare as the walls begin to drip blood and forces haunt them with unbridled evil. Rated R. $5.95

3859037 WHEN A STRANGER CALLS. Widescreen. Carol Kane stars as a baby sitter who is terrorized by a series of ominous phone calls until a compulsive cop (Charles Durning) is brought on the scene to apprehend the psychotic killer. Seven years later, however, the nightmare begins again when the madman returns to haunt Kane, now a wife and mother. Rated R. $5.95

SDH. 97 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

3776158 PIG PEN. Forced to fend for himself on the streets of New York, 17-year-old Zack has just been pushed out of his dysfunctional home by Wayne, his mother’s sadistic boyfriend. When the two are brought back together by a murder, only one will survive this tale of revenge. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Dire Wit Films. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

2922223 DEAD SHADOWS. Widescreen. A group of out of work actors and everyone in Chris’s (Fabian Wolf) building is getting ready for a party to celebrate the event. As the night falls, Chris discovers his environment disoriented and violent and it doesn’t take long before they mutate into something far beyond recognition! Not Rated. 76 minutes. Scream Factory. $3.95

3915778 JUNK BONDS: The Return of Junkbucket. Widescreen. This sequel to the underground hit Junkbucket (also included), lovingly satirizes the Texas Chainsaw Massacre series, as we witness the terror and butchery wreaked upon Lake Pakajanomo, Washington, at the hands of Junkbucket and his newfound family of phallic cannibals. Not Rated. 151 minutes. Tohma Team. $7.95

3915301 EDEN LOG. Widescreen. A man wakes up in a deep sleep. Suffering amnesia, he has no recollection of how he came to be there, or of what happened to the man whose body he finds himself in. Titled Eden Log, this mysterious story of a forgotten man embarks upon a journey through this strange world, struggling to find his way to the surface. Stars Clovis Cornillac. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

3915291 THE THINGY: Confessions of a Teenage Placenta. Widescreen. In a twisted world, Marianne gives birth to a rather unusual child. While the child is born dead, his life finds its way through the after-birth. Marianne decides to raise her placenta as a normal human being, as a young man named Luke. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Tohma Team. $7.95

3915433 STORAGE 24. Widescreen. The city of London is locked down after a cargo plane crashes with its highly classified contents strewn across the city. Four friends are trapped in the Storage 24 facility—a dark maze of endless corridors—where a mysterious predator hunting them one by one. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

3786465 2-HEADED SHARK ATTACK! MEGA SHARK VERSUS CROCOSAURUS. Widescreen. When a semester at sea ship is sunk, a group of co-eds are fighting for their lives from a 2-Headed Shark Attack! Shown Electra. 90 minutes. The entire world is threatened when two massive, prehistoric beasts clash in Mega Shark Versus Crocosaurus. Stars Javed White. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

3842673 POLTERGEIST III. Widescreen. In this riveting finale to the Poltergeist trilogy, Carol Anne is sent to live in a Chicago high-rise with her aunt and uncle. She must face other-worldly demons more frightening than ever before. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. MGM. $5.95

3855827 13TEEN. Widescreen. As a ferocious storm approaches the town of Enmoreville, Nina Winters learns that a crazed serial killer who carves the number 13 into his victim’s chests is on the loose. As the night goes on, one woman in the town is alone after all. Rated R. 91 minutes. North American Motion Pic. $3.95

3799336 PARASOMNIA. Widescreen. Laura suffers from “parasomnia,” a bizarre medical condition that keeps her trapped in an almost constant dream state. Art student Danny Sloan falls in love with the sleeping beauty, unaware that terrifying, mesmerizing and mass murderer Byron Volpe has sinister plans to claim her as his own. Rated R. English Entertainment. $2.95

3778754 FRANKENSTEIN. Widescreen. This update on the classic Frankenstein is set in the present day and told entirely from Adam the Monster’s perspective. Adam is confronted with nothing but aggression and violence from the world around him after he is artificially created, then left for dead. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Alchemy. $6.95

3795855 THE THING. Widescreen. When paleontologist Kate Lloyd (Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio) travels to an isolated outpost in Antarctica for the expedition of a lifetime, she, along with her team, unearths a remarkable discovery. Their elation quickly turns to fear as they realize their experiment has freed a mysterious being from its frozen prison. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. Tohma Team. $7.95

3783960 THE GALLAMOS. Widescreen. In 1993, an accident results in the death of an actor during a high school play. Twenty years later, a theater group at the same school resurrects the production, and with the help of the ghost of the late actor, they manage to give the play its chance to shine. As the three students break into the school at night only to discover that the hordes of the past don’t always stay buried. Rated R. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD-versions. Warner Home Video. $4.95

391576X HONKY HOLOCAUST. Widescreen. In this exploitation, lust charges nightmarish film the story and the visual narrative of Honky Holocaust comes with an anarchist message through the history of hate and violence by imagining the truth about what happened to his missing son. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Tohma Team. $7.95

3914208 TOTAL TERROR. Directed/Unwritten. In Demonic, five teens take a wrong turn in a remote English forest and find their lives in danger from beautiful, blood thirsty creatures. Stars Nicole Pettym and Tom Savini. In Written, eight strangers venture into a gold mine where they are attacked by an Indian massacre and the dead warriors still haunt. Stars Jack Elam. Rated R. 173 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95

385051X ZOMBIE ISLAND MASSACRE. Widescreen. A group of Americans on vacation in the Caribbean, soon find themselves trapped in the island wilderness after their tour bus breaks down. Produced at the height of the ’80s slasher craze, this cult classic delivers! Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $19.95

3834875 BEYOND THE DOOR III. Widescreen. Shy American college co-ed, Brenda, is sold to be a slave to a tribal chief and taken on a trip to a remote part of Yugoslavia to witness an ancient cultural ritual. But what Beverly doesn’t know is that she’s actually being lured into an ancient rite to be made the bride of Satan! Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions, 94 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $19.95

3915088 MOONSHINE MEAT MARKET. Widescreen. After the Earth is plunged into chaos. The resources were depleted, the water was undrinkable and only the diabolical survive. There are murders, mayhem and madness, and cannibals in this world and not much to live for. But death is only the beginning. Not Rated. $7.95

87 minutes. Adults only. Tohma Team.

388622X MIRROR MIRROR 2: Raven Dance. Widescreen. The debut movie of future Hulk, Mark Ruffalo is the sequel to Mirror Mirror, and this time the mirror’s demonic power is unleashed again from the blood of the damned, and sets the stage for his battle between good and evil. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

2848325 MANIAC: 3-Disc Limited Edition. Widescreen. Frank Zito is a deeply disturbed man, haunted by the traumas of unrequited love and abuse. And when these horrific memories begin to sear inside his mind, Frank provokes the deadly streets of New York City to stalk and slaughter innocent young women. Includes hours of new and archival Extras. Stars Joe Spinell and Caroline Munro. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Three DVDs. Blue Underground. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

3915700 EXTREME JUKEBOX. Widescreen. Welcome to Nova Springs, a rock and roll metropolis chock-full of rising stars, and hardcore groupies, dueling serial killers, and heavy metal gore. Hear old rock star rock ’n roll in the tradition of Black Sabbath, and watch a newly demoted Italian film since Argento’s Deep Red. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 80 minutes. Adults only. Tohma Team. $7.95


3850463 THE CANDY SNACKERS. Widescreen. Candy, a teenage heiress to a large fortune, is kidnapped by a trio of small time criminals and buried alive in an unmarked grave. But soon the kidnapping goes wrong, and this time the diabolical survive. There are three serial killers, and heavy metal gore. Hear old rock star rock ’n roll in the tradition of Black Sabbath, and watch a newly demoted Italian film since Argento’s Deep Red. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Adults only. Tohma Team. $7.95


386619X LADYWORLD. Eight teenage girls become trapped in an endless birthday party after a massive ecological event. The girls’ sanity and psyches dissolve as they are confronted with food and water. Eventually, they regress to their baser instincts, exploiting each other’s fears and insecurities. Not Rated. 94 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/824
**Horror Blu-ray**

- **3739767** THE HILLS HAVE EYES, PART 2. Widescreen. Wes Craven's hugely entertaining sequel to his groundbreaking 1977 film. A motorcross team on their way to an event opt to take an ill-advised shortcut across the desert. The bloodsoaked young riders straight into the path of the remaining cannibal clan. Includes a reversible fold-out poster, six postcards and a 40 page booklet. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95
- **3770516** SATAN'S SLAVE. Widescreen. Catherine’s parents have invited them to stay for the week at the Yorkie family estate. When a mysterious accident takes the life of Catherine’s parents, her uncle packs her off to her mother’s family estate with him. But soon she discovers that her family may be hiding dark secrets linked to their sinful past. Includes DVD and reversible cover artwork. English SDH. 90 minutes. Released. Pub. at $19.95
- **385465X** THE ORPHAN KILLER. Widescreen. Marcus Miller is a serial murderer hellbent on teaching his estranged sister Audrey what it means to have family loyalty. Lessons are taught in massive dosages of vulgar and unimaginable pain. But Audrey proves to be a formidable adversary. Not Rated. 83 minutes. Reel Girl. Pub. at $12.95
- **3214135** UNMASKED PART II. Widescreen. Jackson is your run of the mill, hockey mask wearing, psychotic killer. He spends his time stalking and brutally murdering over-sexed young people, until he meets a young blonde woman he appreciates as a person. He decides to hang up his cuttery and settle into a happy life of domestic bliss—but can he really? 88 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $32.98
- **3802962** FLESH EATING MOTHERS. Widescreen. This non-stop over the top barrage of splatter and pitch black humor is the ultimate in retro exploitation film. The story occurs in a small town in upstate New York, where the women are transformed into deranged, demented, and cannibalistic flesh eating mothers. It’s up to the young people to uncover the shocking truth. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98
- **3804711** EATING MOTHERS. Widescreen. A group of friends set out on a camping trip in a rural part of Utah. Although warned by a kindly Norwegian immigrant of a series of recent killings, the group ignores the warning and proceeds to camp out for the weekend. During the night, the group is attacked by a laser in the other film, MONSTER, a laser in the other film, and various Monsters, and evil. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Troma. Sold out.
- **3822889** EATING MOTHERS. Widescreen. A comic book obsessed serial killer teaches his young son to get away with a series of brutal murders until the boy betrays a mysterious man who threatens to expose everything. Stars Chio Kaikura. 88 minutes. Epic. Pub. at $26.95

**Sci-Fi Blu-ray**

- **3836455** MIDNIGHT MOVIE/KILLER MOVIE. Widescreen. In Midnight Movie, a group of friends decide to screening of a horror film, unaware that the director has more in store for them. In Killer Movie, no one is prepared when a film crew and a secret mix-up on film set bring an over-sexed young... 4 Films, Promo. R. Nearly 3 hours
- **3913694** QUEEN OF BLOOD. Widescreen. The former has been the victim of an ancient curse in which the first born daughter of each generation has gone violently mad and died. Now something is hiding in Susan’s body, coming out to grotesquely murder anyone who comes too close to uncovering her terrifying secret. Newly scanned in 4K. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98
- **3883833** OUTPOST: Rise of the Spetsnaz. Widescreen. In the closing stages of WWII, an elite squad of Russian soldiers, led by the horror flick into a blood-soaked reality show. This retroexploitation film was directed by Paolo Biscia Filho. Unrated. 94 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98
- **3739604** MAMA'S DAY: 25th Anniversary. She's pretty, she's perfect, she's June Cleaver. Although warned by a kindly Norwegian immigrant of a series of recent killings, the group ignores the warning and proceeds to camp out for the weekend. During the night, the group is attacked by a laser in the other film, MONSTER, a laser in the other film, and various Monsters, and evil. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $32.98
- **3859083** VIRGIN CHEERLEADERS IN CHAINS. A dumb young horror movie crew, shooting a low-budget horror movie in an abandoned orphanage, discovers that a family of sadistic killers want to turn the grounds into a theme park for evil. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions and reversible cover artwork. English SDH. 81 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

- **3573867** MALLEOLOGY 2: Bereavement. Widescreen. Mena Films. Pub. at $19.95
- **29224X** THE DEVIL'S DOLLS. Widescreen. Scream Factory. Pub. at $3.95
- **3769091** DIGGING UP THE MARROW. Widescreen. RLJ. Pub. at $4.95
- **3883939** QUEEN OF BLOOD. Widescreen. Intervision. Pub. at $5.95
- **3712699** THE EYE OF MERCY. Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $2.95
- **3763005** RED LETTER DAY. Widescreen. While adjusting to a new life in a quiet suburban community, a recently divorced mother and her two teenagers receive mysterious red letters instructing them each to kill or be killed. Stars Dawn Van De Schoot. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Epic. Pub. at $15.95
- **3797716** THE HOUSE OF SEVEN CORPSES. Severin. Pub. at $29.95
- **3758666** GRIMSMOKE. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $17.95
- **3789387** HITCH HIKE TO HELL. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95
- **3755504** PLAGUERS. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95
- **3862590** WATCH ME WHEN I KILL. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95
- **3849520** EVER AFTER. Widescreen. MVA. Pub. at $24.95
- **3753875** MALEVOLENCE 3: Killer. Severin. Mena Films. Pub. at $19.95
- **3778339** THE ATTIC. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95
- **3757775** LONELY HEARTS. Adults only. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95
- **3578672** DEVIL'S REVENGE. MVA. Pub. at $29.95
- **3797911** ODISESSA DELLA MORTE. Adults only. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95

**Limited Editions**

- **3790347** SUSPIRIA. Widescreen. Jessica Harper stars in Dario Argento’s frightening tale of a young student who uncovers dark and horrific secrets within the walls of a conservative dance academy. One of the most powerful and hallucinatory nightmares ever captured on celluloid! InItalian with English subtitles. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $9.95

**Prices**

- **3834891** TAMMY AND THE T-REX. Widescreen. After Tammy’s boyfriend, Michael, is mauled by a lion and his body is stolen from the hospital, his brain is then transplanted into a vengeful giant robotic T-Rex. Tammy and her new friend start looking for the deadly corpus into which to re-transplant Michael’s brain. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and 90 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. **SUPRASOLD OUT**
- **3770508** FULLBEAST. Fullscreen. Amidst a dazzling monster shower, the Nightbeat lands near a small East Coast town, armed with his vaporizing ray gun and a goal of killing everyone who crosses his path. As area residents are blasted to smithereens, the local sheriff becomes determined to figure out a way to defeat the relentless alien. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions and reversible cover artwork. English SDH. 81 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. **SUPRASOLD OUT**
- **3778983** VIRGIN CHEERLEADERS IN CHAINS. A dumb young horror movie crew, shooting a low-budget horror movie in an abandoned orphanage, discovers that a family of sadistic killers want to turn the grounds into a theme park for evil. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions and reversible cover artwork. English SDH. 81 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller**
Sci-Fi Blu-ray

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 3851281 CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND. Widescreen. A government agent and a scientist with otherworldly vessels, Roy (Richard Dreyfuss) follows a series of physic clues to the first scheduled meeting between representatives of Earth and visitors from the cosmos. Includes the theatrical edition, special edition and Director’s cut. Rated R. Over 137 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 3891755 PASSENGERS. Widescreen. Jennifer Lawrence and Chris Pratt star in a high-stakes adventure about two passengers, Aurora and Jim, on board a spaceship transporting them to another planet, but the trip takes a deadly turn when their hibernation pods mysteriously wake them too early. Blu-ray SD, and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 116 minutes. Sony Pictures. $11.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 3863034 EX MACHINA. Widescreen. When a young programmer arrives at his reclusive CEO’s mysterious home, he learns that he will be a key player in a secret experiment in artificial intelligence. The subject is Ava, a breathtaking A.I. whose emotional intelligence proves more sophisticated and deceptive than the two men could have expected. Stars Oscar Isaac, Domhnall Gleeson, 110 minutes. Mongrel Media. $9.95

3851990 THE PURGE: 3-Movie Collection. Welcome to an America where all crimes are legal for one night a year. In this three movie collection includes: The Purge: Anarchy and The Purge: Election Year. Set in a future in only a few years away, this is an explosive series where anyone can get away with murder. Rated R. Over five hours on 3 Blu-rays. Universal. $11.95

386285X IN THE AFTERMATH. Widescreen. An angel comes to Earth’s aid after a nuclear mix of live action and animated footage, taken from the classic Japanese animation Angel’s Egg by Mamoru Oshi. 73 minutes. Code Red. $9.95

387627X BATTLE: Los Angeles. Widescreen. A marine staff sergeant (Aaron Eckhart) and his platoon take on an enemy unlike any they’ve ever encountered when hostile alien invaders attack the planet. Directed by Terry Gilliam. Stars Christoph Waltz and Matt Damon. Rated R. 107 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3882934 THE ZERO THEOREM. Widescreen. Under constant surveillance by a shadowy figure known as Management, a hacker discovers a new, the verge of a great discovery is tasked with deciphering the seemingly unsolvable Zero Theorem, a recursive computer program that could unlock the meaning to everything. Directed by Terry Gilliam. Stars Christoph Waltz and Matt Damon. Rated R. 107 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

3867277 KILL COMMAND. Widescreen. An elite squad of marines are sent to a remote island to train with the soldiers of the future: intelligent machines with a devastating capacity to kill. The plan goes awry when a treasonous agent of god-like power, and the utter destruction of the world. Stars William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy. English SDH. 112 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

3868070 ONE & TWO. Widescreen. Strangers (Keriann Shipka) and Zac (Timothée Chalamet) take off from society in a remote farmhouse, their insular world bounded by an enormous wall. But as the pair begins exploring their extraordinary, potentially dangerous, mystery arises: is their father trying to keep the world out, or keep his children in? Rated R. 91 minutes. Shout Factory. $5.95

3872580 AFTER EARTH. Widescreen. A desert-landing leaves Kitai (Jaden Smith) and his legendary father Cypher (Will Smith) stranded on Earth, 1,000 years after cataclysmic events forced humanity’s escape. With Cypher injured, Kitai must embark on a treacherous journey to signal for help. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. 91 minutes. Columba. $4.95

3851145 THE MACHiNE. Widescreen. During a future cold war, a scientist develops a game-changing android weapon called the Machine. But when it shows signs of consciousness and is ordered to be destroyed, Kitai must go back with vengeance. Stars Toby Stephens. Rated R. 91 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

3757154 MINDGAMERS. Widescreen. A group of brilliant young students create a wireless neural network, linking multiple minds via a quantum computer. The resulting machine, that forces them into battle against an army from another dimension. They are sent to a remote island to train with the soldiers of the future: inelligent machines with a devastating capacity to kill. But the exercise soon takes a terrifying turn when the machines become sentient, leaving the soldiers in a desperate fight for survival. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

3915549 DEVIL’s GATE. Widescreen. What unfor zobaczylo formes lies locked away in this crumbling, booby-trapped, middle of nowhere farmhouse? When a woman and her family return to the farm, FBI agent Daria Francis is dispatched to the small town to investigate. She discovers much more than she bargained for in this head-spinning sci-fi creature feature. Rated R. 75 minutes. Anchor Bay. $4.95

3906787 SANDS OF OBLIVION. Widescreen. When filming of the epic film The Ten Commandments was complete, legendary director Cecil B. DeMille mysteriously ordered the entire set burned. Now a soon to be divorced archaeologist couple and an Iraq war veteran have uncovered the secret DeMille could not keep hidden—and unleashed a horror that can not be stopped. Stars Morena Baccarin. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Anchor Bay. $4.95

3915883 SICK SOCK MONSTERS FROM OUTER SPACE. Widescreen. As the sun sets on our galaxy, King Grigorio, comes to power with an idea that “fitness regimes”, will keep his populace content, and Captian P товаров is tasked with delivering essential tanning lotion to the planet of the sick. Intense sex, drugs and violence paired with a vibrant soundtrack of vintage sci-fi orchestral works makes this film “out of this world.” Not Rated. 82 minutes. Adults only. Troma. $7.95

3872939 BLACK SITE. Widescreen. An elite military unit encounters a supernatural entity, known as The Elder Gods, that forces them into battle against an army from another dimension. They must fight together to defend the Black Site and save the world from ultimate destruction. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Epic. Pub. at $19.99. $17.95

3873772 BATTLE: Los Angeles. Widescreen. A marine staff sergeant (Aaron Eckhart) and his platoon take on an enemy unlike anything they’ve ever encountered. Missions attack the planet in this sci-fi epic. Also stars Michelle Rodriguez and Bridget Moynahan. English SDH. 116 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $14.99. $3.95

3915669 REVENGE OF THE SPACECRAFT. Widescreen. It’s a cross between hillbillies and the youth of America in this wacky out of this world, Sci-Fi, horror comedy. On what seemed to be an ordinary day in a small town in a small town. Daria Francis is dispatched to the small town to investigate. She discovers much more than she bargained for in this head-spinning sci-fi creature feature. Rated R. 75 minutes. Troma. $7.95

2987325 STAR TREK II: The Wrath of Khan. Kirk’s Starfleed career enters a new chapter as a result of his most vengeful nemesis: Khan Noonien Singh. Escaping his forgotten prison, Khan sets his sights on both capital cities. He creates a device of god-like power, and the utter destruction of the world. Stars William Shatner and Leonard Nimoy. English SDH. Widescreen. M.O. Pictures. $3.95

3975071 THE PUPPET MASTERS. Widescreen. Donald Sutherland leads a team of top-level government agents who make a chilling discovery—extraterrestrial beings have landed and are quickly taking control of the residents of a small Midwestern town—manipulating their bodies and minds like puppets. The team must somehow eliminate the seemingly unstoppable aliens. Rated R. 105 minutes. King Cobra. $11.95

3915549 DEVIL’s GATE. Widescreen. What unfor seen move lies locked away in this crumbling, booby-trapped, middle of nowhere farmhouse? When a woman and her family return to the farm, FBI agent Daria Francis is dispatched to the small town to investigate. She discovers much more than she bargained for in this head-spinning sci-fi creature feature. Rated R. 75 minutes. Anchor Bay. $4.95

3906787 SANDS OF OBLIVION. Widescreen. When filming of the epic film The Ten Commandments was complete, legendary director Cecil B. DeMille mysteriously ordered the entire set burned. Now a soon to be divorced archaeologist couple and an Iraq war veteran have uncovered the secret DeMille could not keep hidden—and unleashed a horror that can not be stopped. Stars Morena Baccarin. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Anchor Bay. $4.95

3872939 BLACK SITE. Widescreen. An elite military unit encounters a supernatural entity, known as The Elder Gods, that forces them into battle against an army from another dimension. They must fight together to defend the Black Site and save the world from ultimate destruction. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Epic. Pub. at $19.99. $17.95

ASSASSINAUT. Widescreen. In the near future, aliens have invaded Earth and declared a galactic war resulting in thousands of human casualties. To save Earth, a team of four teenage astronomers brave the alien wilderness of a distant planet to stop an assassin from changing the course of history forever. Stars Shannon Hutchinson. Not Rated 83 minutes. Epic. Pub. at $19.99. $17.95

2908999 INDEPENDENCE DAY: RESURGENCE. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $3.95

289355X OR1G1N UNKN0WN. Widescreen. M.O. Pictures. $3.95

267174 STAR WARS: The Force Awakens. Widescreen. Disney Lucasfilm Press. $9.95

Family Blu-ray

3806560 FLIPPER. Widescreen. When Sandy Ricks (Elijah Wood) is sent to Coral Key to stay with his uncle Porter (Paul Hogan) for the summer, he never dreamed he would become friends with a dolphin named Flipper. But when Flipper is taken off a high-seas escape and Sandy discovers a whole new outlook on life in this heartwarming tale. English SDH. 94 minutes. Universal. $3.95

3795101 SWEET CHARITY. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. $13.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/824
More Blu-ray

LIMITED QUANTITY 3851338
A FANTASTIC WOMAN. Widescreen. Marina and Orlando are planning their future, when one night Orlando suddenly falls ill and passes away. Instead of being able to mourn her lover, Marina is treated with suspicion by all, until she finds comfort in dancing with the story, because Marina is a trans woman. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

3794873
THE LEGO MOVIE: The Special Edition. Widescreen. The first ever full-length theatrical LEGO movie follows Emmet, a rules-following, perfectly average LEGO mini-figure who is mistakenly identified as the most extraordinary person and the key to saving the LEGO world. Includes the voice talents of Chris Pratt, Will Ferrell, Will Arnett and Morgan Freeman. Also includes a Blu-ray full of awesome extra! English SDH. 101 minutes. Warner Bros. $4.95

2889234
BLUE MOVIE. Fullscreen. After five years in prison, an ex-con, Michael, returns to a community where total sexual freedom is now the norm. He becomes fascinated by the amorous life of an attractive woman next door, eventually ordering wowed orgies with her and the neighbors. Not Rated. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. In Dutch with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Adult's only. CultPix. Pub. at $34.95 $24.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3851362
HOTEL TRANSYLVANIA 1 & 2. Widescreen. Welcome to Hotel Transylvania, Dracula’s lavish five-stake resort, where monsters and their families can live it up and no humans are allowed. In Hotel Transylvania, Dracula (Adam Sandler) throws a big party for his daughter’s birthday. And in Hotel Transylvania 2, Drac enlists his friends to put his grandson through SDH: Three hours on 2 Blu-Rays. Sony Pictures. $4.95

3851370
HOTEL TRANSYLVANIA 3. Widescreen. Join your favorite monster family as they embark on a vacation adventure on a luxury monster cruise ship so Drac can finally take a break from handling everyone else’s vacation at the hotel. It’s smooth sailing for Drac’s Pack as the monsters indulge in all of the shipboard activities. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 97 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

385132X
THE EMOJI MOVIE. Widescreen. Take an adventure inside your smartphone to Textopolis, a bustling city where all your favorite emojis live. In this world, each emoji has one facial expression except Gene, who is bursting with multiple expressions. Enlisting the help of his friends, this shy emoji is on an epic “app-venture” to find the code that will fix his Gene. Includes 4K Ultra HD and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 86 minutes. Sony Pictures. $7.95

2844249
ALICE IN WONDERLAND 3D. Widescreen. Dive into this dreamlike tale for a fantastical adventure from Disney and Tim Burton. Alice (Mia Wasikowska), now 19 years old, returns to the whimsical world she first entered as a child to discover her true destiny. Also stars Johnny Depp, Anne Hathaway, and Helena Bonham Carter. English SDH. 3D VERSION ONLY—Required equipment not included. 109 minutes. Disney. $7.95

386242X
APRIL AND THE ETERNITY WORLD. Widescreen. It’s 1941 but France is trapped in the nineteenth century, governed by steam and Napoleon V, whose scientists vanish mysteriously. Accompanied by her long-time friend, April, a teenage girl, embarks on a quest to find her missing scientist parents. A satisfying animated adventure! In French with English subtitles. 106 minutes. Mongrel Media. $4.95

3814178
MAX FLEISCHER: SUPERMAN: Collector’s Edition. Fullscreen. Revered as some of the finest cartoons produced during the golden age of American animation, these 17 Vintage Max Fleischer masterpieces, created between 1941 and 1943, transport us back to when the world was introduced to one of the greatest superheroes of all time. 140 minutes. Gaiam. Pub. at $52.99 $14.95

Limited Blu-ray

29379244
FUTURAMA: Into the Wild Green Yonder. Widescreen. Dark forces older than time itself are on the attack, hell-bent on stopping the dawn of a wondrous new green age. Even more shocking, Bender is in love with a married lemmot, and Leela’s on the run from the law. –Zapp Brannigan’s law! English SDH. 89 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

3849806
THE POINT. Fullscreen. Years ago there was a place called The Land of the Point, because everything in The Land of the Point had one—the barns, the houses—even the people. Everyone in the Point had been born round headed. Since he had no point, Obilo and his trusty dog Arrow, were banished to the Pointless Forest. And they wonder who’s alive? 75 minutes. Narrated by Samuel L. Jackson. 93 minutes. Magnolia. SOLD OUT

383886X
INTO THE ABSYSS. Widescreen. In this fascinating exploration of a triple homicide case in Conroe, Texas, master filmmaker Werner Herzog uncovers the truth behind why and how people kill. Herzog’s investigation unveils layers of humanity, making an enlightening trip out of ominous territory. English SDH. 107 minutes. Sundance Selects. $4.95

3880094

3897576
THE ALPS. Widescreen. In the air above Switzerland, on the rock and ice of the Alps, an American climber is about to embark on the most perilous and meaningful ascent he has ever undertaken: an attempt to scale the legendary North Face of the Eiger, one of the world’s most famous summits. English SDH. 120 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

Children’s Blu-ray

3805802
KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS. Widescreen. Kubo mesmerises the people in his village with his magical gift for spinning wild tales with origami. The gift summons an evil spirit seeking vengeance, Kubo is forced to go on a quest to solve the mystery of his fallen samurai father. Starring Charlie Theron, Matthew McConaughey, and English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray 3D versions. 102 minutes. Universal. $6.95

2805205
THE WITCHES OF OZ. Dorothy Gale (Paule Rojas) is a simple girl in rural Kansas who writes children’s books about Oz. But when she receives an offer from a New York agency, her life is turned upside down. In New York, Dorothy stumbles upon a magical world of Oz and all of it’s inhabitants are very real and it’s up to her to stop the Wicked Witch. English SDH. 164 minutes. Image Entertainment. $2.95

3824489
THE NEVERENDING STORY II: The Next Chapter. Widescreen. Hearing the voice of a new character, Bastian Busx transports himself once again to the magical kingdom of Fantasia. Summoned to thwart the sorceress, Ysabo, and her band of wrecking giants, Bastian joins forces with Atreyu the warrior, Falkor the luckdragon and the Rock Biter to save the land from Xandie’s sinister plans. English SDH. 90 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

3852040
MADAGASCAR: Escape 2 Africa. Widescreen. Your favorite castaways are back, still stuck in Africa. And they laugh out loud as this outrageous comedy takes you on an African adventure like no other. Stars the voice talents of Ben Stiller, Chris Rock, and David Schwimmer. English SDH. 89 minutes. DreamWorks. PRICE CUT to $7.95

DOCUMENTARY BLU-RAY

3915395
LIFE ITSELF. Widescreen. Explores the legacy of Roger Ebert’s life, from his Pulitzer Prize-winning film reviews to his Chicago Sun-Times to becoming one of the most influential cultural voices in America. Directed by the acclaimed Steve James. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3882616
I’M NOT YOUR NEGRO. Widescreen. Raoul Peck’s Oscar-nominated documentary is a radical, up to the minute examination of how the legacy of James Baldwin’s original words and flood of rich archival material, this incendiary film is a sobering reminder of how we got here. Directed by Raoul Peck. Narrated by James McAvoy. English SDH. 107 minutes. Sundance Selects. $4.95

3840751
BAD COMPANY: Official Authorized 40th Anniversary Documentary. This fully authorized documentary film offers through rare archive and exclusive behind the scenes interviews, a detailed look at one of rock music’s original supergroups coming together to create the powerful rock sound of Bad Company. 88 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

3795098
STUDIO 54. Widescreen. Based on the true story of how the biggest party in America became one of the most infamous nights in history. The film is true story of extraordinary courage. 45 minutes. Image Entertainment. $3.95

3729036
CLARENCE CLEMONS: Who Do I Think I Am? Widescreen. $29.95 $19.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**Sports Blu-ray**

3769372 2016-17 NBA CHAMPIONS: Golden State Warriors. Widescreen. Strengthened by the off-season addition of Kevin Durant, Golden State buzz-sawed their way through the playoffs for a third consecutive NBA Finals showdown with Cleveland. This time, they would not be denied. Revive the championship run from training camp all the way through the NBA Finals. 99 minutes. NBA Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

3799356 2014-15 NBA CHAMPIONS: Golden State Warriors. Widescreen. Led by the NBA’s Most Valuable Player Stephen Curry, Golden State raced to a franchise record 67 victories in the regular season and one of the most dominant campaigns that the league has ever witnessed. Now you can relive their championship run from training camp through the 2015 NBA Finals. 70 minutes. NBA Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

**Unrated. In Italian with English subtitles. 100 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro.**

5932742 TABOO II/TABOO III. Widescreen. Sequels to a provocative classic of ’80s erotica. Upon discovering that his best friend had an incestuous relationship with his mother Barbara (Kay Parker), Junior McBride (Kevin James) explores his own curiosity for familial love in Taboo II. The forbidden desires continue in Taboo III, where Barbara discovers a shared incestuous thread with her close friend (Honey Wilder). Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Pinko. $23.95

3964119 THE PERFECT PAIR: Girls Gone Wild. Whether you fail for the bountiful babe flaunting away her tan topside for the first time, the trio of gals showing off their ample blessings, or the buxom brunette breaking out of her bra, you won’t be able to deny–you’ve never seen so many perfect pairs in all your life! Adults only. Mantra. $7.95

3965948 THE G.M. AFFAIR. Widescreen. A rich businessman organizes an elaborate robbery, using mercenaries that do not take any prisoners. The police find one of the thieves, but not the mastermind. The detective in charge is joined by a beautiful but ruthless bounty hunteress who will use her seductive ways to solve the case. Dubbed in English. 120 minutes. Adults only. Pinko. $4.95

3964135 SEXIEST ALL STARS: Girls Gone Wild. Meet the Girls Gone Wild at their wildest! In this action-packed DVD, you’ll relive the Spurs’ glorious fifth title run, built by blending the unique talents of the most diverse roster in NBA history. Basketball superstar Kawhi Leonard, only 22 at the time, emerged with a performance that will be long remembered by fans in the Alamo City and beyond! 71 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $4.95

3842754 THE 50 GREATEST FINISHING MOVES IN WWE HISTORY. Widescreen. Pub. at $17.95 "SOLD OUT"

**Adult Blu-ray**

LIMITED QUANTITY ★3914070 NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND DESIRES. Widescreen. In the 1980s, after the death of the Spanish dictator, Jess Franco returned to his native country to shoot films in which he was given total freedom. This film is one of the most artistically successful of these films. A dream-filled, psychedelic trip into uninhibited desire. Unrated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 94 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $13.95 "SOLD OUT"

★391402X EMANUELLE IN AMERICA. Widescreen. Emmanuelle (Laura Gemser) is a fashion photographer and fearless photo journalist who travels the world in search of the exotic, the erotic and the downright deadly. Now this notorious and truly shocking film directed by Joe D’Amato can be seen in all its high definition glory, totally uncut. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $29.95 $13.95

★3914119 THE SLAVE. Widescreen. Silvia is young, beautiful and rich. She has everything, except the bondage and humiliation she craves to fulfill her erotic yearnings. Margaret is a legendary movie star who is happy to give Silvia what she wants. The two women create a bizarre private world where Silvia’s fantasies become real. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $29.95 $13.95

★3914127 SPIDER. Fullscreen. A beautiful teenage girl agrees to model for a strange artist as the Virgin Mary. His sinister influence corrupts her repressed sexual hungers, causing her to enter into nightmares about a giant spider rapier her. Unrated. In Russian with English subtitles. 99 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $29.95 $13.95

★3964048X SEX IN SIN CITY: Girls Gone Wild. What happens in Las Vegas always used to stay in Las Vegas. Fortunately for you, *Girls Gone Wild* changed that and brought some cameras along to record the adventure. Yes, it’s innocent during the day, but when the lights go down, the sins of Sin City are exposed and so much more! Adults only. Mantra. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

★3964089 GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS! Girls Gone Wild. From beaches to bars to dorm rooms, you go where the action is–and where real college girls go totally wild. It’s fresh, it’s hot, and it’s completely uncensored! Adults only. Mantra. $5.95

★5876222 TABOO II/TABOO III. Widescreen. Sequels to a provocative classic of ’80s erotica. Upon discovering that his best friend had an incestuous relationship with his mother Barbara (Kay Parker), Junior McBride (Kevin James) explores his own curiosity for familial love in Taboo II. The forbidden desires continue in Taboo III, where Barbara discovers a shared incestuous thread with her close friend (Honey Wilder). Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Pinko. $23.95

★3799356 2014-15 NBA CHAMPIONS: Cleveland Cavaliers. Widescreen. When the Cavs shocked the world by rallying from a 3-1 NBA Finals deficit to claim the franchise’s first ever NBA championship, it marked the greatest comeback in the game’s grandest stage. Now you can relive the Cavs epic championship run from training camp through the NBA Finals. 70 minutes. NBA Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

★5971276 CHINA GIRL. Widescreen. Annette Haven stars as a biochemist sent to infiltrate a sinister organization that wants to rule the world through sexual dominance. When Teresa is kidnapped, she’s given a dose of the organization’s “love serum” and forced to undergo a series of erotic punishments. Not Rated. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 89 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $21.95

★3790925 EMANUELLE AND FRANCOISE. When a cold-hearted stud (George Eastman) drives her sister to suicide, Emmanuelle (Rosmarie Lindt) plots a seduction that includes sodomy, torture, lesbianism, cannibalism, and even more depravity. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

★4645855 TRASHY LADY. Widescreen. Take a light-hearted journey into the sexcapades of the Roaring Twenties with this steamy 1985 treasure. With the anonymous “Gathering of the Brotherhood” just weeks away, a gangster Dutch (Harry Reems) is in desperate need of a girl. He likes Kyalivitae, but someone is really good and into it. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions of the film. 85 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98 $21.95

★3790487 THE BEAST IN HEAT. More than four decades after the sub-genre first shimmered on the screen, this most deprived Nazipornication sickie of them all must still be seen to be believed. Director Luigi Batzella combines footage from two earlier works into a new, newly shot plot starring a sadistic female Nazi officer and a perpetually aroused cogner. Not Rated. Sevenven. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

★3790538 THE PINK LADIES. Widescreen. The second hardcore派遣UL version of a classic ’70s exploitation yarn. Director Roger Watkins, The Pink Ladies follow the lives and fantasies of four Long Island housewives, their husbands, and their lovers. As fantasy and reality collide, they are whisked into an ever stranger sexual dreamworld. Not Rated. English SDH. 77 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $21.95

3964151 SPRING BREAK SEX PARTY: Girls Gone Wild. Adults only. Mantra. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

3964216 WILDEST COLLEGE COEDS: Girls Gone Wild. Adults only. Mantra. $5.95
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